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This pack contains the 11 mini roadmaps that underpin the overall
roadmap document
•

The 11 mini roadmaps (see next slide) cover uses of hydrogen and fuel cells, and production and distribution of
hydrogen

•

This document is an Appendix to, and should be read alongside, the UK Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Roadmap

•

There is no intended flow between the individual mini roadmaps nor implied prioritisation in the order in
which they are presented.

•

Each mini roadmap contains:
• An introduction to the sector, and the applications chosen as areas of focus for this work
• Aims for the deployment of hydrogen and fuel cells in the sector in 2025

• Tasks that are needed to achieve those aims
• UK capabilities relevant to those tasks
• Barriers to this progress being achieved, and actions to overcome the barriers
• A roadmap diagram summarising the actions needed
• Deployment scenarios, and the extent to which these depend on overcoming barriers
• UK benefits, where these can be estimated
• Links to other mini-roadmaps
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PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION
AND SERVICES

APPLICATIONS

The 11 mini roadmaps in this document cover uses of hydrogen
and fuel cells, and production and distribution of hydrogen
Large
stationary
power & CHP

Small
stationary
power & CHP

Stationary FC
systems with
portable fuels

Portable
FCs

H2 use in industry
and for liquid fuel
production

Non-road
transport

Road
transport

Hydrogen pipeline
networks and use
in domestic and
commercial heat

H2 production and
distribution for
transport

Bulk centralised
H2 production

Services to energy
networks

CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES: Underpinning research, skills, regulations, codes and standards
End-use roadmap

Supply chain roadmap
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Mini-roadmap: Large stationary fuel
cells

Introduction

This roadmap focuses on gas and hydrogen fuelled fuel cells for
stationary power with capacities of 100kWe and above
• Large stationary fuel cells for generation of power are among today’s most mature
fuel cell technologies. Globally, 100s of MWs of capacity have been installed, and
two companies have been producing 10s of MWs per year for past few years (Fuel
Cell Energy making molten Carbonate cells and Doosan making phosphoric Acid
fuel cells). This scale suggests the technology has reached a high level of
technological maturity relative to most other fuel cell opportunities.
• This section outlines the potential for these international developments in large
stationary fuel cells to benefit the UK. A filtering exercise concluded that the
roadmap should focus on:
• Gas fuelled CHP for buildings – as these are commercially very mature
and offer considerable carbon savings to large commercial buildings.
• Hydrogen fuel cells for prime power generation – making use of waste
hydrogen streams from existing industrial processes. Though this is less
technically mature, in AFC, the UK has one of the leading companies
developing products for this market.

An example of a natural gas fuelled phosphoric acid
system housed in a Transport for London building.
Two Molten Carbonate and one Phosphoric Acid
systems are installed in London (from installer – Logan
Energy)

• These large fuel cells systems offer ultra-low local pollutant emissions and so can
be readily installed in urban centres, near the point of use. The commercial
systems’ efficiencies are equal to or above those of best in class reciprocating
engines. Future system efficiencies could exceed best in class combined cycle gas
turbines (>60%).
• Other options not analysed in detail here, but which have considerable market
scope include large scale generation of prime power using fuel cells (plants up to
60MW in size have been constructed using gas fuelled fuel cells) and the use of
fuel cells in carbon capture and storage applications, where a solid oxide or
molten carbonate fuel cell can provide low cost carbon capture (considered to be
relevant beyond the 2025 study horizon).

Image of the AFC alkaline fuel cell being assembled
at a chemical works in Stadt, Germany
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Aims for 2025

Large scale fuel cell systems are achieving some early market
traction, but fuel cells for these markets have little UK content
•

The gas fuelled CHP market has achieved initial market traction:

TARGETS:

 75MW of molten carbonate fuel cells were shipped in 2015 - Fuel Cell
Energy made $130m of sales in 2016 for their 300kW+ range of MCFC
systems.

The targets for gas fuelled CHP depend
on strategic decisions which will need
to be taken during the road-mapping
phase:

 Over 46 MW of phosphoric Acid fuel cells were shipped in 2015 – in
recent months, Doosan have announced sales of over 100 products.
 In the US, Bloom Energy continues to sell 10s of ‘energy server’ products
in prime power mode.
•

All of these sales are based on technology developed and built outside the
UK.

•

The opportunity for the UK arises from the benefits of technology
deployment, some components supply (e.g. Johnson Matthey’s catalyst
supplies) and potentially in the creation of inward investment
opportunities.

•

By contrast, for the hydrogen fuelled systems, the UK has one of the global
leaders in developing alkaline fuel cells (AFC) and could build a strength in
this field.

•

However, the hydrogen fuelled market is less technically mature and is
inevitably limited by the availability of low cost streams of hydrogen.

•

To compensate for this issue, AFC are also developing other concepts linked
to ammonia (as a fuel) and waste gasification with hydrogen clean-up.

Deployment of gas fuelled CHP
•

OPTION 1 – Large volume
deployment (10s of MW per
manufacturer) linked to inward
investment in UK-based large fuel
cell manufacturing plant

•

OPTION 2 – UK ready to receive
the technology once it is
commercialised elsewhere (i.e. to
benefit from its application but not
manufacture)

Commercialisation of hydrogen
fuelled cells
•

Reliable, affordable and long-life
UK technology developed for sale
to waste hydrogen markets by
2020
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UK capabilities

Three large scale fuel cell CHP systems are operational in London
(the largest installed capacity of an European city)

Crown Estate
– Q3

The New
Building
(‘The WalkieTalkie’)

The Palestra
Building

•

The crown estate in Regent Street (~270,000 square feet) was equipped with
a 300kWe molten carbonate fuel cell by Logan Energy.

•

Though installed by a UK company, parts came from within the UK and from
Germany, the Netherlands and the USA1.

•

The system has low noise and pollution levels: less than one tonne of CO per
year, less than 0.1 tonnes of Nox and around 65dbA of noise, along with
availability above 95%.

•

A second molten carbonate system was installed in the New Building in
Fenchurch Street2.

•

In this location, the fuel cell CHP was evaluated as the best option to
ensure compliance with London planning regulations requiring local
generation.

•

The building developers estimate that the fuel cell system will reduce the
CO2 emissions of the building by a minimum of 270 tonnes per annum.

•

.Logan installed a CHP system in Transport for London’s Palestra building: a
200 kWe phosphoric acid fuel cell unit3.

•

The system cut an estimated 40% of CO2 emissions, along with around
£90,000 per annum in cost savings.

•

At peak energy use the CHP can generate 25% of the buildings power.

•

The system incorporates absorption chillers which use the waste heat to
power the building’s cooling system in summer, this is a potential added
functionality of CHP known as trigeneration, which can provide a use for heat,
even when ambient temperatures are relatively high.
1: All Energy: Stationary Power Fuel Cells A Case Study – Quadrant 3 for The Crown Estate
2: Land Securities: 20 Fenchurch Street: Sustainability in an urban context
3: Renewable Energy Focus: Largest fuel cell in UK to generate greener energy at Transport for London
Photos: PropertyEU (top), the Times (middle), CoStar UK (bottom)
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UK capabilities

The UK is not well represented within the supply chain for large
gas fuelled systems
UK companies active and other UK activity in the sector

Measures to support the market

•

• No regrets measures include:

•

•

•

•
•

AFC Energy is at the prototype stage of a large alkaline fuel cell system designed for
waste hydrogen streams. The first 200kWe unit has been operational since early
2016. Manufacturing output is currently in the 100kWs per year (compared to the
10s of MW for the leading gas fired manufacturers).
A number of system integrators have emerged – Logan Energy have installed the
UK’s existing PAFC and MCFC systems, Fuel Cell Systems are preparing further
integration activities.
Doosan Babcock is the UK arm of Doosan Group holdings which works as a one stop
solution provider for PAFC systems (acting as the OEM, installer and maintenance
and service provider).
UK has significant supply chain activity via Johnson Matthey which supplies
electrodes and catalysts to OEMs as well as speciality materials providers for molten
carbonate stack manufacture.
Fuel cell activities at Rolls Royce Fuel Cells have mostly left the UK and are now
carried out in the US and Korea.
UK research institutes St Andrews, Birmingham, Newcastle and Imperial have
research capabilities in specific aspects of these applications.

UK latent potential
•

•
•

The UK’s construction and engineering sectors are well placed to take up the
challenge of fuel cell integration and deployment (Doosan Babcock is an early
example of this).
UK players in the generation space such as Rolls Royce, Aggreko, or specific utilities
could become involved in wider technology deployment.
There is little manufacturing activity in this sector in Europe. A number of companies
are offering inward investment in production, in return for more secure markets.



Ensuring fuel cells receive fair treatment in
building and other relevant regulations.



Ensuring that air quality guidelines for
stationary power generation are either
enforced or enhanced.



Promoting fuel cell CHP as one of a number
of valuable decentralised energy options as
part of the continued push for decentralised
energy.

It should be decided whether it is worth
supporting deployment before a truly
commercial product is made available. This will
depend on the ability of technology promoters to
make a watertight case that any support scheme
will lead to inward investment.
• The alkaline technology still needs to advance
from ~TRL 6 to a mature proven product. This
could be supported via technology development
programmes and trials, which should aim at:

 Proving reliability.
 Broadening the sources of hydrogen and
associated syngases which can be used
(improved purification, CO/CO2filtering etc.).
 Ensuring cost potential can be achieved.
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Barriers and actions

Ownership costs for today’s gas fuelled technology
means improvements in cost and efficiency are
needed to compete with other options
•

•

•

•

•

The graphs illustrate the ownership costs of a gas fuelled fuel cell using
numbers from a recent FCH JU study. They are an inevitably generic set of
numbers, based on molten carbonate systems. The analysis of the
ownership costs illustrates that the high capital cost of today’s fuel cell
systems prevents strong competition with either a gas fuelled boiler, or
alternative distributed generation options, such as internal combustion
engine (ICE) CHP on an unsubsidised basis.
Instead, today’s systems compete where other options are not allowed due
to regulation, in particular for urban locations which require on-site power
generation and are sensitive to the pollution emitted from stationary
generators (OR where subsidies exist (e.g. the US/Korea)).
Projected improvement in cost and efficiency can bring the technology to the
point of competition with conventional boiler and grid based options.
Improvements are expected to be driven by the cumulative number of Units
Produced per Manufacturer (UPM). This requires production of 100s
MW/year per manufacturer.
In addition, fuel cell systems are highly modular and larger installations
benefit from economies of scale. For example, Fuel Cell Energy have
deployed a fuel cell district heating system in South Korea consisting of 21
units generating a total 59 MW capacity and Doosan have delivered an
installation of 70 units with a total generation capacity of 31 MW – this is
another route for improving fuel cell cost effectiveness.
Further improvements in efficiency are expected (e.g. some manufacturers
are targeting over 60% efficient systems using hybrid cycles), it is conceivable
that these fuel cell products could become viable for power only applications
- these efficiency levels are comparable to best in class gas generators and
would generate close to the point of use helping alleviate grid constraints.

CAPEX

Gas cost

Maintenance

Heating savings

Replacements

Electricity revenue

Lifetime cost and revenue for 400 kWe system1
Costs and revenues reported in Millions of pounds
+2.35
-0.49

7.60

5.42

4.92

5.25

Cost

Revenue

Cost

1 UPM
2015

Revenue

100 UPM
2025

+2.60

+3.37
8.68

7.56
5.31

4.96

Cost

Revenue

500 UPM
2025

Cost

Revenue
ICE CHP
2025

1 Note: heat savings are based on the assumption that a 90% efficient gas-fuelled boiler would be generating this heat
in the system’s place, and the cost and performance assumptions based on Roland Berger: Advancing Europe’s energy
systems: Stationary fuel cells in distributed generation, and are reported on the next slide
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The TCO analysis presented on the previous slide is based on the
following assumptions
Assumptions1, 2

Capex - pounds / kWe

Efficiency (electrical, thermal)

2015

2025

2025

2025

1 UPM

100 UPM

500 UPM

Comb. Engine

3,900

2,900

2,700

2,200

46%, 35%

49%,
35%

50%, 35%

37%, 54%

Run time – hours / year

8000

Proportion of useful electricity and heat

100%

Stack replacement cost – millions of pounds
System life - years
Lifetime stack replacements

0.79

0.59

15

0.55
15

3

1: Cost and performance assumptions are based on Roland Berger: Advancing Europe’s energy systems:
Stationary fuel cells in distributed generation
2: Electricity and gas prices based on central scenario of DECC: Energy and emissions projections: Annex M

15
0
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Barriers and actions

Phosphoric acid fuel cells have a lower capital cost
and could become competitive when produced at
levels of 100s of UPM
•

•

•

•

•

•

Although PAFCs have lower electrical efficiencies than other fuel cell
CHP types, their overall efficiency is currently higher (as high as 90% in
some products1).
Furthermore, the capex of such products are likely to be considerably
lower, and are currently more durable, with stack lives of up to ten
years1.
Along with these considerations, projected cost improvements indicate
that on a total cost of ownership basis, PAFCs can become cost
competitive with ICE CHPs when produced on scales of 100s of units
per manufacturer, when run at high run hours (8,000 hours per year).
The capex at 1 UPM in the analysis on the right is based on that
presented for the period 2010 – 2015 in reference 2. Pro-rata Roland
Berger cost down trajectories are then applied to this capex, based on
production volumes. Note this results in a capex of roughly
£2,600/kWe at 500 UPM, similar to that forecast in the ICF report for
2025 (£2550/kWe).
At lower run hours, the economics of fuel cell CHPs are increasingly
unfavourable compared to ICE CHPs. This is because the capital costs
of fuel cell systems are higher than ICEs, so greater revenues are
required to offset the capital costs.
Similarly to the other fuel cell products, PAFCs have a number of other
positive aspects:
 They are modular and scalable.
 Capable of load following.
 PAFCs could potentially be run at even higher run hours per year
than indicated on the right, assuming that a consistent use of heat
and electricity can be found.
1: Doosan: PureCell Model 400

CAPEX

Gas cost

Maintenance

Heating savings

Replacements

Electricity revenue

Lifetime Cost and Revenue for 400 kWe system3,4 – Million GBP
+3.40
+0.87
4.49

5.36

Cost Revenue
1 UPM
2015
Assumptions
capex - £ / kWe

8.25
4.85

5.31

Cost Revenue Cost Revenue Cost Revenue
100 UPM
2025
1 UPM
3,700

ICE CHP
2025

500 UPM
2025
100
UPM

500 UPM

2,800

2,600

42%, 48%

Run hours

Comb.
Engine
2,200
37%, 54%

8000 per year

Proportion of useful
electricity and heat

100%
0.38

0.35

System life / years
Lifetime stack
replacements

8.68

8.25
4.76

Efficiency (electrical,
thermal)

Replacement cost - m£

+3.37

+3.49

0.35

-

15
1

Datasheet
2: ICF International Inc.: Combined heat and power: Policy analysis and 2011 – 2030 market assessment
3: Costs based on bilateral consultation with OEMs, and on Roland Berger: Advancing Europe’s energy systems: Stationary
fuel cells in distributed generation
4: Electricity and gas prices based on central scenario of DECC: Energy and emissions projections: Annex M

0
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Barriers and actions

Gas fuelled FC CHP systems are likely to need value from a number
of benefits in order to secure early markets
Very low NOx emissions and noise levels

NOx Emissions2 - mg NOx / kWhfuel

•

Poor air quality has been estimated by the World Heath Organisation to cost
European economies £1.1 trillion1.

•

Because fuel cells generate energy from natural gas via an electrochemical
reaction, the electricity and heat generated produces very low concentrations of
pollution such as NOx and SOx. Cogeneration via internal combustion creates
significantly higher emissions of pollutants (see right).

•

Hence large fuel cells can be an ideal option for use in crowded urban areas and
public spaces.

•

Large fuel cell systems will likely be popular where local authorities require and
enforce low air pollutant emissions from stationary power applications, as well
as promoting local decentralised energy applications.

•

There a number of early adopters who will be attracted by these low pollution
levels, such as hospitals large housing associations, or large businesses / groups
of businesses interested in projecting a green image.

400

143

3
Fuel cell CHP

Combustion
ignition engine
with heat
recovery boiler

Boiler

Wider energy system benefits
•

The ability to deploy large capacity local generation in urban centres could reduce the extent of grid reinforcement required as
pressures on urban grids grow from population rises and a shift to more electric appliances (e.g heat pumps, cars). The ability to
generate locally will reduce the power flows through cities and avoid major infrastructure costs.

•

At present, these benefits are not valued in the UK energy system either explicitly (via payments from distribution grid operators
to generators) or indirectly through subsidies paid to decentralised generators. Efforts to quantify and then monetise these
benefits would greatly facilitate the case for the large gas fuelled fuel cells considered here.

•

The gas fuelled fuel cells developed to date can be readily converted to operate on hydrogen as a fuel and so can play a part in
any medium term switch to the use of hydrogen in gas grids.
1: WHO: Air pollution costs European economies US $1.6 trillion a year in diseases and deaths, new WHO study says
2: Roland Berger: Advancing Europe’s energy systems: Stationary fuel cells in distributed generation
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While FC CHP can mitigate CO2 emissions in the
near term, the post 2025 case will rely on
decarbonisation of the gas grid
•

•

•

Compared to internal combustion engine CHP, today’s FCs
have comparable or better electrical efficiencies. Analysis
indicates that fuel cell electrical efficiency could improve to
50%1. which results in lower emissions per unit electrical
power produced by fuel cell systems (see right).
This may be an underestimate: a number of companies are
already developing or have developed fuel cell generators
with electrical efficiencies pushing towards 60% (such as
hybrid MCFCs in development by FCE2, and SOFCs already
developed by Bloom Energy, GE, FCE), which would provide
enhanced further reductions.
DECC projections for grid carbon intensity suggest that
even by 2025 centralised generation could have emissions
intensities of 165 g CO2 e / kWh of electricity. At this
intensity, the fuel cell CHP leads to a net increase in
emissions. This is a major constraint for fuel cell CHP and
will prevent policy support for the technology (see for
example the analysis in the DECC Future of Heating report
(2015). The fuel cell CHP sector will need to articulate
arguments about medium term carbon savings based on:
• Potential to decarbonise gas with biogas/hydrogen.
• The fact responsive CHP units could help provide grid
balancing, thereby offsetting balancing natural gas plant
(this still requires proof in the field).

Mitigated heating emissions

Barriers and actions

Savings from mitigated
electricity generation
Local emissions

Net CO2 emissions versus a gas boiler + grid – g of CO2e / kWhheat
Heat generation emissions intensity relative to electric grid in 2015 and
2025, and a boiler

-65

-98

-146

-400

FC – today
(2015 grid)

FC – 500 UPM
(2015 grid)

FC - 60% electrical
efficiency (2015
grid), 30%
thermal efficiency

ICE CHP
(2015 grid)

240

87

40

21

FC - 1 UPM
(2025 grid)

FC – 500
UPM (2025)

FC - 60% electrical
efficiency (2025
grid)

ICE CHP
(2025 grid)

Assumptions:
Efficiencies and operation: unless otherwise quoted are the same as slide 4
Heat generation savings: are measured relative to a gas fired boiler operating
at 90% efficiency
Grid emissions intensities: are assumed to be 422 g CO2 / kWh (Grid electricity
(2015)) and 165 g CO2 e / kWh (Low carbon grid electricity (2025))1

• The fact savings are available today, whilst the DECC
projections are not yet realised.
1: DECC: Updated energy and emissions projections 2015

2: VTT: Next-generation fuel cells are ready for low-emission electricity production
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Barriers and actions

Specific barriers facing the gas fuelled large CHP options (1/2)
Barriers facing gas fuelled fuel cell CHP deployment (as opposed to manufacture) in the UK include:
A need for greater awareness
In the near term, the gas fuelled option is likely to be viable only in specific locations where planning permissions issues or
specific air quality issues apply. This in turn implies that the awareness of the product with building professionals needs to
be high (to ensure that when these opportunities exist, the fuel cell option is identified). At present, awareness of the
practical viability of fuel cells is limited to a few building professionals. Strong case studies need to be developed and
presented to the sector. This is a role for the relevant trade associations and could be supported by organisations such as
the Carbon Trust or Energy Savings Trust who are in regular dialogue with facilities managers.
More mature supply chain
Knowledge of how to install, then maintain and operate a fuel cell is very limited within the UK. In practice, only one firm
has experience of installation and maintenance of fuel cells at this scale. This skills base will need to expand for the fuel
cell CHP option to ensure competition (and hence progressively reduced costs) for operation and maintenance of large
fuel cells in the UK. Furthermore, the low number of companies offering maintenance increases the risk of purchase for
some buyers: they will require assurance that there will be a viable support network in place for the foreseeable future.
This will include assurances around spare parts and there may be a requirement to develop a stock of spare parts in the
UK. Additionally, a model to provide insurance for these units needs to be devised for the UK market.
Skills and training
Linked to the point above, there are a limited number of individuals with the knowledge in how to install, maintain and
operate a fuel cell CHP – this can create inefficiencies within the supply chain and also raise costs. Whilst the underlying
skills are similar to those of a heating/electrical technician, there are specialist aspects which would benefit from more
specialised training courses and skills development programmes. Operational training for clients’ employees are an
example of this, and in response to this training packages are already being offered by some suppliers.
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Barriers and actions

Specific barriers facing the gas fuelled large CHP options (2/2)
Lack of strong air quality regulations for stationary products
The early market for fuel cell CHP deployment rests on non-financial aspects of the fuel cell. These include low noise,
vibrations and in particular low emissions of local air pollutants. Current legislation in this area is relatively weak, but
legislation (and enforcement) to encourage improved air quality in stationary generators, particularly in urban areas
would be beneficial. Currently, outside air pollution limits are set by two European Directives. In 2011 nine UK cities
broke their PM10 limits. Hence, there is a pressing need in these cities for more stringent and more effective air
quality regulation – at present this is focused on the transport sector (the major contributor), but it can be expected
that this will spread to buildings soon.
General need for continued decentralised energy promotion
The market for fuel cell CHP systems at this scale is dependent on the continued promotion of decentralised energy as
a central component of UK energy policy. This will require continued commitment to district heating and building
regulations promoting the use of CHP systems for larger buildings. This commitment is outlined in the DECC study on
the future of heating (2015), which is very supportive of heat networks, but which also suggests additional support for
CHP is unlikely to be forthcoming, given the poor post 2025 carbon emission reduction potential.
There is no support scheme for fuel cell CHP on a large scale
Other low emission heating systems currently benefit from generous subsidies, such as the Renewable Heat Incentive
(RHI), which subsidises air and ground source heat pumps, biomass boilers and solar thermal systems. FC CHPs can
result in significant CO2 reductions due to the high efficiency, but are only subsidised at scales of 2kWe or below. This
unbalanced subsidy makes it more difficult for fuel cell CHP to gain market traction in locations requiring a low carbon
heating option.
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Roadmap

The targets for the deployment of large gas fuelled CHP systems will
depend on the strategy undertaken by the UK
As outlined in the aims for 2025, there are two potential strategies that the UK could undertake regarding large, gas fuelled CHP systems:
• Option 1 - The UK could promote large volume deployment of fuel cell systems, linked to inward investment in domestic manufacturing
plants.
• Option 2 - Alternatively, the UK could be prepared for the large scale deployment of these systems once they are commercialised in
other countries.
The relative merits and risks of these options are surmised below:
Option

Requirements and actions

Merits

Risks

Option 1
Inward
investment

At least one leading gas fuelled CHP OEM will
need to commit to UK manufacture. To secure
this, a number of actions could be taken:

• Potential creation of hundreds to
thousands of jobs in the UK and
secure inward investment.

• The success of this strategy
depends on the actions of a small
number of companies.

• Financial support for large fuel cells, linked to
power generation (e.g. a capped FiT), leading
to sales of >50 units per annum.

• Opportunity for the UK to produce a
competitive product with a
significant export market.

• The long term emissions and
energy system benefits of fuel
cell CHP are uncertain.

• A concerted effort to link potential early
adopters to suppliers, and to raise the profile
of FC CHP.

• Output -related support schemes
such as a FiT would come at
relatively little cost if low
deployment is secured.

• If successful, the deployment
would result in considerable
expense to the UK government
(£10s of million).

The UK will need to be prepared for deployment
of FC CHP, this will require:

• This will come at a relatively low
cost to the UK government.

• Training for installers and maintenance
professionals.

• Deployment in the UK will likely
begin once the performance and
benefits of products has been
validated internationally.

• Increased risk to UK companies
already operating in the supply
chain.

• Support for R&D programmes to increase the
number of competitive UK products.
Option 2
Benefit from
deployment
but not
manufacture

• Implementation and enforcement of strict air
quality regulations.
• Actions to increase awareness and foster
dialogue between customers and suppliers.

• Both capex and opex will likely be
lower once the products are
mature.

• Lower potential for UK job
creation in manufacturing
sectors.

• Limited early benefit in terms of
energy system resilience, air
quality and CO2 emissions.
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Barriers and actions

The high cost of hydrogen in all but a limited number of hydrogen
fuelled applications will also limit uptake
A number of companies are considering the hydrogen only option for fuelling
stationary fuel cells. These include companies developing new products such as
AFC, who are at the system validation stage and companies using stacks originally
designed for automotive or gas fuelled stationary systems on hydrogen (such as
those produced by Ballard, Toshiba and Proton Power Systems).
The use of hydrogen fuel cells will inevitably remain a niche activity until a more
widespread source of hydrogen becomes available. In the near term, developers
are searching for low cost hydrogen streams. These tend to occur at existing
chemical works where hydrogen is produced as a bi-product (e,g. chlor-alkali
plants). In these applications the thermal value of hydrogen is often valued (i.e.
the ability to raise steam), which places a lower bound on the cost of the fuel.
Other potential early markets include systems for remote and islanded
communities with constrained generators where hydrogen can be generated as a
local fuel at very low cost.

AFC’s alkaline technology is designed for very
low stack costs. The initial target market is
streams of by-product hydrogen which are
available in chemical sites worldwide

Longer term, developers will require a larger market, which can come from other
sources of hydrogen (e.g. waste gasification, natural gas reformation) or the
potential for hydrogen pipelines.
To compete economically, these systems will require:
•

Very low cost hydrogen – by-product, from large scale production for
pipelines or stranded renewables.

•

Improved designs to allow low cost stacks (including potentially costly items
such as hydrogen purification systems).

•

Long stack life – to minimise replacement costs.

Toshiba has recently launch a hydrogen
fuelled range targeting remote communities
with renewable hydrogen generation options
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Barriers and actions

Specific barriers facing hydrogen fuel cells for stationary power
Non-financial barriers facing hydrogen fuelled fuel cells for large stationary power (focusing on manufacture in the UK) include:
Alternative uses for hydrogen – whilst superficially, there is a considerable amount of hydrogen available as a ‘waste’ stream in
refineries and chemical works across Europe, much of this hydrogen is already in one way accounted for. The hydrogen is often
required for meeting the heat balance in the chemical works, or for alternative chemical uses for hydrogen. Furthermore, if the
automotive sector picks up, this hydrogen will be in high demand for automotive use (which has a higher value than those considered
in the economics analysis above). However, the economics of pre-existing hydrogen production economics could be improved by
having several sources of demand. Hence, areas with proximity to hydrogen generation near constrained generators (see islanded
systems), and facilities near HRS with on-site production are potential areas where the economics of hydrogen fuel cell CHP may be
viable in the near term.
Purity of alternative options for hydrogen – in order to resolve the lack of hydrogen , hydrogen fuel cell developers are forced to look
for alternative sources, such as the syngas derived from gasification of waste or reformation of methane. These sources typically do
not have the levels of purity required for low temperature fuel cells (e.g. alkaline fuel cells require very low concentrations of carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide) – this implies techniques for low cost purification of hydrogen will be needed for these alterative
sources to be viable for this application.
Technology maturity – the AFC Energy technology is currently undergoing field trials to prove the readiness of the technology. At
present, this UK technology is being trialled at a 200kWe scale and has only recently achieved full power output. This implies
considerable further testing and validation before the technology is ready for commercial sales (i.e. before reaching TRL 8 and above).
The existing stacks (e.g. from the automotive sector) do not require further development for this application, as their development is
supported by other applications.
Competition from alternatives – In principle, all of the stationary fuel cell systems can be adapted to run on hydrogen as a fuel. This
means that as soon as this market is proven with low temperature fuel cell systems, there will be competition from alternative and
potentially more mature fuel cell options. To overcome this threat, any UK developed technology will need to prove that it has long
term potential for very low cost of manufacture.
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting large stationary fuel cells

UK actions

UK market
Global
Technology
development activities and
progress
deployment

2016-2020
100s of gas fuelled units deployed in US,
Korea and Europe

Limited deployment of large fuel cells
systems for waste hydrogen

2020-2025

2025 onwards

Increased market traction, as price decreases
and efficiency improves

Widespread deployment as an alternative to
existing decentralised energy products

Use of additional hydrogen sources increases market size for the
hydrogen based products (e.g. gasification of waste)

Continued support for decentralised energy (of all types) via buildings, planning and district heating
policies
Very limited additional deployment of gas
fuelled fuel cell CHP systems without further
incentives

FC CHP competitive with other generators
(but with improved CO2 and air quality)

Incremental improvements in efficiency and lifetime for gas fuelled
systems
Commercialisation of alkaline fuel cell technology
(demonstrated reliability cost and performance)

~30-50 large fuel cell CHP systems
installed each year in the UK

Installation of hydrogen fuelled units in the UK subject to 100% H2 gas grid progress

Increased efficiency means FCs increasingly used for large
prime power generation, including possible link to CCS

Market preparation – support for training, ensure
UK market established for fuel cell CHP as an
regulations are fair and promote awareness
alternative to combustion based generators
Discussions with gas fuelled CHP
manufacturers about inward investment
Deployment support programme (conditional on inward
investments)
Technology development programme
Mature alkaline FC system ready
for alkaline fuel cell
for global export
Alkaline fuel cell commercial
validation programme
Connection of early adopters with manufacturers (e.g.
through Knowledge Transfer Network or the IET)
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Deployment Scenarios

Under the right circumstances, there could be up to ~4 GW global
installed capacity of fuel cell CHP by 2025
The graphs below show indicative uptake projections, in the UK (with and without a support programme) and an estimate of
global sales projections, based on expectations of the large supply companies

Natural gas fuelled

Hydrogen fuelled
Cumulative installed capacity (MW)

Cumulative installed capacity (MW)
Global

UK

Low
uptake
without
support

140
120
100
80

Uptake
boosted by
support
programme

60
40
20
0
2015

5,000

100

4,500

90

4,000

80

3,500

70

3,000

60

2,500

50

2,000

40

1,500

30

1,000

20

500

10

0
2020

No uptake
without
support

Uptake
begins in UK
around
2018/19

0

2025

2014

Central - ‘option 2’

2016

Potential upside – ‘option 1’

2018

2020 2022

Lower

2024

2026

Global

Forecasts based on today’s production rates and an assumed global ramp-up in capacity –
forecasts were agreed in discussion at roadmap consultation workshops
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Deployment scenarios

UK deployment of fuel cell CHP may be highly sensitive to the actions
previously outlined
Installed capacity (MW)
Scenario

Actions

High

Additional actions
• Commitment to UK manufacture from one or more leading gas fuelled
technology developer.
• New support scheme for large fuel cells, linked to power generation e.g. a feedin tariff (10s of MW of capacity needed).
• Very favourable market conditions attracting foreign players to invest in local
supply chains.
• Enhanced R&D support leading to numerous competitive UK products in the
large gas fuelled and hydrogen space.

Central

Assumed actions
• Preparation for deployment: training of installers and maintenance
professionals.
• Development of regulatory framework to allow the monetisation of the use of
fuel cell generators to support electricity distribution grids.
• Encouraging strict air quality regulations for decentralised energy and heating
appliances for building.
• Continued support for decentralised energy generally.
• R&D and commercial validation programmes for fuel cells aiming at waste
hydrogen streams.

Low

Conditions for achieving the low scenario
•
No additional action.

2015

1 (NG)

2020

2025

30 (Natural
Gas – NG )
3 (H2)

200
(NG)
10 (H2)

5 (NG)
1.5 (H2)

70 (NG)
5 (H2)

3 (NG)
0 (H2)

10 (gas)
0 (H2)
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UK benefits

Deployment of large fuel cell CHP units could create up to £150
million in the UK economy by 2025
UK market size

Gas fuelled CHP (cumulative)
Global addressable
market

Up to ~ 4,000 MW installed capacity

Global addressable
market value

~£14 billion

UK share of tradable
global market

Up to 2%

Potential value to the
UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK job
creation

Up to ~£150 million
around 10% of which is from within
the UK

Notes
Total market capacity based on growth
rates expected for 4-5 largest players
Assuming a limited competitive advantage
due to lack of activity to date
Assuming 50% of sales displace existing
economic activity

100s

The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the
product of: the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic companies,
the share of this market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to account for
displacement of other economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK market size, the
gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor to account for
displacement of other economic activity). Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in similar sectors, and
not on a detailed analysis of the particular product or the UK companies active in the area.
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Mini-roadmap: Stationary fuel cells
fuelled by portable fuels

Introduction

Stationary fuel cells with portable fuels cover a wide range of
applications – from backup generation to cogeneration
•

‘Stationary fuel cells with portable fuels’ are systems that cannot be moved
and are refuelled in batches, not continuously. Fuel could be gas (e.g.
hydrogen or LPG) bottles or liquid fuels such as methanol.

•

Their application ranges from backup applications (e.g. for telecom towers,
electric substations) to prime power applications in remote locations and
residential locations.

•

The technology is the same or similar to other stationary fuel cells.

•

Fuel cells are beginning to emerge, especially for backup applications, for
example in telecom towers. They have potentially distinctive advantages in
terms of reliability, noise and air pollution compared to incumbent
technologies.

•

In the residential prime power and CHP sector, as well as for operation in
remote locations, incumbent technologies are well-established, and have a
considerable cost advantage compared to fuel cells.

•

Other mini roadmaps analyse fuel cell potential in adjacent areas, such as
stationary fuel cell CHP and portable fuel cells.
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Introduction

Our chosen focus is in applications that are already offered by UK
companies and that have a large development potential
•

Stationary fuel cells with portable fuels are aiming for markets with strong incumbent technologies and many
emerging competing technologies (e.g. batteries, PV).

•

For prime power applications with steady and high energy demand, the logistics of portable fuels may harm
the business case of fuel cells.

•

The UK is currently not well-positioned for residential fuel cells for prime power and CHP, apart from Ceres
Power’s technology. While some other companies could adapt their technology to enter these markets, they
are currently prioritising other sectors. In other regions (especially Japan, Germany and to some extent North
America), there is more activity in this sector.

•

For larger remote buildings, the market is relatively limited, and alternative technologies are likely to remain
more interesting on a TCO basis for a long time. The UK further has limited capabilities for large systems
compared to other regions.

•

The market for backup power, especially in the telecom sector, is already developing and deploying several
thousands of units per year. The requirements for reliability and efficiency in this sector are relatively well
aligned with the capabilities of fuel cells.

•

Intelligent Energy, a UK-based company is developing backup generators, starting with the telecom market.

•

We focus on backup power > 5 kW, a market that already has commercial opportunities and involvement from
UK actors.
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Introduction

Telecom tower backup power is among the first commercially-driven
fuel cell applications
•

Stationary fuel cells have early commercial deployment, displacing diesel
generators where their advantages outweigh high capital costs:
• high efficiency of around 50% against 20% or less for diesel gensets.
• low maintenance requirements; potentially easier to maintain than diesel
gensets.

•

The most prevalent application is as either backup or in some cases prime power
for telecom infrastructure (mobile phone antennas) in areas with weak or nonexisting power grids. This market is dominated by PEM fuel cells from 1-10 kW
fuelled by either hydrogen or methanol.

•

UK-based Intelligent Energy is developing this business in India. Others (e.g.
Ballard, Heliocentris, Hydrogenics etc.) are developing markets across South East
Asia, China, the Middle East and Africa, but also in a limited fashion in North
America and Europe.

•

High grid reliability and a dense telecom network in the UK limit the need for
backup and reduce operating times, reducing the benefit of the low operating
cost of fuel cells. This is likely to remain mainly an export market.

•
•

Energy is ~30% of network operating cost for mobile network operators. Their
diesel generators release ~40 Mt CO2 annually, likely to grow by 13-15% to 2020.1
Hydrogen is less likely to be spilled or stolen in remote locations than diesel.

Source: Intelligent Energy

Source: Hydrogenics
1GSMA:

Green Power for Mobile – the global
telecom tower ESCO market overview of the global
market for energy to telecom towers in off-grid
and bad-grid areas
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Introduction

Telecom backup generator costs in places with reliable grids are
dominated by capex
•

For the same application, diesel generators are typically higher
capacity than fuel cells, in order to overcome starting current of
the load, such as air conditioner compressors.

•

In places with reliable grids, backup generators run a very limited
amount of time per year. Diesel generators require regular startup and maintenance to remain operational, whereas fuel cells
generally remain operational even if not used over long periods.

•

Batteries have a relatively high capex, as they need to be sized
according to the longest required backup period needed, even if
it only occurs once a year.
TCO (per year) of 5 kW telecom backup power generation systems (72h
year over 10 years)
£5,000
£4,500
£4,000
£3,500
£3,000
£2,500
£2,000
£1,500
£1,000
£500
£Fuel cell

Diesel Generator (untaxed
fuel)
CAPEX

Fuel

Diesel Generator (taxed fuel)
Maintance

Battery

Parameter

Value

Average load

2 kW

Runtime per year

72 h

Fuel cell
Capacity
Stack lifetime
Cost per kW
Permitting and installation cost
Efficiency
Hydrogen cost per kg
Cost of delivery (1 MCP -15 kg)
Maintenance per year

5 kW
10,000h
£ 4,275
£18,750
47%
£ 14
£ 100
£ 100

Diesel generator
Capacity
Lifetime
Cost per kW
Permitting and installation cost
Efficiency
Diesel cost per litre (taxed/untaxed)
Maintenance per year

10 kW
10 years
£ 1,200
£ 18,750
10%
£ 1 / £ 0.40
£ 600

Battery system (Lead-acid)
Capacity
Lifetime
capex
Cell replacement cost
Permitting and installation cost
Efficiency
Electricity cost per kWh
Maintenance per year

24 kWh (12h)
10,000h
400 £/kWh
270 £/kWh
£ 33,750
85%
£ 0.13
£ 200
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Introduction

Telecom backup in places with weak grids is sensitive to both
capex and fuel costs
•

In regions with weak grids, backup generators have very high
operating times (e.g. 8h a day on average). The fuel cost hence
becomes relatively more important compared to areas with
reliable grids.

•

Hydrogen as a fuel is currently more expensive than diesel on a
per kWh basis, which is not offset by the high efficiency of fuel
cells.

•

Fuel delivery costs are a major cost driver for fuel cells,
assuming hydrogen is delivered in manifold cylinder pallets
(MCP).
TCO (per year) of 5 kW telecom backup power generation systems
(2920h year over 10 years)
£14,000
£12,000
£10,000

£8,000
£6,000
£4,000
£2,000
£Fuel cell

Diesel Generator
(untaxed fuel)
CAPEX

Fuel

Diesel Generator
(taxed fuel)
Maintance

Battery

Parameter

Value

Average load

2 kW

Runtime per year

2920h (8h/day)

Fuel cell
Capacity
Stack lifetime
Cost per kW
Permitting and installation cost
Efficiency
Hydrogen cost per kg
Cost of delivery (4 MCP -60 kg)
Maintenance per year

5 kW
10,000h
£ 4,275
£12,500
47%
£ 14
£ 100
£ 100

Diesel generator
Capacity
Lifetime
Cost per kW
Permitting and installation cost
Efficiency
Diesel cost per litre (taxed / untaxed)
Maintenance per year

10 kW
10 years
£ 1,200
£ 12,500
10%
£ 1 / £ 0.40
£ 600

Battery system (Lead-acid)
Capacity
Lifetime
capex
Cell replacement cost
Permitting and installation cost
Efficiency
Electricity cost per kWh
Maintenance per year

96 kWh (48h)
10,000h
400 £/kWh
270 £/kWh
£ 42,500
85%
£ 0.13
£ 200
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Aims for 2025

Global market is likely to reach tens of thousands of units yearly by
2025
UK deployment drivers
•

UK markets will remain limited. Given the reliability of the grid, most mobile phone antennas do not require
backup for more than a few hours a year. Purchase cost is the dominant characteristic. In densely populated
areas, backup is only required for a core network, as these areas are usually covered by multiple towers.

Global deployment drivers
•

Most telecom backup generation assets will remain in countries with weak power grids. In many of these, grid
reliability will remain poor, and possibly worsen through rapid electricity demand growth. Demand for telecom
services, and hence for towers is growing, and globally off- and weak-grid towers could reach 1.2 m by 20201.

•

Other applications with similar requirements to telecom towers are likely to emerge based on the same
technology. For instance, ATMs in remote locations with weak grid access require backup power.

•

Improvements in hydrogen storage could make higher power applications (10-50 kW) commercially viable.

Deployment potential by 2025
•

Attainable global annual deployment: about 50,000 units annually

• 20,000 newly deployed off-grid or weak-grid towers yearly (65-70% market share of a 30,000 units market).
• 30,000 replacement generators for off-grid and weak-grid towers (50% market share assuming 20 year
lifetime for existing gensets).
•

Attainable UK deployment: 100 units per annum if global deployment considerable reduces capital cost.
1GSMA:

Green Power for Mobile – the global telecom tower ESCO market overview of the global
market for energy to telecom towers in off-grid and bad-grid areas
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UK capabilities

One UK company is leading fuel cell development of telecom in
India, others are contributing along the supply chain
•

Intelligent Energy designs and builds fuel cell systems for telecom backup. These systems are currently
manufactured in the UK, but it is likely that large scale manufacturing for export markets is not going to be
done in the UK. The technology development and IP, are, however, likely to remain UK-based.

•

Intelligent Energy’s Indian subsidiary, Essential Energy, specialises in energy management for telecom towers
and manages 40,000 towers in India, planning to gradually replace the generation units of these towers by fuel
cells. This deep involvement in the supply chain is a way to sidestep the vertically integrated Mobile Network
Operators who generally choose technologies on first cost basis, rather than total cost of ownership.

•

Johnson Matthey Fuel Cells develops and produces membrane electrode assemblies in Swindon, which can be
applied in PEM fuel cells for telecom backup.

•

BOC (Linde), as the UK’s largest industrial gas company, could play a role in fuelling such fuel cells through
various storage and delivery solutions. Luxfer, a UK-based gas containment specialist offers advanced storage
and mobile hydrogen refuelling systems, and has the required know-how to become a significant player on the
refuelling side.

•

Various research organisations and universities (this is not exhaustive) are active in relevant areas1,2:
• Polymer electrolyte fuel cells: Imperial College, UCL, Loughborough Univ., Univ. of Southampton, Univ. of
Surrey, Cambridge Univ.,
• Hydrogen Storage: Univ. of Bath, Birmingham, Nottingham, UCL

1UKERC

research atlas: fuel cells

2H2FCSupergen website
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Barriers and actions

Barriers for large scale deployment in the UK and EU are
fundamental and unlikely to be fully removed
•

Although some opportunity exists, fuel cells are unlikely to become widely used for telecom backup
applications in the UK for a number of reasons:
• With an average grid interruption duration of 70 minutes per year1 (and less than one event per year),
backup generators in the UK would run only on very rare occasions. This operational profile does not enable
the economic benefit of the higher efficiency of fuel cells compared to a diesel generator.
• An important decision driver for backup power technology is the capital cost, where fuel cells cannot
currently compete with diesel generators.
• Very few telecom towers are located fully off grid and would potentially required long runtimes.

Actions
•
•
•

Support a few systems in the UK: this brings familiarity and hydrogen logistics development but should be
coupled with other deployment plans to ensure costs (e.g. of fuel delivery) can be shared
Support scale-up of deployment in export markets: A large scale deployment of telecom backup fuel cells
could lead to a capital cost decrease making fuel cells more competitive against conventional backup
generators
Strengthen local noise and air pollution regulation in sensitive areas: Fuel cells could be used as a zero
emission (pollutants and noise) technology, which can be beneficial in certain areas (e.g. polluted urban
areas or national parks). Strict regulation could create a market opportunity for fuel cells.

1Council

of European Energy Regulation: Benchmarking Report 5.2 on the Continuity of Electricity Supply Data update (12 February 2015)
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Barriers and actions

Hydrogen storage and supply technologies and processes need to
be improved
•

The supply chain for hydrogen is not as developed as for diesel. Hydrogen may be available as an industrial
product, but not as a commoditised fuel. Fuel logistics – always a challenge in remote locations – can hence be
a barrier to fuel cell technology deployment. This also drives opex, and is hence critical for the viability of fuel
cells compared to other technologies.

•

The hydrogen for telecom fuel cells is typically supplied in gas cylinders. A typical cylinder weighs
approximately 65 kg and contains about 1 kg of hydrogen, which corresponds to approximately 30 kWh of
energy. This means that a 5 kW system with 50% efficiency can roughly run for 3 hours on one cylinder. As a
comparison, 65 kg of diesel fuel contain approximately 875 kWh of energy, which corresponds to 26 hours of
operation for a 5 kW system at 15% efficiency.
Actions
• Encourage development of more energy-dense and cost-effective ways of storing/transporting hydrogen:
• higher pressure cylinders, for instance based on the 700 bar technology used in cars could triple the
energy density of supplied hydrogen, though at a cost for compression and for the cylinders.
• Some organic liquid hydrogen carriers can bind approximately 10% (mass) of hydrogen, and can be
transported in similar conditions as diesel.
• Solid hydrogen carriers can bind between 2 and 7% (mass) of hydrogen but are typically very stable.
• Develop optimised logistics solutions: The cost of supplying hydrogen depends on many factors beyond
the energy density of the containers. The time operators need to refuel a location, the required frequency
of refuelling trips, the number of stations that can be refuelled in one trip are all interlinked and critical for
the overall refuelling cost. Holistic refuelling logistic concepts, and the required technology for these
concepts need to be developed to increase the competitiveness of fuel cells.
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Fuel supply in export markets is particularly challenging
• Given the strong focus of the stationary fuel cell with portable fuel market on regions with weak
electricity infrastructure, the fuel supply chain situation needs to be considered in those regions.
Hydrogen-producing industries are rare in these locations, and it is more challenging to put in
place a reliable logistical supply chain in such countries than in the UK.

• Green hydrogen from water electrolysis is an option, though it is unlikely to be highly reliable for
regions or countries with insufficient electricity generation capacity and a weak electricity grid.
• Other options, including LPG, CNG, methanol and perhaps ammonia are all possible depending
on local conditions.

Actions
• Fuel supply needs to be deployed in parallel to fuel cell infrastructure. This can be supported by
encouraging the cooperation of fuel cell suppliers and gas companies involved in the provision and
generation of hydrogen, or providing a fuel service as part of the fuel cell package.
• Train local personnel on hydrogen delivery infrastructure and equipment.
• Develop relationships with local fuel suppliers.
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Barriers and actions

Traditional telecom backup operators are unfamiliar with fuel cell
technology
•

Mobile network operators and tower companies are usually more familiar with diesel generators than with fuel
cells, and already operate a diesel generator fleet. Adding fuel cells to this fleet requires building up a new
logistic chain (see hydrogen fuel supply) and to train maintenance workers for a new technology.

•

The know-how for maintaining diesel generators with a limited supply of spare parts is well-established.
Experienced maintenance workers can keep generators running even if parts are not readily available. With
fuel cells, a reliable supply chain for dedicated spare parts is crucial for adequate maintenance.

•

Most mobile network or telecom tower operators, especially in less developed countries, tend to prioritise low
investment cost over total cost of ownership. Given the higher capital cost of fuel cells than diesel generators,
fuel cell products are not as competitive as they could be in a total cost of ownership (TCO) driven market.
Actions
• Support the development of more adapted technologies: Highly resilient fuel cells with low maintenance
requirements are crucial for reliable operation in countries with limited infrastructure. Fuel cell systems
should be designed around these requirements, e.g. with an architecture based on swappable modules.
• Support know-how transfer for fuel cell technologies: Staff in target regions must be familiarised and
trained for fuel cell technologies.
• Facilitate access to capital to enable new business models: New business models may be required to make
use of the low TCO of fuel cells. This may require specialised financing or for companies to take on the role
of energy service companies. While potentially low operating costs offer long term returns, such business
models require high initial investments, for which capital must be found.
• Develop technology understanding and confidence through demonstration projects in the UK: To
familiarise potential project developers and investors for this and other applications, pilot projects in the
UK could be developed.
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Roadmap

A range of actions at different times would help build a market

UK actions

Technology
progress

UK market
development

Global
activities and
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

Continued early deployment
in off-grid and weak grid
areas (1 000s/year)

2025 onwards

Deployment of larger units and entry
into other markets suited for the
technology (e.g. ATMs)

Ramp up of deployment numbers once
solid business models are in place
(10,000s/year)

Mature market of low 100,000s units
per year

FCs are leading market
option in target regions

Demonstration projects (max
10s of units)
Commercial deployment in
nice areas
Development of higher energy density
hydrogen tanks /carriers
Development of easy to maintain highly
resilient fuel cell systems
Support of demonstration
projects to raise awareness

Adapt emissions regulation in
sensitive areas

Capital support for development of
capital intensive business models
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Deployment
scenarios

Fuel cells will be well-established by 2025 but the ability to scaleup deployment is critical for long term market penetration
High scenario

Central scenario

Low scenario
Fuel cells become a mature
technology option for telecom
backup in off-grid or weak grid
locations, but manufacturing does
not scale enough to enable cheaper
capex.
No regulatory drivers for low carbon
and low emission technologies exist.

Fuel cells become a well-established
technology with market shares of 6070% for new installations for off-grid
and weak-grid telecom tower backup,
and shares of 50% for replacement of
generators
Deployment starts in adjacent new
markets such as power for ATMs.
Fossil fuel cost increases driven partly
by overall GHG targets, making diesel
generators less attractive
economically
Limited deployment in the UK,
encouraged by strict local air
pollution and noise regulation

Fuel cells become the dominant
technology for telecom backup
power in off-grid and weak grid
application (market share of 85-90%).
Mass scale-up of fuel cell
manufacturing and implementation
of a hydrogen supply chain based on
high energy-density hydrogen carriers
in weak grid regions enable the use
of fuel cells for backup and prime
power for critical infrastructure
beyond telecom.
CO2 and pollutant emission
regulation in numerous countries
reduces or bans the use of diesel
generators
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Fuel cells could take increasing market share once capital costs
drop and particularly if fuel logistics can be improved
•

In the low scenario, fuel cells become a mature
technology option for telecom backup in off-grid or
weak grid locations, but manufacturing does not
scale enough to enable lower capex.

•

In the central scenario, fuel cells become a wellestablished technology with market shares of 60-70%
for new installations for off-grid and weak-grid
telecom tower backup, and shares of 50% for
replacement of generators by 2025. Deployment
starts in adjacent new markets such as power for
ATMs after 2020.

•

In the high scenario, fuel cells become the
dominating technology for telecom backup power in
off-grid and weak grid application by 2025 (market
share of 85-90%). Mass scale-up of fuel cell
manufacturing and implementation of a hydrogen
supply chain in weak grid regions enable the use of
fuel cells for backup and prime power for critical
infrastructure beyond telecom.

Deployment
scenarios
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Deployment
scenarios

Deployment depends on commercial development of FC technology –
finance availability and fuel supply are likely to be the critical elements
Scenario

Actions

Deployment numbers (units sold per year)
2015

2020

2025

High

Additional actions
• FC manufacturers achieve cost reduction and lifetime
improvements to make fuel cells the dominating
technology for backup in weak grid countries.
• scale-up of fuelling infrastructure and technology
improvements for H2 storage critically reduce fuel cost.
• Emissions regulation mandating zero emission
technology implemented in certain areas.

UK: 5
Global: 3,500

UK: 20
Global: ~25,000

UK: 150
Global: ~65,000

Central

• Make available sufficient financing to FC companies to
finance deployment of products that have lower
lifetime cost than incumbent technology.
• Emission regulation is passed that acts as an additional
driver for FC backup, leading to increased familiarity
with the technology in Europe.
• H2 fuel suppliers improve their technology, significantly
lowering cost of fuel supply.

UK: 5
Global: 3,500

UK: 10
Global: ~18,000

UK: 100
Global: ~50,000

Low

Actions still needed
• Technical developments to make fuel cells a mature
but still high cost option for telecom backup.
• Continue development of hydrogen supply
infrastructure in weak grid countries.

UK: 5
Global: 3,500

UK: 5
Global: ~5,000

UK: 20
Global: ~12,000
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UK benefit

The UK benefit in 2025 could be significant

Global market
Global market value
UK share of tradeable global market
Potential value for UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK job creation

Cumulative by 2025

Notes

~250,000 units

Majority of market will be in South
East Asia, Africa and South
America. UK market very limited

~£ 8.5 billion
Up to 12%

Higher shares for fuel cell system,
lower shares for operations

~£ 80 million
~680

Mainly export related

•

The GVA analysis includes fuel cell system and installation cost, but also maintenance and fuel cost (incl.
supply).

•

UK players could conceivably take about 15% of the global market for telecom backup fuel cell systems and
a low share of the services business linked to fuel cell operation. Operations – fuel supply in particular –
represent a considerable share of the sector value. While local subsidiaries of UK companies can play an
important role, the majority of the added value will remain in the countries where the fuel cells are
operated.

•

Core UK competency is likely to remain in research, development and design of fuel cell systems, as well as
operating models; very little manufacturing is likely to occur in the UK.
The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the
product of: the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic companies,
the share of this market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to account for
displacement of other economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK market size,
the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor to account for
displacement of other economic activity). Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in similar sectors,
and not on a detailed analysis of the particular product or the UK companies active in the area.
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UK benefit

UK deployment and direct benefits for the UK will remain low but
positive knock-on effects may help the UK fuel cell industry
•

Stationary fuel cells with portable fuels are unlikely to be deployed in the UK in large numbers, as the market
for backup power is limited. High grid reliability leads to low operating times, which drives the market to low
capital cost solutions. The direct benefit for the UK energy system will consequently be limited.

•

However, a large scale deployment in weak grid regions has the potential to reduce fuel cell costs and to make
fuel cell backup generators more attractive for the UK market. Large scale deployment in the field could also
enable fuel cells to build a track record for reliability – in particular for their ability to start up reliably after a
long period of non-operation. This could increase consumer confidence in fuel cells in the UK backup market.

•

Supporting UK deployment of PEM technology in these early markets may have positive effects on the UK role
in other markets using PEM technology (e.g. transport, portable fuel cells, stationary fuel cells etc.), and attract
more UK-based activity in this sector.

•

While manufacturing for export markets is unlikely to occur in the UK, research and development activities are
likely take place in the UK, building on the strong research community and well-positioned UK-based fuel cell
developers.

•

Capital support for UK companies developing innovative business models for export could help in securing the
strong position of the UK in this market.
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Links

As an early deployment market for PEMFC, telecom backup can
have positive knock-on effects on the industry
•

The technology platform for telecom backup solutions will be very similar to some portable fuel cells. A
substantial production scale-up in any of these sectors will be beneficial for technology development and will
lead to cost reduction in both sectors.

•

The low energy density of bottled hydrogen remains a major (operating) cost driver and a limiting factor for
deployment of this technology. Development in hydrogen storage technology, coming from hydrogen
distribution applications or transport applications may contribute to reducing this issue.

•

The deployment and development of PEM technology through stationary fuel cells with portable fuels could
have positive knock on effects on transport applications, which also use PEM technology. Equally, a wider
deployment of fuel cell vehicles is likely to increase the familiarity of potential customers with fuel cell
technologies, hence removing or reducing barriers in this sector.

•

Advanced and clean hydrogen production methods, such as water electrolysis and biomass gasification can
increase the environmental benefits of fuel cells in the telecom sector, allowing further emphasis of the
environmental benefits of fuel cells.
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Mini-roadmap: Small stationary
power and CHP

Introduction

This roadmap describes small stationary fuel cells used for combined
heat and power (CHP) and prime power applications
•

There is a growing desire to reduce CO2 emissions from the UK building stock, and a
number of low carbon technologies (e.g. heat pumps, combined heat and power units) and
policies (e.g. part L, code for sustainable homes) have been developed to reduce building
energy intensity.

•

Stationary fuel cells operate at high electrical efficiencies close to the point of use.
Efficiencies can be as high as the best combined cycle gas turbines (i.e. 55-60%) for some
solid oxide options.

•

When used for the cogeneration of heat and power (CHP), the overall efficiency exceeds
90% and will currently lead to a large CO2 saving compared to a conventional home using
heat from a gas boiler and electricity from the grid. This carbon saving however relies on
the relatively high carbon intensity of electricity on today’s grid. As the grid decarbonises,
the carbon savings available from mCHP will reduce. This means that in future (from
~2025), for fuel cell mCHP to continue to be regarded as a low carbon options, there will
need to be a decarbonisation strategy for the gas grid, either via the use of bio-derived
methane or eventually through the use of hydrogen.

•

Fuel cell micro CHP (mCHP) is one of a number of mCHP options available. Of these, fuel
cells have the highest electrical efficiency and are particularly suitable for use in residential
buildings due to their low noise, vibration and pollutant emissions. As a result, they have
already achieved the highest global market share of all mCHP options.

•

mCHP systems can be highly responsive and therefore could be involved in providing local
or national grid support services via a ‘virtual power plant’, if deployed in sufficient
numbers.

•

Countries such as Japan and South Korea have already seen significant deployment of
stationary fuel cell systems, but the European market is just beginning to develop.

Fuel cell systems of <2kWe suitable for
installation in domestic properties
either as boiler replacements or for
stand alone heat and power generation

Fuel cell CHP in the 2-20kWe range
are suitable for larger commercial
applications and residential
applications with shared services

Photos: renewable energy hub (top), e-architect (bottom)
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Introduction

The roadmap is focussed on microCHP applications for homes and
larger systems for commercial and industrial buildings
•

A filtering exercise concluded that this roadmap should focus on fuel cells
operating in CHP mode.

•

Two size ranges are considered:
• microCHP: <2kWe capacity, which is primarily aimed at domestic and
small commercial buildings.
• Mini fuel cell CHP: 2 – 20kWe capacity, which is aimed at residential
blocks, commercial and small industrial buildings.

•

There is potentially a very large market for FC mCHP systems in residential
settings in the UK, given the size of the existing domestic heating market
(over 1m units per year). Furthermore, a potential market leader, Ceres, is
based in the UK.

•

FC CHP could be an opportunity for UK boiler and component
manufacturers, who could incorporate their technology into this low carbon
heating solution or incorporate fuel cells into their range of products.

•

However, the UK currently lags behind Germany and Japan in
industrialisation of this technology.

•

Although it is a smaller market than the residential market, a number of UK
companies are considering activity in the deployment of larger fuel cells
with capacities of 2 – 20kW, an area with less competitive pressure.

•

Hydrogen (as opposed to natural gas) fuelled CHP systems were considered
a technology which becomes relevant only once hydrogen use in pipelines is
established, and the systems discussed here can be readily adapted to run
on hydrogen, if an abundant supply of hydrogen becomes available. Hence,
these are not discussed in further detail here.

Ceres, a UK company, may have the
potential to become a leader in small-scale
CHP technology
Two fuel cell types are relevant for microCHP
applications:
•

PEM – currently the market leader (used by
e.g. Panasonic, Toshiba), requires a fuel
processor to convert methane to a
hydrogen-rich gas

•

SOFC – gaining an increasing market share
(e.g new systems from Aisin/Toyota), can
partially reform methane internally, helping
to reduce system complexity

Both systems can be fuelled by natural gas, but
in the longer term could transition to hydrogenrich gas streams at low cost
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Introduction

Fuel cell CHP is a disruptive technology in the micro-CHP market
driving rapid growth in Japan
•

Fuel cell CHP (FC CHP) is a rapidly growing market, capturing over
70% of the global mCHP market in 20141.

•

The global leader in FC CHP is Japan, which started demonstrations
in 2003, with a substantial subsidy programme (ENE.FARM) started
in 2009. The rationale for this programme stems from Japan’s
desire to reduce dependence on foreign oil imports and also the
potential to create a domestic manufacturing industry in these
new technologies.

•

Cumulative deployment of FC CHPs exceeded 100,000 units in
Japan in September 2014, and so fuel cell CHP now accounts for
more than 95% of all sales in Japan. The leading manufacturers
(Toshiba, Panasonic) are already producing 20,000 units/year
(PEM).

•

Other manufacturers are ramping up rapidly, for example Aisin
and Osaka Gas recently announced plans to increase production to
10,000/year (SOFC).

•

Market forecasts1 have suggested that the global micro-CHP
market will grow from 700 million GBP (2014) to 2.5 billion GBP
(2019). mCHP is readily deployable throughout much of Europe,
North America and Asia because any property connected to a gas
grid has the required infrastructure to install a gas fuelled fuel cell.

•

Source: Delta-ee (2012): www.delta-ee.com/images/downloads/pdfs/Deltaee_mCHP_market_status_and_potential_Cogen_Czech_161012.pdf (s.8)

The European market has not yet seen deployment of this scale:
fewer than 1,500 units have been deployed in Europe with fewer
than 100 in the UK.
1: COGEN Europe / DELTA Energy & Environment: The benefits of micro-CHP, H2FCSUPERGEN: THE ROLE OF HYDROGEN
AND FUEL CELLS IN PROVIDING AFFORDABLE, SECURE LOW-CARBON HEAT
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Aims for 2025

Fuel cell CHP is a disruptive technology in the micro-CHP market
driving rapid growth in Japan
•

It is reasonable to expect that by 2025 (with global trends in support for commercialisation), fuel cell mCHP could be a
financially viable heating option for UK homes

•

The large scale deployment of fuel cell mCHP has a number of benefits:
 Primary energy savings of around 25% are possible with local cogeneration of heat and electricity compared to
separate boilers and power stations1.
 These energy savings can directly result in energy bill savings of 25 – 34%1; and equivalent CO2 savings.
 Micro-CHP systems are relatively responsive and generate energy close to the point of use, they can therefore support
grid management and strengthen distribution systems.
 Longer term, these systems can make use of lower carbon gas, or hydrogen in pipelines, increasing the CO2 savings
available. The fuel cells systems developed for natural gas could be easily adapted to run on hydrogen and hence could
offer a decentralised energy solution as and when a hydrogen pipeline network is prepared (see pipelines roadmap).

•

FC CHP specifically has a number of advantages over other micro-CHP technologies:
 High efficiency compared to CHP engines. Current electrical efficiencies have reached as high as 50% and total
efficiencies 90%.
 Near elimination of pollutants (e.g. NOx) and particulates compared to engine technologies.

 Fuel cell systems have rapid response times and can operate efficiently at reduced power, with significant potential for
use within dynamic response and reserve services.
 Fuel cells are scalable without losing efficiency, which means they are readily adaptable to this scale of application.

1: COGEN Europe / DELTA Energy & Environment: The benefits of micro-CHP
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UK Capabilities

A relatively small number of European companies are positioned to
participate in the domestic mCHP market, with three in the UK
UK companies active and other UK activity in the sector

Measures to support the market

•

• UK FC developers and OEMs will need to prove their product if
they are to compete for a share of this potentially large
market – fleet trials of UK products to prove out the
performance of UK built technology will be required. These
could include either domestic or small commercial scale
products, which have a significant UK component.
• It is important that industry gains experience with real world
deployment, this could be addressed by support of field trials
of all mCHP options, including overseas products. However,
there is little benefit to the UK from acting early in these trials
without UK FC/OEM involvement. Hence, the support for this
type of activity should wait for the technology to have clearly
demonstrated potential market traction.
• To justify any support scheme, a better articulation of the role
of fuel cell mCHP is required. This needs to provide solutions
to the post-2025 situation where grid decarbonisation reduces
mCHP’s carbon saving potential.
• To justify investment in the UK a clear and long term
policy/regulatory regime for the technology is needed.
• Research priorities should focus on improved lifetime (reduced
degradation) and manufacturing techniques to reduce cost at
volume and improved electrical and overall efficiency.
• Sponsorship of trials to understand the potential of additional
revenue streams from grid balancing will be welcomed, once
the technology achieves initial market traction.

CERES Power, a leading UK fuel cells manufacturer, have developed
micro-CHP units and in 2013 entered into a development partnership
with South Korean company KD Navien Co. Ltd, as well as with Honda.
These are development agreements with the potential to transition
into full commercial supply arrangements1.
Johnson Matthey also operate within the value chain as a developer
of fuel cell membrane assemblies.
UK integrators such as Logan Energy and Fuel Cell Systems have
interest in the technology.
The European market is dominated by heating manufacturers such as
BAXI, Bosch, Vaillant and Viessmann, many of whom have UK
operations. Other SMEs such as SolidPOWER and Elcore have achieved
some traction. Globally the market leaders are Japanese (Toshiba,
Panasonic (PEM), Aisin/Kyocera (SOFC)) – Panasonic have established
a research facility in Wales.

•
•
•

UK latent potential
•
•
•
•

A number of UK manufacturers could participate in the FC mCHP
market once it begins to mature: potential latent players in the UK
include boiler manufacturers, utilities and network operators.
If grid balancing services are possible with mCHP, then this may
require advanced controls and could thereby be a latent opportunity
for the UK’s community of electricity response aggregators.
The UK has a comparatively deregulated heating market (e.g.
compared to Germany), which could allow the development of new
business structures and ownership models for CHP systems.
There are inevitable supply chain benefits for microgeneration
installers and maintenance personnel from increased mCHP activity.
1Ceres

Power

2Renewableenergyfocus.com
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Barriers and actions

Analysis suggests that FC mCHP can be cost competitive when
produced on scales of 10,000 units per manufacturer
•

This analysis is based on a household with a heat demand of
20,000 kWh per annum.

•

The analysis indicates that the capex of the mCHP is currently the
dominant component of the ownership cost. Expected volume
driven capital, replacement and maintenance cost reductions1
imply that the unsubsidised Total Cost of Ownership will start to
compete with a gas boiler at production levels of around 10,000
Units Per Manufacturer (UPM).

•

•

10 year ownership cost of a generic fuel cell - 20,000 kWhth
per annum2 – all costs in GBP

Hence, according to this model, the European fuel cell mCHP
industry will require some form of support up to the point where
10,000 UPM can be produced.
This situation will be improved if higher electrical efficiency systems
are developed (>50%), which some mCHP manufacturers have
indicated could be possible.

Assumptions
Electrical output
Efficiency (electrical, thermal)
Side boiler / boiler efficiency
Feed in Tariff

Run hours
Capex
System / stack life (years)

<1000 UPM

>5000 UPM
1kWe

-

45%, 43%

52%, 38%

-

92%

30,257
40,000

17,985

30,000

13,307

18,425

See chart
15

18,312

16,739

7,042

6,047

6,509

6,509

20,000
10,000

6,833

6,833

10,176

10,176

12,028

12,028

-7,995

-7,995

-10,155

-10,155

-10,208

-10,208

2015

2015 ~1000 UPM

2025 ~10,000
UPM

2025 100,000
UPM

19,150
2,500

15,000

0
-10,000
-20,000

-

5000 per year

15/4 initially, dropping to 15/15

53,264

Boiler

1kWe

14p/kWh (up to 30,000 units –
based on pre-consultation caps
and tariffs)

Assuming 60% on-site electricity and 100% on-site heat use

Gas Boiler
(2025
energy
price)

Capex (undiscounted)

Gas cost - aux boiler / boiler

Maintenance cost

Electricity revenue

Stack replacement cost

FiT subsidy

Gas cost - fuel cell

1: Roland Berger: Advancing Europe’s energy systems: Stationary fuel cells in distributed generation, as are
replacement and maintenance costs
2: Electricity and gas prices based on central scenario of DECC: Energy and emissions projections: Annex M
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Barriers and actions

The 2-20kW Mini CHP for small commercial and industrial applications
is a less crowded space
•

Few medium power fuel cells have been developed by the European industry and it is yet to be seen how
these technologies perform in these settings in any country1.

•

This is a much less crowded space the for micro-CHP and there is no equivalent programme to ENEFARM
operating around the world.

•

Similarly to micro CHP, mini CHP is applicable in any building with a gas grid connection, so the necessary
underlying infrastructure is already readily available in the UK and many other countries.

•

Mini-CHP has the potential to provide a source of heat and electricity for buildings, which is competitive with
all alternatives in buildings where heating systems are operated continuously through much of the day.

•

The market for these systems is considerably less well proven and more disparate than for micro-CHP but
would include: apartment buildings1, commercial premises with long occupancy, small health facilities (e.g.
care homes), 24 hour occupied buildings (fire/police stations) and small data centres.

•

In these applications, it is likely that the CHP product would be ‘stand-alone' which means it would be fitted
into existing heating systems and would not include its own integrated gas boiler.

1: Roland Berger: Advancing Europe’s energy systems: Stationary fuel cells in distributed
generation
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Barriers and actions

In commercial sectors larger stacks could give a net profit when they
are manufactured on scales of 500 units per manufacturer
•

•

•

•

Lifetime cost of ownership2 - £

An analysis based on the total cost of ownership of a
5kW stack1 suggests a mini-CHP installation could
return a net profit when produced at scales of ~500
UPM (in 2025).
This analysis assumes that the CHP is installed alongside
a natural gas fired boiler – hence revenues are derived
from sale of electricity and savings of gas that would
otherwise have been used in the boiler.

Assuming 100% onsite electricity and heat use
39,628
50,000

43,582

4,093
25,834

0

15,600

22,440

18,158
24,480

10,425

22,100

-29,700

-49,500
-54,000
-58,500
-50,000
This lower required market size for breakeven suggests
that the fuel cell may penetrate more easily and with less
-8,841
-24,247
marketing effort per unit installed than for domestic
2015
2025 - ~100 UPM 2025 - ~500 UPM 2025 - ~1000 UPM
mCHP. Given that there are fewer companies targeting
the space and that the UK has two companies active in
capex per kWe £8,700
£5,200
£3,600
£2,100
this area, it could therefore be an attractive market entry
Capex
Gas cost - fuel cell
point.
Lifetime maintenance cost
Gas savings for heating
Note that the market relies on:
Lifetime replacement cost

 High electrical efficiency.

Electricity revenue

 Locations with high continuous heat demand, even
during the summer.

Assumptions

 High continuous electricity demand so that electricity
produced is consumed on site.

CHP output (electrical)
Run hours

6000 per year

These properties exist, but identifying demand in this
fragmented market will be challenging and routes to
market are less clear cut than for the domestic segment.

System life

10 years initially increasing to 14

Efficiency (electrical, thermal)

Stack replacements

(50%, 37%) increasing to (60%, 38%)
5kWe

One stack replacement over lifetime

1: Based on Roland Berger: Advancing Europe’s energy systems: Stationary fuel cells in distributed generation.
Maintenance and replacement costs are also based on this
2: Electricity and gas prices based on central scenario of DECC: Energy and emissions projections: Annex M
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Barriers and actions

There are a number of barriers to the uptake of fuel cell microCHP in
the UK (1/4)
A need for real world experience
•

For UK mCHP manufacturers, a significant barrier to entering this market is the lack of high profile trials for their technology. German
(Callux/ene.field/PACE) and Japanese (ENEFARM) manufacturers have entered a structured process to deploy their units. Companies
(Ceres in particular) will need to prove the technology in a fleet trials of 10s of units in order to create confidence in the technology
from OEMs and investors.

•

There is very limited field data available in the UK to inform the planning for commercialisation of FC CHP, as well as policy decisions
on the subject.
 Organisation of field trials (such as the ene.field trial1) will provide valuable experience for UK early movers, as well as raising
awareness of the technology while providing an opportunity for manufacturers to validate their product in the real world.
 These trials need to be large enough to be statistically relevant, i.e. on the scale of 100s of units, and should be coordinated with
the deployment of new generations of products so that continuous validation is ensured.

 Even if the product is not completely manufactured within the UK, where valuable subsystems (e.g. reformers, stacks and cells) are
UK-produced, trials of such products could provide value to the UK and therefore should not be excluded.
 Trials could also provide valuable experience for industry (e.g. insurers, maintenance personnel and installers), increasing market
readiness for widespread roll-out of FC mCHP in the UK.
•

Assuming the technology becomes attractive to consumers, there is a need to ensure there are sufficient trained installers of FC
mCHP in the UK. A deficit of trained installers will not only increase the cost and inconvenience of installation, but will also decrease
the uptake of mCHP, because many domestic users are recommended heating systems by their installer:
 There is not yet a Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) (or similar) installer course for mCHP in the UK, the development of
vocational training courses for mCHP could therefore be very important in developing the market. This could start with a trial
training course that could be rolled out at the national level. It is important that coordination of efforts is emphasised, so that the
work of preparing the course is not duplicated unnecessarily.

1http://enefield.eu/
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Barriers and actions

There are a number of barriers to the uptake of fuel cell microCHP
in the UK (2/4)
FC mCHP will enter a market crowded with alternative low carbon heating options
•

High satisfaction with incumbent technologies and lack of user awareness of mCHP mean that it is unlikely that customers will
choose to switch heating systems. This issue extends beyond individual customers to planners, installers and project developers.
There are also competing options from heat pumps, biomass, solar thermal and heat networks.
 A summary of the benefits of fuel cell CHP technologies against these other options, designed for building professionals,
planners and developers should be produced (e.g. by the trade associations) and distributed amongst relevant actors.

•

Policy incentives for the uptake of mCHP may not be as encouraging as for other low carbon technologies:
 CHP has a Feed in Tariff (FiT) of 13.61p/kWh, limited to 2kW installations or less, and capped at 30,000 units nationally.
(Continuation of this scheme is subject to a consultation n 2016). Analysis above suggests that at current mCHP costs, this is
unlikely to be large enough to change purchasing decisions for the earliest phase of mCHP roll-out (i.e. early commercial
markets will occur elsewhere until European volumes increase allowing lower costs and hence penetration within the UK
market).
 Commercial buyers generally purchase on a TCO basis, and may therefore find the FiT appealing, however, domestic buyers,
with less economic awareness may be better incentivised by capital support.



Ultimately, for the overall energy system, a mix of low carbon heating solutions may have positive consequences. For example,
heat-pumps and other electric heating may put additional strain on the electric grid; deployment of mCHP systems will lead to
increased local generation, which would mitigate some of the existing strain.

•

As one of a few low pollution heating technologies, mCHP could also be promoted through more stringent air quality regulations.
This would make mCHP, as well as heat pumps increasingly attractive and competitive in comparison to gas fired boilers of engine
based CHP.

•

Finally, it is important the mCHP products, once available in the market are recognised on a fair basis alongside the other low
carbon heating technologies in building regulations and standards such as the SAP rating for domestic buildings, SBEM for
commercial building and BREEAM sustainability standards. This will allow building specifiers to quickly identify the opportunity to
use mCHP products in their new build and retrofit heating system decisions.
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Barriers and actions

There are a number of barriers to the uptake of fuel cell microCHP
in the UK (3/4)
Fuel cell mCHP technologies have attributes which limit their appeal across the UK housing stock
•

mCHP units have comparatively high space requirements compared to boilers and typically are installed outside the home or in a
basement. This may reduce their appeal to many UK consumers, who are used to small wall hanging boilers.

•

To maximise run hours, fuel cell mCHP systems require storage of heat, typically in hot water tanks. The UK boiler market has shifted
towards combi-boilers and many hot water tanks have been removed (or no space has been left for them in new housing stock).

•

Fuel cell CHP systems typically have low flow and return temperatures, which are not compatible with the older UK building stock,
which makes use of small radiators and higher temperatures.

•

At present the best product for the UK market is not established – should these CHP units be sold as stand alone systems integrated
to existing heating systems or integrated with a boiler to provide a boiler replacement? Overall, further work is required to better
optimise the fit of fuel cell mCHP with the UK building stock, developing a flexible product family that is appealing across the range of
UK homes. More field trial work is required to identify the right product design for the UK customer.

•

Because of these issues, units may have to be adapted for UK homes; this could be undertaken by the mCHP manufacturers, but UK
engineering companies and universities could also have a role in this. There is the potential for new innovations such as the
incorporation of heat storage technologies such as phase change materials).

•

The purchase, operation and management of mCHP systems may be more complicated than many traditional systems. To appreciate
the benefits, a customer could need to understand the dynamics of the gas and electricity markets, choose between different control
strategies available for mCHP products, access balancing payments and interact with subsidy schemes. As far as possible, suppliers
will need to package these aspects into a bundle which simply provides the customer with an improved offer compared with their
heating system today. This will require close relationships between e.g. utilities and equipment suppliers and calls for exploration of
new business models for mCHP.
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Barriers and actions

There are a number of barriers to the uptake of fuel cell microCHP
in the UK (4/4)
There is a lack of clarity regarding the energy system benefits of mCHP
•

Domestic CHP is not fully accepted as a mainstream option for decarbonisation. As a result, the policy environment is
not stable and long term – this harms the ability to make investment in the technology and prepare for market uptake.

•

Domestic CHP has potential to be used in a number of grid balancing services. However, domestic response services
are yet to be commercially proven:
 For domestic balancing services to be realised, an aggregation structure needs to be developed that will pass
benefits on to customers - mCHP will need to compete against other domestic heating technologies competing to
provide the same services.
 Ownership models for heating systems may have to change in order to provide these services (e.g. introducing utility
ownership of the asset – this may require regulatory changes to allow different ownership structures. More work is
required on these business models.

•

Emissions reductions of mCHP relative to its competitors will depend on the degree of decarbonisation of the
electricity and gas supplies:
 As the electricity supply becomes increasingly clean, the relative emissions saving potential of mCHP compared to
electric systems will drop. This could be mitigated by the diversification of the gas supply which has potential to
increase the emissions savings of mCHP.
 Longer term, if low carbon hydrogen becomes available in pipelines in towns (see pipelines roadmap), mCHP would
be an attractive option to generate distributed low carbon electricity. This would also be possible at a relatively low
cost as mCHP systems using fuel cells would require more limited balance of systems (this applies to all fuel cell
types – PEM and SOFC).
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting the deployment of fuel cell mCHP

UK actions

UK market
Global
Technology
development activities and
progress
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

100,000s of units deployed in Japan

Large scale deployment in Japan

1000s of units deployed in trials in Europe
(focus in Germany) (e.g. PACE project) –
capacity of >1,000 units/manufacturer/year
by 2020

Deployment on order of 10,000s (Europe) per manufacturer per
year – capital costs drop with volume
Incremental efficiency and lifetime improvements

100s of mCHP units deployed in trials/early
demos in the UK
International partnerships further
commercial and technological
experience

2025 onwards

UK market for >20,000 of mCHP
units per year

1000s – 10,000s of units deployed in the UK

Increasing number of mCHP units available that
are tuned for the UK market

Incremental improvements in efficiency and lifetime

FC CHP competitive with other low carbon heating
solutions

One or more OEMs offering solutions with UK
technology or additional innovation (e.g. heat storage)
UK mCHP production of >1,000/year
Mini-CHP products produced – 100s per year

Design for manufacture and mass manufacturing process (e.g. more rapid
cell production, rapid stack assembly techniques)
Support for market introduction
Targeted fleet trials to allow deployment of
of all mCHP products
UK technology mCHP and mini-CHP
Nationwide training programme
Collaborative R&D directed to efficiency,
for installers, planning inspectors
lifetime and manufacturing techniques
etc.
Develop and locally trial vocational training programme
programme to test aggregated
provision of balancing services
Evaluation of trials + development of mCHP role in the
regulatory regime for the medium term
Clear definition of role of mCHP in UK energy system and
associated policy/regulatory environment

Hydrogen fuelled units,
- subject to 100% H2
grids progress

UK technology in products with
unsubsidised mCHP capex of
<£5,000 per unit, with >10 year life
and high (>~45%) whole life
electrical efficiency

Support programme
dependent on outcome of trials
and progress on cost reduction
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Deployment scenarios

Supported deployment in Germany is expected to catalyse
deployment of mCHP throughout Europe
•

Large scale trials are currently underway or
planned in Europe. Along with ene.field, Germany
is planning a Technology Implementation Program1
that aims at deployment of over 130,000 mCHP
units by 2021.
Beyond 2021 the central scenario assumes that
sales will reach levels suggested by ROI models for
costs based on production scales of the order of
5,000 units per manufacturer per year. These sales
are assumed to be unsubsidised since the TCO
shown earlier suggests that at this level mCHP
should be competitive.
A total of around ten large-scale manufacturers are
expected in the long term2, and production rates
are based on cost reductions driven by volume per
large-scale manufacturer.
Based on this model, we can expect around
100,000 units to be deployed by 2020 and 800,000
units to be deployed in Europe by 20253.
The lower bound depicts a failure to achieve
market traction where only a few thousand units
sold to trial programmes.

•

•

•

•

1

Vaillant Group: How to commercialise microchp fuel cells in Europe?
2 Cogen: Micro-CHP potential analysis European level report
3 This is corroborated by near term projections from H2FCSUPERGEN: The Role
of Hydrogen and Fuel Cells in Providing Affordable Secure Low-Carbon Heat

Central

Upside

Low

Cumulative deployment of units in Europe
1,100,000
1,000,000
900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000

End of supported
Short term deployment
support –
deployment in
1000s

400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
0
2014

2016

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

Assumptions: in the long term there are roughly 10 companies operating in the mCHP
sector (based on 2); the addressable market up to 2025 is principally inside Germany and
the UK (with some penetration into Italy and Poland – based on 1); deployment in the
central and upside scenario is driven by supported projects until 2021, when high volume
manufacturing has been established
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Deployment scenarios

With appropriate support, it is anticipated that 90,000 FC mCHPs
could be deployed in the UK by 2025
•

•

•

Cumulative deployment of units in the UK
Assuming success in the
German TIP programme and
support for UK manufacturers,
up to approximately 40,000 FC
mCHPs could be deployed in
the UK by 2023.
Based on cost reductions
driven by volume, it is
anticipated that FC mCHPs
could exhibit increasing
uptake, and future cost
reductions could drive the
uptake of small FC CHP units
upwards.
Under these assumptions, up
to 90,000 FC mCHPs could be
deployed cumulatively by
2025.

350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Central

Cumulative - UK upside

Low
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The deployment levels of FC mCHP may be highly sensitive to the actions
proposed in this roadmap
Scenario

Actions

High

Additional actions needed
• Dedicated support programme for mass market deployment in
the UK – ‘no regrets’ programme involving a well designed
subsidy for energy production is suggested.
• Programmes testing aggregated grid balancing services and
allowing incorporation of revenues in offer to customers.
• Clear gas grid decarbonisation programme.

Central

• Fleet trials to allow the deployment of UK developed mini and
micro CHP units – to prove market readiness.
• Extent support to allow >2kW mini CHP.
• Industrialisation support aimed at allowing scale-up of UK
technologies to market.
• Training for installers and other personnel.
• Continuation of FIT at current level.
• Ensure fair treatment of mCHP for new homes.
• Technology awareness campaign within the key routes to market
– new homes, heating installers, utilities (following field trials).

Low

Low scenario would likely occur with:
• Removal of current FiT in 2018 / 2019.
• Failure of UK technology developers.

Deployment numbers (or other)
2015

Tens

2020

2025

1,000s

~300,000

~1,000

~90,000

100s

~30,000
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UK benefit

Fuel cell microCHP could add up to £150 million for the UK
economy by 2025
UK Market Size
Cumulative by 2025
Global addressable market
Global addressable market value
UK Share of Tradeable Global Market
Potential value for UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK job creation

Low millions of units
Up to £19 billion

Notes
Assumes UK domestic market could
account for 4% of global market

Up to 4%

Assuming a medium competitive
advantage by 2025

Up to ~£ 150 million (of which
~20% from UK market)

Assuming 50% of sales displace existing
economic activity

1000 - 2000

The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the
product of: the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic companies,
the share of this market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to account for
displacement of other economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK market size, the
gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor to account for
displacement of other economic activity). Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in similar sectors, and
not on a detailed analysis of the particular product or the UK companies active in the area.
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UK benefit

While FC CHP can mitigate CO2 emissions in the near term, the
post 2025 case will rely on decarbonisation of the gas grid
Annual CO2 savings for a 1kWe FC CHP system1

Greenhouse gas reductions
• Currently, there are significant CO2 savings
possible with CHP units - ~1 tonne per year
from a 1kWe unit, based on the system
analysed on slide thirteen compared to
generation with a boiler of 92% efficiency and
electricity imported from the grid.
• As the carbon intensity of the electricity grid
decreases, the savings available decrease. If
the grid can be decarbonised to the levels
estimated in DECC’s Updated energy and
emissions projections: 2015, the emissions
intensity of the electricity grid could drop from
422 g CO2e/kWh (2015) to 165 gCO2e/kWh
(20205), which could substantially reduce the
relative emissions savings of a CHP unit (see
right), to the point where FC CHP becomes a
net contributor to CO2 emissions.
• Hence, the longer term case for mCHP relies on
a decarbonisation of the gas grid via hydrogen
or bio-methane.

kg CO2 per year

218
4,000
2,000

5,117

5,066

-4,022

-4,022

0
-2,000

-4,000

-826

-2,110
-6,000

-1,015
2015

2025 (5000 UPM)
– Low carbon grid

Local gas emissions
Heating emissions avoided
Avoided emissions from the grid

1: Note that this analysis assumes the operational parameters on slide 7. It assumes the fuel cell system runs for 5,000
hours per year at full load, with the remainder of the heat demand (20,000kWh) made up by a 92% efficient boiler. This is
benchmarked against the grid electricity production mitigated, and a conventional gas boiler of 92% efficiency satisfying
the entire heat demand. The total efficiency of the fuel cell is assumed to rise from 88% to 90% between 2015 and 2025
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Mini-roadmap: Portable generators

Introduction

The portable fuel cell sector starts with very small applications and
encompasses anything that can be moved, even on a lorry
•

The smallest applications (~10-100W) include laptops,
cellphones and chargers, where few companies are participating
and success will depend on global markets. Some very
specialised – and small – market niches exist.

•

Portable generators <1kW compete favourably with batteries
and ICEs and can help broaden familiarity and the supply base.

•

Portable generators 1-5kW can be used privately or in industry.
Conventional gensets are often low cost, but noise and air
pollution are drivers for new technologies.

•

Larger gensets of 5kW+ might be used at open-air concerts, in
national parks, in market stalls or in other on off-grid temporary
applications such as construction sites. Noise and air pollution
are again important considerations.

Sources: Intelligent Energy, myFC, SFC energy, Kraftwerk, Tropical SA, Multiquip, TCP
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Introduction

Our chosen focus is in strategic applications with UK strength, or
which reinforce other sectors
•

Some ‘portable power’ applications have greater potential impact than others. Sectors such as consumer
electronics are likely to be predominantly outside of the UK, and should in any case be primarily market-driven.

•

In many applications, batteries are well-established and extremely hard to displace. For some, however,
increased autonomy and faster refuelling adds value and potentially opens up new market niches – this is a
sweet spot for fuel cells.

•

In some small applications a commercial case exists already; supporting and building on that can increase
consumer familiarity with fuel cells and contribute to developing the sector overall.

•

Larger portable fuel cells share technology features with other applications, such as stationary fuel cells. The
potentially large numbers in the portable sector can help by bringing cost down for certain components used in
applications that have more significance for the UK industry.

•

The consumer electronics market has very high entry barriers and limited technology overlap with strategically
important applications for the UK. This market was considered less relevant.

•

Portable generators, ranging from ~100 W to 5kW feed into a relatively accessible niche and can reinforce
other sectors with strategic importance for the UK fuel cell industry. We decided to focus on this segment of
the portable market for the roadmap.
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Introduction

Fuel cells present a quiet and clean alternative to conventional
backup generators
•

This roadmap focuses on portable power generators below 5 kW.
These devices are used to provide electricity for a limited time in
locations where grid electricity is not easily available.

•

Typical application spaces include construction sites (for welding or
power tools), military applications, market and event stalls, camping
sites and recreational vehicles. These systems are also well suited for
very low power applications (100-300 W) with long-duration or
constant demand: lighting, security cameras or traffic signalling.

•

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells dominate this segment,
though others could be used. Direct methanol fuel cells are found
primarily in sub-1 kW applications. Hydrogen, methanol and LPG are
the prevalent fuels in this sector.

•

Fuel cells have near zero noise and pollutant emissions, an advantage
over the incumbent gasoline and diesel generator technology. Fuel
cells further offer higher efficiency and higher reliability. In particular,
startup after long storage periods should be more reliable.

•

Fuel cells can have longer runtimes than the battery systems also used
in the low power off-grid segment, and can be easily refuelled.

•

Source: BOC

Source: Horizon fuel cell

The current global yearly market for such portable fuel cells is about
3,000 – 4,000 units, with perhaps 300 – 400 in the UK.
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Introduction

For very small power applications with long-duration, fuel cells can
already be competitive
•

For very small power brackets (~100 W), petrol and diesel generators
are not available. For commercial use, the market starts at ~3 kW. To
deliver such low power, these engines are oversized and run at very
low efficiency. In practice they would be coupled to a resistance load
to ensure they are delivering their minimal output (e.g. 600 W).

•

Hydrogen delivered in suitable bottles for small fuel cell generators is
expensive, but the low maintenance cost of fuel cells makes them
competitive on TCO basis.

•

Batteries with high autonomy also have high capex. Recharge
logistics may also be a concern for remote applications.
TCO (per year) of 0.1 kW portable power generation
systems (2920h a year over 10 years)
£3,000

Parameter

Value

Average load

0.1 kW (FC)
0.6 kW (diesel)

Runtime per year

2920 h (8h a day
year round)

Fuel cell
Capacity
Stack lifetime
Cost per kW
Efficiency
Hydrogen cost per kg
Maintenance per year
Diesel generator
Capacity
Lifetime
Cost per kW
Efficiency
Diesel cost per litre

£2,500

Maintenance per year

£2,000
£1,500
£1,000
£500

£Fuel cell

Diesel Generator Diesel Generator
(untaxed fuel)
(taxed fuel)
CAPEX

Fuel

Maintance

Battery

Battery system (Liion)
Capacity
Lifetime
capex
Cell replacement cost
Efficiency
Electricity cost per
kWh
Maintenance per year

0.1 kW
10,000 hours
£ 4,275
47%
£ 50
£ 100
3 kW
15,000 hours
£ 825
10%
£ 0.40 (untaxed)
£ 1 (taxed)
£ 400
7.2 kWh (72h
autonomy)
10,000 hours
750 £/kWh
500£/kWh
90%
£ 0.13
£ 100
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Introduction

Diesel generators remain cheapest for professional applications
•

Fuel cell generators can be compared with slightly oversized diesel
generators. The latter are needed to meet starting currents, and
professional grade gensets are not readily available in small sizes.

•

For high utilisation portable power generation (e.g. on a construction
site), fuel cells are currently outperformed by diesel generators both
on capex and on opex, as hydrogen is costly in small quantities.

•

Batteries look attractive on a TCO basis, but are likely to face
logistical constraints due to long charging times.

•

Air quality and noise remain important drivers for fuel cells.
TCO (per year) of portable power generation systems
(1320h a year over 10 years)
£6,000
£5,000

Parameter

Value

Average load

1 kW

Runtime per year

1320 h (6h a day
on 220 days)

Fuel cell
Capacity
Stack lifetime
Cost per kW
Efficiency
Hydrogen cost per kg
Maintenance per year
Diesel generator
Capacity
Lifetime
Cost per kW
Efficiency
Diesel cost per litre
Maintenance per year

£4,000
£3,000
£2,000
£1,000

£Fuel cell

Diesel Generator Diesel Generator
(untaxed fuel)
(taxed fuel)
CAPEX

Fuel

Maintance

Battery

Battery system (Liion)
Capacity
Lifetime
capex
Cell replacement cost
Efficiency
Electricity cost per
kWh
Maintenance per year

1.5 kW
10,000h
£ 4,275
47%
£ 50
£ 100
5 kW
10 years
£ 825
7%
£ 0.40 (untaxed)
£ 1 (taxed)
£ 400
12 kWh (12h
autonomy)
5,000h
750 £/kWh
500£/kWh
90%
£ 0.13
£ 100
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Introduction

Petrol generators are the cheapest option for recreational
applications
•

Compared to professional grade equipment, petrol generators for
private use are available in smaller sizes (e.g. 2.5 kW). Consumer
products are likely to run on taxed fuel, while professional generators
can run on untaxed diesel.

•

capex plays a relatively important role for low utilisation
applications, hurting the economic case of fuel cells in comparison to
petrol generators.

•

Consideration such as noise levels and pollutant emissions may again
be more relevant than TCO in this market.
TCO (per year) of portable 1kW power generation systems
(100h per year over 10 years)
£900
£800

Parameter

Value

Average load

1 kW

Runtime per year

100 h (5h a day
on 20 days)

Fuel cell
Capacity
Stack lifetime
Cost per kW
Efficiency
Hydrogen cost per kg
Maintenance per year

1.5 kW
10,000h
£ 4,275
47%
£ 50
£ 100

Petrol generator
Capacity
Lifetime
Cost per kW
Efficiency
Petrol cost per litre
Maintenance per year

2.5 kW
10 years
£ 340
7%
£1
£ 50

£700

Battery system (Li-ion)
Capacity

£600
£500
£400
£300
£200
£100
£-

Fuel cell

Petrol generator
CAPEX

Fuel

Maintance

Battery

Lifetime
capex
Cell replacement cost
Efficiency
Electricity cost per
kWh
Maintenance per year

12 kWh (12h
autonomy)
10,000h
750 £/kWh
500£/kWh
90%
£ 0.13
£ 100
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Aim for 2025

Fuel cells can develop a foothold in niche markets
•

First commercial products have already appeared on the market, and are being sold in low thousands globally.
With increasing technical product maturity and increased customer familiarity with fuel cell technologies,
portable fuel cells are likely to ramp up deployment in niche markets where they are particularly attractive.

•

The first addressable markets are the market segments that are premium tolerant from a price point of view
and those where low emissions and quiet operation are an important differentiator. Applications with high
runtimes are also favourable for fuel cells, as, with their high efficiency compared to gasoline and diesel
generators, they can have a competitive advantage on operating cost.

•

Fuel cell markets could be extended in areas where generators cannot be used (e.g. because of air or noise
pollution in urban areas, national parks or indoor locations) and batteries cannot provide power for sufficiently
long intervals.

•

The current yearly market for portable generators (mainly gasoline powered) is ~35,000 units in the UK and
approximately one million units globally. The fuel cell market in this segment is nascent, with a few thousand
units produced yearly, mainly for the European market.

•

Cumulative possible fuel cell deployment by 2025:
• UK: 10,000 units
• Global: ~300,000 units
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UK capabilities

First UK companies are entering the market – others have the
capabilities to follow
•

BOC (Linde), an industrial gas company, currently offers a fuel cell for portable generation in the segment
addressed by this roadmap. Their HYMERA fuel cell generator is a 150 W system, currently mainly used for low
power and long-duration applications such as security cameras, traffic lights, movable lighting systems (e.g. the
Ecolite-TH2 lighting tower manufactured by TCP) and alarm systems. BOC integrates a third-party fuel cell into
a ready to use product with communication capabilities and easy refuelling capabilities with BOC’s proprietary
hydrogen cylinders.

•

BOC also has key capabilities and infrastructure for the refuelling logistics of portable fuel cell units. This aspect
is both essential for the operability of portable fuel cells and potentially a high margin component of the
portable fuel cell business.

•

Ultra AMI , a US subsidiary of UK company Ultra Electronics Holdings produces portable SOFC systems for the
military, leisure (recreational vehicles, yachts) and remote infrastructure (rail, traffic) markets. These products
are, however, currently not commercialised in the UK.

•

Other UK companies, such as Intelligent Energy and Ceres Power have capabilities that would allow them to
develop commercial products in the segment, should they see a solid value proposition in entering this market.
Fuel Cell Systems also supplies fuel cells developed by others.

•

Other UK-based companies, such as Johnson Matthey Fuel Cells, contribute to the supply chain of such fuel
cells, for instance through the provision of MEAs. They already do this for some players.

•

Portable fuel cells also align well with the research interests of numerous UK research institutions, inter alia
Imperial College, UCL, and the universities of Loughborough, Southampton, Surrey and Cambridge.
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Barriers and actions

Fuel cell capex is high but with competitive fuel costs they could
become competitive on total cost of ownership
•

Capital costs are currently the most important barrier to the widespread deployment of fuel cells in the
portable sector. Fuel cells systems in this segment currently cost ~4,000 £/kW, with an additional 2,000 £/kg for
hydrogen storage. Gasoline and diesel generator systems, on the other hand, range between 200 – 600 £/kW
for mass market devices to 1,500 – 2,000 £/kW for high reliability professional systems in the 5 kW range.
Professional grade internal combustion generators in the more common range of 20 kW cost as little as 600
£/kWh. As large parts of the portable generation market are taken up by units with low utilisation (e.g. backup
or recreational use), capital cost represents the most important decision factor for many customers.

•

On a total cost of ownership basis, the high efficiency levels and low maintenance requirements of fuel cells
can make them attractive, with high utilisation. However, hydrogen as a fuel for portable fuel cells may be
delivered in non standard bottles, which currently drives up the price. Prices of up to 100 £/kg of hydrogen can
outweigh the higher efficiency of fuel cells in comparison with internal combustion generators, though this
could drop with greater uptake.
Actions
• Capital costs of fuel cells can be reduced through scale-up of manufacturing. This requires greater demand,
and the development of early markets, such as premium tolerant customers (e.g. high end recreational
segment, military) or applications that require zero pollutant or noise emissions (e.g. operation in cities with
bad air quality, close to hospitals or schools etc.). Public funding or policy might help kick-start those
markets through deployment by local authorities etc, or procurement in pollution-sensitive areas such as
parks.
• The hydrogen supply chain for these applications needs to mature to lead to lower fuel costs. This can be
achieved through scaling up deployment of such fuel cells and through synergy effects with other segments
(e.g. stationary fuel cells with portable fuels).
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Barriers and actions

Portable generation is a mature market with high entry barriers
•

Lack of familiarity with technology: incumbents are simple ICEs, familiar to users in all sectors. Despite their
drawbacks (low efficiency, high noise and pollutant emissions), there is no strong drive for new technology
options in most markets. Risk-averse customers may be hesitant to buy fuel cells, as they do not yet have a
long track record, especially in adverse environmental conditions (construction sites, military applications).

•

Supply chain dominated by few big players: About half a dozen companies currently compete in the portable
generator market. They often not only build and integrate the internal combustion engines, but also dominate
the distribution chain. It is hard for new players, and especially new technologies, to enter the market.

•

The variety of competing fuel cell technologies (PEMFC, SOFC, DMFC) adds uncertainty for potential
customers. This makes the space appear complex and adds uncertainty, as customers may fear backing a
technology that could lose out against similar technology options.

Actions
• Potential customers must be familiarised with the technology, perhaps through industry workshops. Fuel cell
manufacturers need to reduce customer risk through sound service and maintenance contracts. Including fuel
cells in public procurements may trigger initial use and help developing an understanding for their capabilities.
• Initial niche markets must be identified / created and used to showcase the technology. As portable generators
are rarely safety-critical, and easily replaceable in case of failure, they may represent a good initial market to
prove technology readiness.
• Technology suitability may be addressed through warranties - removing potential consumer anxiety – or
through clearer articulation of system benefits rather than technology-specific ones. Structured dialogues
between fuel cell providers (or solution providers) and potential customers could help the fuel cell industry to
understand customer needs and customers to identify opportunities.
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Barriers and actions

Fuel supply chains for fuel cells need further development
•

Lack of familiarity with hydrogen and methanol for fuel cells : Current technologies use either petrol or diesel,
widely available and used fuels. Potential costumer may be unfamiliar or uncomfortable with gaseous fuels,
and hydrogen in particular, as they have concerns or limited knowledge about safety. Methanol, a liquid fuel,
may be more familiar to consumers, but is less well-known than gasoline or diesel. Any need for a reformer
would increase the fuel cell cost and complexity.

•

Concerns about fuel availability: The fuel for conventional professional generators is often supplied through
the same route as the fuel for other machinery (e.g. on construction sites). The widespread availability of
gasoline and diesel is appreciated in the consumer market, in particular for backup applications. Hydrogen or
methanol would require a new logistic chain and infrastructure, potentially a significant additional cost or
complexity burden.
Actions
• Familiarity can be addressed through information campaigns on fuels, and reinforced through showcases
of the technology in operation. This could be through the wider presence of fuel cell vehicles (e.g. buses)
or options for consumers to experience portable fuel cells directly (e.g. through rental facilities).
• Building up a hydrogen supply chain for this application should fit into the wider context of developing
hydrogen infrastructure. With increasing numbers of fuel cells, hydrogen can be provided more easily.
• Standardised hydrogen bottles for portable systems could facilitate supply from different providers in the
long run. However, proprietary hydrogen delivery systems may be necessary for companies to sell the fuel
cell system at an attractive price while earning a satisfactory margin on the fuel, offsetting the capex
disadvantage of fuel cells and taking advantage of high operating efficiency.
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Barriers and actions

Air quality and noise regulation could drive fuel cell uptake but are
unlikely to be a game changer
•

Pollutant emission regulation is limited for small generators: while spark ignition engines are regulated for
any size, diesel generators below 19 kW are not regulated through European Directives, which define emission
limits in the UK. The next stage of restrictions for Non Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM), including generators
may be more stringent, and affect small diesel engines, but is unlikely to be prohibitive. London’s low emissions
zone for NRMM also does not affect engines below 19 kW.

•

Uncertainty about future air quality and noise regulation: Air quality and noise limits are likely to become
more stringent, but it is uncertain if this will require new technology deployment, such as fuel cells. Low
emission zones in cities are likely to emerge more widely, but the effect on small machinery remains unclear.

•

EU noise emission limits are under revision: The European Commission is considering a revision of the
directive on noise emissions of machinery. While this could put further pressure on generator manufacturers to
reduce the noise emissions of their products, it is unlikely to force a big shift from internal combustion engines.
Actions
• Clear signals form policy makers could drive deployment: strengthened emission limits in sensitive areas
could force equipment suppliers to provide alternatives to internal combustion engines. Those being
considered for vehicles in London’s super low emission zone could be proposed for small equipment such as
generators, and lead to the deployment of technologies technically ready for the market but requiring greater
demand to be competitive against incumbent technologies.
• Proving the technology is available: Fuel cell producers need to deploy their products in early markets to prove
alternative technologies with very low emissions are technically ready, and that they present a viable
alternative to conventional technologies.
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The fuel cell industry is not well coordinated and not sufficiently
aware of potential opportunities
• In order to develop adequate products for the market and to limit the risk of developing
unsuccessful ones, fuel cell companies need to focus on understanding market requirements and
the capabilities of competing technologies.
• Small developers of portable fuel cell products face difficulties in sourcing components from
suppliers. Joint sourcing of certain components or other synergies could be explored.
• Each manufacturer typically uses their own proprietary system for refuelling and system
integration components. Maintenance procedures are also specific to manufacturers, hampering
the potential for independent maintenance providers.
Actions
• Enable structured dialogues between fuel cell stakeholders and potential customers on market opportunities
and on the capabilities of fuel cells compared to batteries and conventional generators. These should take into
consideration future evolutions of competing technologies and evolving markets.
• Support cooperation between small fuel cell companies in procuring materials and components. This could be
achieved through programmes at the level of industry associations or other innovation support actors.
• Drive standardisation of key components such as refuelling bottles and of maintenance procedures. This could
be achieved within industry-wide working groups.
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Roadmap

A range of actions at different times would help build a market
UK market
Global activities
development
and deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

Deployment in niche markets (e.g.
military, recreational vehicles),
1,000s/year

Consolidation in niches, wider
deployment 10,000s/year

Identification and development of
additional niche markets

2025 onwards
Access to professional mass
market, dominant in niches,
100,000/year globally

Develop industry standards for key
components and maintenance

Competitive on TCO basis with
small gensets and batteries for
key applications

100s units a year

UK actions

Technology
progress

Cost reduction (design to cost)

Lifetime increase

Familiarisation of a wider consumer base with the
technology through targeted workshops for
potential offtake industries
Govt. early deployment programme
(e.g. local councils, military?)

Strengthen air and noise pollution
regulation for small engines, esp. in cities
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Deployment scenarios

Even small market shares in the large portable power generation
market can drive fuel cell deployment scale-up
•

•

•

In the low scenario, Fuel cells remain niche
premium products in some specific areas (e.g.
recreational vehicles) but fail to gain significant
market shares in larger markets, and remain at
2.5% of the global portable generator market. Fuel
cell cost remains high as uptake is slow in other
sectors, too.
In the central scenario, fuel cells enter pricetolerant markets in the recreational and
professional sectors (e.g. market stalls, event and
construction sites in noise sensitive areas) and gain
market shares of 5% in the overall portable
generator market by 2025. Technology advances in
other sectors, such as telecoms backup, drive fuel
cell costs down.

Global sales of portable fuel cell generators low, central
and high scenario
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

In the high scenario, fuel cells become a major
contender in certain premium tolerant sectors and
enter the high end consumer market (10% market
share overall in 2025). A large scale-uptake of fuel
cells in the same size range in other sectors (e.g.
telecom backup) helps reduce cost.

Low scenario

Central scenario

High scenario
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Deployment scenarios

Deployment depends in part on specific actions
Scenario

Actions

Deployment numbers (units sold per year)
2015

2020

2025

High

Additional actions
• Introduce strong local air and noise pollution
regulation, effectively banning ICE generators in
certain areas creating a strong market pull.
• Develop hydrogen supply chain to considerably
increase hydrogen fuel availability.
• Identify and actively develop markets where fuel
cells offer new functionality.

UK: 300 400
Global:
~3,000

UK: 1,500
Global:
40,000

UK >4,000
Global:
110,000

Central

• Introduce local air and noise pollution regulation,
provide some incentive to move to zero emission
generators.
• Fuel cell industry improves products to achieve
their cost reduction targets.
• Public procurement through local authorities and
military.

UK: 300 400
Global:
~3,000

UK: 1,000
Global:
24,000

UK: 2,000
Global:
55,000

Low

Actions still needed
• FC manufacturers achieve cost reductions and
lifetime increases through better product design.

UK: 300 400
Global:
~3,000

UK: 450
Global:
10,000

UK: 900
Global:
28,000
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UK benefit

The UK benefit in 2025 could be significant
Cumulative by 2025
Global market

~290k units

Global market value

~£4.4 billion

UK Share of Tradeable Global Market

Potential value for UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK job creation

Up to 7%

Notes

Higher shares for fuel cell system,
lower shares for operation

~£20 million
~150

•

The GVA analysis includes fuel cell and fuel system cost, as well as maintenance and fuel cost.

•

The overall premium tolerant share of the generator market is estimated to be about 5% of the global
market for generators below 10 kW.

•

Core UK competency is likely to remain in research, development and design of fuel cell systems, as well as
operating models. Little manufacturing is considered likely to occur in the UK, outside some components.

The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from
exports (the product of: the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to
non-domestic companies, the share of this market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and
9%), and a factor to account for displacement of other economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK
deployment (the product of UK market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available
only to domestic companies, and a factor to account for displacement of other economic activity). Job
estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in similar sectors, and not on a detailed analysis of the
particular product or the UK companies active in the area.
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UK benefit

Portable fuel cells are unlikely to become a large UK-based
industry, but can be a significant step to wider fuel cell deployment
•

Some of the possible applications of portable generators do not require high proven reliability of the devices,
allowing consumers to make less conservative technology choices than in other potential markets for fuel cells.
The portable generator market could hence develop into a proving ground for fuel cell technologies, where
they can showcase their reliability and performance. This could be a stepping stone for the UK fuel cell and
hydrogen industry overall.

•

While the contribution of portable generators to the UK greenhouse gas emissions is minimal, fuel cell
generators could develop into an important option to reduce the noise and air quality impact of portable
electricity generation. This would have a particularly positive effect in cities with air quality issues (e.g. London)
and in noise sensitive areas, such as national parks, and areas surrounding schools or hospitals.

•

If successful in the market place, portable fuel cells are likely to be manufactured in large numbers. The
corresponding mass production facilities are unlikely to be located in the UK, meaning that the impact of this
segment on the UK manufacturing sector is likely to remain limited, though components such as MEAs may still
come from the UK. Currently marketed products are already largely manufactured in Asia.

•

Added value for UK companies in the portable fuel cell segment can also come from system integration, i.e.
integrating fuel cells and hydrogen storage system into a fully functional portable generation system. A large
part of the value of portable fuel cells is likely to remain within fuel provision, rental, servicing etc. Large UK
companies such as BOC and small ones such as UPS Systems are well placed to develop this area.
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Links

Portable fuel cells can help in scaling up the industry, if other
aspects follow suit
•

The large market potential of portable fuel cells in terms of units makes them a potential stepping stone for
other segments, such as back up generation. As the reliability requirements for portable fuel cells, especially in
the recreational sector, are less stringent than in other potential markets for fuel cells, portable fuel cells can
help in building the confidence in the technology that more demanding consumers require.

•

Fuel cells are likely initially to be marketed as an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional
generators. While the greenhouse gas impact of portable generators is not the driving factor for uptake, using
fossil hydrogen can be a reputational risk. The development of clean hydrogen sources is hence an important
factor for portable fuel cells in the future.

•

An increased presence of fuel cells and hydrogen in transport could lead to synergies in refuelling, especially
for industrial customers, who are unlikely to make major investments in a refuelling infrastructure exclusive to
small generators.

•

More widely, the further inclusion of hydrogen in infrastructure (e.g. the gas grid) would simplify refuelling
and increase customer familiarity with hydrogen as a fuel.
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Mini-roadmap: Hydrogen in industry
and liquid fuel production

Hydrogen can be used as a feedstock for industrial processes, and
to provide process heat in industry
Switching to hydrogen for process heat
• Low-temperature heat for a range of
industries.

• Large quantities of high-temperature
heat for industrial processes, such as in
the iron and steel sector and cement
sector.

Producing synthetic liquid fuels
• Combining hydrogen produced from
renewable electricity via electrolysis
with carbon dioxide to produce liquid
fuels such as methanol, synthetic
gasoline, or diesel.

Increasing or decarbonising use of hydrogen
by existing industrial users
•

Fertiliser and chemical industry.

•

Small and medium industrial H2 use (steel,
glass, food, electronics etc).

•

Refineries.

Producing synthetic methane
•

Combining hydrogen produced from
renewable electricity via electrolysis with
carbon dioxide to produce methane, which
could be injected into the gas grid, or used
in transport.
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This mini roadmap focuses on two of these areas: use of hydrogen
for heating in industry and for production of renewable liquid fuels
Switching to hydrogen for process heat
• Low-temperature heat for a range of
industries.

•

Large GHG benefits.

• Large quantities of high-temperature
heat for industrial processes, such as in
the iron and steel sector and cement
sector.

•

Will be required if the gas grid is
converted to hydrogen.

•

Good range of UK burner
manufacturers including some active in
H2.

Producing synthetic liquid fuels
• Combining hydrogen produced from
renewable electricity via electrolysis
with carbon dioxide to produce liquid
fuels such as methanol, synthetic
gasoline, or diesel.

• Substantial market potential driven by
renewable and low carbon fuel policies.
• Scale of liquid fuel demand compared to
other possible uses implies very large
long term benefits.
• Could help to access remote renewables.
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Hydrogen for heating in industry

Introduction

Decarbonising industry must be a main focus for the UK to reach
its overall carbon reduction targets
• For the UK to meet its overall goal of 80% carbon reduction by 2050, industry is one of the sectors that
will need to decarbonise significantly. According to the government’s 2011 Carbon Plan, industry may
need to cut emissions by as much as 70% by 2050, relative to 2009.
• A DECC/BIS commissioned study explored the main technology groups likely to contribute to this
decarbonisation including CCS, biomass as fuel, electrification, energy efficiency and heat recovery and
industrial clustering (DECC/BIS, 2015).
• The study also highlights fuel switching to hydrogen as a viable alternative and there are already
significant amounts of hydrogen used in industry mainly for ammonia production, chemical production
and oil refining (E4tech, 2015).
•

•
H2 storage tanks

In the future, hydrogen could be scaled up to supply:
• low-temperature heat in boilers and other
industrial processes
• significant quantities of high-temperature heat
for industrial processes, such as in the iron and
steel sector and cement sector, which would
require plant redesign.
Hydrogen use in industry would typically displace oil
and natural gas.

Picture Source: http://www.lindeus.com/en/innovations/hydrogen_energy/distribution_and_storage/index.html
Source: E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in
contributing to meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
Parson Brinckerhoff and DNV GL for DECC and BISS: ‘Industrial Decarbonisation & Energy
Efficiency Roadmaps to 2050’ 2015
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Aim

Aim for industry in hydrogen in 2025: all industrial users in a city
ready for hydrogen uptake in low temperature applications
Hydrogen is already used today in industry for low temperature applications such as process heating and drying, but gas grid
conversion would require widespread conversion of equipment in a range of low temperature applications
•

Hydrogen burners for low-temperature heat applications are commercially available and used at sites with available byproduct hydrogen. These are typically bespoke systems, which can be readily changed between methane and hydrogen.

•

However, gas grid conversion to 100% hydrogen, as set out in the Hydrogen in pipelines mini roadmap, would mean
connected industrial users would have to convert. Manufacturers of heating appliances up to 10MW will all need to provide
a conversion option – either burner replacement or boiler replacement.

High temperature applications are not expected before 2030.
•

Technologies for high temperature applications, however, are relatively early stage (TRL 4) with public and private funding
needed both for R&D and for commercial deployment. In key industries like iron and steel production, specially designed
furnaces would need to be deployed. Previous scenarios do not envisage these applications being deployed in the UK before
2030 (E4tech, 2015).

Our base case scenario for 2025 is that all industrial users in one town where feasibility work has been done on gas grid
conversion is ready for uptake of hydrogen for all low temperature heat applications and a demonstration project for high
temperature heat in one industry is ongoing.
• This will require the town to be connected with sources of supply, either via the distribution network, on-site production
or directly linked with industrial sources of hydrogen. Replacement or retrofits to existing natural gas systems will also
need to have been carried out, accompanied by demonstration projects to show safe and economic operation.

Source: E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting
carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
Dodds, P. E. and Hawkes, A. (Eds.) (2014) The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable, secure low-carbon
heat. H2FC SUPERGEN, London, UK.
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UK Capabilities

UK has several companies active in gas engineering and hydrogen
appliances, but it is not clear what skills existing in industry
• UK or UK-based companies with expertise in gas appliances and engineering include:
• Saacke – German-based industrial boiler and burner company with service offices in the UK.
• Dunphy – UK-based burner company with manufacturing site in Rochdale, UK.
• Bosch Commercial and Industrial Heating (rebranded from Buderus UK) – UK arm of German
company. No manufacturing or engineering facilities in the UK; products manufactured in
Germany and Holland.
• EOGB – UK-based manufacturer and distributor of oil, gas and duel fuel burners for domestic,
commercial and industrial applications. Manufacturing facilities in Cambridgeshire.
• Babcock-Wanson – Multi-national manufacturer of industrial burners and boilers. No
manufacturing facilities in the UK.
• There are also existing industrial users of hydrogen.
• However, there has been no review of capabilities that are relevant to hydrogen use in
industry.
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Aim

There are few policy drivers for hydrogen use in industry. Widespread
use may be driven only by conversion of the gas network
•

Policy drivers are in place to decarbonise industry include the UK carbon tax and the EU ETS. Although trading
at very low prices over the last years, the EU ETS price is expected to increase as market reforms to structurally
adjust the supply of allowances to demand is implemented.

•

However, hydrogen may have a limited role in decarbonising fuel supply for heat demand in industry in the
near term, as a result of other abatement options being cheaper or better understood (E4tech, 2015).
Previous studies have suggested that hydrogen is the marginal abatement option for decarbonisation of
industry (Ricardo AEA, 2012).

•

However, use in industry could be driven in cities identified as suitable for pipeline conversion, by the driver to
decarbonise from the domestic sector.
• This results in an opportunity for industrial decarbonisation via hydrogen, as local industry would have to
adapt equipment to the fuel supplied. The policy support needed for this is the same as in the Hydrogen in
pipelines roadmap: policy commitment to stage roll out of gas grid conversion, with five years lead time to
allow equipment development.

• However, careful assessment would be needed of the economic impacts on industry from conversion/new
equipment and of associated downtime, as part of preparatory studies for city conversion (see Hydrogen in
pipelines roadmap).
•

Further use of bespoke low temperature hydrogen systems would also be possible in the near term in
conjunction with projects producing and using bulk hydrogen, such as in CCS clusters or large scale electrolytic
production. Use of hydrogen in these applications is only likely to be economic where subsidised, with the
rationale for subsidy being driven by the need to test the production equipment and system as a whole rather
than this particular end use.
Source: E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in
contributing to meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
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Barriers

High and low temperature applications have different economic
barriers
•

In bespoke low temperature applications, there are low economic barriers to conversion to hydrogen - the
cost of commercial hydrogen burners is already level with natural gas or oil burners for industrial use. If
adapting an already installed natural gas burner there is additional cost associated with the retrofit, especially
the burner head and seal. Overall costs would depend mainly on the cost of the hydrogen supplied.

•

For widespread use of hydrogen in low temperature industrial applications as a result of gas grid conversion,
manufacturers of heating appliances up to 10MW will all need to provide a conversion option – either burner
replacement or boiler replacement.
• These systems will need to be developed, through a similar process to development of domestic hydrogen
appliances, as described in detail in the Hydrogen in pipelines roadmap: agreement on gas specification and
standards followed by a five year process of lab development - engineering re-design and testing – and field
testing of multiple units per manufacturer. Driving this development relies principally on policy commitment,
so that companies commit engineering time to development, but may also require support for RD&D to
bring costs down.

• The economics of hydrogen use will depend on the hydrogen production costs, financing options and
network conversion costs (see Hydrogen in pipelines roadmap).
•

Significant techno-economic uncertainty for high temperature heat - techno-economics are not well
understood here and the technologies have not been deployed at commercial scale. It is therefore difficult to
estimate realistic costs (E4tech, 2015). The iron, cement and steel industries would also require investment in
in new furnaces (as opposed to retrofits) which adds significant costs. Essentially, the low TRL level and cost
uncertainty are key barriers to deployment of high temperature hydrogen use.
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Barriers

Other barriers to uptake of heat applications in industry
• Uncertainty over hydrogen performance – industrial users tend to place significant value on
reliability as any plant shut down can lead to loss of production, decreased efficiency and
negatively affect the business. Hydrogen use is not yet a proven technology with established
relationships and supply chains and industry tends to favour technologies with readily available
replacement parts and maintenance services (Dodds et al., 2015). Industrial users are also
incentivised to run an asset for the entirety of its economic lifetime, which means natural
windows of opportunity to replace natural gas or oil boilers with hydrogen may occur only every
20 or 30 years (Dodds et al., 2015) –which would be overridden by the need to change if there is
pipeline conversion.
• Lack of skilled technicians – as of yet there are no retail channels for contracting qualified
installers and maintenance personnel for hydrogen burners. The UK market for heating
installations and services is fragmented and consists mostly of personnel accustomed to working
on natural gas boilers. This market structure does not lend itself to a rapid transition within the
next decade (Dodds et al., 2015).
• Lack of regulatory framework – the physical properties of hydrogen are well understood.
However, regulations, codes and standards have not been designed with hydrogen in mind and
there are few standards and regulations that govern the safe operation of hydrogen burners.
Source: Dodds, P. E. and Hawkes, A. (Eds.) (2014) The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable, secure low-carbon heat. H2FC SUPERGEN, London, UK.
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Actions

Actions required to overcome barriers (1)
•

Consideration of industrial use alongside domestic use in all of the activities set out in the Hydrogen in pipelines
roadmap
• These include policymaking, preparatory work for conversion, industry group formation, a technical working
group on gas specifications and appliance needs, development of a range of hydrogen using appliances and
systems and skills assessment.
• A coordination programme responsible for the financing and assessment of demonstration projects should be
implemented in cities where preparation work was underway for hydrogen conversion. This would generate
critical learning about hydrogen burners in an industrial context and give positive signals to the supply chain.
Industry would also gain confidence around reliability issues and learn which issues would be critical to address
to increase reliability of installations and components.
• An industry wide survey should be conducted to gather reliable data on the state and lifetime of existing burner
stock in industry.
• A knowledge network should be established, through the coordination programme, to disseminate findings from
surveys and demonstration projects.
• Programmes for training new technicians and retraining of skilled technicians should be developed.
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Actions

Actions required to overcome barriers (2)
•

Develop standards for hydrogen burners:
• Standards and regulations must be developed as part of the existing suites of standards for gas burners.
Standards should first be developed for testing hydrogen appliances (which includes safety risks) before
industry standards for installation, operation and maintenance in industry are rolled out. These standards
should be informed by learning outcomes from the demonstration projects.

•

Intensify RD&D efforts in high temperature heat:
• Techno-economic analysis of high temperature heat applications is required to build a clear picture of costs
and technical performance characteristics. Efforts should therefore be made to participate in international
knowledge networks, to benefit from work underway elsewhere e.g. A novel gas-solid suspension
ironmaking high-temperature technology is being developed at the University of Utah which reduces iron
ore concentrates in a gas solid suspension using hydrogen gas.
• Demonstration projects in key industries (iron or steel) should be rolled out alongside demonstrations for
low temperature heat applications to increase learning effects. The high capital cost of installing equipment,
especially if taking place before the end of life of installed equipment, may require capital support from
government.

•

Note also that work may be needed to enable blending of 10% hydrogen by volume in the gas grid, which is
not an area of focus for these roadmaps. The European gas turbine industry has stated that any concentration
over 1-2% of hydrogen by volume would be of ‘major concern’ (Dodds, 2014, 41). The HYREADY joint industry
project led by DNV-GL is assessing amongst other things the impact low blends might have on the performance
and safety of end-use in industry.
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Roadmap

Demonstration projects are key for both applications. However,
continued RD&D is more important for high temperature
2020-2025

Demonstration projects in low
temp uses in towns

Hydrogen burner and boiler
development for low temp
H2 technicians ready to
support roll-out

Technology
progress

UK market
development

2016-2020

2025 onwards
MILESTONE – one town ready
for uptake of hydrogen in lowtemperature heat applications +
one high temperature
demonstration

Cost reductions in high temp
furnaces
Policy commitment and industry coordination for hydrogen conversion (see Pipelines roadmap)

UK actions

Technical working group on specifications
Use in industry as part of early projects
Survey on industry
burner stock

RD&D support inc. for scale-up from domestic

Standards development
Training programmes

Funding for RD&D in
high-temperature heat

Funding for high temp
demonstration plant
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Deployment

Readiness levels will depend on demonstration projects and R&D
support between 2020 and 2025
Readiness

Readiness for uptake in 3 cities +
one industry ready for high
temperature application

High: Demonstration projects in key
industries for low temp
Central: Demonstration projects in
key industries for low temp
Low: No demonstration projects

2016

Demo projects in every industry in
pioneering hydrogen hubs for both
low and high temp. R&D for hightemp
Demo projects in every industry in
key city for low temp. R&D for hightemp
Few demo projects rolled out in
pioneering hydrogen hubs

2020-2025

Readiness for uptake in one town
+ demonstration project in one
industry for high temp
Demo projects still on-going but
no expansion of demos and no
readiness for uptake of either low
or high temperature

2025 onwards

Time
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UK benefits

UK could save 0.47 million tonnes of CO2 from converting industry
and commercial users in a major city to low carbon hydrogen
•

The benefits of reaching the aim for one city will depend on what the hydrogen substitutes are and
how the hydrogen is produced.

•

Assuming a city the size of Leeds switched low temperature process energy use in industry and
commercial use from natural gas to hydrogen, this could lead to net GHG savings of 0.47 million
tCO2.
Potential GHG savings from conversion to hydrogen in Leeds

This assumes an emission factor of 450 tonnes
CO2/GWh for natural gas, 600 tonnes CO2/GWh for
oil and 36 tonnes CO2/GWh for hydrogen from SMR
with CCS. Data on natural gas consumption and
percentage constituting low-temperature heat
taken from DECC - secondary analysis of data from
the Office for National Statistics and Building
Research Establishment (2014) and DECC - Total
Sub-national Final Energy Consumption (2013) .
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Links

Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies
• Bulk hydrogen production: Cost-effective supply of low carbon hydrogen.

• Hydrogen in pipelines: A well-developed network of distribution pipelines is also a necessary
condition for industry uptake, i.e. conversion of the gas grid. Preparatory work done on grid
conversion should assess impacts on industrial users. Appliance development and gas
specifications for domestic use has crossover with <10 MW industrial applications. Further
utilisation of on-site by-product hydrogen could provide opportunities for further
demonstration and trials before this was present. Pioneering hubs for hydrogen conversion
should also have been identified.
Beneficial effects
• Creating steady source of demand for hydrogen suppliers – use in heating could be a useful
option in early hydrogen system projects, whilst other uses are being developed and ramped
up.
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Hydrogen in liquid fuel production

Introduction

As liquid fuel demand is expected to persist, low carbon liquid fuel
options are important in decarbonisation of transport
• Despite a significant decrease in road
transport fuel demand to 2030, liquid fuels
are expected to contribute to a large
proportion of demand – 93% of EU demand
according to E4tech Auto-fuel study.
• Efficiency gains and electrification are
important but liquid fuel dependency
persists.
• Liquid fuels are also needed for aviation and
shipping.
Source: E4tech

• Biofuels are the main low carbon options for liquid fuels currently, and the main option being used
by the UK to meet EU targets for renewable energy use in transport to 2020.
• However, there is interest in alternatives to biofuels, as a result of:
• Concern over the extent of competition for biomass resources with other sectors, and for use
with CCS.
• Concern over the sustainability impacts of some biofuels routes.
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Introduction

Hydrogen can be used to produce renewable liquid fuels when
combined with renewable electricity
•

Hydrogen produced from renewable electricity via electrolysis can be combined with carbon dioxide to produce
liquid fuels such as methanol, synthetic gasoline, diesel or other fuels. This requires a low cost source of renewable
electricity to produce hydrogen from electrolysis and CO2 from a point source or from the air.

•

These fuels could have significant GHG savings compared with fossil fuels. For example, CRI are currently producing
renewable methanol from hydrogen and CO2 in Iceland, with 90% GHG savings vs gasoline.

•

In addition, liquid fuel production could be an option for accessing and transporting energy from remote renewable
electricity resources more cheaply than new interconnections or local hydrogen use.

•

Different catalysts and processes can be used but generally the conversion route can be represented as below:

CO2
from the air,
waste carbon
gas streams or
biomass

Electricity

Catalytic
reaction
H2

Electrolyser

Water

Methanol
Gasoline
Diesel
DME
Jet fuel
The fuels produced could
be classified as biofuels,
renewable fuels of nonbiological origin (RFNBO)
or low carbon fuels
depending on their
production route

Source:
CRI 2015 – based on ISCC certification value using EU RED methodology . Philippe Boulanger presentation within
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/events/workshop-using-bioenergy-energy-storage-and-balance-grid
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Several companies are involved with producing renewable
synthetic fuels via catalysis of CO2 with H2
Company

Fuel(s)
produced

CO2 source

Energy source

Process

Status

Carbon
Recycling
Initiative
(CRI)

Methanol

Geothermal
power plant

Geothermal
electricity

Electrolysis of H2O
and catalytic fuel synthesis

4,000 tpa capacity plant operational in
Iceland. Also plant in construction in Germany
using electricity from coal as an energy
storage option. Plan to develop 100,000
tonne per year projects in China and Europe

Sunfire,
Climeworks
and Audi

Diesel

Air

Renewable
electricity

Direct air capture (Climeworks),
high-temperature solid oxide
steam electrolysis (Sunfire),
reverse water-gas shift reaction
and FT synthesis

Pilot plant in Dresden opened Nov 2014,
operating since April 2015. Capacity 160
litres/day ‘Blue crude’, up to 80% of which
can be converted into diesel

Air Fuel
Synthesis

Methanol

Air or point
sources

Wind
electricity

Electrolysis of H2O
and catalytic synthesis

1 tonne per day (1,200 litres/day) plant.
Current status not known

Dioxide
materials

Synfuels

Point sources

Excess wind
electricity

Electrolyser to H2 to convert CO2
into C1 building blocks and
subsequent catalytic conversion to
synfuels

Laboratory

Sandia
National
Labs

Methanol
and ethanol

Air or point
sources

Solar heat

Syngas from CO2 stream
(concentrated solar
thermochemical reaction to
produce CO) and electrolysis of
water

Experimental

Solar jet

Kerosene

Air

Solar heat

Two-step solar thermochemical
cycle based on non-stoichiometric
ceria redox reactions using the
Fischer-Tropsch process

Laboratory

E4tech, 2015 Novel Low Carbon Transport Fuels and the RTFO: sustainability implications
Scoping paper for the UK Department for Transport 16th March 2015
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Every tonne of renewable methanol produced could utilise 1.4
tonnes of CO2 using CRI’s current process in Iceland

5,600 t/yr CO2
4,000 t/yr
methanol

800 t/yr H2

Source:
CRI 2015 –Philippe Boulanger presentation within
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/events/workshop-using-bioenergy-energy-storage-and-balance-grid
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Aim for 2025

The aim for hydrogen-based liquid fuel production in 2025 is UK
deployment, plus enabling UK contributions to commercialisation
• Benefits from deployment include the uptake of a low-carbon transport liquid fuel that can
contribute towards the UK’s 2020 targets under the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) and the
Fuel Quality Directive (FQD). Liquid fuels are expected to continue be used in transport in
significant quantities well beyond 2025.
• However, the UK in general may not be an optimal location for siting of synthetic fuels plants,
given that they require significant amounts of cheap hydrogen, and by extension cheap
renewable electricity, co-located with CO2 sources. The majority of companies involved in the
development of synthetic fuels are also based outside the UK, which makes it less likely that their
first plants are likely to be UK-based.
• By 2025 our base case scenario is that fuels produced using hydrogen are deployed in the UK
transport sector, contributing towards decarbonisation, but predominantly produced
internationally. The UK can reach this aim without significant investment in infrastructure as
existing vehicles and infrastructure for liquid fuels can be used.

• However, there may also be opportunities to use these technologies to generate hydrogen using
renewable power from remote areas that would otherwise be difficult to exploit, or be curtailed.
For example, Scotland has significant renewable energy resources and sources of CO2.
• At the same time, the UK should aim to support UK research and companies in this area. As
there is as yet no leading technology globally, there is still space for new entrants.
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Tasks

Research and development is needed to increase conversion route
efficiencies and economic performance
• Cheap electrolytic hydrogen from renewable sources will be needed for cost effective production
of synthetic fuels. Electricity accounts for 70-90% of the cost of a kilogram of hydrogen produced
through electrolysis (E4tech, 2015). RD&D efforts on electrolysis are needed to maintain life
times and operating efficiencies (which are already close to theoretical maxima) while decreasing
costs. RD&D should also focus on changing operating requirements especially in terms of
flexibility to provide grid services.
• Apart from the electrolyser, a key area of research and development, according to Styring et al.
(2011), is catalyst and reactor design for fuel production and in the efficient capture of CO2.
Other work focuses on creating catalysts that can operate under moderate conditions thereby
reducing energy inputs and costs.
• Work is also ongoing on making systems that can match the project requirements better: small,
modular and skid mounted systems that could be easier to site and operate in remote areas, and
improved control systems.
• There is also interest in the potential for biocatalysis, which could potentially be scaled down
more effectively than chemical routes, and produce higher value products.
Source:
E4tech, Study on development of water electrolysis in the EU (2015)
Styring. P, Daan Jensen, Heleen de Coninck, Hans Reith, Katy Armstrong, Centre for Low Carbon Futures, Carbon Capture and utilisation in the green economy (2011)
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UK Capabilities

The UK has limited activity in the private sector but global
presence in RD&D via research networks and programmes
The UK does not have significant competitive strengths in synthetic fuels from hydrogen in the private sector
compared to other countries like Germany or the US. Two companies are or have been active in the sector:
•

ITM Power – manufacturers integrated hydrogen PEM solutions for synthetic fuel production although
predominantly focused on synthetic gas.

•

Air Fuel Synthesis Ltd – focused on synthesising jet fuel from atmospheric CO2 and hydrogen but current
status of this company is not known.

The UK has a stronger presence in the RD&D space through the following organisations:
•

The UK Centre for Carbon Dioxide Utilisation or CDUUK (University of Sheffield)

Coordinates key UK research programmes with the ambition of putting the UK at the forefront of international
CO2 utilisation work. 4CU, one of its major programmes, deals with the activation of CO2 to enable fuels
manufacturing via catalysis. Partnering organisations include University of Manchester, UCL, Queen’s
University Belfast. Centre is sponsored by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC).
•

CO2Chem (Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council)

CO2Chem, connected to CDUUK, is the largest worldwide carbon dioxide utilisation network with a 40%
international membership. It focuses on eight research areas of which fuels production from CO2 (methanol,
ethane, methane and high density liquid fuels) is one. The networks researches steps along the conversion
route from CO2 capture to integration of catalysts such as hydrogen.
Stakeholders also cited the capabilities in the UK offshore oil and gas industry as being potentially very useful
in autonomous operation of remote systems.
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Barriers

High production costs are a barrier to deployment of these fuels in
the UK, and to UK-based projects
•

Higher costs of production than fossil fuels and other renewable fuels
• These routes are at an early stage of development, and as a result there is little data available on their costs.
However, they are likely to be a higher cost than fossil fuels.
• There is currently no willingness to pay for fuels with lower GHG emissions in the transport sector, and so lower
carbon fuels are only sold when they qualify for policy support, such as helping to meet fuel suppliers’
obligations under the UK Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO). The RTFO sets a target for fuel suppliers,
and includes a certificate mechanism for trading compliance, which sets the price premium available to low
carbon fuels.
• It is not yet known what the future cost reduction potential for these fuels could be, and therefore whether the
premium would be enough to support their sale – i.e. whether these fuels would be taken up in preference to
other low carbon fuel options to meet UK targets.
• Note that CRI state that at an electricity cost of €50/MWh their methanol would compete with fossil methanol
plus the double counting premium available for advanced biofuels, and at below €30/MWh electricity would
compete with fossil methanol at 2012-2015 prices (CRI, 2015).

•

Difficulty of making commercially attractive UK projects using renewable electricity
• Although there are examples of projects making methane and liquid fuels from hydrogen from renewable
electricity, they are at the demonstration stage, and are generally not commercially viable at present.
• Any UK-based project would require a detailed analysis of the economics of this option compared with
alternative options for monetising remote renewable resources, such as local electricity or hydrogen use, export
of liquid hydrogen, or production of chemicals.
Source:
CRI 2015 –Philippe Boulanger presentation within
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/events/workshop-using-bioenergy-energy-storage-and-balance-grid
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Barriers

Near term policy changes and longer term policy visibility are also
needed…
•

Policy changes to support renewable fuels of non-biological origin - Currently, the RTFO only supports biofuels
made from biomass feedstocks. The UK government has considered including synthetic fuels from renewable
electricity to its list of fuels eligible for support, as outlined by E4tech and Ecofys (2015). Since the revision of the
RED and FQD last year in 2015, renewable fuels are accepted under both pieces of legislation. This has not yet
been transposed into UK, or any Member State, law but will happen in 2017. The revision will mean that
renewable fuels of non-biological origin will be eligible to be supported with credits under the RTFO and count
double towards the RED and FQD 2020 targets (effectively doubling the premium available to them compared with
non-advanced biofuels).

•

Policy to support road transport decarbonisation beyond 2020 in the UK and EU – However, beyond 2020 there is
at present no policy support for the decarbonisation of road transport except for vehicle CO2 targets (on a tank-towheel basis). Current European Commission proposals suggest that specific targets in the FQD and RED will not be
continued after 2020. This is a crucial barrier for the development of hydrogen-based synthetic fuels as Europe is
likely to be one of the main early markets. Even if the UK and some other Member States continued to have
supportive policy, lack of policy in other areas could lead to insufficient demand to drive commercialisation.

•

Note that EU and UK policy supporting renewable fuels includes sustainability criteria including minimum GHG
savings. The existing life cycle analysis methodology used could be applied to these new fuel types.
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…and for a UK project in a remote area the next step is assessing
technology options, scale and the business model
•

There is interest in power to liquid fuel options in remote areas such as Orkney, where the European Marine
Energy Centre (EMEC) is commissioning work on models to support expansion of its work on electrolysis
powered by tidal energy, that would otherwise be hindered by local grid inadequacies. One option is
conversion to a synthetic fuel or ammonia. There is also interest in producing higher value chemicals.

•

This option should be considered in comparison with all other potential options for monetising remote
renewable resources, such as local electricity or hydrogen use, export of liquid hydrogen, or production of
chemicals, rather than limiting the scope to a couple of options.

•

Key questions for liquid fuel production that need to be addressed in a feasibility study for this type of project
are:
• Technology choice – given the early stage of development of the technologies available for fuel production.
• Minimum economic scale – chemical processes generally have large economies of scale, which trade off with
costs of aggregation of renewable electricity supply.
• Requirement for CO2 – i.e. whether a point source is required for the technology chosen, and whether this is
present near to the renewable electricity.

• Product market demands – while the value of products in chemicals markets is typically higher than in fuel
markets, there is little policy driver for sale into chemicals markets, and so no premium for lower carbon
chemicals. Markets are also relatively small. Fuels markets are larger, and have existing policy support which
drives a price premium, but prices are lower.
• Potential for remote operation – maintenance requirements, remote operation options, containerised
systems.
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Roadmap

Extension of fuel policy beyond 2020 is key to continued UK uptake

Technology
progress

UK market
development

Global
activities and
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

2025 onwards

Demonstration projects
for large scale production
Increased consumption and
exports of RFNBO

Early stage uptake of RFNBO fuels

Increased imports of RFNBO
predominantly from EU

MILESTONE – UK market
deployment of synthetic fuels
and UK contribution to global
RD&D

Efficiency improvements to catalytic
reactors
Reduced electrolyser cost

UK actions

Support UK RD&D
Include RFNBOs under RTFO support
and clarify policy support post 2020
Liquid fuels included in feasibility
study on H2 in a remote area

If feasible, UK project in remote area
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Extension of EU and UK policies and continued RD&D efforts are
central in determining level of UK market uptake
Market
uptake

High: Timely transposition of RED
and FQD. Continued RD&D efforts UK
and globally
Central: Timely transposition of RED
and FQD. Continued RD&D efforts UK
and globally
Low: Timely transposition of RED and
FQD. Continued RD&D efforts UK and
globally

2016

UK and EU policy extended –
deployment scaled up internationally
with significant cost improvements.
Positive feasibility study on UK
project
UK policy extended but no EU-level
policy– deployment scaled up in key
MS with some cost improvements.
Feasibility study on UK project
No extension of UK or EU policy limited electrolyser cost and
efficiency improvements

2020-2025

Significant market uptake
by 2025, successful UK
project

Market uptake by 2025

No uptake by 2025

2025 onwards

Time
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Other benefits

The largest UK benefit is likely to be GHG reduction from displacing
fossil fuels, although some local areas could also benefit strongly
Benefits from deploying liquid fuels from H2 in the UK
• The UK could import renewable liquid fuels produced from hydrogen, and use these in transport,
displacing fossil fuels, and so achieving GHG savings.

• As an estimate of the GHG saving:
• global renewable methanol production capacity could reach 500,000 tonnes/year by 2025
(E4tech estimate based on planned capacity of 200,000 tonnes from CRI by 2019).
• the UK, as a leading EU fuel consumer with continued policy to support renewable fuels, could
import a fifth of this production, or 100,000 tonnes/year, for direct blending into gasoline.
• Renewable methanol produced by this process using electricity from Iceland’s highly
decarbonised grid has 90% GHG savings compared with gasoline (CRI, 2015) If this displaced
gasoline on an energy basis, the associated GHG savings would be 150k tCO2/year.
• This renewable fuel use would contribute to the UK’s renewable energy targets, and to any
future UK and EU targets for renewable energy use or GHG savings in transport (not currently
agreed).
Benefits from liquid fuels from H2 projects
• There could also be benefits to local areas in terms of revenue from renewable electricity
resources that would otherwise be unexploited, and revenue and jobs from plants themselves.
Source:
CRI 2015 – based on ISCC certification value using EU RED methodology . Philippe Boulanger presentation within
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/events/workshop-using-bioenergy-energy-storage-and-balance-grid
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Links

Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies
• Bulk hydrogen production - cost-effective supply of low carbon hydrogen
• Transport – clear policy to drive transport decarbonisation is needed to create stable framework
for producers.
Beneficial effects
• The base aim for this roadmap is to deploy synthetic fuels produced elsewhere. There are
therefore limited direct beneficial effects on other roadmaps. However:
• UK RD&D capabilities may lead to improved bulk hydrogen production costs and
performance or improved catalytic performance.
• Increased demand for the fuel in UK may lead to investor confidence and greater
deployment globally, which would bring down costs of electrolytic hydrogen and synthetic
fuels.

• In addition, there would be significant local benefits in remote areas from a successful project,
including monetisation of a local renewable electricity resource, supply of fuel for local uses,
and jobs
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Mini-roadmap: Non-road transport

Non-road transport is a fast moving and carbon intensive area with
significant desire to decarbonise
There is a wide range of applications for fuel cells in non-road transport,
including aviation, marine and rail propulsion; auxiliary power in
aviation/maritime vehicles; tractors, forklifts, tractors and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs).
In order to facilitate an analysis, a prioritisation exercise agreed to focus on:
•

Use of fuel cells for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) - The UK has a
number of aerospace companies with strong interest in UAVs, and several
UK-based hydrogen and fuel cell companies have developed propulsion
systems for UAVs.

•

Heavy duty hydrogen fuel cell for marine and rail propulsion – In the UK
and abroad there has also been significant interest in rail propulsion and
maritime propulsion, so these are other areas of focus. These are
anticipated to use similar size (>100kW) stacks and systems, and hence
are considered using a combined approach.

Other applications not considered in depth here include
•
•

•
•

Fuel cell forklifts ~10,000 have been deployed globally1) but the UK has
had little supply chain involvement in this market;
Manned aviation – considered to be applicable beyond the 2025
timescale;
Defence – explicitly excluded from this analysis;
Small APU applications for ships and recreational vehicles (considered as
part of the portable fuel cell applications).

Photos: fuel cell today (top), popsci (bottom)
1: Fuel Cell Forklift Deployment in the US Ahmad Mayyas et. al.
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Applications in focus

• Unmanned aerial vehicles
• Rail and maritime propulsion
• Links to other roadmaps
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•

Introductory note:
Fuel cells are a potential option
for fuelling unmanned aerial
vehicles. The higher energy
density of fuel cell systems
versus batteries allows
competition particularly in
longer mission time
applications.

The inherent scalability of fuel
cells provides advantages for
smaller applications versus
conventional combustion based
engines.
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Aims for 2025

Fuel Cell Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (FC UAVs) have significant
potential for deployment in 2025
•

•

•

By 2025 market forecasts indicate that the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) market will increase
from $8 billion to $15 billion. Military applications are expected to dominate the 2025 market,
with a 70% share. The consumer market is projected to triple in size by 2025, while the
commercial market is projected to roughly double
Fuel Cell UAVs (FC UAVs) have already been explored by military developers and offer a number
of advantages over small diesel systems including: low noise level; high efficiency; low infrared
signature; low vibration; and high reliability1, 2
In comparison to lithium ion battery systems, hydrogen fuel cells systems have significantly higher
volumetric and gravimetric energy densities. Therefore, they offer enhanced endurance. Indeed,
in the long term, it is expected that fuel cell systems’ endurance will be approximately four
times that of an equivalent lithium ion system

•

Within the UAV market, fuel cell systems have good potential in medium range applications with
power ratings up to 10 kW. These low specific power systems are likely to be particularly
applicable in fixed wing aircraft and small rotary aircraft with power ratings of sub kW – 2 kW,
i.e. applications for which batteries offer insufficient range, and small diesel systems are
unsuitable due to low reliability, vibration and other constraints

•

Potential civilian applications for FC UAVs include surveillance, infrastructure maintenance
(powerlines, pipelines, roads, windfarms, telecommunications), agriculture (farms, fisheries),
deliveries (with low payloads) and surveying (coastlines, geology, forestry), since many of these
applications could require long flight times

•

An additional opportunity within these niches is for high energy density fuel cells to provide
power to auxiliary components, such as subsystems, spectrometers and cameras

•

If they prove cost effective, and suitable applications can be found, FC UAVs could access niches
within civil and commercial markets. Hobbyist flights are likely to be short range, and are
therefore unlikely to require a FC UAV versus a battery option unless prices decrease considerably
1Congressional

Market size3
Billion $

20
15
10
5
0
2015

2025

2025 UAV market share

7%

22%
71%
Commercial

Military

Consumer

Research Service UAS: Commercial Outlook for a New Industry
et al. Fuel Cells: A Real Option for UAV Propulsion
3Adapted from: Teal Group, Grand View Research, Dronelife.com, Mooreland Partners, INEA consulting Ltd
2González-Espasandín

2020
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Tasks

A range of fuel cells and hydrogen storage technologies have been
applied or have potential for use in UAVs
Fuel cells for application in UAVs
•

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) operate at low temperature and have low specific power densities, but high
specific energy densities (up to around 1 kWh / kg, including storage systems)1. PEM fuel cells have the most concentrated
development focus of any transport fuel cell and are expected to undergo significant drops in costs and improvements in
performance over the next decade. The power density required during take-off is likely to be too high for a PEMFC to supply alone,
so they are (and will likely continue to be) deployed in hybrid mode with lithium ion batteries to help meet take-off power needs.
Other fuel cells have been tested in this area:
 Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs) – DMFCs are more costly than PEM FCs, partly because they require larger catalysts. They
are also heavier due to additional balance of plant compared to air cooled PEM stacks. Hence, it is anticipated that DMFCs will
be less suitable than PEMFCs for application in UAVs and development focus has shifted away from these in the last few years
 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) - SOFCs generally run at temperatures above 700 degrees Celsius, this means that they are
sensitive to thermal cycling and also require bulky and heavy insulation, which can be restrictive for aerial applications.
However, there has been significant development in this area, and due to innovative designs (e.g. micro-tubular fuel cell
architectures) SOFCs have become increasingly temperature resilient. These are likely to use propane, butane or LPG as fuel.
One such example is the recent SOFC-powered UAV deployed by Ultra-AMI2

Hydrogen storage in UAVs
•

Energy density in UAV systems needs to be high for long-duration flights, so there is significant interest in ultra-lightweight
hydrogen storage for FC UAVs



The highest energy density yet publicised in a FC UAV power unit was 1.3 kWh / kg 3 (which had a power density of 550 W / kg).
Using compressed hydrogen the UAV achieved a flight time of 26 hours. This system required a specially made carbon fibre tank



Other energy storage systems have been deployed, including hydride storage systems (up to 700 Wh/kg) and liquid storage
systems. Ammonia borane is of particular interest and has already been implemented in a hydrogen-based power system
developed by Cella4 (a UK company). As a carrying material ammonia borane can store up to 12% weight hydrogen. It is likely that
chemical hydrides will become a prominent technology in ultra-light weight storage of hydrogen for UAVs
1González-Espasandín

et al. Fuel Cells: A Real Option for UAV Propulsion
Ultra Electronics AMI: Ultra Electronics AMI Delivers 45 Fuel Cells for use in Military UAS
3The Ion Tiger (see reference 1 for more details)
4Green Car Congress: First UAV test flight with Cella solid-state hydrogen storage and fuel-cell power system
2
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Tasks

There are a number of technological needs to increase the
performance of FC UAVs
Aspect

Light-weighting of storage

Recyclable fuel storage /
refuelling

High altitude performance
of fuel cells

Marinisation of fuel cells

Potential technological developments
• Development of lightweight chemical hydride systems, such as ammonia borane could improve
storage system weight. Future research into how best to store and release hydrogen could lead to
enhanced light-weighting. The ammonia borane is hydrolysed to produce hydrogen, and requires a
metal catalyst, at present sub-systems need to be included to avoid catalyst poisoning,
improvements in catalyst resilience and sub-system weight could also improve the overall storage
system weight
• Lightweight hydrogen tanks could be an alternative, these would require ultra-light tanks (for
example, carbon overwrapped aluminium pressure vessels2) which have achieved system energy
densities of above 1 kWh/kg1
• Development of industrial recycling processes for chemical hydrides and lightweight tanks will be
required to dispense ultra-lightweight fuels to users
• For lightweight tank storage, swappable cylinders are an option for refuelling. At scales of tens of
vehicles, this is not expected to be problematic, but for 100s and more vehicles, the requirement for
storage space for cylinders could become a barrier
• At high altitudes (of ≈1,000m and above) the oxygen content of air drops to levels low enough to
affect fuel cell performance, therefore resilient fuel cells that can operate at low oxygen
concentration will need to be developed (of the identified applications, only costal surveying and
fisheries are expected to require high altitude flight, so this concern is limited to a small section of
the potential market)
• In order to improve the durability of fuel cell UAVs for marine applications (such as offshore
surveying of windfarms), fuel cell UAVs will need to be marinised
• Such improvements would include provision for the recovery of downed UAVs from sea, thus
mitigating some of the risk of investment in expensive technology for some applications
1Green

Car Congress: First UAV test flight with Cella solid-state hydrogen storage and fuel-cell power
system
2NRL: Hydrogen Fuel Cell Propulsion for Long Endurance Small UAVs
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UK capabilities

The international market in fuel cell technology for UAVs is relatively
small, and the UK has several companies leading in this space
Companies active in the sector
•

Intelligent Energy have been active in this space and recently showcased its prototype of a hydrogen range extender. Similar
projects include a partnership with Boeing Phantom Works (a division of Boeing (US based company)) to develop a state of the
art manned fuel cell aerial vehicle1

•

Another active player is Arcola Energy who in partnership with Cella Energy have integrated fuel cells into a fixed wing UAV
designed by Raptor UAS

•

There are a number of small UAV companies that are probing this market, including Raptor UAV and Redwing

•

ITM Power have secured contracts with Boeing to provide fuel for some of their FC UAVs

Latent potential
•

The UK have a number of aerospace companies that could participate (or are active) in the wider UAV market. There are also a
number of businesses that may provide services using UAVS (e.g. Cyberhawk who provide reduced cost surveying using their
fleet of UAVs)

•

There is a wide range of potential commercial and civil applications for high endurance UAVs which could be exploited if UAVs
are permitted to leave the line of sight of the user (such as surveying, delivery). Already, over 1,500 licences have been issued
by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), including governmental organisations (e.g. The Scottish Environment Protection Agency),
utilities (e.g. SSE, National Grid), media organisations (e.g. parts of the BBC) and police organisations (e.g. Sussex police)2. A
potential additional benefit of such UAVs, is that they could mitigate insurance costs, operational costs and risks to personnel
(e.g. in the monitoring of offshore oil rigs)

•

FC UAVs may provide a market to start up work for other lightweight fuel cell manufacturers

•

Furthermore, the additional energy density, endurance and smoother flight for FC UAVs may unlock opportunities for
manufacturers of auxiliary systems providers, such as high resolution cameras, spectrometers, and communication technologies

Research potential
•

The UK is a leader in materials science research, and the light-weighting of fuel cells and hydrogen storage systems will be
highly reliant on such development
1: Intelligent Energy press release: Intelligent Energy Hydrogen Fuel Cells Significantly Extend Drone Flight Time
2: An exhaustive list is published and maintained by the CAA and may be found at:
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/ReportUAVcurrentDates042016.pdf
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Barriers and actions

Capital costs of PEMFC systems are the major financial barrier to FCUAV,
deployment could be reduced when produced at high volume
•

•

•

The limiting factor on the applicability of UAVs is their weight, and so
UAVs will be designed to minimise this. Hence, UAV systems are the
result of this and optimisation of costs, endurance and cruising altitude
will vary significantly according to design

All costs in £ / hour of flight time (range) - assumed
operational lifetime of ten years with 500 flight hours p.a.
6,837

Typically, lithium ion systems are used in small UAVs1, however, there
are likely to be applications for small UAVs where the range of lithium
ion battery powered systems will be insufficient but the size of internal
combustion engines are too large, this could be a competitive niche
for FC UAVs
The ownership cost analysis (right) (which is normalised per hour of
flight time) suggests PEMFC systems’ costs are currently dominated by
the stack and hydrogen storage / generation capex

•

These costs re expected to decrease significantly with economies of
scale - demand on the scale of X,000s – X0,000s of units is required to
deliver cost-effective PEMFC UAVs

•

With sufficient reduction in costs total cost analysis shows that when
normalised to flight hours PEMFC systems can approach the cost of
lithium ion systems, but are unlikely to compete on cost alone

•

Power units for UAVs cost breakdown

This implies that the market will be limited to the applications
requiring long-durations or high energy applications, since next
generation lithium batteries are likely to lead to a lower cost per hour
of flight, though they are still expected to have significantly shorter
flight times (3 hours for the Li-S system in 2025, vs 8 for the PEM
system for a small UAV)

1

857
Lithium ion 2015

PEM FC battery
hybrid 2015 (1.5kWh)
2,129

331

175

Lithium
ion 2025
(0.4 kWh)

Lithium
Sulphur 2025

270
PEM hybrid
2025 - Low
volume
production

PEM hybrid
2025 - High
volume
production

Costs are approximate and are based on a system with 0.4 kW power
output, plots are not set to relative scale

Capex / (£ / h)

Lifetime cost of electricity / (£/h)

Replacements / (£/ h)

Lifetime cost of Hydrogen /( £ / h)

European Commission: STUDY ANALYSING THE CURRENT ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF UAV
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Assumptions

The total cost of ownership analysis is based on the following
assumptions
Assumptions

2015

2025

System
parameters

Maximum power output (both systems) - W

400

400

Power system weight – kg

2.88

2.88

Lithium Ion
battery
parameters

Cost of batteries - £ / kWh

700

350

Battery lifetime – charge and discharge cycles

2000

2000

Battery charging efficiency

95%

95%

Battery power unit energy density – kWh / kg

0.14

0.23

Battery - cell level specific power – kW / kg

0.37

0.5

15,000

2,100 (high volume)
11,500 (low volume)

Power system weight - kg

2.88

2.88

Fuel cell + storage unit energy density - kWh / kg

0.5

1.0

Fuel cell system lifetime - hours

2800

3500

Fuel cell efficiency

44%

50%

-

176

Battery lifetime – charge and discharge cycles

150

1500

Battery charging efficiency

95%

95%

Battery power unit Energy Density – kWh / kg

0.24

0.45

Battery - cell level specific power – kW / kg

0.912

2.7

Fuel cell system
parameters

Lithium sulphur
battery
parameters

Fuel cell system capex (including storage – 200W cell) - £

Cost of batteries - £ / kWh
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Barriers and actions

There are a number of non-financial barriers to the uptake of FC UAVs in the
UK and internationally, and actions that could support deployment (1/3)
Aspect

Discussion

Action to support UK companies

A number of UK regulations impose restrictions that
may limit the civil and commercial application of FC
UAVs:

Highly
regulated UK
and
international
airspace

• The aircraft should be kept within the visual line
of sight (VLOS) of the pilot. Operation beyond
this (e.g. Extended VLOS (EVLOS) where the
pilot’s range is extended by another observer, or
B-VLOS (beyond visual line of sight, where
operations beyond any person’s sight are aided
with additional technology)) must be approved
by the CAA. The main competitive advantage of
FC UAVs against battery UAVs is their enhanced
range, so revisions to legislation permitting use
of UAVs beyond line of sight is crucial to the
successful commercialisation of FC UAVs in the
UK
• CAA permission is also required for any
commercial application of UAVs. Furthermore,
UAVs are subject to tight restrictions on how
close they may fly to objects, vehicles and
people, this includes a restriction on flight within
50 metres of any structure not under control of
the pilot.
Both of these issues limit the requirement for long
life UAVs which are appropriate to fuel cells.

•

The main competitive advantage of FC UAVs against battery UAVs is
their enhanced range, so revisions to legislation permitting use of
UAVs beyond line of sight is crucial to the successful commercialisation
of FC UAVs in the UK

•

Updating these regulations would increase the usage of UAVs in
commercial and civil applications, to the benefit of the fuel cell UAV
sector

•

According to The Government’s Response to the House of Lords’ report
on the Civilian use of Drones1 the long term goal is to allow UAVs to
operate in the same airspace as manned aircraft

•

The European RPAS steering group2 published a roadmap in 2013,
which suggested regulated B-VLOS operation could be integrated by
2017, with operation in unsegregated airspace, within radio line of
sight by 2023, and by 2028 radio line of sight restrictions could be
lifted. This may require a number of technological developments to
improve the safety of operations, such as low cost sense and avoid
systems whereby UAV flight paths are automatically constrained to
maintain a minimum distance from other objects and geo-fencing
technology that can automatically prevent UAVs from entering fixed
no-fly zones.

•

Alternatively, where early adopters of UAVs own large areas of private
land (e.g. governmental environmental organisations such as SEPA, or
the forestry commission) or operate over low risk areas (e.g. offshore
wind developers) could seek dedicated flight corridors that are B-VLOS
exempt from the CAA, unlocking long range applications for UAVs

1: The Government’s Response to the House of Lords European Union Committee’s Seventh Report of Session 2014/15:
Civilian Use of Drones in the EU
2: European RPAS Steering group: Roadmap for the integration of civil Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Systems into the
European Aviation System
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Barriers and actions

There are a number of non-financial barriers to the uptake of FC UAVs in the
UK and internationally, and actions that could support deployment (2/3)
Aspect

Development
of UAV supply
chain

Engagement
of early
adopters

Discussion
• Currently, the UK has companies with all of the
expertise and equipment to participate in this
sector (as some already have).

Action to support UK companies
•

Integration companies could facilitate collaboration,
and or ‘meet the buyer events’ could be organised to
connect a number of partners such as: next generation
hydrogen storage / generation providers (academics
and start-ups); fuel cell technologists (fuel cell OEMs);
Aircraft designers (aerospace companies); automation
/ communication technologists (the computing and
telecommunications industry); payload manufacturers
(providers of cameras and other equipment) and end
users

•

The latter is especially important, Since cost reductions
are expected to be unlocked by volume, early
operation grounds could be required to prove the realworld use of FC UAVs, and that design is likely to be
application specific, it is paramount that potential early
adopters are identified and targeted for the sale of FC
UAVs

•

End users could be individual organisations (e.g. SSE,
National Grid, Scottish Environmental Protection
Agency) or associations (e.g. United Kingdom Onshore
Oil and Gas and the Industrial Technology Facilitator)

• However, the broad technical knowledge, and
specific application requirements that are
necessary to inform the design of a fuel cell UAV
are likely to require collaborative work between
several partners

• Thousands of licences have been granted to
organisations by the CAA for operation of UAVs,
many of which could make use of the enhanced
endurance of fuel cell UAVs (e.g. Scottish
Environmental Protection Agency, utilities)
• Use by early adopters could showcase the
benefits of fuel cell UAVs to the wider industry,
and provide valuable validation data
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Barriers and actions

There are a number of non-financial barriers to the uptake of FC UAVs in the
UK and internationally, and actions that could support deployment (3/3)
Aspect

Safety
considerations
for hydrogen
fuelled UAVs

Discussion

• UAVs, and specifically those that are
hydrogen fuelled, could raise a
number of health and safety
concerns, so robust regulation
around FC UAVs needs to be
developed to ensure their safe use

• Public acceptance of commercial
UAVs will be required for their
commercialisation beyond early
adopter markets

Public
acceptance

• Furthermore, for hydrogen fuelled
UAVs, not only will public concern
over UAV deployment need to be
abated, but also additional concerns
and misconceptions over the safety
of hydrogen fuel

Action to support UK companies
•

A safety certification process should be in place for hydrogen
fuelled propulsion units, and hydrogen storage units in aircraft

•

Field trials, and other validation evidence from technology
providers should be compiled and shared with HSE and other
regulators. This should form part of a dialogue between the two
groups aimed at ensuring FC UAV suppliers can validate and then
market their product as quickly and as safely as possible

•

Cooperation between HSE, early adopters and manufacturers can
be used to find low risk environments (i.e. unpopulated and highly
rural areas) where long range UAV flights beyond line of sight could
be tested, the data collected could prepare UK products for
deployment not only in UK applications, but also for export
markets

•

Awareness programmes could increase public knowledge of
aspects of hydrogen fuelled technologies such as safety. This will
be facilitated by work in other areas (e.g. the road transport sector,
hydrogen fuel cells for portable use)
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting the deployment of FC UAVs
UK market
Global
Technology
development activities and
progress
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

First deployment of FC UAVs to civilian markets

Commercial deployment of fleets of X00s of mid-range UAVs

EVLOS operation permitted moving towards
BVLOS operation
Formation of industry
groups / integrators

Increasing deregulation of airspace to go
beyond radio line of sight

More consumer-owned FCUAVs, commercial fleets of X00s of FC UAVs

Small commercial / civil fleets (X0s
of UAVS), Few individual FCUAVs
Development of cost effective ultra-lightweight compressed hydrogen storage, fuel cells, as well as auxiliary
systems (such as sensors, cameras, chassis and other payloads)
Development of solid hydrogen storage
methods and other lightweight storage
Field trials of fuel cell UAVs maximising
UK content at stack, H2 and OEM level

UK actions

2025 onwards

Introduction of regulation over collisions and safety
Deregulation of air space e.g. BVLOS operations
in dedicated ‘safe’ areas and corridors
KTN and association events to link manufacturers, early
adopters and regulators

FC UAVs widely deployed in
commercial applications
High UK content UAVs sold in many
1,000’s /year to export markets
Further deregulation and integration into airspace,
potentially leading to access to non-segregated
airspace after 2025
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Deployment scenarios

Tens of thousands of FC UAVs could be deployed globally by 2025
Global FC UAV deployment – cumulative
•

•

•

•

While the market for UAVs is expected to be dominated
(in financial terms) by military UAVs for the foreseeable
future, an increasing number of developers are focusing
on commercial markets for small UAVs (up to 150kg
weight)1, of these the most significant production to date
has been of mini-UAVs, which tend to be battery powered
at present
Assuming that deregulation of airspace is permitted,
endurance could become a factor of high importance in
the selection of UAVs in select commercial applications

60,000
Upside
Central
Low

50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000

10,000
0

It is unclear how large this market will be, since it is yet to
2015
2020
emerge, but forecasts by the Association for Unmanned
UK FC UAV deployment – cumulative
Vehicle Systems International suggest up to 160,000
civilian UAVs could be deployed per year by private
2,500
businesses by 2025 in the US alone2. The US had a share
of 61% of the UAV market in 20133 so assuming this scales
BLOS
2,000
with deployment, up to 260,000 commercial UAVs could
operations
be deployed privately per year by 2025
permitted
1,500
The market projections are derived from forecasts of the
potential share of fuel cells (5-25%) in applications which
1,000
are currently anticipated to be key markets for battery
powered UAVs (pipeline surveillance, agriculture on large
500
farms). These imply tens of thousands of fuel cell UAVs
could be deployed annually by 2025

2025

0

1

2015

2020

The Hague Security Delta: A blessing in the skies? Challenges and opportunities in creating space for UAVs in the Netherlands
2 AUVSI: The economic impact of Unmanned Aircraft Systems in the United States
3 INEA Consulting: Global Commercial and Civil UAV Market Guide
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Deployment scenarios

The key action to promote the uptake of FC UAVs is the
deregulation of airspace to allow beyond line of sight operation
UK Deployment numbers (or other)
Scenario

Actions

High

• Active promotion by government operators
• FCEVs cost (capital and fuel cost) fall to allow
adoption beyond high value niche applications

Central

• Deregulation of Airspace (BLOS by 2020) with
continued deregulation beyond, moving
towards desegregated airspace
• Development of legal framework for UAVs
• Field trials of fuel cell UAVs maximising UK
content at stack store and OEM level
• Some purchase of FC UAVs by government
operators (e.g. law enforcement)

Low

• Insufficient permits issued and no
deregulation of airspace

2015

Very few non
military FC
UAVs
(prototype
stage)

2020

2025

~150

2,400

~100

~1,700

<10

<50
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UK Benefits

By 2025, FC UAV sales could generate up to £100 million in added
value for the UK, and 100s of jobs
Global addressable market
Global addressable market value
UK share of tradeable global market
Potential value for UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK job creation

Cumulative by 2025

Notes

Up to ~60,000 units

UK domestic market could account
for 3% of global market

Up to £1.5 billion
Up to 15%

Assuming a very high competitive
advantage by 2025

~£ 100 million (of which ~
3% from UK market)

Assuming a 50% displacement
factor

~600

The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the
product of: the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic
companies, the share of this market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to
account for displacement of other economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK
market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor
to account for displacement of other economic activity). Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in
similar sectors, and not on a detailed analysis of the particular product or the UK companies active in the area.
Greenhouse gas emissions savings

Relative to battery powered UAVs, the fuel cell option offers minimal savings. Furthermore the limited flight time of the
UAV means they make a minimal contribution to GHG emissions. Hence, this is not a strong creator of value for this
sector
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Applications in focus

• Unmanned aerial vehicles
• Rail and maritime propulsion
• Links to other roadmaps
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Aims for 2025

HFC marine and rail applications are in an early demonstration
phase. This is likely to be a low volume market in the early years
•

In both the marine and rail sector, there is a need to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and local pollutants. Both sectors have
historically faced limited regulation (relative to road transport), but are now starting to feel the pressure of regulations as policy
makers recognise their contribution to these emissions. In particular, pressure is being applied to marine vessels in ports in urban
areas which suffer from air pollution issues and trains in urban areas. For example, the last of the most common class of diesel
locomotives in the UK (class 66) has just been delivered, because they do not meet the current emissions requirements.

•

The marine and rail industries are traditionally conservative on propulsion innovation and progress is mainly driven by fuel (and
maintenance) cost considerations. Both industries require high confidence levels in propulsion technology to meet high safety and
productivity standards.

•

Over the past years a number of industry players have begun small demonstration campaigns to understand the opportunity for fuel
cell and hydrogen technologies to replace diesel engines. In marine applications, this is mainly confined to near-sea / short-haul
applications for crew safety reasons. Projects to date have also considered dual fuel configurations where only one conventional
engine is replaced with a HFC technology to demonstrate overall principle and reliability.

•

HFC rail demonstrations are rare but recent activities (mainly in Germany, China and Japan) are creating new interest in this
technology to replace diesel locomotives on routes which are difficult / uneconomical to electrify.

•

Given the low-volume and customised nature of these markets, HFC marine and train applications will initially use the same heavyduty stacks (or hydrogen internal combustion engines (H2ICE)) and hydrogen storage technologies used for road transport (e.g. buses,
trucks). Cost reductions in these technologies will thereby be driven by the automotive sector in the near to long term, although
there is substantial scope for application-specific innovations (e.g. in powertrain design, system integration and on-board hydrogen
storage).

•

The UK (Scotland) is hosting some of the very few international HFC marine demonstrations while UK universities (Warwick and
Birmingham) are actively researching HFC rail solutions. The UK thereby has some potential to support advanced hydrogen fuelled
marine / rail demonstration projects and support local firms in developing innovative powertrain products which can be sold in the
national and international market.
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UK and International and capabilities

The demonstration of HFC marine applications has been limited to
date but there is a growing industry interest
Hydrogen as a primary fuel
• The ZemShip project in Hamburg (Germany) developed a passenger ferry (FCS Alsterwasser) capable of
carrying up to 100 passengers along the river Alster. The ferry has been in operation since 2008.
• The Bristol Hydrogen Boats consortium developed an 11m passenger ferry powered by a 12kW PEM fuel cell
developed by Auriga Energy. The first trial voyage was performed in 2012.
• Eidesvik Offshore’s Viking Lady is a multi-fuel offshore supply ship operating in Norway and built by Eidesvik
Offshore and Wärtsilä. The ship is powered by a dual-fuel LNG/diesel-electric power plant and a 320kW
molten carbonate fuel cell system (fuelled by hydrogen or LNG).
• Scotland’s Caledonian Marine Assets (CMAL) is planning to construct the world’s first car and vehicle ferry
entirely powered by hydrogen fuel cells following the recent completion of a preliminary feasibility study for
Scottish Enterprise.
• CMR Prototech announced a dual-fuel car ferry in Bergen (Norway): one of the two diesel engines will be
replaced by an electric motor powered by 200 kW PEM fuel cells (plus a 100 kWh battery).
• Several companies are investigating the use of H2-ICE for near-sea / short-haul ship applications such as
Revolve and UlemCo.
• Revolve have implemented three conversions of maritime engines to hydrogen - diesel dual fuel ICEs: an
outboard petrol engine for Cheetah Marine; a leisure barge for Amsterdam and a hydrogen transport barge
under construction in Belgium, with access to inexpensive bi-product hydrogen fuel.
Fuel cell systems for on-board auxiliary power (APU) applications
• Wallenius Shipping operated a car carrier ferry (MV Undine) between Germany and the USA demonstrating
an on-board fuel cell APU.
• APU applications make up a small contribution to a ship’s overall fuel consumption but can increase the
industry confidence on HFC technology for marine propulsion.
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UK and International and capabilities

The rail industry is considering HFC technologies to reduce
emissions and improve air quality on non-electrified routes
Discussion
•

There is a growing interest in HFC technology as a replacement for diesel trains and trams on routes which are difficult
or uneconomic to electrify. These are collectively referred to as ‘Hydrail’ technologies

•

Central urban areas are particularly difficult to electrify for several reasons (lack of space, need to install overhead
cables etc.), hence in central areas hydrogen powered light rail could be a possibility. One potential opportunity to
develop this is the new South Wales Metro system

•

Hydrail’s solutions can limit the need for recharging infrastructures along routes

Hydrogen fuel cells for primary power – selected projects
•

CSR Qingdao Sifang rolled out a city tram powered by hydrogen-fuelled PEM fuel cells in
2015. The tram will be operated in Qingdao (China) and can carry 380 passengers

•

Alstom Transport and Hydrogenics recently signed an agreement for developing around 40
regional commuter trains powered by hydrogen-fuelled PEM fuel cells for Germany
(supported by the German federal government). The first units are expected to be delivered
in late 2016

•

Japan’s East Railway Company tested a ‘NE Train’ hybrid train fitted with two 65 kW PEM
fuel cells and 19 kWh lithium ion batteries for a short period in 2007/2008

•

A small-scale demonstration of a fuel cell powered locomotive was carried out in 2012 by the
University of Birmingham's Centre for Railway Research and Education

•

Riga is planning to roll-out a fleet of 10 hydrogen fuelled trolley buses, where the hydrogen
fuel cell provides power for the non-electrified portion of the route. To be tendered in 2016.
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UK capabilities

There are several active and latent UK players that could benefit
from targeted national interventions
UK companies active in the sector
•

Scotland’s Caledonian Marine Assets (CMAL) – in collaboration with Logan Energy and St Andrews University - is
planning to construct the world’s first car and vehicle ferry entirely powered by hydrogen fuel cells

•

Auriga Energy (based in Bristol) is developing a PEM FC system for passenger ferry / small marine applications (the fuel
is provided by Air Products)

•

Several public and private stakeholders across Scotland are considering hydrogen for ferry applications (e.g. see
Orkney’s Surf ‘n’ Turf project)

•

The UK Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) has recently completed a feasibility study for the use of hydrogen in rail
applications which supported proposals for a rail fuel cell demonstration

UK latent potential
•

There is substantial scope for UK firms to become more active across the FC / H2-ICE technology value chain for both
marine and rail applications given the number of operators and ship/train builders active in the UK

•

There is also scope for more active collaboration with other active players in Europe, such as Nordic Marina (a
Scandinavian Green Marine Project)

UK research potential
•

The University of Warwick are creating a hydrogen powered locomotive and the University of Birmingham recently
tested a reduced-scale prototype
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Barriers and actions

The economics for marine and rail hydrogen applications (either FC or
H2ICE) is dominated by fuel costs – costs <<£5/kg are needed
Example: Type D – Medium ROPAX ferry (72m)

800

Total cost of ownership,
£/hour (over vehicle life)

650

600
400
200

2015 snapshot
Excludes
maintenance and
staff costs

411
300

465

0
100% Diesel

50% Diesel / 50% FC

All figures exclude margins and VAT (unless stated)

Base vehicle
Integration and other powertrain costs
Fuel Cell system cost (1300kW)
H2 tank cost (900kg in total 350bar)
FC Replacement cost (@ 40% of FC cost)
Fuel cost
Vehicle efficiency

FC system and H2
tanks can increase
the ferry capital cost
by over 50% (at
2015 cost levels,
incl. FC system
replacements) but
are minor compared
to fuel costs

Type E – Medium ROPAX ferry (72m)
Type D
E – Medium ROPAX ferry (72m)
Propulsion power
Propulsion power
Fuel economy
Fuel economy
Deadweight
Deadweight
Passengers
Passengers
Cars
Cars
Capex
Capex

2600
2600
600
600
450
450
450
450
60
60
15,000,000
15,000,000

kW
kW
l/hour
l/hour
Tonnes
Tonnes
£
£

Assumptions
Assumptions
Operation
Operation

300
300
15
15
30
30
1500
1500
200,000
200,000

Life
Life
FC system
FC system
Storage (as per tube trailers)
Storage (as per tube trailers)

Diesel

Dual Diesel and Fuel Cell

~£15 million

~£15 million
~£1 million

Data source:
•

CMAL SCOTTISH
GOVERNMENT FERRY
REVIEW (2010), WORK
PACKAGE 6 – VESSELS;

•

Fuel cell system and life
assumptions as per
2015 FC buses (see
roadmap on road
transport)

~£2 million
~£0.6 million
FC life: ~15k hours
~ £0.5/l

~ £5/kg

~ 600l/hour

~ 65kg-H2/h & 300l-Diesel/h

days per annum
days per annum
hours per day
hours per day
years
years
£/kW
£/kW
£/300kg stored
£/300kg stored
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Barriers and actions

Barriers affecting marine and rail HFC applications and UK actions
which could support progress in this sector (1)
Aspect

Comment

Scope for UK actions
•

Both marine and rail applications require very low
hydrogen prices to return credible economics (especially
for H2-ICE propulsion systems). UK efforts discussed in
other roadmaps (bulk and on-site hydrogen production)
are thereby required to ensure low hydrogen prices for
these applications, e.g. by siting fuelling facilities near
very low cost production sites

•

• The integration of fuel cell and hydrogen technology
can add substantial costs to maritime and rail vehicles
but these can be small compared to fuel costs over the
asset’s lifetime

As a result, these applications are mainly relevant for
areas of the UK with he potential access to low cost
hydrogen, such as ferries for remote communities in
Scotland and (longer term) points with large scale low
carbon production from hydrocarbons (e.g. CCS clusters)

•

Ship and train applications will initially use the same
heavy-duty stacks used for road transport (e.g. buses,
trucks). Cost reductions will thereby be driven by the
automotive sector in the near term (given the relatively
low volumes in these segments)

• Full power fuel cell or H2-ICE for long-range rail and
marine applications require large amounts of H2

•

Research on (350 or 700bar) on-board hydrogen storage
solution optimised for marine and rail operations (e.g. a
drive on, drive off solution) - either as a part of UK
demonstration programme (e.g. see next slide) or
dedicated R&D efforts

• Ships and trains tend to have long lives (e.g. typically 30
years for ships). Their economics is thereby dominated
by fuel costs. Fuel cost reduction is the key driver for
operators to consider innovative propulsion systems
Capital
and
hydrogen
fuel costs

On-board
hydrogen
storage

• At today’s cost of fuel, costs below £5/kg are needed
for delivered fuel. This is below the costs currently
expected for the road transport sector and will require
access to low cost energy sources

• Limited on-board hydrogen storage capacity can be a
serious limiting factor. This can also have an impact on
payload
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Barriers and actions

Barriers affecting marine and rail HFC applications and UK actions
which could support progress in this sector (2)
Aspect

Comment
•

Training and skills

• Due to the novelty of this application, there is a lack
of knowledge in maintenance, operation and
support of hydrogen fuelled ships and trains in the
field. Lack of trained engineers and operators can
greatly reduce the speed with which UK operators
can consider these solutions

UK demonstration programmes (see next slide)
can be used as platform for resolving these
barriers and creating UK-based know-how

•

Given the UK’s relative strength in marine versus
rail applications, a focus on marine applications
will likely add greatest value to the UK

• Novel HFC marine and train applications will require
ad-hoc onerous processes to gain the necessary
certifications to operate. Again, this can greatly
reduce the appetite and speed with which these
solutions can be rolled out in the UK

•

The rail sector would benefit from feasibility
work to identify routes which could benefit from
HFC applications (e,g. where electrification is
unlikely and where air quality is a major issue)

•

• The UK has long history of producing demonstrator
trains, but uptake post demonstrations is low

For example, the Orkney’s Surf ‘n’ Turf project is
setting up a Marine and Coastguard Agency
(MCA) / Merchant Navy Training Board (MNTB)
backed UK facility for maritime hydrogen training

•

• One reason for this is the procurement cycle for
these long life assets, where there may be a lack of
connection between equipment owners (e.g. leasing
companies), franchises/operators, the public sector
which mandates improvements, and infrastructure
policies which inhibit innovation

A strategy for ensuring commercial progress
beyond the demonstration phase should be
identified and addressed early in any
demonstration programme

•

Operators and leasing companies should be
encouraged (via the franchising/regulation
process) to commit to starting commercial
operations of these innovative technologies if
demonstrators meet agreed technical and
economic targets

Certification
processes

Ensuring links
between
commercial
procurement
plans and
technology
development
programmes

Scope for UK Actions
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Barriers and actions

Barriers specifically affecting marine applications and UK actions
which could support progress in this sector
Aspect

Safety
records and
HFC
acceptance

Low-volume
and
specificity

Barrier description

Scope for UK actions

• The marine industry is traditionally conservative on
propulsion innovation as safety and reliability is critical
(operations in open sea and under hostile weather can
pose life-threatening risks to the crew)

A twin track UK demonstration programme is suggested here.
This would see development of:

• As hydrogen fuel cells are yet unproven for large scale
primary propulsion, the great majority of the industry
players have never considered it as a viable alternative
solution
• Most marine vehicles are built in small numbers and
designed to be tailored to specific use (ferries,
container ships, etc.) as well as operators’ need.
Hence, is unlikely that one propulsion solution will be
able to fit all needs.
• Unlike other sectors, prototyping and small-scale
testing are thereby rare and costly

• Marine HFC applications require dedicated, highthroughput hydrogen supply infrastructure at ports

Refuelling
infrastructure

• Beyond 2025, developed hydrogen maritime
infrastructure may be limited by HSE rules, which
prohibit portside storage of over five tonnes of
hydrogen

1. A demonstrator project to deploy a hydrogen combustion
based boat to operate in the relatively near term, using dual
fuel combustion technology in one of the engines – this
allows testing of the principles of hydrogen on working
vessels and real world evidence to justify standards and
allow safety certification etc.
2. Continued efforts to engineer and deploy a fuel cell boat –
which would focus on the engineering challenges
associated with marinised heavy duty fuel cells and the
associated drivetrain issues
Both projects would target near sea / short haul and could
replace a single engine (for safety). This can support
development in this sector by:
•

Designing optimal on-board hydrogen storage solutions

•

Producing safety records for the industry and helping
establish the certification process

•

Developing port-based refuelling solutions (e.g. based on
tank swapping or proper refuelling solutions)

•

Training personnel and generate new skills around HFC
system maintenance and integration

•

Developing new UK specific knowledge around fuel cells
for marine applications
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting this application

UK actions

UK market
development

Technology
progress

Global activities
and deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

2025 onwards

Demonstration of diverse HFC marine applications for
short-haul and near-sea applications (5-10 units)
Demonstration of HFC rail applications
(both city trams and regional trains) (likely 10s to low 100s)

Demonstration of long-haul and
deep-sea HFC marine applications
Introduction of next generation HFC train
applications

Heavy-duty stacks / H2 tanks improvements and cost reductions (driven by
road transport applications)
Development of specific technology and integration improvements to fit marine
and rail applications (based on demonstrations’ outcomes and key learning)
First H2 ferries demonstrated likely in
Scotland (1x H2ICE 1x HFC)

Further H2 ferries deployed - linked to low cost H2
from constrained generators (5-10 units)
Hydrogen train(s) on commercial routes

Deployment of H2-ICE dual fuel
technology on inter-island boats
Continued work on developing a first of a kind fuel cell
ferry (via e.g. HySEAS project)
Campaign to train technicians, create UK HFC-specific engineering skills and
resolve regulatory/certification issues (as a part of the demo programmes)
Feasibility work on routes for UK
UK programmes to deploy H2 rail
hydrogen rail solutions
solutions in commercial use

TARGET: pre-commercial HFC and H2
ICE marine solutions demonstrated
for short-haul applications (can meet
industry standards), with correct
certification in place
TARGET HFC trains used on
UK network
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Deployment prior to 2025 is expected to be limited to a small
number of early proof of concept vehicles
Global deployment of
fuel cell powered
trains and trams

220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Increasing
deployment and
demonstrations

180

Staggered delivery
of 40 regional trains
in Germany, others
demonstrated
elsewhere

2015
Likely UK
deployment

Global deployment of
fuel cell powered
marine vehicles

160
140

Increasing numbers
of marine vehicles
trialled, 2-5 trialled
in Scotland

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

2020

2025

~1

Up to 10
demonstrator
trains

2015
Likely UK
deployment

Central

2020
2-5 H2ICE and
FC and
vehicles
Upside

Lower

2025
10 - 30
ferries
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Applications in focus

• Unmanned aerial vehicles
• Rail and maritime propulsion
• Links to other roadmaps
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Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies
• Ship and train applications will initially use the same heavy-duty stacks used for road transport
(e.g. buses, trucks). Cost reductions will thereby be driven by the automotive sector in the
near term
• Low-cost hydrogen production from stranded / constrained renewable assets in remote
communities can support HFC marine and rail applications
• Hydrogen storage technology development for aerial systems may generate useful technology
for compact and lightweight applications (e.g. road transport)
Beneficial effects
• Even modest HFC marine and train deployments can generate substantial local demand for
hydrogen
• This can support better economies of scale for hydrogen fuel producers / distributors should
it be clustered with other applications (e.g. for road transport)
• It can also support the industry in developing / perfecting large size fuel cell or H 2-ICE engines
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Mini-roadmap: Road transport

Introduction

This roadmap focusses on three main areas
•

This roadmap focusses on three main applications – these were selected as those with the greatest
potential to add value to the UK:

 Passenger vehicles and light commercial vehicles –manufactured by global vehicle manufacturers
such as Toyota and Hyundai – these vehicles typically require >50kW fuel cell propulsion systems.
 Range extended electric vehicles (FC RE-EV) and fuel cell minicars (which require <20kW propulsion
systems): there is a potentially attractive early market for FC RE-EVs, which is currently being
exploited by e.g. Symbio FCell in France and could be addressed by a number of UK players. Fuel cell
micro-cars face stronger competition from battery electric vehicles, but the UK has established a
number of SMEs with innovative products in this segment.
 Heavy-duty vehicles such as buses and trucks: the larger vehicle segment has very few options for
either ultra low or zero emission propulsion, which makes the fuel cell option attractive. In the short
term, buses, delivery trucks and refuse trucks appear to have potential. Longer term, larger HGVs
could also be targeted. The UK has a large OEM base in this segment and potential to create globally
attractive products.
 Note that all of the above may include hydrogen combustion vehicles as well as fuel cells, though the
main focus for hydrogen combustion is on the heavier duty vehicles
•

Other road transport applications (not included here, as they were considered to have less overall
potential to add value for the UK compared to the segments above), but which also have the potential
for hydrogen/fuel cell applications include: Auxiliary power units for trucks and two wheeler vehicles
(which have much in common with the microcars described above). Non-road transport applications
(e.g. flight, rail and marine vehicles) are discussed in the non-road transport section.
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Introduction

The UK can take an active role in supporting automotive applications
and generate value from developing dedicated H2 vehicle solutions
•

The road transport sector is a trillion-pound market with over 60 million sales per annum for passenger cars
alone. The sector is facing the twin challenge of needing to cut air pollutant and carbon dioxide emissions
from exhausts. Only hydrogen vehicles and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) offer completely emission free
driving. Relative to battery electric vehicles, hydrogen offers long range, shorter refuelling times and may
result in lower grid congestion and resilience problems than a large UK fleet of BEVs. However the hydrogen
option is currently less commercially mature, with BEVs starting to gain market traction (over 20,000 BEVs
have been sold in the UK between Jan 2011 and March 2016).

•

Because of the size of the automotive market, this is inevitably one of the most promising applications for
hydrogen technologies as even a small penetration of hydrogen vehicles could constitute a significant
market. Furthermore, any meaningful conversion to hydrogen fuel can deliver very large greenhouse gas
(GHG) and air quality benefits for the UK.

•

The UK already has suppliers well placed to take a leading position in the nascent technology for vehicles
which require small fuel cell stacks (range extended electric vehicles, minicars, scooters) and heavy-duty
applications involving combustion of hydrogen. There is also potential for fuel cell powered heavy duty
applications, given the UK OEMs active in this sector, with numerous bus builders and a leading HGV
manufacturer (though currently UK fuel cell system suppliers are not focussed on this sector).

•

A UK vehicle rollout and technology development programme aimed at these segments can create an
attractive market for these solutions and drive UK innovation. UK companies can in principle secure a
competitive market position as early as by 2020 if supported today in low volume deployments to validate
their technology.

•

The scope for direct UK intervention in passenger car technology is somewhat less clear, as this market
segment requires very large volume and multi-billion R&D investments which are currently led by the major
international passenger car manufacturers not based in the UK. However, a number of these OEMs have an
interest in inward investment in the UK, and securing ULEV investment is a government objective. Support
for hydrogen mobility activity in the country could catalyse domestic deployment of vehicles, promoting
inward investment in UK production facilities and support UK-based companies actively working within the
fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) and hydrogen supply chains.
Source: International Energy Agency (IEA), Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells
(2015), www.eafo.eu
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Introduction

The roadmap includes targets for both development of UK products and
deployment in the UK to justify infrastructure deployment
•

Targets - this roadmap considers a pathway for two aspects of hydrogen vehicles, including:

• the development of hydrogen vehicles and components in the UK – with the aim of catalysing
development of small fuel cell vehicles and larger heavy duty vehicles from UK companies
ready for deployment by 2020, with associated economic benefits
• the deployment of sufficient hydrogen vehicles of all types which help to underpin a
commercially viable hydrogen infrastructure – with the aim of 10,000s of vehicles on the roads
by 2025 and sufficient vehicles before 2020 to allow commercial deployment of fuelling
stations (implies many 100s of vehicles with a preference for larger/well used vehicle types)

1: International Energy Agency (IEA), Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (2015)
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Aims for 2025

Cost reductions in automotive FC stacks are required to achieve a
commercial breakthrough – these will be mainly driven by volume
FC system cost
(2014 £/kW-net)

LGV / heavy duty stack
applications: modest increases
in manufacturing volumes can
deliver large cost benefits (e.g.
introduction of more
automated manufacturing
processes and development of
new dedicated stack solutions)

1,600
Automotive stacks:
moving from current
volumes (<1k units /
annum) to 100k or
more can significantly
reduce costs due to
better economies of
scale and
improvements in
manufacturing
technology
Required FC
system
production
capacity p.a.
per manufacturer
to meet cost
targets

1,400
1,200
1,000

Baseline - automotive (>50kW)
Baseline - LGVs & mini cars (<20kW)

Baseline - Heavy Duty (>50kW)

Targets needed to
gain true market
traction

800
600
400
200
0
2015

2020

2025

2030

Automotive

~1k

~10k

~100k

~200k

FC RE-EV /
minicars

~200

~500

~10k

~20k

Heavy Duty

~ 10/30

~ 100/200

~ 500

~ 1k

•

Fuel cell stacks (and related balance of plant components) for range-extended applications, minicars or
heavy-duty vehicles (buses/trucks) are currently based on dedicated, small-volume (<<1k per annum)
solutions

•

These applications have the greatest cost reduction / optimisation potential even for modest increases
in global deployment volumes UK domestic deployments can drive innovation and cost reductions
Data sources: Strategic Analysis, Mass Production Cost Estimation of Direct H2 PEM Fuel Cell Systems for Transportation
Applications (2013); DOE Fuel Cell Technologies Office Record, Fuel Cell System Cost – 2014; International Energy Agency,
Technology Roadmap – Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (2015) ; FCH JU, A portfolio of power-trains for Europe (2011); Element Energy for
the European Climate Foundation (2015) and industry consultations (2015)
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Aims for 2025

Larger production volumes and novel lightweight composite materials
will also drive cost reductions in the H2 storage technology
Hydrogen tank cost
(2014 £/ kWh-net)
90
80
70
60

Tank cost reductions will be
driven by volume in the
passenger car sector (OEM
FCEVs) as well as by the
introduction of novel lightweight tank technologies

Baseline - automotive (~ 5kg 700bar)
Baseline - LGVs & mini cars (<5kg 700bar)
Baseline - Heavy Duty (>5kg, 350bar)

50

Targets needed to
gain true market
traction

40
30
20
10
0
2015

2020

2025

Cost reductions for
hydrogen tanks will also
help reduce the costs for
H2-ICE systems for heavy
duty applications

2030

Tank production capacity p.a. per manufacturer are consistent with the stack
production volumes by application as reported in the previous slide

•

Hydrogen tanks for range-extended applications and minicars will be based on the same technology as for passenger OEM FCEVs
(700bar as per the international refuelling standard) and thereby follow the same cost reduction trends as per passenger vehicle
applications. Range-extended applications and minicars have lower on-board hydrogen storage requirements and thereby use
smaller tanks (currently typically up to 3kg of hydrogen). This is the main reason why the tank costs per stored kWh are expected
to remain higher than for passenger FCEVs . 350bar tanks for fuel cell bus and truck applications have a lower capital cost per
tank but costs per kWh stored are higher than 700bar technology due to lower specific volumetric density

•

UK domestic deployments are unlikely to influence global dynamics (these are driven by automotive volumes) but if well
targeted can support UK innovation in on-board H2 storage technology (e.g. type V tanks)
Data sources: Strategic Analysis, Mass Production Cost Estimation of Direct H2 PEM Fuel Cell Systems for Transportation Applications
(2013); DOE Fuel Cell Technologies Office Record, Fuel Cell System Cost – 2014; International Energy Agency, Technology Roadmap –
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (2015) ; FCH JU, A portfolio of power-trains for Europe (2011); Element Energy for the European Climate
Foundation (2015) and industry consultations (2015)
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UK capabilities

There are several latent UK players which can benefit from
targeted national interventions
UK companies active in the sector
•

Intelligent Energy (stacks), Millbrook (vehicle engineering), Revolve/ULEMCO (hydrogen engine conversions), Riversimple
(microcars), MicroCab (microcars), Arcola Energy (integration), Frost EV (power electronics), Johnson Matthey (component
supply), Luxfer (tanks), SGL (carbon fibre for tanks), and ACAL (new stack technology) are among the UK companies that are
already active in the hydrogen vehicle supply chain

UK latent potential
There is substantial scope for UK firms to become more active across the FC technology value chain (note, company examples are
for illustration):
• Cars and light commercial vehicles (e.g. vans) – the UK is one of the leading countries in internal combustion engine (ICE)
manufacturing and innovation (including for hybrid electric powertrains). Much of this is based on supply for factories owned
by non-UK OEMs, many of whom have an active fuel cell programme, such as Honda, Toyota and Nissan. In addition, the UK
automotive supply chain has already adapted to electrification and has the engineering expertise to support hydrogen
(Ricardo, JLR, universities’ skills base etc.). The UK is therefore well placed to take a more active role on FC system
manufacturing and electric drivetrain integration
• Light vehicles – the UK’s automotive engineering (and in particular, the motorsport sector) has the potential to respond to the
opportunity for small light, fuel cell cars
• Buses and trucks – several UK bus manufacturers and integrators are actively working on diesel electric and pure electric bus
solutions and can potentially take an active role in developing fuel cell buses (such as Wrightbus, ADL, Optare). Note that
Wrightbus has already worked on fuel cell bus solutions before (provided chassis and homologation support for London’s 8 FC
buses). In addition, a number of integrators are evolving with either active hydrogen programmes (Magtec) or appropriate
programmes (Vantage Power). There currently are very few low-carbon truck powertrains available in the market1. The UK is
one of the leading EU countries testing alternative truck powertrains (e.g. via the Government Low Carbon Truck programme)
and can create a domestic platform for UK-based companies / integrators to develop and demonstrate novel zero-emission FC
powertrain solutions for HGVs. For the truck segment, companies such as Dennis as an OEM, or Smith Electric and Tevva
Motors could become involved in fuel cell/hydrogen engine integration.
1- Most alternative solutions rely on CNG or LNG fuels but their environmental performance has been
challenged on a well-to-wheel basis due to gas leaks or boil-offs (source: Natural Gas Conference,
Birmingham, October 2015)
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The total cost of ownership analyses on the following slides rest on a
number of assumptions
•

On the following pages we compare the costs of conventional vehicles with
hydrogen equivalents.

Diesel cost
p/litre

•

These slides report the present and projected costs on a cost per kilometre
driven basis.

170

Fuel costs

•

•

Our analysis assumes that diesel prices will inflate as indicated in DECCs Energy
150
and Emissions Projections: 2015. It should be noted that these costs are subject
to fluctuation, and the projections indicate that diesel prices could inflate beyond 140
their central scenario.
130
Hydrogen fuel costs are calculated to give parity of fuel costs per driven km with
a diesel vehicle, using this diesel price, and the efficiencies of present and future
120
diesel and hydrogen fuelled

Vehicle costs
•

Vehicle costs have been calculated on a component basis, and exclude a margin.

•

Hydrogen vehicles are expected to have significant cost reductions over time –
this is expected to be driven by technological development and economies of
scale as reported on previously.

•

160

Efficiency improvements are based on trajectories reported in Ricardo AEA: A
review of the efficiency and cost assumptions for road transport vehicles to 2050
and Support for the revision of Regulation (EC) No 443/2009 on CO2 emissions
from cars, in the case of diesel vehicles, the cost of these measures result in
small capital cost increases for diesel systems

143

110
100
0
2014 2016 2018

High Prices

2020 2022 2024 2026

Reference

Low Prices

Diesel fuel costs (including taxes) from DECC:
Energy and Emissions Projections 2015
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TCO barriers

FC system costs dominate the economics for passenger cars and need substantially
larger production volumes to reduce (e.g. ~100k units/ manufacturer / annum)
Example: Diesel ICE - Segment D

0.32

£/km (over vehicle life)

0.3
0.2

Example: FCEVs - Segment D

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.3

0.1

0.0

0.0
2020

2025

Base costs (chassis, engine/motor etc.)
Fuel cell system cost (90kW)
H2 tank cost (5kg at 700bar)
Additional powertrain cost (incl. battery)
FC replacement cost
Fuel cost required to achieve diesel parity
Vehicle efficiency

0.14

2030

All figures exclude margins and VAT (unless stated)

~100k units/
manufacturer/annum

0.20

0.2

0.12

0.1
2015

£/km (over vehicle life)

2015

2020

0.13

2025

2030

Diesel 2015

Diesel 2025

FCEV 2015

FCEV 2025

~£17.5k

~£18.5k

~£13k

~£12k

~£43k

~£7k

~£7k

~£2.5k

~£2k

~£1.5k

FC warranted to cover vehicle life
£0.93/l (excl. VAT)

£1.19/l (excl. VAT)

~ 4.7l/100km

~ 4.0l/100km

H2 price to match Diesel fuel-only cost:
~£5.8/kg
~£8.4/kg
~0.8kg/100km

~0.6kg/100km

Vehicle lifetime

15 years

15 years

Annual mileage

16,000 km / year

16,000 km / year

Data source: DECC energy projections, Element Energy for the European Climate
Foundation (2015) and existing supplier NEDC data (2015). Note that today’s FCEV market
prices may include some internal subsidy of component costs from the manufacturers –
prices shown here include these subsidies
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TCO barriers

<20kW FC applications (e.g. FC RE-EV and FC minicar) are more competitive at low
production volumes but require optimisation to reduce stack and powertrain costs
Example: Diesel ICE – large car derived van

Example: FC RE-EV– large car derived van

£/km (over vehicle life)

0.2
0.09

0.1

0.09

0.10

£/km (over vehicle life)

0.2

0.10

0.15

0.12

0.11

0.11

2020

2025

2030

0.1
0.0

0.0
2015

2020

2025

All figures exclude margins and VAT (unless stated)

Base costs (Chassis, engine/motor etc.)
Fuel Cell system cost (5kW)
H2 tank cost (3kg at 700bar)
Additional powertrain cost (incl. battery)
FC Replacement cost
Fuel cost
Vehicle efficiency – diesel / H2

2015

2030
Diesel 2015

Diesel 2025

FC RE-EV 2015

FC RE-EV 2025

~£11k

~£13k

~£11k

~£10k

~£7k

~£1k

~£5k

~£2k

~£5k

~£2k

FC warranted to cover vehicle life
£0.93/l (excl. VAT)

£1.19/l (excl. VAT)

~£9.8/kg

~ 5.3l/100km

~ 4.7l/100km

~0.9kg/100km

~0.7kg/100km

~21kWh/100km

~17.6kWh/100km

62%

62%

Vehicle efficiency - Electricity
Range in electric mode
Vehicle life
Mileage

~£16.6/kg

12 years

12 years

23,000 km / year

23,000 km / year

Other assumptions: vehicle life = 12 years; annual mileage: ~23,000 p.a.; electricity price:
15p/kWh. Data source: Element Energy for the European Climate Foundation (2015) and industry
consultations (2015)
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TCO barriers

H2-ICE applications have a low capital cost premium from the outset but
hydrogen fuel costs will need to be relatively low for parity
Example: Diesel ICE van – standard panel

Example: H2-ICE van – standard panel
£/km (over vehicle life)

£/km (over vehicle life)

0.25

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.15

0.12

0.12

0.13

0.13

0.10

0.05

0.05

0.00

0.00
2020

2025

2015

2030

All figures exclude margins and VAT (unless stated)

Diesel 2015

~£15k
Base costs (Chassis,engine etc.)
H2 tank cost (4.5 kg at 350bar)
H2-ICE engine engineering and conversion costs
£0.93/l (excl. VAT)
Fuel cost

Vehicle efficiency
Vehicle lifetime
Mileage

0.18

0.16

0.16

0.15

2020

2025

2030

0.15

0.10

2015

Lower H2 tank costs and low H2
prices are required – implies
1,000s of units per year

Diesel 2025

H2ICE 2015

H2ICE 2025

~£16k

~£12k

~£13k

~£8k

~£3k

~£10k

~£7k

£1.19/l (excl. VAT)

~ 7.4l/100km

~ 6.3l/100km

~£4.1/kg
~1.7kg/100km

~£5.4/kg
~1.4kg/100km

12 years

12 years

23,000 km / year

23,000 km / year

Data source for ICEs: H2FC working Paper 2, Review of the prospects for using hydrogen as a fuel
source in internal combustion engines, Samuel L. Weeks, UCL Energy Institute (2015)
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TCO barriers

Heavy-duty FC applications require long-lasting, affordable FC stacks as
well as low cost fuel
Example: Diesel ICE bus – 12m urban bus

Example: FC bus – 12m urban bus

£/km (over vehicle life)

1.5

1.39

1.5

1.0

1.0

0.59

0.61

0.65

Excludes bus
maintenance
and depot
costs

0.0

2020

2025

2020

2025

0.72

0.0

2015
Diesel 2015

~£150k
Base vehicle
Electric Integration and other powertrain costs
Fuel cell system cost (120kW)
H2 tank cost (30kg in total 350bar)
FC replacement cost (@ 40% of FC cost)
£0.93/l (excl. VAT)
Fuel cost
~ 40l/100km
Vehicle efficiency

Mileage

0.82

0.5

2030

All figures exclude margins and VAT (unless stated)

Vehicle life

0.86

0.64

0.5

2015

£/km (over vehicle life)

2030

Diesel 2025

FC bus 2015

FC bus 2025

~£160k

~£125k

~£110k

~£105k

~£60k

~£190k

~£50k

~£80k

~£35k

FC life: ~15k hours

FC life: ~35k hours

£1.19/l (excl. VAT)
~ 36l/100km

~£3.9/kg
~10kg/100km

~£5.1/kg
~8kg/100km

12 years

12 years

60,000 km / year

60,000 km / year

Data source: FCH JU, Urban buses: alternative powertrains for Europe (2012); Element
Energy industry consultations (2015)
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TCO barriers

Economic conclusions (1/3): small FC-stack applications can enter the UK market
faster than OEM FC passenger cars in the near term
OEM passenger car (FCEVs)
•

Today the FC passenger cars (FCEVs) offer the largest TCO gap of all of the applications. The technology requires a
far larger economy of scale (deployment volume) than other segments to reach a more competitive case versus
incumbents

•

The key issue is reduction in the cost of the fuel cell system and hydrogen tank, which can be reduced via increased
volume of production (and the associated learning about reduction in processing costs)

•

Significant volumes around 100,000 units per year will be needed for the segment to be competitive. Even at this
point, it is likely that there will be a small ownership cost premium over conventional diesel vehicles up to 2030

Vehicles with smaller stacks (FC RE-EV and minicars)
•

FC stacks for these applications are relatively small and have a limited cost impact on the overall TCO. The main
focus for these applications is on complete FC system cost reduction (which need to be achieved in spite of the
relatively low volumes envisaged for this segment) as well as on tank cost reductions

•

Given the small stacks (either due to lightweight car or complementary use with electricity), their fuel
consumption is also low.

•

Accordingly, the technology benefits from a smaller TCO gap versus incumbents in the early years, which makes
their market entry easier. FC vehicles using smaller (<20kW) FC stacks can therefore become competitive at smaller
volumes but will still have a small cost premium up to 2030

•

These markets may also be easier to access in the near term for large fleet users having corporate environmental
goals and long driving range requirements (e.g. incompatible with electric vehicle options)
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TCO barriers

Economic conclusions (2/3): heavy-duty vehicles require low production
volumes to achieve economies of scale
Heavy duty vehicles (e.g. buses and trucks)
•

The priorities for these applications are:
I.

Demonstrating high reliability of vehicles

II. For FC vehicles - developing longer-lived FC stacks (to avoid frequent stack replacements)
III. Improving fuel efficiency
IV. Reducing overall system and integration costs via volume
•

These applications require the lowest volume to achieve economies of scale (low 100s-1,000s of units per year per
manufacturer) and still allow competitive costs (again with a small premium versus other applications)
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Economic conclusions (3/3): heavy-duty and H2ICE applications
require low hydrogen prices at the dispenser
Hydrogen fuel Costs
•

The current and projected fuel efficiency for FCEVs implies that hydrogen sold at £6-£8 / kg at the pump will deliver the same fuel
cost per km as conventional diesel vehicles (excluding other vehicle costs)

•

<20kW (FC RE-EV and minicar) applications can deliver the same fuel costs as for equivalent diesel vehicles for much higher
hydrogen prices (even at today’s marker prices – e.g. £10-£16/kg, see production and distribution roadmap)

•

Heavy-duty FCEV and H2ICE applications require extremely low hydrogen prices in order not to impose an additional TCO penalty
to drivers

•

Analysis undertaken in the hydrogen production and distribution for transport roadmap suggests that at well utilised stations
(90% and above), SMR could provide sufficiently cheap hydrogen for applications, while electrolysis may require access to low
cost electricity to produce affordable hydrogen for heavy duty and H2ICE applications.

Estimates of competitive H2 prices with diesel on a distance driven basis and feasible pump prices - £ / kg
Maximum hydrogen selling price at the pump to match
Diesel fuel cost on a km-driven basis (excluding vehicle costs)
17
8
6

Hydrogen retail costs by production method in 2025 (as estimated
in the Hydrogen Production and Distribution for Transport
Roadmap)
Assets assumed to be operated at 90% utilisation

10
4

FCEVs

5

<20kW
H2-ICE
vehicles
2015 Fuel efficiency assumptions
2025 Fuel efficiency assumptions

4

5

FC buses

4

6

9

9
4

6
3

3

3

On-site PEM
Onsite Alkaline
Trucked SMR
electrolysis
electrolysis
6p per kWh electricity price
15p per kWh electricity price
10p per kWh electricity price

Note: Diesel costs are based on DECC: Energy and emissions projections:
2015 (£11.2 per kWh in 2015, £14.3 per kWh in 2025)
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Barriers and actions

Early markets which place a premium on the advantages of hydrogen
fuelled vehicles
•

The economic calculations above suggest that until significant volumes are achieved, end users will be forced to
accept a significant ownership cost premium to use a fuel cell vehicle.

•

Whilst this inevitably leads to a request to support the technology as it matures, there are also opportunities to
consider niches where other externalities help to shift the purchasing decision in favour of a hydrogen vehicle. These
niches require the advantages of hydrogen vehicles to be combined with a requirement for long range driving (which
rules out the battery based options):
• An improved driving experience – electric vehicles can have a very smooth, quiet and fast driving experience.
Companies such as Tesla have made this improved driving experience central to their early battery vehicle offer – a
similar approach could be adopted by hydrogen vehicle companies – for recent examples see prototypes by BMW,
Riversimple and Pinifarina.
• Air Quality – vehicles which need to access low emission zones such as London’s congestion charging zone and
planned Ultra Low Emission Zone. Avoiding the congestion charge can be worth as much as £10,000 over the life
of a van or a car.
• Very strong CO2 sensitivities – organisations with strong requirements to cut emissions from their vehicle fleets
such corporate or public sector fleets – examples include public buses and corporate chauffeur fleets.
• Noise – this is particularly relevant for areas with night time curfews, where the fuel cell delivery vans and trucks
could provide longer duties and make operational savings.
• Health issues – where the vehicle operator places a value on the health of the user through avoided vibrations,
pollution etc. In some cases (e.g. La Poste in France), this has been valued at £1,000s per year.

•

Vehicles deployed in the UK should be encouraged to demonstrate an approach which maximises the use of these
drivers of value in order to support early sales.
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Barriers and actions

A UK vehicle rollout and technology development programme could
contribute to advancing all sectors and create innovative products
Aspect
FC stacks / FC
systems for
automotive
applications (e.g.
>50kW) (e.g. OEM
FCEVs)
<20kW FC stacks
/ FC systems (for
minicar and FC
RE-EV
applications)

FC or H2 - ICE
systems for
heave-duty
vehicles (e.g.
buses and trucks)

On-board
hydrogen storage
(gaseous)

Technology development case for the UK
• Innovation on automotive FC stacks / systems is largely driven by OEM-led
international R&D programmes.
• Selected UK companies have a role along the supply chain where technical
innovation can have large impacts (such as Intelligent Energy, developing stacks
with OEM partners, Johnson Matthey, who actively develops Membrane
Electrode Assemblies (MEA) and catalyst solutions)
• There are several UK companies developing <20kW FC stack / system solutions for
FC RE-EV applications (such as Intelligent Energy) and minicars (such as
Riversimple, MicroCab), or are actively working on FC system integration and
electric component optimisation for FC applications (such as Millbrook, Frost EV).
• The UK is therefore well placed to drive innovation in these applications and
develop competitive UK-made products
• Selected UK companies are working on hydrogen combustion (ULEMCO, Revolve),
FC system integration (such as Magtec) or electric component optimisation which
could be applied to FC HDV applications. The UK is well placed to drive innovation
in these applications and develop UK-made products

Deployment case for the UK
UK domestic deployment volumes
are unlikely to influence global
dynamics (these are driven by large
(global) deployment volumes).

Low-volume deployments of FC REEV or minicar solutions can drive
large cost reduction and push
technology innovation.

Low-volume deployments can drive
large cost reduction and push
technology innovation.

• Innovation on HDV FC stacks / systems is largely driven by non-European OEMs
(most notably Ballard, Hydrogenics) UK companies (such as Johnson Matthey) can
nevertheless contribute to the supply chain. Intelligent Energy could in principle
serve this market but as yet have not produced a dedicated HDV stack

UK deployment initiatives can
thereby create an attractive market
and drive UK innovation.

• Innovation on automotive tanks is driven by international (often OEM-led) efforts.
However, the UK could promote next generation, lower cost cylinder development
via e.g. Luxfer Gas Cylinders (based in Salford, UK) who are among the world's
largest manufacturer of aluminium and composite gas cylinders, or smaller
companies such as Haydale and partners in the HOST project

UK domestic deployment volumes
are unlikely to influence global
dynamics (these are driven by
automotive volumes) but can support
UK innovation
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Barriers and actions

Progress in automotive stacks (and related H2/FC components) require larger production
volume but different applications have considerably different volume requirements
illustrative
UK domestic deployment initiatives
could drive cost reductions and push
tech innovation as these are ‘lowervolume’ applications

FC stack cost
(£/kW)
HDV
applications

Cost reductions and tech innovation
in automotive stacks (and related
components) is driven by large
(global) deployment volumes and
R&D efforts

Minicar and FC RE-EV
van applications
Passenger car applications

Stack production
Volume

Volume achievable at
~1,000 / units p.a. per
manufacturer

Volume achievable at
~20,000 / units p.a.
per manufacturer

Volume achievable at
~200,000 / units p.a. per
manufacturer
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Barriers and actions

UK specific actions which can progress the sector (1/6)
Barrier

UK-specific actions

Very low vehicle
sales volumes are
holding up
progress across
the industry

• Continued support for global OEM passenger car deployment helps create an early market for hydrogen,
especially since sales are likely to be constrained by high capital costs in the early years. Consistent, and well
articulated support measures may reduce the perceived risk of the UK market for auto players and thereby could
secure the UK’s position as a leading early market for FCEVs. In turn, this could improve the visibility of the
hydrogen sector and improve the case for investment in hydrogen infrastructure scale-up. However, volumes from
passenger car OEMs are likely to be low before 2020.
• The UK is unlikely to drive global deployment volumes for passenger cars. Instead UK programmes for rolling out
FC RE-EV commercial vans (e.g. several hundred per annum by 2020), minicars (e.g. several hundred per annum
by 2020) , hydrogen fuelled buses or trucks (e.g. several tens per annum by 2020) could secure sufficient volume
to support UK industry in developing novel products targeting these markets, drive substantial cost reductions and
help to build the supply chain, and requisite skills.
• Deployments of hydrogen fuelled buses and trucks can generate substantial demand for hydrogen fuel and thus
support the investment case for constructing more hydrogen refuelling stations across the country. In turn, this
will directly support the rollout of all hydrogen vehicles. As discussed in the H 2 production and distribution
roadmap, deployment should be clustered in order to secure a high utilisation of refuelling assets and thus
support reductions in the hydrogen fuel price. This can be achieved by supporting captive fleets and ensuring that
all stakeholders look to link refuelling assets and vehicle deployments together, as existing infrastructure is built
out. The establishment of such fleets could be in part facilitated by scale-based discounts for large purchases.
• Establishing a coordinated approach to the deployment of FCEV fleets will require enhanced communication
between all stakeholders (OEMs, hydrogen providers, local authorities and local fleets), as well as coordination of
activities, which could be focussed on the trade association or driven by private sector players.

1 - For example, Intelligent Energy is currently developing their next generation of FC systems
for fuel cell range extended electric van applications via a £12.7 million project supported by
UK Advanced Propulsion Centre (ZERE project)
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Barriers and actions

UK specific actions which can progress the sector (2/6)
Barrier

UK-specific actions

Willingness to
supply - OEMs
are often
reluctant to
produce and
market fuel cell
models

• There is often a reluctance within OEM’s of all vehicle classes to develop and commercialise fuel cell vehicles for
the market. This is apparent in the bus sector, where despite considerable effort (e.g. by the FCH JU) to create
demand in the 100s of vehicles per year, the number of OEMs coming forwards is limited. It is also apparent in the
passenger car segment, where only a relatively limited number of OEMs have committed to series production and
even then this has occurred in low volume and with high prices. For any hydrogen transport strategy to work,
OEMs will need to enthusiastically commit to the technology and associated aggressive sales strategies. This
reluctance is obviously driven in part by concerns over the high cost of the technology, but in smaller niche
companies can be caused by simple issues such as not having the engineering resources available for an additional
model development.
• This calls for an entrepreneurial approach to vehicle deployment, where companies are encouraged to grasp
business opportunities from developing the new technology, as opposed to a reluctant response to a regulatory
push. The electric car sector is a good example of this, where the actions of two companies seeking to gain
market share (Tesla and Nissan) have helped transform the sector.
• This should affect policy making in the field. There is a danger that regulations create ‘compliance cars’ designed
only for the specific regulation and that deployment subsidises lead to opportunistic niche vehicle deployment
with high margins for existing players, rather than true investment in commercialisation (this is also at risk of
occurring in the bus segment).
• Therefore in addition to regulations and subsidy for early deployment, policy makers might consider results-based
competitions (e.g. the X-Prizes in the US) to encourage the release of vehicles with a given price/performance
target, or perhaps more direct intervention to fund prototyping and scale-up of manufacturing in the UK, as
opposed to generic deployment. Furthermore any funding should be directed to companies who can demonstrate
a clear and credible path to un-subsidised sales of vehicles, to avoid the risk of creating grant-reliant companies.
• Analysis above suggests 10,000 cars/year will be required to achieve a plausible economic offer for OEM cars,
whilst a smaller number of 100s of buses or trucks might allow competition with incumbents in environmentally
sensitive applications
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Barriers and actions

UK specific actions which can progress the sector (3/6)
Barrier

UK-specific actions

Technology
development for
<20kW and heavy
duty applications

• FC Systems – funding programmes aimed at accelerating technical and design improvements can have a impact
by supporting UK companies in developing products optimised for this market 1
• FC System/hydrogen combustion integration - funding programmes aimed at streamlining the integration of fuel
cell/hydrogen combustion systems in hybrid powertrains and designing dedicated lightweight chassis can support
several UK companies in developing specialty expertise and products which can be marketed internationally

Technology
development
programmes

• There is substantial on-going research on advanced stack technology including extremely reduced catalyst
loading, novel membrane materials, non-precious catalysts, etc. which can further simplify stacking, improve life
and reduce weight and costs
• UK R&D programmes specifically targeting these needs can build on existing UK university research and develop
innovative and ground-breaking products

Manufacturing
equipment

• Stacking and manufacturing processes for FC stacks and hydrogen tanks are far from being fully optimised due to
the very low volume nature of the existing market
• UK R&D programmes specifically designed to develop new techniques can create specialty equipment and
concepts capable to generate substantial cost reductions

Under developed
supply chain

• Purchase of tanks and regulators is expensive, due a limited number of suppliers. This makes it harder for smaller
OEMs, with less disposable income than larger manufacturers to access the supply chain
• A programme aimed at developing an easier to access, low cost tank (350 and/or 700 bar) would help the
nascent UK OEMs. This could be achieved either working on a specific Advanced Propulsion Centre/Innovate-UK
funded development with the UK composite industry, or simply by looking to create sufficient volume to justify a
lower cost product offer from the international market.
1- Let alone Renault Trucks who is developing a 4.7 tonne FC RE-EV truck with Symbio FCell
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Barriers and actions

UK specific actions which can progress the sector (4/6)
Barrier

UK-specific actions

Lack of large
truck solutions

• There are currently very few low-carbon truck powertrains and no major OEM is actively considering FC or hydrogen
combustion trucks. A UK R&D programme specifically designed to develop FC truck powertrains (e.g. for >4.5 t
applications) can support the creation of a UK-made solution which can target the national and international demand
for zero emission trucks

Lack of
hydrogen
refuelling
infrastructure

• Any FC vehicle rollouts require an adequate hydrogen refuelling network. HRS rollouts before 2020 will require public
funding - high technology costs and low hydrogen fuel demand make these assets hard to finance by private investors
alone
• Trade associations and industrial actors will need to work together to justify the Increased political ambition (both
financial support and medium term policy certainty) which would make further private sector investment more
attractive across the supply chain

Hydrogen
combustion
option not
currently
considered as a
mainstream
hydrogen
option

• Hydrogen combustion vehicles are currently a major component of today’s hydrogen fuelled fleet. Whilst in the long
term, their potential may be limited due to lower efficiency vs fuel cell vehicles, they do offer a near term option for
hydrogen vehicle deployment, particularly for larger vehicles. They also have the advantage of creating considerable
demand for hydrogen to justify infrastructure deployment. Allowing hydrogen combustion to make the case for
support under existing and future funding schemes would seem beneficial and would support UK companies who are
globally leading in this area.
• This implies action at both a national level and at the FCH JU level (where fuel cell vehicles are explicitly favoured). For
example, the office of low emission vehicles (OLEV) currently base the plug in car and van grants on emissions intensity
per kilometre driven and zero emission range, as the H2ICE does not have zero emission range, it is not considered
eligible. Tweaking these rules to allow the benefit of dual fuel hydrogen ICE vehicles would help support the early
hydrogen initiatives in the UK
• The UK already has 1,000s of jobs (in production, R&D, and the wider supply chain) in combustion engine technology,
hence hydrogen combustion activity plays to a natural UK strength
• Furthermore, there are research questions associated with combustion – how clean can the emissions become, how
can efficiency be optimised, improvements to reliability and maintenance regimes, which would benefit from further
research work under UK R&D programmes aimed at the hydrogen sector
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Barriers and actions

UK specific actions which can progress the sector (5/6)
Barrier

UK-specific actions

High cost of fuel

• For low volume hydrogen station deployment, the high costs of hydrogen (>£7/kg) can
harm the ownership case for fuel cell vehicles
• Mechanisms capable of pricing in the benefits of using low carbon hydrogen fuel for
road applications can support reduction in the hydrogen fuel price (such as the inclusion
of hydrogen in the renewable transport fuels obligation (RTFO), fuel duty
reduction/exemption for hydrogen in the early years of deployment, carbon pricing or
other market based mechanisms to support low-carbon hydrogen use)
• Vehicle rollout schemes designed to maximise the utilisation of refuelling assets can
reduce the hydrogen fuel cost at the pump (clustering of demand, captive fleet
approaches, etc. – see roadmap on H2 production for transport)

Variable pressures and
refuelling standards

• OEM vehicles have standardised around 700 bar tanks and have required this standard
from infrastructure providers. However, many of the smaller players are still looking for
350 bar systems, and buses have standardised around this pressure. Dual pressure
systems are possible, but there are issues over the standards for 350 bar fuelling
(essentially requiring costly pre-cooling if the OEM 700 bar vehicles are to be safely
fuelled at these stations). Furthermore, there is currently no approved standard
allowing fuelling of tanks below 2kg, this is a problem for small vehicles e.g. Suzuki bikes
and Riversimple cars
• These issues can be addressed as a part of UK deployment programmes – e.g. by
including dedicated work packages to support harmonisation of standards and test
novel refuelling protocols / solutions for low-volume / low-pressure applications
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Barriers and actions

UK specific actions which can progress the sector (6/6)
Barrier

UK-specific actions

Low profile and
lack of consumer
understanding of
hydrogen fuelled
vehicles

• In order to promote understanding of hydrogen as a vehicle fuel, wider publicity and
dissemination of material promoting the advantages of FCEVs compared to incumbents (such as
conventional vehicles, BEVs and PHEVs). This dissemination could be dealt with by
government, vehicle OEMs or an appropriate trade association
• For early stakeholders, such as local authorities, it is important to be able to demonstrate the
benefits of hydrogen as a fuel, alongside the environmental case. This requires careful profiling
of appropriate early users and an articulation of the ownership case for engaging with the
technology.
• High profile customers, such as politicians, commercial fleets and government departments
could be targeted as potential hydrogen pioneers that could raise the profile of FCEVs and other
hydrogen fuelled vehicles

Current Benefit in
Kind (BiK)
incentives for
ULEVs are
insufficiently
granular to
incentivise FCEVs

• Benefit in kind (tax incentives for company cars are currently graded based on tailpipe CO2
emissions per distance driven, which are determined by the cars’ Vehicle Registration
Certificate (V5C), or the Vehicle Certification Agency (depending on the vehicle’s release date)
• The lowest tax band is 7% of P11D price1 (2016), for cars with 0 – 50 gCO2e/km, which incudes a
number of PHEVs, which, unlike FCEVs and BEVs have significantly higher tailpipe emissions,
and have CO2 emission levels which can potentially be much higher based on operational mode
• Hence, the introduction of more granular BiK incentives for ULEVs could be introduced that
better reflect and incentivise the benefits of different ULEV types may reward FCEVs more than
PHEVs
1: HMRC: Company car and car fuel benefit calculator, the P11D price amounts to the sum of
the list price, including VAT, and any delivery charges. Note this does not include annual road
taxes or the car’s initial registration fee
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Barriers and actions

Non-technical barriers which can be addressed via targeted policy /
regulatory interventions and stakeholders engagement (1/2)
•

Need for infrastructure to permit deployment – without markets emerging with coverage of hydrogen fuelling
infrastructure at an affordable price (somewhere in the world), it will not be possible to create a market for
hydrogen vehicles. This is a particularly severe problem for passenger cars, as to appeal to the private
customer, they will require a high cost nationwide network. By contrast many of the other vehicle types are
captive (they operate within a given region) and so the infrastructure can be more limited.

•

Customer willingness to pay/accept H2 – the customer’s willingness to adopt a hydrogen vehicle is not yet
established and in particular, the willingness to pay premium for zero emission driving is not yet demonstrated.
Hence revenue support for local authority deployment and other initiatives could drive the uptake of early
fleets.

•

Green benefits also need to be better articulated as many market participants question the green benefits of
hydrogen vehicles and this harms the political and consumer case. This is a role for an appropriate trade
association

•

Constrained spaces (tunnels, indoor car parks, ferries, Eurostar) – indoor infrastructure operators’ policies
around hydrogen use in constrained locations need to be better defined and harmonised – this will mainly
involve ensuring the safety case for the use of hydrogen vehicles in these locations is well understood and that
regulations are define appropriately. There is also a need for more research work to define the risks in indoor
locations (via computational analysis and experimental tests).

•

Coping with an absence of policy certainty – Governments inevitably struggle to provide long term certainty
(10 years+) on issues which affect the market for new vehicles. Hydrogen vehicle deployment strategies need
to focus as far as possible on approaches which avoid the need for intervention as rapidly as possible.
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Barriers and actions

Non-technical barriers which can be addressed via targeted policy /
regulatory interventions and stakeholders engagement (2/2)
•

Certification processes – (e.g. for tanks) are currently onerous, particularly for SMEs without the resources for
full crash testing etc. This delays introduction of new cars – an approach whereby already homologated
vehicles are the basis for trials helps speed market introduction.

•

Training and skills – there is a lack of knowledge in maintenance, support of hydrogen fuelled vehicles in the
field. To resolve this, accredited training programmes need to be developed to ensure that the automotive
industry can handle the deployment of hydrogen fuelled vehicles. There will also be a lack of trained engineers
and operators in the production of hydrogen and fuel cells if major expansions in production capacity are to
occur in the UK.

•

Need for coordination of actors - there is a need for many aspects of the roll-out of hydrogen vehicles to be
coordinated. These include the resolution of practical issues (e.g. fuelling protocols, billing approaches,
strategies on fuelling pressure, and sharing of lessons learned from regional initiatives, as well as planning the
roll-out of hydrogen networks and synchronising with vehicle deployments in the early years. The work of the
new Society for Motor manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) hydrogen task force, as well as the continued work
of the UKH2Mobility consortium will be valuable here.

•

Clearer role for hydrogen in wider automotive sector plans - In addition, hydrogen’s role in the future plans of
different UK groups considering the wider automotive sector (e.g. LowCVP, Automotive Council etc.) needs to
be better defined and accepted – this will require action by leading industry participants to ensure the case for
hydrogen is made in these fora.

•

Uncertain residual value - sufficient provision of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure could partially de-risk the
purchase of hydrogen fuelled vehicles. At present, the lack of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure creates
considerable uncertainty as to vehicles’ residual value. The OEM’s have a role here in helping underpin the
residual value of vehicles they introduce to the early market.
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting this sector (1/2)

Global technology
progress

Global activities
and deployment

2016-2020
First commercial gen. of
FCEVs in their 100s/year

2020-2025
Reduction in FCEV premium
pricing, 1,000s/year

Global cumulative deployment of few 100s
FC buses and 1,000s FC RE-EVs by 2020

Continued deployment
of 10,000s/year

Global deployment of few 100s FC buses
and 1,000s FC RE-EVs per annum

Optimisation of stack manufacturing process and core technology
Optimisation of FC bus technology

2025 onwards
Commercial gen. FCEVs, no / minimum
premium pricing, 100,000/year

Global deployment of several 100s FC
buses and 10,000s FC RE-EVs per annum
Further optimisation of manufacturing
process and advanced low-cost catalyst /
Membrane Electrode Assembly solutions
(all applications)

Development of novel FC truck solutions

Optimisation of manufacturing process
and technology – specific to <20kW and
HDV stack applications

Development of cost effective H2 tanks

Further improvements in FC stack technology thanks to volume

Development of novel <20kW FC vehicles

Increased availability of FC vehicle types (all applications)

• Secure a minimum/basic
deployment volume for all vehicle
applications to guarantee
continuity in industry efforts

FC stack:
• FCEV stacks: < £300/kW
• <20kW stacks: <£1,000/kW
• HGV stacks: < £500/kW and >20k
hours life
Hydrogen tank:
• 700bar tank ~ £20/kWh
• 350 bar tank ~ £30/kWh or lower

FC stack:
• FCEV stacks: < £100/kW
• <20kW stacks: <£300/kW
• HGV stacks: < £400/kW and >25k
hours life
Hydrogen tank:
• 700bar tank << £20/kWh or lower
• 350 bar tank ~ £20/kWh or lower
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting this sector (2/2)

UK market
development

2016-2020

2020-2025

2025 onwards

~30-65 HRS deployed by 2020

> 150 HRS deployed by 2025

Several 10s to 100s stations per annum

UK Fleet of 50-100 buses

UK Fleet of several 100s buses

> 100 FC buses per annum

UK Fleet of ~500s FC REEV and microcars

UK Fleet of several 1,000s FC REEV and
microcars

> 1,000 FC REEV and microcar per annum

UK Fleet of ~100 OEM FCEVs

UK Fleet of several 10,000s OEM FCEVs

> 10,000 FCEVs per annum

Programme to develop UK <20kW FC
systems & vehicles
Programme to support the development of
heavy vehicles using hydrogen

Beginning of commercialisation of UK FC system and
vehicle solutions for <20kW and heavy duty applications

UK actions

Dedicated rollout programme for UK-produced vehicles FC RE-EVs, minicars,
hydrogen buses and trucks
Coordinated procurement activities for fleet vehicles
Targeted support for early fleet
roll-out (<1,000 vehicles via EU,
regional and national fleet funds)

Inclusion of hydrogen vehicles in
plug-in grant type scheme

FC market reaches a critical size allowing
unsubsidised deployments

Secure policy continuity for FC in transport applications (across national and local
governments); coordination with EU efforts on clean mobility
Resolve any outstanding HRS permitting, vehicle
certification and other regulatory constraints to
reduce barriers to larger-scale deployments
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Deployment scenarios

Deployment volumes to 2020 for FCEVs and <20kW applications will be moderate
but supportive policies can secure an early market traction before 2025
Upper

UK deployment
100,000

Upper

OEM FCEVs - central

UK deployment

Lower

14,000

More aggressive upper bound
will require a dedicated FCEV
grant scheme and low vehicle
prices

90,000
80,000
70,000

10,000

50,000

8,000
6,000

40,000

Rollout supported via
dedicated vehicle and
HRS deployment
programmes

30,000
20,000
10,000
0

2nd gen. of more affordable
solutions, low-carbon vehicle
policies and a HRS network in
place to support rollout

2nd

60,000

~ 20

2015
500

2,000
0
2020

2025

30k

500k

Global deployment

7,500

Rollout supported
via dedicated vehicle
and HRS deployment
programmes

25,000 4,000

600

Lower

More aggressive upper
bound will require a
dedicated FC grant scheme
and low vehicle prices

12,000

gen. of more affordable
FCEVs, low-carbon vehicle
policies and a HRS network in
place to support rollout

FC RE-EVs and minicars - central

10

2015
~50

500
2020

2025

3k

200k

Global deployment
Data source: Element Energy analysis based on OEM statements, existing policies
and insights from private consultations
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Deployment scenarios

FC buses can achieve meaningful volumes by 2025 if supported by zero-emissions
policies in cities while trucks require a dedicated development programme
Upper
UK deployment

Upper

H2 buses - central
Lower

UK deployment
1,000

1,000

Upper case requires low
vehicle costs and capex +
opex interventions

900
800

70

600
500

60
500

400

50

30

FCH-JU sponsored
rollouts in the UK

200

20

100
15

No policy = no uptake

~10

10

No programmes dedicated to trucks

0

0
2015
100

2020
1k

Global deployment

2025
10k

~50

UK programme dedicated to
developing FC / H2-ICE truck
solutions

40

300

100

Upper case requires
dedicated grant
schemes to support
large scale pilots
across selected UK
cities

80

Rollout supported by a
combination of zero emission
regulations / policies in cities
and local support schemes

Lower

100
90

700

H2 trucks - central

2015
2

2020

2025

~100s

<1k

Global deployment
Data source: Element Energy analysis based on OEM statements, existing policies
and insights from private consultations
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Deployment scenarios

UK deployment of FCEVs may be highly sensitive to the actions
previously outlined
Scenario

Actions

High

Additional actions
• Enhanced R&D support leading to numerous competitive
UK products in heavy duty and RE-EV space
• All parties (government departments, OEMs, etc.) commit
to bringing affordable vehicles to market rapidly
• Enthusiastic and consistent rollout support from the
government for HRS and FCEVs

Central

Assumed actions
• Development programmes for fuel cell systems for FCEVs
and larger hydrogen systems and powertrains
• Rollout programmes for vans, FC RE-EVs, minicars,
hydrogen buses and trucks, with a UK focus
• Support for next wave of HRS deployment
• Policy continuity for FC in transport
• Resolution of HRS permitting and siting issues

Low

Conditions for achieving the low scenario
• No support for infrastructure deployment
• Insufficient incentives for UK development of vehicles
• No new rollout support for FCEVs

Deployment numbers
2015

10s

2020

2025

1,000’s

>100,000

100s

>30,000

10s

100s of
niche
vehicles
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UK benefits

Hundreds of millions of pounds could be created for the UK
economy by 2025 by hydrogen road transport applications
Market potential by 2025
Cumulative by 2025

FCEVs

FC RE-EV and minicars

Heavy-duty applications

Up to 500,000 vehicles

Up to 150,000 vehicles

Up to 10,000 vehicles

Global addressable market value

Up to £12 billion

Up to £3 billion

Up to £2 billion

UK share of tradeable global market

Likely around 5%

Likely around 5%

Likely around 10%

~200 million (of which
~10% from UK market)

~£32 million (of which up
to ~ 10% from UK
market)

~£27 million (of which
up to ~10% from UK
market)

1,000’s

100s

100s

Global addressable market

Potential added value for UK economy
(GVA)
Potential UK new job creation

The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the product of:
the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic companies, the share of this
market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to account for displacement of other
economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK market size, the gross margin, the proportion
of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor to account for displacement of other economic activity).
Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in similar sectors, and not on a detailed analysis of the particular
product or the UK companies active in the area.
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UK benefits

Potential greenhouse gas (GHG) and air quality (AQ) benefits for
the UK
•

Although environmental benefits are expected from all FC vehicle segments, the larger greenhouse gas and air
quality benefits will be delivered by FC passenger cars thanks to the large-volume nature of this segment (van
sales typically are ~10% of car sales, while truck and bus sales are even lower)

•

The analysis reported below illustrates potential greenhouse gas and air quality benefits available from deploying
~250,000 FCEVs in the UK by 2030 based on the UK H2Mobility hydrogen production pathways (capable of
securing 60% to 70% greenhouse gas reduction per km driven on a well-to-wheel basis from after 2020 – also
reported below)
Hundred kg of PM saved per year

FCEV target

Diesel

Thousand tonne CO2-eq saved per year
Tonne of NOx saved per year

Well to Wheel
GHG emissions (FCEVs)

200

Passenger cars
gCO2-eq/km driven

28

30

150

17

100

50

1

1

3

0
2015

2020

2025

2030

1,000 FCEVs in 2020

25,000FCEVS by 2025

Data source: UK H2Mobility, Phase 1 report
Assumptions: NOx and PM emission figures per km driven by diesel ICE vehicles are as per the Euro VI
emissions limits (NOx: 80 mg / km; PM 4.5 mg / km). Vehicle annual mileage: ~15,000km/year/ car.
Diesel and FCEV gCO2-eq/km driven per km as per UK H2Mobility assumptions
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Links to other roadmaps

Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies
• Roadmap on H2 production and distribution – any FC vehicle rollout requires an adequate
network of refuelling stations and affordable hydrogen price at the pump

Beneficial effects
• Almost all roadmaps can benefit from large-volume deployments of FC vehicles as this will:
• Drive down costs for FC stacks / systems
• Generate substantial hydrogen demand and – in doing so – create the case for investments
and thus cost reductions in hydrogen production, distribution and retailing value chain
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Mini-roadmap: Bulk hydrogen
production

Introduction

This bulk hydrogen roadmap is closely related to several other mini
roadmaps
Bulk H2 production
roadmap
(Large centralised
plants)

Hydrogen from bulk
production could be
stored in salt caverns, e.g.
for seasonal storage

Services to energy
networks roadmap (e.g.
frequency response,
hydrogen energy
storage in salt caverns)

Converting pipelines to 100% hydrogen needs to
be aligned with roll-out of bulk hydrogen
production (e.g. selecting towns for conversion
with nearby bulk hydrogen source or near CCS
infrastructure). Lack of pipeline conversion could
drive more distributed production of hydrogen
near to transport demand, rather than centralised
bulk production
Coordination of distributed and bulk
hydrogen production roll-out will be
needed for scale, timing and siting to
ensure attractive investment conditions
(e.g. sites for centralised plants should
be known well in advance, so that
distributed production sites will not be
built in the same area)

Distributed electrolysis for hydrogen
refuelling can provide services to energy
networks

H2 pipelines roadmap

Roll-out coordination required
for effective siting, timing and
scale (e.g. avoid investments in
distributed electrolysers site
just before pipelines are
converted near that site)

H2 Production,
Distribution for Road
Transport Roadmap (i.e.
electrolysers at H2
refuelling stations)

For clarification - what we mean by ‘bulk’ hydrogen:
Centralised production of hydrogen at a scale of at least several thousand tonnes of H2 per year
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Introduction

Existing bulk and new distributed hydrogen production can meet
demand to 2025, after this, new bulk production is required
•

Existing centralised hydrogen production capacity is expected to meet the growing hydrogen demand to 2025 (SMR capacities
in place or expanded, by-product hydrogen from chemical plants) together with new distributed production from electrolysers
(see Distributed hydrogen for transport roadmap)

•

Beyond 2025 the demand for hydrogen in the energy sector will grow substantially, provided hydrogen and fuel cell technologies
are part of the energy mix towards 2050.
• In a 2015 study for the Committee on Climate Change the range for hydrogen demand in 2050 was modelled to be between
• 107 TWh/yr or 2.7 million tonnes hydrogen per year (Critical Path Scenario) and
• 710 TWh/yr or 18 million tonnes of hydrogen per year (Full Contribution Scenario).

• The range of these scenarios would correspond to between 3,500 and 23,000 large (10 MW, 50% utilisation) distributed
electrolysers. If operating on renewable electricity, this would correspond roughly to between 50 to 300 GW wind power
installations.

•

While it is not impossible to imagine hydrogen
supply exclusively from distributed sources, a
coordinated mix of both bulk centralised and
small and medium distributed production sites
appears preferable
Even if deployment of new bulk hydrogen
production technologies is not required before
2025, it is important to look at the availability
of such technologies for the period 2025 to
2050

700

TWh hydrogen (HHV) / year

•

800

600
500
400
Full contribution scenario

300

Critical path scenario

200
100
0
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Graph based on “Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting carbon budgets
and the 2050 target”, Report commissioned by CCC – Committee on Climate Change, 2015
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Introduction

A number of technologies could be used for bulk hydrogen
production
Central SMR plus CCS
Natural gas + steam →
hydrogen + CO2

Picture(s)

Source: Air Products

Coal gasification plus CCS
Coal → syngas →
hydrogen + CO2

Picture(s)

Source: Wikipedia GFDL

Large scale central electrolysis
Water + electricity →
hydrogen + oxygen

Biomass gasification (+CCS)
Biomass or waste →
Syngas → H2

Picture(s)

Source: NEL Hydrogen

Gasification (not for H2) Source: Enerkem

By-product hydrogen
e.g. Chlor alkali plants,
Ethylene plants

Future green H2 pathways
e.g. Photo-electrochemical,
thermochemical cycles, …

Picture(s)

Chlor-Alkali Plant in Portugal. Source: Krebs Swiss

Photoelectrochemical R&D. Source: Ruhr-uni-bochum.de
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Introduction

We have focused on three technologies in this roadmap
Priority technologies for bulk hydrogen production in the UK beyond 2025 included in roadmap
Central SMR plus CCS

Large scale central electrolysis

Biomass gasification (CCS opt.)












Appears to be lowest cost route
to low carbon bulk hydrogen
Commitment to CCS
infrastructure is major
uncertainty
H2 use perspective could help CCS
strategy




Can be low carbon depending on
electricity mix
Potentially lower cost than
distributed electrolysis
Alternative in case SMR+CCS is
not available early enough

Low carbon
Potentially carbon negative
Can be domestic resource

Technologies not considered here
Coal gasification plus CCS

By-product hydrogen

Future green H2 pathways








High CCS related cost when
compared to natural gas SMR
plus CCS (as more CO2 is to be
captured)



Available potentials in UK
assumed to be used prior 2025
No substantial additional
potential expected beyond 2025
as tied to development of
chemical industry

Uncertainty of costs and potential
Many routes more suitable for
sunnier climates
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Introduction

All of the routes we are focusing on will be lower carbon than SMR
today: relative emissions will change as grid is decarbonised
GHG emission intensity of hydrogen production

Natural gas SMR 1 (299-349g/kWhH2)

Grid mix electrolysis (g/kWhH2HHV) 2

•

•

From 2020 onwards
electrolysis with grid
mix will be lower GHG
than unabated natural
gas SMR.
Emissions from biomass
gasification vary
considerably with the
biomass source

Biomass gasification 1 (96-112 g/kWhH2)
Grid mix electricity 3 (g/kWhel)
SMR plus CCS 4 (33-39g/kWhH2)

Biomass gasification with CCS4: around minus 500g/kWhH2

1

LBST & Hinicio for FCHJU: Study on Hydrogen from Renewable Resources in the EU (2015)
Assuming HHV efficiency of 75% (52.5 kWhel/kgH2)
3 DECC: Updated energy and emissions projections 2015, November 2015 (Figure 5.2 )
4 E4tech estimate based on Larson et al 2005
2
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Aims for 2025

The aim for 2025 is to have a range of low cost, large scale, low
carbon production technologies available to meet UK H2 demand
•

All of these technologies could play a role in hydrogen supply to the UK in the long term. Whilst one may prove to have
lower costs and greater benefits in the long term, to 2025 it is important to keep all options open

•

The three technologies are at different stages of development, therefore the aims for each technology are different:

SMR with CCS
•

Large scale SMR is a mature technology, but it is at the demo/pilot stage with CCS. Deployment of SMR+CCS in the UK
could be enabled by ensuring the benefits and needs of hydrogen production are considered as a part of the process of
planning CCS infrastructure.
• To 2025, hydrogen production plant should be included in early CCS deployment, which helps to prove the concept and
will help to refine the business case
Large scale electrolysis:
•

Large scale electrolyser technology is available today, but costs for hydrogen production are higher than for SMR+CCS.
Further cost reductions are possible that bring them into the same range

•

The aim for 2025 should be to enable cost reductions, through transfer of progress from medium scale electrolysers to
large plants and optimisation of large scale systems. In addition, work to establish the cost of hydrogen from
electrolysers directly coupled to renewable electricity production would help set an upper bound on the cost of
renewable hydrogen.

Biomass gasification (with CCS)
•

Biomass gasification is at the demonstration stage, though is making slower progress than expected

•

By 2025 demonstrations of more than one technology at scale could help to establish the potential and costs

•

Biomass gasification is a low-carbon route to hydrogen, and could become a negative route in the future, if planned and
deployed in conjunction with CCS
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SMR with CCS

Introduction

SMR with CCS is at TRL 8 with pilots and demonstrations under
development or in operation in several countries
•

Large scale transport and storage of CO2 from SMR has been proven, but costs remain high
• Large scale demo projects include AP Port Arthur Project (USA and Shell Quest Project (Canada)
• Large scale pilot projects include Japan CCS Tohokamai Project (Japan) and AL Port Jerome Project (France)

•

Adding CCS facilities to existing plants would lower SMR efficiencies by around 5–10% points 2

•

capex and opex of SMR+CCS are estimated to be between 50 and 100% higher than SMR without CCS 2 . Note that given the early
stage of deployment, published cost figures have high uncertainty

•

Centralised bulk electrolysis
could have costs near to
those of SMR+CCS only if
low electricity prices can be
accessed (see cost chart in
electrolyser section of this
mini-roadmap)

2 p/kWh NG

In contrary distributed
electrolysis can avoid
delivery costs and compete
more easily with SMR+CCS

Natural Gas

CO2 transport and
storage cost 5£/tonne CO2

Capex (SMR+C-capture)

CO2 transport and
storage cost 40£/tonne CO2

Fixed opex (SMR+C-capture)
CO2 Transport and storage cost

2015

•

3 p/kWh NG

CCS can be added to a standard reformer by adding chemical or physical CO2 absorption materials to the flue gas outlet or by
adding an additional pressure swing adsorption to separate the CO2. Over 90% CO2 capture was achieved at the Port Arthur
Enhanced Oil Recovery project using the pressure swing adsorption approach 1

2030

•

CO2 transport and
storage cost 5£/tonne CO2
CO2 transport and
storage cost 40£/tonne CO2

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

CO2 transport and storage cost varied
from £40/tCO2 estimated for dedicated
infrastructure for an SMR alone to
£5/tCO2 as marginal additional costs for
an SMR joining a CO2 transport and
storage hub. Other calculations based
on 2

Hydrogen production cost (£/kg)
1

Santos, S., 2015. Understanding the Potential of CCS in Hydrogen Production. Process Industry CCS Workshop.
Lisbon, Portugal. Available at: http://www.ieaghg.org/docs/General_Docs/IEAGHG_Presentations/18__S._Santos_IEAGHGSECURED.pdf.
2 Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target , Report
commissioned by CCC – Committee on Climate Change, 2015
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Barriers and actions

Deployment of SMR+CCS in the UK could be enabled by the
benefits of H2 being considered when planning CCS infrastructure
•

Hydrogen production from SMR with CCS could be a low cost route to large quantities of low carbon hydrogen, as shown on
previous slides. Lack of success with SMR+CCS would imply a need to move to other low carbon hydrogen production options,
such as large scale electrolysis, or biomass gasification, which could have higher costs, and have impacts on the wider energy
system. Some stakeholders have questioned whether hydrogen will be an economic option beyond niches, in comparison with
electrification of heat and transport, unless SMR+CCS is available in the UK.

•

Given the potential benefits of large scale hydrogen production for decarbonising heating in particular, it would be beneficial for
the UK to have this hydrogen production option open. This means that it is important to establish how the locations, scale and
timing of CO2 production from large SMRs could be part of integrated systems for transporting and storing CO 2 from multiple
sources in a region

Actions:
•

Ongoing policy reviews on CCS by DECC including input from Lord Oxburgh’s CCS Advisory Group should consider the role and
benefits of hydrogen.

•

There is a need for strategic planning of infrastructure for CCS, including hydrogen. The Energy and Climate Change Committee
proposed in Feb 2016 that DECC should engage with the National Infrastructure Commission to determine how strategic planning
for CCS should best be done.

•

A clear strategy for assessing the role of large scale hydrogen use in heating is needed (see pipelines roadmap) to show the
location and timing of CO2 production. This will enable the strategic planning for CCS to include hydrogen. For the longer term, it
will also be necessary to compare the scale of hydrogen production envisaged with CCS capacity and large scale hydrogen storage
potential.

•

A review of progress in CCS will be required in around 2020 to determine whether it is feasible to progress with bulk hydrogen
production from SMR plus CCS for hydrogen pipeline projects after 2026.

•

The potential for large plant + CCS to contribute to the mix of hydrogen sources for transport should also be considered – the
scale of this opportunity will depend on progress in roll-out of hydrogen vehicles.
Energy and Climate Change Committee “Future of carbon capture and storage in the UK Second Report of Session
2015–16 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmselect/cmenergy/692/692.pdf
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Barriers and actions

Hydrogen should be included in early CCS deployment to establish
the business case
•

There is still work to be done to establish how the business case will be made for CCS infrastructure including
with CO2 from hydrogen production, and so the impact on costs of hydrogen produced from this route.
• CO2 transport and storage (T&S) costs will depend on the locations of CO2 capture, the shoreline hub and
offshore storage site; the T&S business model and how the costs are shared with other CO2 capture plants
(i.e. power plants or industrial sites).
• Costs could range from over £40/tCO2 for an SMR producing 2mtCO2/year and covering all T&S costs,
reducing to £10-20/tCO2 if the T&S costs were shared with a number of other sites e.g. T&S infrastructure
with a capacity of 5-10MtCO2 per annum) to £5/tCO2 if an SMR joined a T&S hub under a marginal T&S
charging business model (i.e. additional compression and operational costs only). Feasibility studies linked to
existing interest in developing CO2 transport and storage hubs, such as the Teesside Collective, the Sargas
Don Valley project, and industrial clusters in Grangemouth could help to establish these costs

•

It will also be important to consider how investment decisions for this infrastructure development can be
facilitated, given the potential for multiple parties involved and multiple policy drivers

Actions:
•

A minimum level of CCS deployment by 2030, as recommended by the CCC, is needed to bring new
infrastructure, support a competitive set of projects and increase interest from the financial community. This
deployment should take the hubs and clusters approach recommended by the CCC and ETI, and within these,
include hydrogen production to deliver the learning above for using CCS as part of the future hydrogen
production mix. These early deployment projects could be supported by funding from sources such as the
European Commission’s NER400 Innovation Fund
CCC https://documents.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Power-sector-scenarios-for-the-fifthcarbon-budget.pdf
NER 400 http://ner400.com/
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Large scale electrolysis

Introduction

Large scale electrolysis is a mature technology, but low production
volumes keep costs comparably high
•

Large scale alkaline electrolysis is used globally to produce hydrogen for industries such as fertilisers, food
processing, speciality chemicals, and electronics.
• The global annual market electrolysers is estimated to be well below £150m and below 100 MWe, but
individual projects can have a big impact on annual figures
• Much of the electrolyser industry has focused on smaller applications served by alkaline and in recent
years also increasingly by PEM electrolysis, where on-site electrolysers compete with logistical hydrogen
(delivered in gas bottles)
• In total the electrolyser industry consists of around 30 SME manufacturers, of which most are European
and North American, but with a few in China and Russia

•

Since the market for large industrial installations is small, the potential for volume manufacturing and
associated learning cannot be currently exploited by the electrolyser industry.

•

Electrolysers as part of energy transitions in several markets (power-to-gas, hydrogen for mobility,
renewable hydrogen to reduce GHG emissions from chemical industries) could translate into substantial
growth of the electrolyser industry, increasing production volumes and driving costs down
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Introduction

Large scale electrolysers have UK deployment potential in several
applications
•

As part of the stakeholder consultation, three main markets for large electrolysis in the UK were identified

• Electrolysers deployed close to the source of renewable generation: As a virtually infinitely deployable
source of a storable fuel (albeit one requiring transport to where the fuel is used), this route would
represent the upper bound cost of green hydrogen should other routes not become available as
expected (e.g. SMR+CCS). As part of this mini-roadmap, initial cost estimates are provided and action to
establish a solid knowledge base is suggested.
• Electrolysers deployed at a constrained grid node: Grid constraints are already a barrier to further
renewables deployment (e.g. in parts of Scotland). Siting large electrolysers at those locations could
defer considerable grid costs and enable further deployment of renewables. Provided there was a
source of local H2 demand, this could be an opportunity for early deployment (before 2025) of large
electrolysers. Trials to investigate the viability of this route are suggested as an action in the services to
energy networks roadmap.
• Large scale electrolysers for grid balancing: Similar to smaller scale distributed electrolysers, larger
scale electrolysers can offer grid balancing services. As some of those services require a certain
threshold capacity, large scale electrolysers are even better suited than distributed electrolysers, as
aggregation costs can be avoided. Further detail on balancing systems is provided in the services to
energy networks roadmap. The action to create a market framework for electrolysers to generate value
from system services has been included in both roadmaps (this one and hydrogen production for
transport roadmap).
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UK capabilities

The UK has relevant companies in PEM electrolysis, which are
currently targeting small and medium scale electrolysis
•

While the UK has a leading actor in the field of PEM electrolysis (ITM Power), there are currently no actors in
the UK working on large scale alkaline electrolysis (which are commercially available from Norway and China)

•

PEM electrolysis could become equally relevant for large scale plants, but need for cost reduction is higher

•

ITM Power offers commercial PEM electrolysers up to a half tonne of hydrogen per day. ITM’s technology could
become relevant for large scale electrolysers in the future

•

Other UK players in the value chain include:
• Johnson Matthey Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEA) for PEM fuel cell applications, which could also
become relevant for PEM electrolysis
• Other UK companies like BOC, Logan, PURE Energy Centre and Air Products have a role in the electrolyser
supply chain
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Barriers and actions

Large scale electrolysers could have higher cost reductions than
small distributed electrolysers
•

•

•

•

•

The displayed capital costs are for electrolysers of a few MW
scale, as also discussed in the distributed hydrogen for
transport roadmap. The cost reduction over time is mainly
associated with increased manufacturing volumes and some
technological improvements (e.g. higher current densities at
negligible efficiency penalties).
Cost reduction potential at cell and stack level is expected to
be broadly similar to small electrolysers, as the building block
size is unlikely to exceed a few megawatts (hence 50+MW
systems will be largely modular)
However, large electrolysers can have lower system cost
because balance of plant components and engineering
reduces, even if cell and stack costs (typically around 50% of
system cost) are similar to small electrolysers.
Price information from NEL Hydrogen suggests savings of up
to 25% for a 50MW electrolyser system compared to a 2-3
MW system. However, the different design philosophies of
different manufacturers may lead to different effects on large
system costs (e.g. high volume production of small stacks vs.
few stacks with large cell geometries).
Depending on the use case, large electrolysers may be
optimised for efficiency and high utilisation, but could also be
designed for grid services, and be directly eligible on balancing
markets without the need for aggregation of several smaller
distributed systems

Capital cost1 (£ / kW-e)
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PEM electrolysis
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Action: further work is needed to establish how cost
reductions achieved in small and medium scale electrolysis
(for distributed applications) are transferrable to large scale,
and what additional system cost savings are achievable at
large scale.

1 Data based on IEA FCEV & HRS uptake assumptions (Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells 2015) and
technology learning rate as per FCH JU Powertrain for Europe (2011)(7%). Note that data generated is fully consistent
with FCH JU 2014 Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union (2014). Excludes installation and civil costs
2 FCHJU 2014 Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union (2014). Excludes installation and civil costs
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Barriers and actions

Low TRL research could unlock further cost reductions through
technology breakthroughs

•

•

The UK has relevant capabilities to develop advanced
materials and processes to achieve50possible breakthroughs in
40
HHV
electrolysis technology.
30
H2

Alkaline (all data)
Central case
Range

Action: Support of low TRL research in the UK to enable
breakthroughs in electrolyser technology that can further
reduce cost and/or improve performance of electrolysers.
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Although the reported cost reduction potentials (see
previous slide) are to a large extent related to manufacturing
cost savings as production volumes increase, there is
additional room for cost reductions through technological
Electrical energy input
breakthroughs such as low cost catalystsAlkaline
(PEM),
electrode
electrolysis system
90
coatings (Alkaline) and high efficiency
(Solid Oxide
80
Electrolysis).

9
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[kWh/kg] (System)
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As efficiency is often traded against capital cost, there is
however further room for improvement, i.e. high efficiency at
lower cost.

2010

Electrical energy input
Alkaline electrolysis system
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•

Commercial systems can already achieve system efficiencies
of around 80% (HHV basis).

[kWh/kg] (System)

•

2015

2020

2025

2030

PEM (all data)
Central case
Range

Source: FCHJU 2014 Development of Water Electrolysis
in the European Union (2014).
Red line marks the lowest theoretical energy input.
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Barriers and actions

The costs of electrolysers coupled to renewables need to be
investigated
•

Large electrolysers directly coupled to a renewable source such as a wind farm can avoid grid connection costs and represent a
virtually infinitely deployable source of a storable fuel.

•

Whilst this may not be cheaper than alternative options, it is nevertheless valuable to have access to this route should other
routes such as SMR plus CCS not become available. This route represents the upper bound costs for a hydrogen production
method which is zero carbon and independent of fossil fuels.

•

Initial estimates (below) suggest that such systems could reach hydrogen cost between £2.50/kg and £5.50/kg, depending on
technology assumptions used. The load factor of wind farms is a major factor in such calculations, meaning that the location of
such systems will have a significant impact on hydrogen cost. Other optimisations may be possible as well, such as skipping
current conversion steps from wind generators (usually AC-DC-AC) to electrolysers (generally AC-DC).

2015

2030

2015

Capex wind
farm -20%,
electrolyser
cost 2030
2015 2030

SMR+CCS Electrolyser grid connected

Electrolyser coupled to
wind farm

Action: A detailed Front End Engineering Design (FEED) study is required to identify what the cost of direct coupled systems could be
Load factor 35%, effective
electricity cost 4 p/kWh

Energy (electricity or natural gas)
Capex (electrolyser or SMR+C-capture)
Fixed opex (electrolyser or SMR+C-capture)
CO2 transport and storage cost

Load factor 25%, effective
electricity cost 6 p/kWh
Load factor 35%, effective
electricity cost 5 p/kWh

Assumptions: Discount rate for electrolyser and SMR+CCS: 5%. Electrolyser capex £/kWel 665 (2015)
and 351 (2030), this includes savings of 25% compared to small and distributed electrolysis capex as
reported in 1. Fixed electrolyser opex £/kWel per year 33 (2015) and 22 (2030) 1, electrolyser efficiency
(HHV) of 73% (2015) and 81% (2030) 1, Lifetime electrolyser and SMR 25 years (2015) and 30 years
(2030) 1,2. SMR+Carbon-capture capex £/kW(H2 out, HHV) 803 (2015) and 724 (2030) 2. SMR efficiency
% (kWh(CH4 in)/kWh(H2 out, HHV) 68% (2015) and 75% (2030) 2, Availability SMR 90% 2. Wind power
LCOE of £75/MWh 3, of which £10/MWh is opex related 4. The capex part of LCOE was reduced by 12%
as no grid connection is required 4. 25-35% load factors for wind farms based on Renewable UK / Digest
of DECC's UK Energy Statistics. CO2 transport and storage cost varied from 40£/tCO2 estimated for

Load factor 25%, effective
electricity cost 7 p/kWh
6 p/kWh el, 50% load, e.g.
accessing low cost electricity
10 p/kWh el, 98% load
6 p/kWh el, 50% load, e.g.
accessing low cost electricity

dedicated SMR+CCS projects to 5£/tCO2 estimated in case of existing CCS infrastructure.

10 p/kWh el, 98% load

3 p/kWh NG, CO2 transport and
storage cost 5£/tonne CO2
2 p/kWh NG, CO2 transport and
storage cost 40£/tonne CO2
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Hydrogen production cost (£/kg)

6.00

References: 1 Based on FCH JU 2014 Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union
(2014) 2 Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting carbon budgets and the
2050 target , Report commissioned by CCC – Committee on Climate Change, 2015 3 2020 projection
for large wind farms (type1) 65-75 GBP/MWh. Source: Renewable UK, Onshore Wind Cost Reduction
Taskforce Report, April 2015 4 Based on IRENA Renewable Energy Technologies: Cost Analysis Series
– Wind Power, June 2012: O&M costs for onshore wind farms in major wind markets averages
between USD 0.01/kWh and USD 0.025/kWh; Grid connection cost as share in capex vary 9-14% for
onshore, 15-30% offshore
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Biomass gasification
(with optional CCS)

Introduction

Hydrogen from biomass gasification is at an early stage of
development, but has the potential to be carbon negative
•

Hydrogen from biomass gasification is a technology that is not yet commercially available, unlike the other
bulk hydrogen production options considered.

•

Given the current status of development, and high costs, it is unlikely to be a widely available technology to
supply the UK’s hydrogen demand by 2025, or have lower costs than existing hydrogen production routes

•

However, it is interesting for the UK because:
• It is a low carbon route to hydrogen in the near term, before the grid is decarbonised and CCS is available.
• It has the potential to be carbon negative when combined with CCS. Several energy systems models show a
large role for carbon negative biomass routes, including biomass gasification to hydrogen plus CCS before
2050:
• The ETI ESME Clockwork scenario anticipates future use of H2 in peaking plants, which is produced from
biomass with CCS, generating negative emissions. The Patchwork scenario also anticipates the use of
hydrogen for power in peaking plants, mostly from biomass and coal gasification with CCS.

• The ETI’s Bioenergy Value Chain model shows that biomass with CCS is the only credible route to deliver
negative emissions needed to meet the UK’s 2050 GHG emission reduction targets. The model uses
biomass gasification with CCS for H2 production for use in industry, transport and power generation
• It has the potential to use a wide range of feedstocks, both domestic and imported, including biomass and
wastes

• It also provides an option for the long term which could be important if CCS is not available. If the UK gained
early experience in project development, there could be an opportunity for export to countries without CCS
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Aims for 2025

By 2025, the UK could demonstrate commercial scale production
of hydrogen production from biomass and wastes
•

There is not a consistent and strong driver for development of biomass gasification globally, and so the UK
cannot rely on development elsewhere to make the technology available.

•

Technology demonstration at scale (over 30MW biomass input) would help to establish the potential for and
costs of the technology, and provide low carbon hydrogen for UK demands, using UK resources.
• Stakeholders considered that a staged process could reduce the technical risks of scale-up, with scale-up
factors of around 10 being appropriate at each stage, to allow for learning for the next scale-up step and
training of operators. This would mean one step in around 2020/21, followed by the next in 2025. Sustained
funding during this learning process is crucial to success.
• Production of bio synthetic natural gas (bioSNG) has similarities with hydrogen production, and so it may be
possible to eliminate one scale-up step for hydrogen if using the same technology.

•

Demonstrations of one or more technologies are needed to enable use of different biomass resources:

• Plants that can use woody biomass and plants that can use municipal solid waste (MSW) or both together,
are needed. Woody biomass can be sourced from the UK or imported as it is a widely traded product, and is
projected to have a larger resource than MSW in the UK and globally. However, MSW is already collected
and requires treatment, and hence receives a gate fee.
• There are several types of gasification technology that can be used to produce hydrogen (see next slide),
each with advantages in terms of previous experience, scale and feedstock flexibility. Rather than being
prescriptive about the technologies used, it is more appropriate to consider proposals for any of the
technologies that could reliably demonstrate hydrogen production at scale in this time period.
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Tasks

Technologies are at the demonstration stage, although to date have
had limited success, and have not aimed to produce H2
Plasma gasification

Fluidised bed gasification
There is most experience to date with fluidised bed gasifiers
Bubbling fluidised bed (BFB) gasifiers are commonly used for
commercial gasification of MSW. Biomass has been used in few
commercial scale plants, and the technology is at TRL 8. Plant
examples:
• Enerkem facility in Edmonton, Canada – produces methanol
from MSW, RDF and waste wood (48 MWth input)
• Carbona/Andritz’s Skive CHP plant, using wood pellets to
produce syngas for CHP gas engines (19.5-28MWth input)
• Advanced Plasma Power to produce bioSNG - National Grid
demonstration project (2014-2016). Fluidised bed gasifier
followed by a plasma convertor to crack tars
Circulating fluidised bed gasification is at TRL 7, with a few
commercial scale plants used for indirect co-firing with coal
power stations, plus standalone demonstrations. For example,
Foster Wheeler built several plants at up to 90MWth in Europe,
although many of these are now thought to have shut
Dual fluidised bed gasifiers have been developed since mid
1990s and are at large demonstration stage. For example, the
GoBiGas 32 MWth wood pellet gasifier in Gothenburg, Sweden
has been producing bioSNG for gas grid injection since 2014

•
•

•

Plasma gasifiers can accept almost any type of feedstock.
They can operate up to ~150MWth biomass input, with size limited
by technology and feedstock availability. They have been used at
small commercial scale in waste treatment (<40MWth input),
though successful energy generation has been limited – the focus
is waste disposal rather than high efficiency energy production
Both Tees Valley projects (using AlterNRG plasma gasifiers) have
now been discontinued by Air Products

Entrained flow gasification
•

•

•
•
•

Entrained flow gasification is a large scale technology (potential
to reach ~2GWth biomass input) historically used for coal, which
produces syngas with high H2 and CO content, which needs less
clean up to remove tars than other technologies
The large scale means low levelised costs, but the investment
costs and biomass logistics of such large plants mean that it may
be more appropriate for the UK to wait until hydrogen demand is
established before opting for this route
Examples of established technology for coal gasification include:
• NUON 253MWe IGCC coal plant, with biomass tests up to 2013
• Uhde 300MWe IGCC plant in Puertollano, Spain
Companies have struggled to commercialise for biomass:
• CHOREN built 45MWth input plant for wood to FT diesel, but
became insolvent in 2011, and was bought by Linde
Currently no successful large-scale demo scale biomass-fired
plants, but several pilot plants in Germany, China and Japan
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Tasks

Demonstrations could be based on current technologies, but there
are also many opportunities for improvement
•

Demonstrations of hydrogen production could provide valuable learning and cost reduction based on
technologies available today
• Hydrogen production from gasification is simpler than production of methane (bioSNG) or liquid fuels, as
only a water gas shift reaction is needed, rather than further catalytic steps (which require greater syngas
conditioning and waste heat integration). However, further experience of operating water gas shift at large
scale using bio- or waste-derived syngas for hydrogen production is needed. This technology is not used in
biomass gasification for heat and power
• Water gas shift reaction also produces large volumes of concentrated CO2, which can be cleaned up and
compressed for CCS or industrial re-use applications at relatively low cost

•

However, there are also many opportunities for technology development that could improve performance and
reduce cost, particularly around biomass sizing and handling, air separation, and cheaper and more reliable
syngas clean up. Improvements are needed in:
•

Feedstock pre-processing (e.g. washing, torrefaction). All gasifiers are more efficient with wood chips of
lower moisture content, increased size uniformity and fewer contaminants.

•

Feedstock handling e.g. conveying and resizing large volumes of municipal solid waste

•

Gasification technology: minimise tars, maximise char gasification, avoid bed material agglomeration and
abrasion (for fluidised bed gasifiers)

•

Syngas clean-up. At the moment this stage is complex (multiple steps), costly and relatively inefficient

•

Crossover between work on heat, power and fuels
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UK capabilities

Although the gasifier technology is likely to be licensed from nonUK companies, the UK has a research base and current activity
Research
• General research into gasification technologies being done at UK universities:
• Lancaster University - clean energy utilisation from biogas and biomass
gasification
• Glasgow University - real time control of gasifiers to increase tolerance to
biomass variety and reduce emissions
• Aston University - enhancing product gas quality
• Imperial College University – gasification of coal and biomass with carbon
capture and storage

•

•

•
•

Previous activity by Air Products
Air Products built the Tees Valley
One plant. It was designed to use
350kt/yr of RDF and produce
50MWe, but experienced design
and operational problems in
commissioning
Cost was £320 million. Majority of
funding was from Air Products,
with a £260,000 grant from One
North East
A second plant (TV2) was planned,
but construction stopped in 2015
In April 2016, Air Products
announced that it will discontinue
TV1 and TV2 facilities:
its Energy from Waste business
http://www.airproducts.co.uk/microsite/uk/teesvalley/

Advanced Plasma Power
• Project received £11m from DfT and £6m
from National Grid and construction of the
plant is planned to start in 2016
• Commercial and domestic waste is used in
fluidised bed gasifier, with plasma
convertor. Syngas is cleaned and used to
produce methane for the gas grid and
transport
• Expected to accept 170kt/yr of municipal
solid or commercial and industrial waste
(=100ktonnes of RDF)
ETI projects
• The ETI ran a competition to select a
company to receive funding for a waste
gasification demonstration plant. Advanced
Plasma Power, Broadcrown Renewable
Energy Ltd and Royal Dahlman all put
forward designs, ranging from 3-7MWe.
• The ETI selected a preferred partner, who
needed to raise additional funds to the ETI
investment. An inability to raise this
additional capital has prevented the project
from moving forward. ETI are looking at
alternative routes to accelerate waste
gasification technology in the UK.

Air Products http://www.airproducts.com/Company/news-center/2016/04/0404-air-products-will-exit-energyfrom-waste-business.aspx?_ga=1.173058086.404832619.1466171485
ETI Waste gasification http://www.eti.co.uk/project/waste-gasification/
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Barriers & actions

There is no strong policy driver for development of biomass
gasification to hydrogen
•

In the current market there is no incentive to produce hydrogen via biomass gasification. It is significantly more
expensive than hydrogen production by other methods, and there is no premium paid for the fact that it has a
lower greenhouse gas intensity than several other hydrogen production methods.

•

In addition, there is no policy mechanism for incentivising negative emissions, only policy mechanisms that
penalise positive emissions – hence there is no driver to combine bioenergy with CCS at present. The inherent
cost and energy penalty of adding CCS means that support is essential, and given the long lead times and
lifetimes of CCS plants, this support must be consistent over many years.

Actions
• Market-based support for low carbon hydrogen (common with other technologies - see later)
• Greater policy direction and confidence in CCS (common with other technologies - see later)
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Barriers & actions

Limited access to funding is a barrier to the successful construction
of demonstration plants
•

Access to project funding in the UK is limited, and new build demonstration scale gasification technologies
typically require several £100m. Because gasification is a relatively new technology, project capex is expensive
and the risk for investors is high. Even if market based support for low carbon hydrogen were in place, this
would be unlikely to attract investment to this technology compared with electrolysis from renewable and SMR
plus CCS.

•

Gasifier technology for these demonstrations is likely to be licensed from companies outside the UK. In order
to attract project partners to build demonstration plants in the UK, working with UK project developers and
researchers, incentives will need to be provided, as have been made available for bioenergy project in the US
and elsewhere in the EU

Actions
• Projects require grant capital funding upfront, which could be delivered through a government-run competition there is precedent for this type of approach in the DfT advanced biofuel competition (£25m). The funding
requirements for demonstration gasification to hydrogen plants would be significantly higher than this, because
of the larger scale.
• These projects should be staged in scale, with one scale-up step in around 2020/21, followed by around 2 years of
learning before the next step in 2025. Sustained funding during this process is crucial to success. This stage
process mitigates technical risks, and also limits the support funding required until progress is demonstrated.
• Linking these projects with CCS developments through location near to CO2 transport and storage infrastructure
would be beneficial
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Barriers & actions

Hydrogen production from biomass gasification is currently very
expensive…
The cost of hydrogen production from biomass gasification is currently significantly higher than hydrogen
production from steam methane reforming, although this could change depending on the price of gas, meaning
that hydrogen produced through biomass gasification cannot compete commercially with other hydrogen on the
market. Cost reductions in gasification technologies are urgently needed, in particular around the very expensive
air-separation units which can be required for hydrogen production from gasification.

These modelled costs are based
on academic literature, as no
biomass hydrogen demonstration
plants exist, and so are uncertain.

Levelised cost of bio-hydrogen production
6.00

5.00
Levellised cost (£/kg)

This route could be lower cost
than centralised electrolysis. The
graph shows 2015 costs for a
54MWH2 plant and the 2030 costs
for a first of a kind 370MW H2
plant.

4.00

CO2 Transport & Storage

3.00

Feedstock

2.00

Variable Opex

1.00

Fixed Opex
Capex

0.00
£40/tCO2

£5/tCO2

£40/tCO2

2015

2030
with CCS

In the long term it can compete
with Natural Gas SMR plus CCS
depending on assumptions used
for natural gas price.

£5/tCO2
2015

2030

without CCS

Assumes use of woody feedstock in an entrained flow gasifier at the scales
shown. Note that if wastes were used, the feedstock cost would be low or
negative, but capex higher and efficiency lower.
CO2 transport and storage cost varied from £40/tCO2 estimated for dedicated
infrastructure for an SMR alone to £5/tCO2 as marginal additional costs for an
SMR joining a CO2 transport and storage hub. Other calculations E4tech based
on data from ETI TESBIC project.
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Barriers & actions

…and there is still significant potential for learning and cost
reduction through R&D
•

Many biomass gasification pilot and demonstration plants have encountered problems with their technology,
including around feedstock processing, gasification, and syngas clean-up. Such problems have resulted in the
failure of several projects.

•

In particular, hydrogen production from gasification has not been widely researched, so little is known about
the specific technologies for hydrogen production such as large-scale water gas shift reactions using biomassderived syngas. Improvements in the technology would improve reliability and efficiency of biomass
gasification to hydrogen, hence reducing costs and CO2 emissions. More demonstration plants producing
hydrogen from biomass gasification will also help to overcome these technology challenges.

Actions
• Increased R&D required in the areas below, to which UK researchers could contribute
• Feedstock processing
• Gasification
• Syngas clean-up
• Water-gas-shift reaction at large scale using a wide variety of syngas compositions
• Demonstration plant funding could include a requirement for collaboration with UK academic researchers
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Barriers & actions

Access to feedstocks with long-term contracts may be challenging
•

Entrained flow gasifiers need a reliable supply of high-quality biomass, and they are often unable to switch
between feedstocks. Therefore, securing a long-term and reliable contract for biomass supply can be vital for
the economics of a plant. In the UK there is little tradition of long-term biomass supply contracts, particularly in
forestry.

•

For gasification of wastes, long-term contracts are also important. Due to the difficulty of transporting
municipal solid waste, plant developers are reliant on secure contracts with local waste collectors.

Actions
• Enable more long-term biomass supply contracts. This could be enabled by greater collaboration between
biomass suppliers and gasification technology developers. For long-term waste contracts, local councils and
other waste-collection bodies should be encouraged to enter into long-term contracts
• Establishment of long-term and reliable biomass sustainability criteria so that developers have confidence that
rules will not change
• Support the development of a strong biomass supply chain. This could encompass support or subsidies for
farmers, the development of handling, transport and storage infrastructure, and for imported biomass the
development of good port facilities.
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Combined roadmap for bulk
hydrogen production

Barrier and actions

There are several barriers that affect all low carbon hydrogen
options that also need to be addressed
Actions:
•

Policy for hydrogen decarbonisation is needed. The GHG benefits of using hydrogen compared with the counterfactual
option vary considerably depending on the hydrogen production route and the application. Note that even routes
based on fossil-derived hydrogen can have GHG benefits today, such as use of unabated SMR hydrogen in an FCEV, and
so this is a question of lifecycle GHG emissions rather than renewability. Policy is needed to drive decarbonisation of
hydrogen used in each of the sectors or overall, for example through decarbonisation obligations or differential
taxation at a sector level. In the transport sector, the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO) supports hydrogen
from biomass, and is being modified to include hydrogen from renewable electricity, but would not support fossil+CCS
routes.

•

Agreed definitions for low carbon/green/renewable hydrogen - they would include agreement on when terms such as
‘green hydrogen’ can be used, a term which has been defined in Germany (McDowall, 2014). Rules regarding the chain
of custody for hydrogen produced from renewable electricity via the grid, or from renewable hydrogen via the gas grid
would also be needed – questions which are already being addressed by DfT as part of RTFO revision. DECC has set up
a Green Hydrogen Standard Working Group with the aim of defining the emission thresholds for hydrogen production
to be defined as green hydrogen, and to recommend how the emissions from hydrogen should be calculated. It is
possible that renewable hydrogen and low-carbon hydrogen could be separately defined by this standard. Note that
the definitions required to support policy in each sector may be different, depending on the carbon intensity of the
counterfactual. A project is also underway at UCL on developing a green hydrogen standard for the UK

•

Progressive grid decarbonisation from 2015 in both scenarios. Both scenarios include the use of electrolysis, despite
this being non-zero emissions in the early years when supplied from the grid. Progressive decarbonisation of the grid is
needed to allow this use to continue in the later years of the scenarios. This is needed for all ULEVs and as such is a noregrets move for low carbon transport as well as electricity generation.
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Roadmap

Together, these form a combined roadmap for bulk hydrogen
production
Multi MW-scale demonstrations in
Europe and North America

UK actions

Technology
progress

2020-2025

2025 onwards

Up to 5 GW electrolyser deployment in Europe
through national roll-out programmes.

Biomass gasification projects for power, fuels and bioSNG

SMR+CCS considered
as viable option for
the UK

UK deployment likely to be limited to distributed electrolysis

UK market
development

Global
activities
and
deployment

2016-2020

SMR included in CCS deployment
Planning and construction of 2 demo
plants

Cost reductions achieved as global manufacturing volumes increase.

Biomass gasification is proven
and ready for wider deployment

Large electrolysis is
nearly cost competitive
in UK to SMR w/o CCS

Continued research on gasification and syngas clean up
Agree definitions for low
Introduce policy for hydrogen
carbon/green/
decarbonisation
renewable hydrogen
CCS policy review
H2 included in strategic planning for CCS
SMR included in early CCS deployment
Market framework for electrolysers to
Review cost reduction crossover from
generate value from system services
small scale electrolysers
FEED study on bulk electrolysis with RE
Support for breakthrough R&D of low currently low TRL approaches
Biomass gasifier competition
Research funding
All technologies

SMR+CCS

Biomass gasification

Large electrolysis
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Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies
•

Hydrogen production for transport – cost reduction in large electrolysis depends on cost reduction in
distributed electrolysis, as technologies are modular

•

Services to energy networks (if there is large value for grid services, this may help large scale electrolysis to
become cost competitive sooner)

•

Hydrogen pipelines - Converting pipelines to 100% hydrogen needs to be aligned with roll-out of bulk hydrogen
production (e.g. selecting towns for conversion with nearby bulk hydrogen source or near CCS infrastructure).
Lack of pipeline conversion could drive more distributed production of hydrogen near to transport demand,
rather than centralised bulk production

Beneficial effects
•

Lower cost and lower carbon hydrogen production improves the benefits for all other roadmaps
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Mini-roadmap: Hydrogen in pipelines

Introduction

Supplying hydrogen to buildings, industry and transport via
pipelines could have lower costs than other options
•

Decarbonising heat is an important part of meeting our
climate targets. However, decarbonising heat in buildings and
industry is challenging, for several reasons:
• Energy demand for heat is high, and varies considerably
over the year. These large peaks in demand are currently
supplied by the gas network: if energy for heating was
supplied via the electricity network then substantial and
widespread network reinforcement and storage would be
needed
• Most technology options for low carbon heat are
expensive compared with natural gas (heat pumps, district
heating, biomass, solar thermal) and require a change in
technology and/or behaviour by the user.

•

•

There is interest in converting the gas network to hydrogen,
or blending smaller volumes of hydrogen into the gas
network, to provide a low carbon heating option that could be
less disruptive for consumers, more familiar to them, and
potentially cheaper than alternative low carbon options.
Hydrogen would also be a high power option for cooking.

Source: The Future of Heating: Meeting the challenge,
DECC, 2013

Converting the gas network to hydrogen could also provide hydrogen for other users, such as the transport
sector at lower cost than onsite production, or distribution from centralised production by road. This is
discussed in the Hydrogen production and distribution for road transport roadmap
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Introduction

Here we are focusing on conversion of the gas grid to 100%
hydrogen
• Here we are focusing on conversion of the gas grid to 100% hydrogen
(H2), and use of H2 in domestic and commercial burners and boilers.
• Use of H2 from the gas grid in other applications such as transport,
industry and power generation is included in the other mini-roadmaps
• The reasons for this focus are:
• There is a strong UK interest in decarbonisation of heat. Conversion of
the gas grid to H2 has very large long term GHG benefits
• H2 for heating has a large potential long term market in the UK and
elsewhere
• The UK has leading activities in assessing the feasibility of conversion
• Blending H2 into the gas grid in small percentages (<10% v/v) is one
option for H2 produced from electrolysers providing services to the
electricity network (see Services to energy networks roadmap). It is not
an area of focus here as although the GHG benefits of blending are
available in the near term, they are small
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Introduction

The natural gas grid in a town could be converted to 100% hydrogen,
supplying domestic, commercial, industrial and transport applications
•

The existing natural gas low- and medium-pressure networks would supply 100% hydrogen to any application
including domestic, commercial and industrial users and vehicle refuelling stations. These pipes are in the
process of being replaced with plastic (PE) piping which can carry hydrogen.

•

This would require boilers, appliances and meters in buildings to be converted. The hydrogen could also be used
in fuel cell CHP in buildings or for district heating

•

The gas transmission network would not be converted, as these steel pipes are not suitable for hydrogen.
Hydrogen supply to the low- and medium-pressure networks and connection to storage sites would be via
dedicated hydrogen pipelines, existing or new.

Picture: H21 Leeds Citygate, Dan Sadler, NGN
http://www.praseg.org.uk/docs/PRASEG%20EVENT%20NGN%20SLIDES%20dan%20sadler.pdf
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Introduction

FAQs: Hydrogen could carry as much energy as natural gas, and
have comparable levels of risk
How could hydrogen carry as much energy as natural gas?
• The calorific value of hydrogen (the energy per unit volume) is about a third that of natural gas. However, its density (the mass per unit
volume) is about an eighth that of natural gas. This means that hydrogen moves faster through a pipe for the same pressure drop.
• However, there are some enhancements to the network that will occur under a natural gas to hydrogen conversions which would remove
the majority of the capacity constraint to carry a greater volume of hydrogen. These include the opportunity to increase the pressure in
much of the low pressure network without exceeding its maximum operating pressure of 75mbar.
• This increase in volumetric flow will allow as much energy to flow with hydrogen as with natural gas
Is it safe to use hydrogen in buildings?
Studies to date1 (see Hyhouse box on next slide) have indicated that the risks arising from the use of hydrogen and natural gas in buildings are
broadly comparable, assuming in both cases that installations are made in accordance with appropriate standards. Assessing their comparative
safety is extremely complex as:
• the rate of leakage by volume of hydrogen from a damaged pipe is likely to be greater than that of natural gas from the same defect, (increasing
the risk from hydrogen)
• but the calorific value of hydrogen is much lower (decreasing the risk from hydrogen),
• hydrogen is low density and high diffusivity so the resulting concentrations of hydrogen in a building are much lower than expected (decreasing
the risk from hydrogen),
• hydrogen leaks should be readily detected by smell2 (decreasing the risk from hydrogen)
• in the event of a hydrogen leak and fire the likely concentrations of hydrogen within a domestic property are likely to cause only modest damage
(decreasing the risk from hydrogen)3
• however if there is a high concentration of hydrogen (e.g. from a leaking pipe inside a cupboard), the risks are much higher. This issue is known in
the gas industry, but it is well understood and can be addressed
• considerations of damage following an ignition of any flammable gas are always complex1.
Further testing work is needed on hydrogen’s behaviour in buildings in different situations to confirm these findings and develop detailed standards.
Overall, assuming suitable installation standards are in place, it is reasonable to treat hydrogen as another in the group of flammable gases,
including natural gas & LPG, which are already supplied to buildings, with similar levels of risk.
1. e.g. Hyhouse, Kiwa Gastec, June 2015 ‘ Safety Issues Surrounding Hydrogen as an Energy Storage Vector’
http://www.igem.org.uk/media/361886/final%20report_v13%20for%20publication.pdf
and A Comparison of H2, CH4 and C3H8 fuel leakage in residential settings M. R. Swain and M. N. Swain Department of
Mechanical Engineering, University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL 33124, U.S.A.
2. A Study on Detection of Hydrogen Leak in Soils Main S. Namatame Japan Gas Association
3. Effect of hydrogen concentration on vented explosion overpressures from lean hydrogen-air deflagrations C.R.
Bauwens*, J. Chao, S.B. Dorofeev FM Global, Research Division, 1151 Boston-Providence Turnpike, Norwood, MA 02062,
USA)
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Case study on hydrogen safety: Hyhouse
• The Hyhouse project investigated the comparative risk and hazard from hydrogen and natural gas
released into a remote Scottish farmhouse.
• Equal quantities of hydrogen and natural gas in energy terms (up to 64kW) were released in three
locations in the property.

• This meant that 340% by volume more hydrogen than natural gas was released for each test, due
to hydrogen’s lower energy density. However, the amount of hydrogen then found in the
property was typically only 120-150% by volume more than the amount of natural gas, because
hydrogen diffuses faster than natural gas, and because its very low density promotes large air
currents. This meant that even though the house was sealed to twice the current air tightness
standards, it was not possible to achieve more than a 12% by volume hydrogen concentration.
• The concentrations arising from a leak of natural gas at the same energy rate would give a
concentration of about 7%, which (if ignited) is likely to give a broadly similar level of damage.
This is because a 7% concentration of natural gas is closer to the level needed for perfect
combustion (the stoichiometric mixture) of 10%, than the 12% concentration of hydrogen is to its
perfect mixture of 29%.

Hyhouse, Kiwa Gastec, June 2015 ‘ Safety Issues Surrounding Hydrogen as an Energy
Storage Vector’
http://www.igem.org.uk/media/361886/final%20report_v13%20for%20publication.pdf
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Aims for 2025

By 2025, preparation could be completed to allow a city to convert
from natural gas to hydrogen soon afterwards
•

Conversion of the low and medium-pressure gas network to hydrogen would be done on a town-by-town basis,
with coordinated conversion of the network and appliances.

•

The overall process is similar to the successful conversion of the UK gas networks from town gas to natural gas
in the 1970s in Great Britain and in the last decade in the Isle of Man. At the peak, 10,000 appliances were
converted each day.

•

By 2025, preparation could be completed to allow a city to convert from natural gas to hydrogen soon
afterwards. Preparatory work on two or three cities would enable different challenges to be identified, and
costs compared

•

Conversion of these towns and cities would enable:

• Lower GHG emissions from domestic, commercial and industrial sectors – which is the primary driver for
considering conversion
• More widespread availability of hydrogen for transport and portable applications, at lower cost than
hydrogen transported by other means, enabling faster roll out and so faster GHG and air quality benefits.
Note that gas clean up requirements for these applications are covered in the ‘Hydrogen production for
transport’ roadmap
• Reduced NOx emissions if catalytic burners are used rather than combustion
•

The first conversions should be planned with a wider rollout in mind for the longer term, to enable the optimal
system design, but would not imply a locked-in path to conversion of the whole gas grid: it would be possible
for natural gas and hydrogen grids to co-exist in different regions, and to co-exist with other low carbon
heating options.
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting
carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
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Tasks

The preparation tasks needed include technical and engineering
activities, as well as changes to policy and regulation
•

The H21 Leeds Citygate project is considering what it would take for Leeds to be converted to hydrogen. The
forthcoming report on the project will set out the tasks required for this preparation. In addition, a programme of
enabling work has been identified alongside this project, with specifications for work packages of 57 projects
covering the strategic, technical/engineering, regulatory, governance and consumer tasks needed.

•

The first step would be to establish a programme for the conversion, to run and coordinate the engineering tasks
required.

•

Based on previous reports and interviews, the technical/engineering tasks are likely to include:
• Engineering studies, trials and changes – network conversion, domestic, commercial and industrial use,
including
• gas network modelling to identify where changes to the networks are needed
• Ensuring that the ongoing Iron Mains Risk Reduction Programme (IMRRP) which is replacing most existing
iron pipes within 30m of buildings with polyethylene pipes (which can carry hydrogen) for safety reasons
proceeds with potential hydrogen conversion in mind
• A robust plan for conversion of each network
• Selection, siting and construction of hydrogen production plants, storage and transmission pipelines
• Availability of appliances that can use 100% hydrogen in domestic and commercial buildings, both new
appliances and conversion of existing ones, and feasibility of use in industry
• Survey of properties to assess conversion needs

•

In the longer term, conversion of further towns and cities will require work on links between their networks, and
expansion of the hydrogen transmission system
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Tasks

This would rely on progress on areas covered by several other
roadmaps
•

Conversion of the natural gas distribution network to hydrogen would require progress in several areas
covered by other roadmaps
• Large scale low carbon hydrogen production
• Bulk hydrogen storage – to allow for inter-seasonal storage and production plant downtime

• Readiness of industry in these towns to switch to hydrogen, or identification of alternatives
•

Note that progress in fuel cell development and deployment would increase the range of uses for hydrogen
from the gas network, but is not a prerequisite for gas network conversion, as hydrogen could be used in
boilers and burners

•

Note also that the ability to blend smaller percentages of hydrogen in the gas grid (e.g. <10% by volume) is not
a competing option with gas grid conversion: this could be done in regions that had not yet been converted to
hydrogen. However, if blending was at high enough levels to require appliance modification, there may be
limited value in incurring these costs if a conversion to 100% hydrogen was envisaged in the near future.
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UK capabilities

Several recent projects have assessed the feasibility of gas network
conversion in the UK, in addition to strong UK research
H21 Leeds Citygate (ongoing)
This is a feasibility study for converting Leeds city
region from natural gas to hydrogen, led by
Northern Gas Networks. Additionally, the project
team have produced a roadmap detailing tasks
required for conversion, including specifications for
16 work packages comprising 57 projects covering
the strategic, technical/engineering, regulatory,
governance and consumer aspects of the work. The
report is due at the end of Q2 2016.
HyHouse (2015)
This project, conducted by Kiwa Gastec for DECC,
investigated the risks likely from the release of H2
or H2/natural gas mixtures into a 3-bed house. The
project consisted of low rate gas leak simulations,
with concentrations of the gases measured
throughout the house, plus high rate releases to
simulate a leaking vehicle or gas main. Overall, the
risks of a significant fire and explosion and so the
impact on the health of a householder following a
significant leak of either H2, natural gas or a mixture
were found to be similar, with further work needed
on release into enclosed spaces such as cupboards.

Delivery of alternative heat solutions to a typical town in the UK
(ongoing)
DECC-funded study and site work conducted by Ramboll to investigate
and compare hydrogen, hybrid heat pumps, electric heat pumps and heat
networks to replace the use of natural gas in a UK town. Options will be
compared for their installed and operating costs at distribution level along
with legal/regulatory and environmental barriers.
Hydrogen scenarios to 2050 (2015)
This project, by E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the Committee on
Climate Change developed scenarios including gas grid conversion to
hydrogen, informed by modelling using the UKTM energy systems model,
and Kiwa Gastec’s practical experience, considering technology
developments, and energy systems implications, as well as policy needs
UK academic research strengths
Research at UCL has assessed the potential for, and energy system
impacts, of conversion of the gas grid to 100% hydrogen, including
through modelling using the UK TIMES energy system model (UKTM) and
through assessment of the process of conversion from town gas to natural
gas
Hydrogen appliances (ongoing)
Kiwa Gastec and E4tech are assessing the potential for development of
domestic and commercial hydrogen appliances, and potential barriers to
developing a supply chain for these products in the UK

H21 Leeds Citygate http://www.smarternetworks.org/Project.aspx?ProjectID=1630
Hyhouse Final report Kiwa Gastec 2015 http://sse.com/media/383190/HyHouse_FinalReport.pdf
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting carbon
budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
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Barriers and actions

Gas grid conversion would rely on a strong policy driver for
decarbonisation of heating
•

There is currently no strong policy driver for widespread decarbonisation of heating.
• Conversion of the gas grid will not occur without policy support, as there are costs and disruption of the
conversion of the grid and appliances, and hydrogen is more expensive than natural gas in operation.
Although the alternative low carbon heating options are also likely to need policy drivers, conversion to
hydrogen requires larger scale decision making than is possible at the household or local level.
• Relatively short term, specific policy, such as that aimed at reducing the cost of hydrogen for the heat sector
or increasing the cost of alternatives, would be unlikely to drive conversion alone, given the large scale of
the change needed and the locked-in nature of the change.

Actions:
•

A high level policy on heat decarbonisation is needed, that enables a strategic direction to be set for the UK. The most
appropriate solution is likely to vary between areas (hydrogen, heat pumps, district heating etc.). The policy will need
to consider the appropriate level of decision making given that gas network conversions and the hydrogen generation
sites may span multiple local authorities and regions, and there will be an interaction with strategic infrastructure
decisions on CCS (see next slide). The policy would need to align with policy on hydrogen in other sectors, with a
coherent vision. The policy would need to be recognised by Ofgem in the next price review (2021 to 2029), otherwise,
gas DNOs networks will delay any action until the 2030s.

•

Once a decision was made to switch, consistent and robust support from national and local government would be
needed to make sure that the confidence of the DNO and public was maintained throughout the process.

•

Given that policymakers will need reliable and consistent information to inform this decision, an industry group should
be established that could provide information and promote hydrogen conversion. The group could support cross-vector
analysis comparing options for low carbon heating and impacts on gas and electricity networks, and also coordinate
with international activities
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting
carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
EnergyPath Networks tool http://www.eti.co.uk/project/energypath/
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Barriers and actions

Conversion relies on large supplies of low carbon hydrogen, which
relies on a successful CCS project, and a policy framework for CCS
•

Conversion of the gas grid to hydrogen results in a hydrogen demand significantly larger than those of other sectors.
This means that it will not be feasible unless bulk low carbon hydrogen supply options are available, in particular, SMR
with CCS.

•

Lack of success with CCS would imply a need to move to other low carbon hydrogen production options, such as large
scale electrolysis, or biomass gasification and reforming, which could be have higher costs, and would affect the
comparison with other heat decarbonisation options. Some stakeholders have strong doubts that the gas grid would be
converted to hydrogen without SMR+CCS, due to the availability of renewable electricity and electricity network
infrastructure that would be required. However, others noted that lack of progress in CCS should not delay or derail
work on hydrogen conversion, given that in the long term renewable electricity, or even nuclear energy could enable
bulk hydrogen production.

•

Further widespread conversion of cities to hydrogen would mean very large requirements for primary energy, CCS
infrastructure and storage capacity, and hydrogen storage capacity, which have not yet been investigated in detail.

Actions:

•

As discussed in the bulk hydrogen production roadmap, hydrogen could be part of early deployment of CCS. A review
of progress in CCS will be required in around 2020 to determine whether it is feasible to progress with plans for
conversion. This will determine whether SMR with CCS is likely to be a viable pathway for hydrogen in the long term,
and whether it will be available in time for the first conversions, or very soon after (it may be acceptable to convert to
hydrogen using unabated SMR if there is certainty that CCS will be included very soon afterwards) .

•

Assess what the implications of roll out to more cities would be in terms of primary energy demand, CCS infrastructure
and capacity, and hydrogen storage potential
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Barriers and actions

Support is needed for preparation for conversion: particularly trials
of network conversion and end-use
•

Currently, innovative activities in this area are supported through several programmes, but these are not appropriate
for large scale project roll-out, as they are relatively small and focused on saving money for consumers today
• The Ofgem Gas Network Innovation Competition (NIC), which allows gas network companies to compete for £18m
funding for development and demonstration of new technologies, operating and commercial arrangements.
• The Gas Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) - a set allowance DNOs receive as part of their price control
allowance, suitable for “smaller technical, commercial, or operational projects directly related to the licensees
network that have the potential to deliver financial benefits to the licensee and its customers; and/or to fund the
preparation of submissions to the Network Innovation Competition”. The H21 Leeds Citygate project was funded
through this mechanism
• DECC-funded projects such as those on alternative heating towns, and hydrogen appliances

Actions:
•

As explained previously, there are many tasks needed in the enabling programme for conversion. Depending on the level of
funding required for these tasks, there will be a need for increased levels of support or new mechanisms for support beyond
those listed above, starting now and ongoing until 2025.

•

This will need to fund different types of activity (project teams, studies, trials at scale of one street/new developments,
coordination activities) involving different actors (one or more DNOs, technical services, networks) and taking into account
benefits in different areas (gas network improvement, reduced electricity grid impacts, enabling low carbon transport, CO 2 and air
quality benefits). Taking early action to assess the benefits of grid conversion and implementation of demonstration projects
could greatly reduce long-term costs and increase the likely success of conversions.

•

Continuation of the IMRRP - Completion of the programme is needed to ensure that gas pipelines are hydrogen-compatible in
the first cities, and in other cities to be converted in the future. This is likely to continue in any case, but it is worth noting that it is
needed for hydrogen conversions to take place

Dodds, P. E. and Hawkes, A. (Eds.) (2014) The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable,
secure low-carbon heat. H2FC SUPERGEN, London, UK.
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Barriers and actions

Whilst further work is needed on the costs of conversion and H2
supply, this is not the primary barrier to the first conversions
•

The costs of conversion and operation of hydrogen supply via the gas grid are not the primary barrier to the
preparation needed to 2025. Whilst feasibility work carried out in this time will identify how costs can be minimised,
this is not an area where significant innovation in technologies is needed to bring down costs to enable deployment.

•

Conversion costs will include the costs of the required feasibility studies, changes to the network itself, and
coordination of the roll-out. Costs are being established as part of the H21 and Hydrogen town projects, and are
expected to be around £10m per city. Cost of conversion of domestic dwellings have been estimated at £3500 for new
appliances and a meter (Kiwa Gastec estimate from E4tech, 2015), with reductions possible through economies of
replication in large towns, down to £230-490/house for modification (Dodds and Demoullin, 2013)

•

The major market for hydrogen supplied via the gas grid will be heat. Costs of heating using hydrogen will be higher
than the natural gas incumbent. This is because the main options for low carbon hydrogen production are SMR+CCS
using natural gas as an input, and large scale electrolysis, which is likely to remain higher cost than SMR+CCS, even with
cost reductions projected through technology development. Fixed operational costs should be the same as natural gas
(e.g. inspections, maintenance).

•

However, the costs of all alternative low carbon heating options, including heat pumps and district heating, will be
higher than the incumbent. It important to continue to compare the costs and benefits of this option with other low
carbon heating alternatives for each region.

•

Further information on the costs of conversion to hydrogen is an important output of the H21 Leeds Citygate project
and the DECC hydrogen town study, which will also provide comparison with the costs of alternatives

•

The way in which these low carbon heating options are financed will affect how much of these costs are passed on to
heat consumers and other end users, as discussed on the following slide

Dodds and Demoullin ‘Conversion of the UK gas system to transport hydrogen’ International Journal of Hydrogen
Energy 38 (2013) 7189 -7200
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting
carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
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Barriers and actions

The way in which conversion and supply are financed will affect
costs to the consumer, and requirements for policy support
•

Financing mechanisms for conversion and for ongoing losses in conversion of natural gas to hydrogen will have a large impact on
the costs to the consumer. Increasing prices could lead to consumers in conversion regions switching to other heating options,
increasing costs to others.

•

If gas DNOs were allowed to finance these changes under Ofgem’s framework for price control (RIIO (Revenue=Incentives+
Innovation+Outputs)), the costs of hydrogen production plants, losses in conversion of natural gas to hydrogen, changes to
infrastructure and to appliances could be amortised over 45 years, and also could be distributed across all customers, rather than
only those in the areas first converted to hydrogen. This would significantly reduce the impact on consumers. Price control periods
are currently 8 years, with the next starting in 2021.

•

As roll out to future cities would necessarily be relatively slow, the costs to DNOs would be spread out over the whole transition,
which would be at least 15 years. Given that the IMRP will have been completed by this time, and so spending on this have
declined, some interviewees estimate that the impact on bills may not be large.

Actions:
•
•

•

Continued feasibility and cost assessment of low carbon heating options including gas grid conversion
Gas DNO discussion with Ofgem is needed by 2018 on how cost of initial conversions could fit with price control (e.g. whether costs
would need to be specified by 2021, or could be changed later) and how future conversion could be financed, including appliances.
Note that Ofgem are only likely to support network business plans for enabling work and/or conversion if there is a clear policy
steer from DECC
If a cost gap remains, public support to reduce the cost of hydrogen would be justified on the grounds of lower GHG emissions than
natural gas. This could be done by policy support for low-carbon hydrogen production, for example in a similar manner to support
for biogas under the Renewable Heat Incentive. Support could be varied according to the lifecycle GHG emissions of the hydrogen
production, as is being discussed in DECC’s Green Hydrogen Policy group. Support would need to recognise the value of hydrogen
in providing inter-seasonal heat storage capacity as well as the differential costs between natural gas and hydrogen. Note that
UKHFCA have previously advocated support for hydrogen production at 7.3 p/kWh, based on biogas feed-in rates under the RHI, but
this level may not be required depending on the financing options used, and may not be appropriate for 100% gas grid conversion
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to
meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
‘A FiT across sectors for UK hydrogen & fuel cells’, AMEC representing UKHFCA, 2013
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Even if hydrogen supplied via the gas grid was more expensive
than gas, this could be cheaper than other low carbon alternatives
•

The graph below shows the cost of energy provision for a 1-2 family dwelling (FCHJU, 2015). This shows that
using gas for heating is the cheapest option, followed by district heating. With increased production volume,
fuel cell microCHP has the potential to become competitive with these options

•

The relevance here is that even if hydrogen supplied via the gas grid was more expensive than gas, hydrogen
used in existing equipment could still be a considerably cheaper option than heat pumps and non FC CHP in
the future
Economic benchmarking
of a fuel cell mCHP in a
renovated German 1/2
family dwelling

Roland Berger for the FCHJU, 2015 Advancing Europe's energy
systems: Stationary fuel cells in distributed generation
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Barriers and actions

Conversion will require a tightly managed and coordinated process
•

The conversion itself will require a tightly managed and coordinated process. Successful transitions will rely on the
local gas distribution network operator (DNO) working with the local authority and providers of hydrogen equipment.
The DNO would convert the network and provide conversion or supply of appliances, and work with the local authority
to plan the switch and provide information to the public. This depends on a consensus decision to make the switch,
and a significant degree of coordinated activity

•

If conversion to hydrogen is to be an available options for cities and regions in the future, the success of the first
conversions is crucial: technical or logistical difficulties in conversion, or a poor reaction from the public to the
conversion could delay or prevent future conversions.

•

Coordination activity could also include facilitating construction of hydrogen transmission pipelines: whilst pipelines
already exist and are in use today, there are concerns from some stakeholders that wayleaves for new transmission
pipelines could take decades, and would be much more difficult than for gas pipelines. Further work is needed to
establish what the barriers are in this area, and what actions could overcome these.

Actions

•

Coordination between cities and DNOs working on the first conversions could help to support the first transitions.
However, coordination and support from a national body is needed to ensure and assess the success of early
conversions and may be more effective in transferring information and skills for later conversions. This body could also
develop a roadmap for more widespread roll out, based on assessing the costs from the first conversions, potential for
their reduction over time and with experience, and the best way to phase future roll out given local plans, skills
availability and development of infrastructure for hydrogen production and transmission, and CCS. If future rollout is
not considered at the time of the first conversions, the overall systems design is likely to be sub-optimal

E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to
meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
Dodds, P. E. and Hawkes, A. (Eds.) (2014) The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable,
secure low-carbon heat. H2FC SUPERGEN, London, UK.
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Barriers and actions

Information provision is crucial for consumers and related sectors
•

Consumers need to understand the benefits, costs and safety issues associated with hydrogen. This is
particularly important as the switch away from natural gas will be compulsory in the areas converted, although
consumers could choose to switch to alternative heating sources

•

Metering and billing arrangements will also need to be agreed

Actions
•

Communicating the safety of domestic hydrogen is needed through co-ordinated efforts by companies and
industry bodies, backed up by evidence gained through testing programmes. Information is also needed on
how the conversion would take place in a managed process. This could be done in a similar way to the switch
to digital television, where a dedicated organisation was set up to manage the switch and provide information
to consumers, funded by the television networks.

•

If communicated to consumers, blending of smaller amounts of hydrogen in the gas grid could help consumers
to become familiar with the idea of gas networks carrying hydrogen

•

Use of hydrogen in other applications visible to consumers (e.g. portable applications, vehicles) could help to
increase familiarity with hydrogen as a fuel. Coordination is needed here to ensure that conflicting information
is not provided. Further research on public acceptability of hydrogen appliances, including public
demonstrations, particularly in cooking, is needed, to gain acceptance and demonstrate equivalent
performance.

•

Progress updates to other sectors are important – communication to other hydrogen-using sectors of the
expected progress of conversion, to aid planning of infrastructure e.g. refuelling stations
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to
meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
Dodds, P. E. and Hawkes, A. (Eds.) (2014) The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable,
secure low-carbon heat. H2FC SUPERGEN, London, UK.
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Barriers and actions

Hydrogen appliances for domestic and commercial use have been
developed, but have very limited availability
•

Several boiler makers have already produced H2 boilers at a variety of scales. Some H2 boilers are already on the market ranging from a
few kW to those burning H2 in industry at several MW. Numbers sold are very small, probably less than 100 (Kiwa Gastec)

•

Appliances will be developed and manufactured by both UK and non-UK companies. The UK has several boiler and stove manufacturers,
with activities in the UK even if they are part of larger groups. There are several boiler maintenance R&D facilities in the UK (e.g. Ideal
Boilers, Keston and Worcester Bosch). Pure Energy Centre has a catalytic H2 boiler, and Almaas Technologies are working on H2 burners
for cooking

•

Note that the speed and cost of conversion will be minimised if H2 boilers can easily replace current natural gas boilers, through using
the same backplate, which is manufacturer-specific. This means that multiple developers will need to develop H2 products, although the
range of products will be narrower than their current range. The appliance manufacturers consulted are keen to ensure that there is a
competitive market with a diversity of products available.

•

It has been proposed that new boilers could be made dual fuel, so that they could switch to hydrogen later. Manufacturers consulted as
part of this project did not consider this to be technically feasible, as dual fuel boilers would be larger than single fuel ones, and so
would not fit into the same space e.g. existing boiler cupboards.

•

Technical tasks and barriers are:
• Need for clarity on the quality of the gas including agreement on any odorants and colorants used
• Need for clarity on appliance requirements e.g. thermal efficiency and NOx emissions. Flue gas analysers may need to be developed
along with other auxiliary equipment for boilers / appliances
• Need for test houses and approval bodies early on to give a route to approval for products. Notified bodies could provide approval
and certification with standards for products and installation developed as the market develops, rather than at the outset
• Concerns over bottlenecks in the supply of components as all developers within the UK would have to work with the same gas valve,
seal, control and burner manufacturers.
• Lack of specific IGEM standards for hydrogen appliances – although IGEM are now reviewing this
• It is possible that H2 boilers will have a larger spatial footprint than existing methane‐burning appliances

•

For further information on technical needs and barriers, see the forthcoming report from Kiwa Gastec and E4tech on hydrogen
appliances commissioned by DECC
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to
meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
Kiwa Gastec and E4tech for DECC Hydrogen appliances project workshop reports and draft report
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A five-year window of development and testing would be needed
before deployment
•

Manufacturers considered that roll out of a sufficient number appliances to convert a city by the mid 2020s was a reasonable
scenario. However, a five-year window of development and testing would be needed before deployment, i.e. a clear policy signal
by 2020-2022

•

Given constraints on the manufacturers’ engineering resources, they will only commit to development once they are confident of
a market of a reasonable size. One town (~likely 1000 units to be sold per manufacturer) is too small a market to drive this
activity, meaning that a first conversion would have to be part of a staged programme with the expectation of further roll out to
markets of 10,000s to 100,000s providing the first conversions were successful

•

This process assumes that
•

Gathering data and defining specifications on gas specification, odorant, colorant, flame detection is done before the start of
the 5 year period, along with the start of academic work on concepts for new burner designs and on safety standards

•

2-3 years is needed for lab development - engineering re-design and testing. There may be a role for some jointly sponsored
early stage research that could support multiple product developers, but appliance development would take place at
manufacturers’ own R&D facilities.

•

Field tests for each product – this means 5-50 units per manufacturer to test all of the aspects of how the unit performs in
the field, installation processes etc. This needs to include 2 full winters

•

A considerable investment in infrastructure and commitment of engineering capacity is required for product development (even
for the small quantities required during the initial roll-out). Additional costs will be incurred in the R&D, product design and initial
manufacturing phases above those normally incurred for natural gas appliances. To develop and launch a range (i.e. including
both development and initial production set-up costs) for a range of hydrogen products from several UK manufacturers is likely to
be in the range £10m to £50m over 5 years

•

There is an increased challenge for commercial appliances, in particular catering appliances as the market is smaller
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Barriers and actions

Several actions are needed to enable a wide range of appliances to
be available by 2025
Actions:
•

A strong policy framework and planning (see other slides) is needed to give manufacturers confidence that the market
will exist, so that they start to develop, test and certify appliances.

•

Coordination activity to give information to the appliance industry to communicate market needs, including gas
composition and appliance requirements (efficiency and NOx levels), such as a technical working group
• Potential for additional support for low NOx appliances such as catalytic hydrogen boilers, for example specifications
for NOx levels in appliances, or support for lower NOx appliances
• Although there has been demonstration of domestic appliances using hydrogen, and a suitable regulatory
framework exists, guidance and installation-specific documentation for their use in the UK is needed

•

A hydrogen appliance testing hub could give manufacturers access to the large quantities of hydrogen they need for
testing and a certification body. This could be established near an existing source of by-product hydrogen

•

Manufacturers consider that support for RD&D will be needed once policy is in place to bring down unit costs. Given
that there will be research, development and testing needed, different funding models will be needed at each stage

•

There is a current lack of knowledge about the existing gas appliance stock. One option would be a project to map UK
appliances, although the workforce that would be needed for this may be large. An alternative approach would be
ongoing data collection on appliances now, through registration of new installations by gas appliance installers, and
collection of data from existing appliances on servicing. This would involve potentially commercial sensitivities between
manufacturers and personal privacy issues, and some stakeholders believe that the data would be of poor quality and
difficult to manage, given the complexity of model types of gas appliance. Nevertheless, recent experience of house by
house gas appliance testing by SGN in Oban, Scotland related to a change in natural gas composition saw only a very
few objections by householders, which could mean that these barriers are not large in practice. Whichever approach
was used, information on appliance stock would be needed by the start of the five-year window for the first areas to be
converted, and could be linked to another activity such as safety checks to boost acceptance
Dodds, P. E. and Hawkes, A. (Eds.) (2014) The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable,
secure low-carbon heat. H2FC SUPERGEN, London, UK.
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Barriers and actions

In standards and safety, further work is needed on standards
development and trials
Actions:
•

There are no specific standards for hydrogen distribution, which would be required to ensure that appropriate, safe
and consistent practices were followed across the first and subsequent conversions, and clarify liabilities or
responsibilities of the various parties. The Institute of Gas Engineers and Managers (IGEM) should be encouraged to
sponsor appropriate research and then write the necessary standards.

•

Standards for hydrogen handling and use in buildings are already under development, but are lacking in some areas.
Further work testing real systems is needed to underpin the further development and evolution of these standards and
the relationship between them.

•

Hydrogen will need to be odorised to help detection of leaks. Some odorants poison fuel cells and so would need to be
removed for some uses. A non-sulphur-based odorant compatible with fuel cells has been developed in Japan, but
public perception and recognition of the smell are important issues

•

An existing or new body should be appointed to ensure standards are put in place at the right time. A new body – or a
larger mandate for an existing one such as IGEM – to consider hydrogen energy standards holistically and ensure
appropriate implementation or revision of existing industrial and other regulations could help to streamline and
rationalise the process and the standards themselves. This could also be done by the coordination body discussed
earlier

•

Note that standards already exist to cover dedicated hydrogen pipelines.

•

International cooperation - work is ongoing internationally, such as CEN standards development, the European HySafe
project (IEA, 2015), and these programmes can be built upon locally. Wider international collaboration will also be
important, for example with North America and Asia, as components and complete technologies are international, and
because of the important learning and skills transfers possible.
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to
meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
Dodds, P. E. and Hawkes, A. (Eds.) (2014) The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable,
secure low-carbon heat. H2FC SUPERGEN, London, UK.
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Barriers and actions

Skills development is needed in all areas to produce new
appliances and enable conversion
•

Although supply and use of hydrogen has similar levels of risk to other flammable gases, such as natural gas
and LPG, its characteristics are different, requiring training for engineers, gas-safe workers and safety
personnel.

•

Roll-out of hydrogen to whole towns and cities will require trained and registered hydrogen-safe workers,
converting both gas mains and building appliances. It is estimated that it would take 2 years to establish a
hydrogen safe registration course, then 6 months to train workers. It will also be important to consider the
impacts of the timing of the changeover on local self‐employed tradesmen and small businesses. Emergency
responders must also be suitably equipped to deal with the different hazards associated with hydrogen
technologies.

•

There is a need for gas engineering skills in end-use appliances and gas distribution network management. The
H2FC Supergen white paper reported that there is only one MSc dedicated to gas engineering in the UK and
the number of domestic students was reported to be small, with gas industry stakeholders interviewed noting
that a potential shortfall in gas engineers may be emerging.

Actions:
•

Skills assessment needed to meet the rollout programme set out, managed by a coordinating body or an
existing body such as IGEM, plus additional training and education courses needed to meet any gaps.
Reviewing what was done in the conversion from town gas to natural gas could help here
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Roadmap

Roadmap: actions summary

Tech.
progress

UK market
development

Global
activities
and
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

2025 onwards

Trials in small areas
H2 appliance development and manufacturing
Trials in small areas

Engineering studies and learning through trials

One city ready for conversion

Development of H2 appliances suitable for the UK
Heat decarbonisation policy
CCS review
Continuation of the IMRRP

UK actions

Support for preparation work including trials
Review of fit with price control

Ongoing support for H2 prod’n and storage

Creation of national body to coordinate first conversions and future roll-out
Information on conversion and safety to consumers
Technical working group on appliance needs
RD&D support for appliances plus testing hub
Data collection on appliances
UK trials and international cooperation on safety

Establish industry group

UK skills assessment

UK skills development
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Deployment scenarios

Progress by 2025 depends on the amount of work that can be
done on feasibility, and affects deployment after 2025

Central scenario
Preparation work completed for
conversion of one town to
hydrogen, supported by trials as
in the Low scenario

High scenario
Preparation work completed for
conversion of 2-3 towns to
hydrogen, supported by trials as
in the Low and Medium
scenarios

Low scenario
A successful trial of a small
hydrogen network in a new
housing development, potentially
near to a industrial hydrogen user
to share hydrogen production
facilities, or in an area previously
off the gas grid.
Could be done even if CCS
progress is slow or unclear
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What actions are needed to drive each level of activity?
Scenario

Actions

Activity in 2025

High

Additional actions compared with Central Scenario
• More robust heat decarbonisation policy
• Greater level of support for preparation work including trials

Preparation work
completed for conversion of
2-3 towns to hydrogen,
supported by trials as in the
Low and Medium scenarios

Central

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation work
completed for conversion of
one town to hydrogen,
supported by trials as in the
Low scenario

Low

Actions still needed
• Support for preparation work including trials (lower level)

Heat decarbonisation policy
Support for preparation work including trials
CCS review
IRRMP continuation
Review of fit with price control
Policy support for H2 production and storage
National coordination body
Info to appliance industry on needs
RD&D support on appliances plus testing hub
Data collection on appliances
Skills assessment and development

Actions needed in any deployment scenario
• Information for consumers
• Safety trials

Trial in small area
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UK benefits

Converting a city would bring significant GHG benefits, and build
UK capability that could be exploited worldwide
•

The H21 Project and alternative heating solutions for a town projects will quantify the benefits of conversion of
towns and cities to hydrogen.

•

As a rough initial estimate, the GHG savings from converting Leeds to hydrogen would be around
1.8MtCO2/year from displacing natural gas in domestic heating and a further 0.4 MtCO2/year from displacing
natural gas in low temperature industrial and commercial applications

•

Additional environmental benefits include:
• GHG and air quality benefits from increased use of hydrogen in transport and portable applications
• Indoor NOx reduction from catalytic boilers and burners compared with those based on combustion

•

There would also be significant potential for job creation and opportunities for UK companies globally
• A large workforce would be needed to convert and replace appliances, and well as the teams needed to plan
conversions, and would provide a boost to the economy of Yorkshire and the North East, where first
conversions are mostly likely.
• This activity would make the UK world leading in gas grid conversion to hydrogen, which would create the
opportunity for UK companies to sell consultancy and engineering services to other countries. Although
there is no strong interest elsewhere now, potential countries would be those with high heating demands
and plastic pipes, such as Canada, Germany and Denmark

GHG estimate: E4tech estimate based on DECC Total sub-national final energy consumption, 2013 and DECC 2014 data: Industrial final energy
consumption by end use https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-energy-climate-change/series/energy-consumption-in-the-uk.
Assumes hydrogen produced by SMR with CCS. Unabated SMR from natural gas (299-349g/kWhH2 HHV) in LBST & Hinicio for FCHJU: Study on Hydrogen
from Renewable Resources in the EU (2015) with an added 10% efficiency penalty for CCS and 90% CO 2 capture rate
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Link to other roadmaps

Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies
•

Hydrogen production – in particular SMR with CCS

•

Energy system services – inter-seasonal hydrogen storage would be required. As an example, in order to meet
peak heat demands, modelling using UKTM model for the CCC assumed that the SMR design capacity was 30%
higher than the average annual output, and that salt cavern storage with a capacity of 25 days of average
annual hydrogen consumption was required in each converted gas network

•

Industry – ability to use hydrogen in low and high temperature applications

•

Fuel cell development, particularly domestic and commercial scale CHP could bring benefits here, but is not
crucial for hydrogen conversion

Beneficial effects
•

Transport deployment – less need for decentralised production, and so lower cost of hydrogen provision

•

Portable deployment

•

Very widespread skills development in handling hydrogen

•

Widespread decarbonisation of heat by 2050 would mean that emissions reductions in other sectors could
be lower, whilst still meeting the UK’s GHG target. This would affect the technologies used in those sectors,
and the speed at which they would need to be rolled out. This means that there would be less need for
more expensive atmospheric CO2 sequestration through biomass with CCS. Widespread adoption of
hydrogen would also mean little electrification of heat and transport
E4tech, UCL and Kiwa Gastec for the CCC: ‘Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to
meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 target‘ 2015
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Mini-roadmap: Services to energy
networks

Introduction

Hydrogen and fuel cell technologies can support the UK energy system by
providing a variety of energy management services
•

Renewable Energy Systems (RES) are contributing to an increasing
proportion of electricity generation in many European markets
thanks to a combination of Europe-wide policies, national
incentives, as well as a progressive reduction in technology costs.

•

The existing electricity grids (based on conventional energy system
architectures inherited from decades of centralised planning) are
facing new challenges in terms of providing reliable, safe and high
quality power supply to customers while accommodating an
increasing share of intermittent renewable generation and a range
of new end uses.

•

Hydrogen and fuel cell technologies are well placed to support the
penetration of renewable energy into the European energy system.
They can provide a variety of energy system services (e.g. grid
balancing and energy storage) as well as support for small
communities in managing large RES capacities in grid-constrained
areas (e.g. areas with very limited electricity transmission
capacity).

•

Gaseous hydrogen storage in salt caverns can support utility or cityscale energy decarbonisation efforts by providing a large-volume
storage buffer for pre-combustion CCS plants and gas networks
converted to hydrogen.
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This roadmap focuses on grid balancing services, hydrogen for
energy storage in remote areas and hydrogen storage in caverns
A prioritisation exercise at the start of the project agreed that this roadmap would focus on three main areas:
1.

Provision of grid balancing services - Both electrolysers and fuel cells have the potential to respond to control signals
sufficiently rapidly that they can be an important dynamic load (or source of generation) to support the management of the
electricity grid. The UK has a well-developed market for these services, which can be exploited to improve the economics
of both fuel cells for heat and power production and generation of hydrogen for transport. This market is also a
competitive advantage for the UK, as other countries do not yet reward distributed response services in the same way as
the UK, allowing UK actors to experiment early.
• To date, the principle of accessing these markets for hydrogen have been often discussed and some experiments have
been carried out (e.g. the Aberdeen hydrogen bus electrolyser station), but the real world contractual arrangements for
accessing these services still need to be demonstrated for hydrogen applications.
• Longer term, hydrogen and fuel cell applications could provide other services to the grid, for example supporting efforts
to damp diurnal (or intermittent) fluctuations in electricity price (transmission level), or supporting the management of
grids by avoiding the need for grid reinforcement.

2.

Salt caverns - The UK has over 30 caverns that can be converted to store hydrogen at the utility scale. They could support
the conversion of gas networks to hydrogen, or other large scale energy storage from 2025

3.

Islanded communities - The UK has a number of companies and islanded communities that are currently testing hydrogen
storage solutions in remote areas. Though this market is a niche, it is a potentially valuable early adopter and the UK
(particularly Scotland) could become a leader in this area given the companies already active on both the hydrogen and
island grid management side.

•

The roadmap does not focus on electricity to electricity storage using hydrogen. Hydrogen could be attractive for long term
storage. However, conversion efficiencies and high costs related to multi-step approaches mean that this market is far less
attractive than using hydrogen technologies in demand-side mode only, whilst using the hydrogen for other end uses.

•

The roadmap also does not include other bulk storage options e.g. ammonia, cyclo-hexane and other chemical hydrides. The
application of these compounds to the hydrogen sector is at a research stage and whilst promising, was not expected to
feature strongly before 2025.
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Applications in focus

• Grid balancing and energy storage services
• Hydrogen storage in caverns
• Energy storage applications in remote communities

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Aims for 2025

Short and long-term energy services can offer additional revenues to improve
the economics of HFC applications
•

The UK has one of the most developed market frameworks for the provision of electricity system services in Europe
This is a remunerative market which can be accessed by power generating or consuming technologies able to meet
service-specific technical requirements. National Grid expenditures for balancing the UK transmission grid system have
risen from £642 million p.a. in 2005/06 to ~£1,000 million p.a. in 2013/14 and £850 million p.a. in 2014/15. Costs are
projected to increase over time as more renewable assets are installed across the UK.

•

HFC technologies as well as large-scale hydrogen storage applications can offer a variety of services within this
framework from today and can become one of the leading technology candidates for supporting the integration of more
renewable electricity generators in the UK national mix over the coming years.

•

Work is required to prove the technical suitability for HFC technology to participate in distinct services and their
economic competitiveness against other technologies (such as conventional power generators, batteries, smart
aggregation of conventional residential and commercial loads, etc.).

•

This is a competitive market but the most valuable services today are limited by the ‘depth’ of the markets (i.e. GW
demand for services - see next slides). This implies that this market cannot be the only focus for HFC applications. It can
be used as an opportunity to improve their economic performance by accessing additional revenue streams. In turn,
this could unlock the following benefits:
o Additional revenues may reduce the levelised cost of the main product to customers (e.g. £ per kg of hydrogen). In
turn, this can accelerate the pace of HFC technology rollout in the UK market by reducing costs for early deployments
o UK companies can optimise their HFC technology to maximise revenue potential from energy services (e.g. by
optimising efficiencies and other operational performance aspects at variable loads, etc.) Advanced HFC solutions can
be marketed to other countries having developed grid balancing markets
o The UK’s deregulated markets make this an ideal testing ground so that other UK companies can develop HFC-specific
software and hardware solutions (e.g. aggregation algorithms, etc.) for the optimal operations of HFC technologies in
these applications
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Aims for 2025

National Grid contracts several services to balance the UK electricity
system at a transmission level
Scope
Second by second stabilisation of the system
frequency (i.e. ±1% of nominal system
frequency 50.00Hz) by contracting power in
real time (sub-second to 30 seconds services)
(either generation or demand reduction)

Services (main services only)
• Frequency response (non-tendered and tendered): instantaneous capability
(in seconds or less) to operate when instructed via dynamic response or
automatic relay. Tendered services include: Firm Frequency Response (FFR),
Frequency Control by Demand Management, FFR Bridging Contract,
Enhanced Frequency Response (aimed at storage assets)
• Fast reserve (tendered and non-tendered): rapid active power delivered
within 2 minutes of the dispatch instruction at a delivery rate above 25MW /
minute, that is sustainable for a minimum of 15 minutes

Provision of reserve power (either generation
or demand reduction) to deal with unforeseen
demand increase and/or generation
unavailability (from < 5 minutes to 20 minutes
or more service)

• Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR) (tendered): provision of full capacity
within 240 minutes or less from receiving instructions and sustain it for at
least 2 hours when instructed
• STOR Runway (tendered): demand side load providers are contracted to
deliver additional STOR volume

• Operating reserve: access to sources of extra power in the form of either
generation or demand reduction (longer support)
Local stabilisation of the transmission system
voltage in real time

Management of energy flow across areas of
limited network capacity to avoid damage to
equipment of shutdowns

• Reactive power services: National Grid contract a sufficient number of
reactive power reserves across the network (mainly generators)

• Constraint payments: compensation to generators for reducing their output
due to local network limitations and/or payment to generators located
elsewhere to produce more to keep the overall system balanced
• Demand turn-up: access to loads to turn-up to avoid constraining generators.
Limited to two service windows – Overnight and Day for loads of >1MW
(including aggregated loads)
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Aims for 2025

HFC technologies could, in principle, target most of the balancing
services tendered by National Grid but volumes may be modest
April 2014 to March
2015 cost snapshot

Cost to NG 300
Million £ / year

Short-time step: Low volume market (e.g. from << GW to few
10s GW of capacity contracted per month for short utilisation
periods (from few minutes to few hours per months)

Note: volume and value of
all services is projected to
increase with higher RES
penetrations

Long-time step: a larger volume
market but typically with a lower
value per unit of energy used

Typically can offer a net value to
providers of between £10,000 to
£50,000 per MW per annum

All the other services
needed by NG such as
Black Start etc.

200
100
0

Average service used or
holding volume
(tendered):
Average service used or
holding volume (nontendered / other
arrangements):

STOR services

Frequency
response Services

Fast
reserve services

Reactive
power services

Operating reserves

Constraint
payments

GWh/month

MW/month

GWh/month

TVAh/month

GWh/month

~20

~500

~150

NA

NA

~1,000

~300

~2.3

NA

Large
fluctuations:
e.g. up to ~
TWh/month of
absolute
constrained
volume

Market which can be accessed
today by most HFC technologies
(power consuming or producing)

Market which can be accessed mainly
by large-scale power producing HFC
technologies

Other services

GWh/month
NA
NA

Constraints payments are by far the biggest
costs to National Grid. This is a large
market potential for large-scale HFC
applications consuming power (to manage
network / generation constraints)

Source: National grid, Monthly Balancing Services Summary, March 2014/15
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Aims for 2025

A number of factors within the gas and electric networks have the capacity to
boost or limit the opportunities for balancing in 2025
•

The other roadmaps suggest that by 2025 ~10MWs of electrolysis is expected to be deployed and perhaps 100s of MW of
responsive fuel cell CHP. Based on projections from national Grid, the market appears large enough for the early years of
HFC roll-out:


It is expected that by 2025 DSR services will be able to unlock up to 2 GW of peak power capacity by shifting loads.



For systems with longer lead in times it is expected that STOR may be the most appropriate service: National Grid STOR
requirements are expected to increase from 3.5GW (2014) to 8GW by 20251.



UK electricity demand is currently met by renewable generation (with zero/low levels of mechanical inertia, and
conventional generation (with high levels of mechanical inertia). Higher inertia provides significant frequency response
capacity, so as the renewable share increases, system inertia will decrease and more frequency response services will
be required. Analysis suggests that by 2025, the mean primary frequency response requirement could increase from
~1.1GW (2015) to between 1.3 and 1.45GW2.



The needs for the other short time step services are expected to increase for similar reasons.



As the penetration of renewables increases, there will also be an increase in the frequency of over-generation from
renewable sources, this in turn will increase the frequency of constraint payments and this could become an attractive
market for electrolysers to bid into.

•

Key factors influencing the size and value of these markets include:


Renewable energy penetration see for example the ‘Gone Green’ scenario from National Grid;



Increased electrification of heat and transport could cause further congestion on the grid and thereby lead to an
increased requirement for demand response;



Other options for providing demand response, particularly if existing electricity users can be adapted to provide
demand response (e.g. Via electric water heaters), could reduce the size of the market. Note that HFC should outcompete electricity to electricity options as they will not rely exclusively on the revenues from balancing services.
1: RWE npower: Demanding times for energy in the UK
2: Element Energy (for National Grid): Frequency Sensitive Electric Vehicle and Heat Power Consumption (based on FES 2015)
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Aims for 2025

A number of hydrogen and fuel Cell technologies have potential for use in grid
balancing services

Fuel cells for
standalone
power and
Combined
Heat and
Power (CHP)

Electrolysers:
production
for transport/
Industry

Electrolysers:
Power to gas

Stationary fuel cells / stand-alone power and CHP systems offer two main services to grids:
• Many systems (particularly lower temperature PEM fuel cells) have the ability to modulate
their output rapidly and hence can provide the range of balancing services discussed above.
• Because fuel cell CHP systems can be installed close to the point of use, they have the
potential to be installed/controlled to ease local network constraints for urban centres.
These principles have not been demonstrated in the UK for fuel cells, but the balancing markets
are standard for large (MW+) scale generators. For smaller systems, work will be required to
understand how to aggregate sufficient generators to bid for balancing services. For all fuel cell
types more work is needed to develop an offer to distribution network system operators.

Actions
Support field
demonstrations of
the principle of
acquiring balancing
services form fuel
cell and electrolyser
operation.

Electrolysers have flexible outputs, which can be controlled over very short timescales (subsecond). As a result, provided there is a demand (or available storage) for hydrogen they can
offer relatively low cost balancing services to transmission system operators. They can also be
used to alleviate network constraints, particularly constraints associated with excess generation
(e.g. windy regions).
When no demand for hydrogen exists, it could also be created. An apparently attractive option
is the injection of hydrogen generated from electrolysers providing these balancing services
into the natural gas grid (power to gas).
There are concerns over economics of these systems, as the calorific cost of electricity is
considerably higher than natural gas (and will remain so while gas provides the baseload
generation for most electricity in the UK). This limits the economic attractiveness of these
systems to locations with extremely low electricity prices (e.g. highly constrained networks
with abundant renewables) or situations where regulators are prepared to subsidise the
production of green gases.
Putting these economic concerns to one side, there are currently challenging regulations in
place which limit the potential for gas injection – via GSMR (Gas Safety Management Regs)
and Flow Weighted average CV, which prevent concentration over 0.1% hydrogen in the gas
grid. A no regrets move would be to look at low cost options to loosen these restrictions.

Review of
regulations related
to provision of
balancing services
Work to remove
regulatory barriers
to hydrogen
injection in gas grids
– identify measures
to overcome GSMR
and CV issues.
Trials of power to
gas near existing
hydrogen pipeline
networks (e.g. Tees
Valley)
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Electrolysers and fuel cell CHP have the potential to supply roughly
100s MW of highly dispatchable load by 2025
UK electrolysers could provide 10s of MWs of dispatchable load
Electrolysers – UK deployment
• Electrolysers have so far demonstrated technical potential for use in rapid
100
response services. For instance, ITM power recently reported full system ramp up
1
times of 800ms, and turn down times of 140ms .
80
• Based on the uptake projections from the hydrogen production for distribution
and transport roadmaps, there could be up to 100MW of installed electrolyser
Installed
60
capacity in the UK by 2025.
capacity
MW 40
• These electrolysers are likely to be highly dispatchable:
 The average electrolyser load factor over a year is expected to be below 60%
20
 The majority of the demand response services are only called on for less than
0
10% of the year. Hence provided the electrolysers can profit from either turnon or turn-off services, all of the electrolyser capacity can be made available
2015
2020
for these markets

Central

Upside

100s of MWs of fuel cell CHP could be installed in the UK
Fuel cell CHP – UK installation
• Analysis in the large and small stationary power and CHP roadmaps suggests that
100
a total of ~170 MW of fuel cell CHP could be installed in the UK by 2025.
• It is anticipated that large CHP systems (~80MW) will require long run hours
80
(>8,000 hours per annum) to be competitive with alternatives and their lifetime
will be sensitive to repeated cycling. Hence, these only be able to provide the
Installed
60
slowest response services.
capacity
MW 40
• Smaller CHP systems (for domestic / small commercial applications) will likely
have faster response times and be designed to tolerate more cycling and have
20
shorter operating hours and therefore be more flexible. As a result, a number of
projects (e.g. the recently announced PACE project) are considering their use in
0
Virtual Power Plant operations, to provide these grid services.
Large CHP

2025
Low

Small CHP

1: ITM Power press release: Rapid Response Electrolysis for Power-To-Gas Energy Storage
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The emissions intensity of STOR services provided by electrolyser
(and CHP) modulation are among the lowest available options
Emissions
intensity of
STOR providing
technologies
– g CO2e / kWh
electricity
generated
or shifted

777

800
600

402

400
200
0

706

0

0

48

Load reduction

Hydro
electricity

Biomass

CCGT

Diesel

Pumped
storage

285

CHP

OCGT
59,700

60,000

Total STOR
CO2e
emissions
-- tonnes
per year

735
605

Gas
reciprocating
engine

40,000

29,900

23,100

16,800

20,000
0

g CO2e emitted per kWh
of fuel used
Electricity conversion
efficiency (industry
estimates of fleet
efficiency)
Current annual
utilisation in STOR
services (MWh)

0

0

10,200

2,500

100

0

0

14.3

185

185

272

272

272

494

100%

100%

30%

46%

65%

35%

45%

37%

70%

203

1,916

2,302

57,557

8,697

76,909

27,849

13,835

42,319

The above analysis suggests that the emissions intensity arising from provision of STOR services using load reduction from electrolysers is
significantly less than incumbent solutions (such as OCGTs, pumped storage – which depend on grid electricity, and CCGTs).

Source: National grid Short Term Operating Reserve, Carbon Intensity Report (2015)
Note: the list of technologies above is non-exhaustive, a number of options have been excluded
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Aims for 2025

The volume and value of balancing
services can substantially increase by
2025/2030
• The value of response services to the grid will depend on the
timestep, controllability, the volume of the market for
balancing services and the penetration of competitors.
• The graph shows the effect of a balancing revenue of
£50,000 per MW per year on the price of hydrogen
generation from an electrolyser. £50k per MW per year is
the value which can be obtained from National Grid for
balancing services today.

Electricity (production only)

Fixed Opex

Balancing Revenues

Stack replacements
Example: impact on H2 production costs from PEM electrolysis
£/kg - Excluding margin on hydrogen,
All assumptions as discussed in the ‘H2 production and
distribution for road transport’ roadmap
3.9

Effective price = 4.3
3.2

• The graph shows a reduction in hydrogen price of £0.3/kg or
between 5 and 10%. This illustrates the potential for
demand response – it cannot on its own make the business
case for hydrogen production, but it can reduce the effective
price of electricity by £10-£20 per MWh helping improve the
margin available for hydrogen producer (which can then be
used to reduce hydrogen price or improve profitability). A
similar argument would apply for fuel cells providing
responsive generation, where the balancing revenues would
raise revenues by 5-10%.
• In future, it is expected that very fast response for frequency
control could attract higher revenues. The calculation
illustrates that at £100k per MW per year (the level currently
being bid into National Grid’s advanced response
competitions, the saving rises to 15-25% for the end user.

Capex

-0.3

-0.3

-0.7

-0.7

2015

2025

2015

2025

Additional revenues of £50k per
MW per annum from balancing
services
This is conservative estimate of
values available today (based on
National Grid contracts)

•

Source: National Grid

2.8

Additional revenues of £100k per
MW per annum from balancing
services
Contract size expected for
advanced demand response
services (based on current auctions
for advanced frequency response)

A fleet of 100 HRS equipped with 1 MW electrolysers can
access > £5 million pound per annum within the UK
balancing market at today’s best revenue levels for
frequency response services (e.g. around £ 50k /MW/p.a.)
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Barriers and actions

There are several areas of potential intervention within the UK market
framework to support HFC technologies in energy service applications (1/3)
Aspect

Lack of HFC
awareness
amongst
existing market
players
(transmission
system market)

Potential new
services for
distribution
network
operators

Discussion
• Some of the most remunerative services
tendered by National Grid today are aimed at
demand-side providers who aggregate loads
to deliver the service

Action to support UK companies
•

• Although some of these services are
relatively new, aggregators / service
providers have mainly focussed their
attention on aggregating conventional loads
or using battery technologies to date due to
lack of knowledge / awareness about the
potential offered by HFC technologies
• Distribution network operators (DNOs) are
considering novel technologies to reduce the
costs associated with local stabilisation of
voltage, harmonics, thermal loading and
reversible energy flows across low-voltage
networks. This will lead to increased
management of supply and demand on the
distribution network
• Trials to date focussed on smart demand
management technologies and batteries due
to lack of commercial maturity of HFC
technologies

Large-scale trials (e.g. > MW of aggregated power at a
transmission and distribution level) are needed to prove
the technical suitability for HFC technology to participate
in distinct services:
o

Ability to meet the specific technical / performance
criteria required by the TSO / DNOs; identify any
technology gap

o

Reliability of technology in real-world balancing
applications and under-sustained utilisation

o

Actual economic and green house gas reduction
performance potential versus alternative
technologies

o

Control strategies which optimise decisions on
providing balancing vs meeting hydrogen demands

•

Trials are also needed to resolve non-technical aspects, such
as contractual and operational practices suitable
for/specific to HFC technologies and locational aspects of
services requirements

•

The ultimate objective of the trials is to create HFC
expertise across the UK electricity system stakeholders and
cement confidence around the technology potential
(current trends in this sector is to require more accurate
and rapid response services – this is a good fit for reactive
PEM technologies, for example)
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Barriers and actions

There are several areas of potential intervention within the UK market
framework to support HFC technologies in energy service applications (2/3)
Aspect

Discussion
• DNOs are legally obliged to provide connection to both local power
producers and power consumers across their networks. However,
obligations towards local power producers are in practice limited by
network upgrade cost consideration. This has created a situation
where distributed renewable developers may not be able to connect
their assets or are systematically curtailed

Framework for
supporting
constrained
generators at a
local level

• Trials to date aimed at resolving this problem mainly focussed on
testing Active Network Management (ANM) solutions (where
generators are ranked or managed in real time to avoid energy flow
constraints) or other demand side technologies (e.g. battery)
• Demand side options (e.g. electrolysis) could resolve these issues by
offering to link demand to generation on the distributed network
(encouraging a ‘distribution system operator’ (DSO) approach). The
regulatory regime will need to evolve to allow this type of approach
• Additionally, the use of local balancing services could mitigate some
transmission losses (roughly 2% of transmitted electricity in 2014 –
2015 was lost1)

Use of system
charges

• Electricity prices to customers include system charges and levies
meant to spread the costs of managing the distribution and
transmission system as well as support the integration of renewable
energy systems (RES)
• If HFC technologies are helping balance the grid, these changes
could be deferred (a discussion on this is taking place in Germany
but not in the UK yet)

Action to support UK companies
Large-scale trials (as suggested in the previous
slide) could be used to demonstrate the
benefit of clustering HFC technologies
around local constrained renewable assets
or network segments. This could also include
stand-alone RES-H2 systems

The trials should involve the relevant
industry stakeholders (TSO, DNOs, regulators,
utilities, HFC developers, load aggregators,
etc.) and produce evidence for
understanding:
•

Optimal integration strategies with power
generating / transmission assets (from a
technical and operational point of view)

•

Potential for deferring network
reinforcement needs

•

Regulatory issues (e.g. whether any major
regulatory changes if needed)

•

Economics of these systems

Findings can be used to inform a technologyneutral discussion on whether to modify use
of system charges for network-supportive
technologies

1: National Grid Electricity Plc, Special Condition 2K.4 – Transmission Losses Report Reporting
Period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015
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Barriers and actions

There are several areas of potential intervention within the UK market
framework to support HFC technologies in energy service applications (3/3)
Aspect

Emissions
based merit
ordering of
demand side
response
services

Discussion

Action to support UK companies

• One of the justifications for the increased renewable generation (which leads
to the requirement for response services) is the reduction of CO2 emissions

• An emissions based merit order of balancing
providers for balancing service could be
produced

• Beyond technical capability to provide services, economics is the decisive
factor in the assessment process for many of these services (i.e. the decision
to take a tender is based on the likelihood that the cost of the tender will be
lower than the cost of alternatives)

• This assessment could then be used in the
auction to promote the choice of low carbon
balancing providers (electrolysers, batteries,
demand response etc.)

• Some of the most common providers produce emissions in order to provide
services (e.g. CCGTs). As shown earlier, the CO2 emissions intensity of load
reduction via modulation of electrolysers is negligible relative to other
providers of response.

• This would act not only to promote the use of
hydrogen, but would also allow renewable and
efficient electricity generation technologies to
access services more easily than CO2 intensive
generators, thus incentivising green electricity

• Electrolysers and CHP will face competition for balancing services from other
low carbon alternatives
• Fuel cell CHP will have to compete with other electricity producing
technologies, such as conventional CHP and CCGTs
Reservation
for HFC
technologies
in the
tendering
process

• Electrolysers will have to compete against other, essentially clean,
dispatchable loads, such as lithium ion storage. It is likely that electrolysers
which can shift loads and produce a fungible fuel using electricity could
outcompete batteries which simply store and resupply electricity (once the
market for hydrogen fuel is established). However, in the short term, the
comparatively low cost of lithium ion batteries may mean that batteries
could provide these services at a lower cost than electrolysers. This means
there is a risk that schemes designed to promote innovation in demand
response could be saturated with batteries at the expense of technologies
which are less mature but have higher long term potential

• In the near term, sections of the service
auctions could be reserved for HFC technologies
(as well as other promising technologies with
the same characteristics) in order to reflect their
long term potential
• Such action would allow the production of
cheap hydrogen and low carbon heat in the
near term, which is likely to be the most
challenging period for the economics of HFC
technologies
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UK capabilities

There are several active and latent UK players that could benefit
from targeted national interventions
UK companies active in the sector
•

ITM Power is planning to aggregate electrolytic hydrogen refuelling stations to provide grid balancing services (as a part of a
number of European demonstration projects such as HyFive and H2ME).

•

Several feasibility studies were commissioned to understand the business opportunity for using hydrogen to support constrained
renewable assets. One demonstration project is currently on-going in the Orkney Islands (Orkney Surf ‘n’ Turf: renewable marine
hydrogen – Orkney Islands Council, Eday Renewable Energy Ltd (ERE), European Marine Energy Centre Ltd (EMEC), ITM Power
(Research) Ltd).

UK latent potential
•

A number of UK SMEs and Start-Ups (like Kiwi Power, Open Energy, UPSIDE, Origami, Smarter Grid Solutions and others) are
testing novel software / hardware solutions for aggregating loads in smart balancing services and have already expressed an
interest in using HFC loads.

•

DNOs & TSO are always looking for new technological solutions / services for managing their networks. For example, Northern
Power Grids, Western Power Distribution, UK Power Networks, Scottish Power, SSEPD and other players have experimented with
smart grid technologies and batteries for managing high and low voltage networks.

UK research potential
•

Several UK universities (ICL, UoM, University of Strathclyde etc.) are actively involved in understanding and modelling solutions
for balancing transmission and distribution networks.

•

There also is ongoing software research associated to aggregating passive/active loads for smart grid balancing applications.
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting the provision of balancing services
Global
activities
and
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

2025 onwards

Increasing penetration of renewable energy assets, electric cars and smart appliances will likely increase the need for grid
balancing and energy storage services across most developed countries

UK actions

Technology
progress

UK market
development

Depth and value of the UK balancing and energy storage markets to increase in line with global trends (see above)
NG and DNOs to test new technologies for
managing high and low voltage networks
Demonstration of balancing services from FC generators
Selected electrolyser-HRS will
test provision of services as a
part of EU and UK projects

Follow-up projects to test new
regulatory/contractual arrangements
identified in the first trials

Aggregators, utilities etc. to develop business models and products for
aggregating load and generators in ‘smart services’
Study into the clean up of pipeline grade H2 to PEM standard H2
Build on existing / planned efforts to prove the
technical suitability for HFC technology to participate
in distinct energy storage and balancing services
HFC technology accepted as a valid technology solution
across the UK
to provide balancing and energy storage services
Collaboration between HFC developers, load
(transmission and distribution level).
aggregators, NG, OFGEM, UK DNOs to 1) understand
Protocols
and requirements for HFC in these
future service needs 2) ensure supporting regulations
application agreed
and 3) understand local supply / demand needs
Small scale power to H2 demonstrations with
Larger power to H2 demonstrations with
injection into conventional or H2 gas networks injection in H2 and conventional gas networks
Trial validated revision of GS(M)R regulations to increase H2 injection threshold
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Focus applications

• Grid balancing and energy storage services
• Hydrogen storage in caverns
• Energy storage applications in remote communities

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Aims for 2025

Hydrogen storage in salt caverns can support a nationwide transition
to low carbon energy
•

Salt caverns are artificial reservoirs made for storing very large volumes of gas. The UK has around 30 commercial
caverns (spread across the country) which are mainly used to store natural gas (e.g. for managing diurnal / seasonal
demand fluctuations) and support industrial-scale chemical applications (such as refineries, etc.). Further caverns could
be created fairly easily.

There are no major technical barriers for storing hydrogen in salt caverns. The UK already has had one cavern used for
gaseous hydrogen storage in Teesside (~200,000 m3 storage capacity / 25 GWh LHV H2).

•

Dedicated engineering studies will nevertheless be required to understand specific technical, contractual and regulatory
needs to convert existing caverns to hydrogen applications.

•

Salt caverns could be needed from 2025 to support a nation-wide energy transition:
• Support and improve the flexibility of pre-combustion carbon capture and storage (CCS) plants. In these applications
methane, coal or biomass is converted into syngas (a mixture of H2, CO2 and CO plus traces of other molecules) to
facilitate CO2 capture and storage. The hydrogen produced can be stored in salt caverns and then converted into
electricity on demand via the use of dedicated turbines or other technologies (e.g. fuel cells).
• Support the conversion UK gas network segments into hydrogen (see separate roadmap). Salt caverns can be used as
large-capacity storage assets for managing daily and seasonal demand fluctuations (as similarly done today with
natural gas).

• Provide on-demand utility-scale power reserve and energy storage services. A recent ETI report1 estimates that just six
caverns could store ~0.5 TWh of hydrogen, e.g. sufficient to deliver ~150 GWh-e on a seasonal and ~30 GWh-e on a
daily basis. The ETI estimates this to be comparable to the cumulative UK pumped hydro storage capacity.

1 – ETI, Hydrogen: The role of hydrogen storage in a clean responsive power system
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Aims for 2025

The case for H2 storage in salt caverns is conditional on the introduction of precombustion CCS applications OR conversions of cities to hydrogen pipelines
•

The business case for hydrogen storage in salt caverns is
conditional to commercial demand for very large
hydrogen storage volumes.

•

This demand could materialise in two ways:

Example application – IGCC with pre-combustion CCS

o Large H2 storage may be required to improve the
economics of pre-combustion CCS power plants.
Recent ETI analysis (see right hand side) concluded
that pre-combustion CCS with hydrogen conversion to
power can be more competitive than post combustion
CCS when coupled with hydrogen storage capacity.
o Large H2 reservoirs may be required to manage gas
demand fluctuation in cities converted to hydrogen
(covered in a different roadmap). This could require
very large scale storage because at any time gas
networks need be prepared to supply enough gas for
the highest projected six minute demand period in
twenty years.
•

Both options are unlikely to materialise before 2025 therefore it is unlikely that any salt cavern conversion to
hydrogen will be needed before that date.

•

There are a number of needs which need to be resolved
to prepare the ground for this application before 2025
(discussed in the next slide).

Source: ETI, Hydrogen: The role of hydrogen storage in a clean
responsive power system
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Barriers and actions

Potential intervention for supporting this hydrogen storage in salt caverns

Aspect

Action to support UK companies
Support a multilateral study to:

Definition of a shared
strategy

•

Define a strategy for using salt caverns in hydrogen storage applications to
support CCS industry or city conversion to hydrogen applications

•

Identify target salt cavern sites

•

Produce a plan to move forward

Support preparatory engineering studies (this is a common practice before
implementing any large scale infrastructure project).
The studies should take place before 2025 – i.e. in advance of any pre-combustion
CCS deployments or city conversion to hydrogen – to:

Engineering /
preparatory studies

o

Identify any specific requirement associated to each target salt cavern
site and develop a strategy to resolve any identified barrier;

o

Identify any non-technical or economic barrier (e.g. contractual, land
preparation, etc.) which could prevent the use of HFC technologies for
this application and develop a plan to resolve any identified issue;

o

Prepare relevant documentation for e.g. planning applications and other
activities needed for making the sites conversion-ready before 2025.
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Barriers and actions

Hydrogen storage in salt caverns is likely to be a regional
opportunity, because it is dictated by geology
•

North East England and the Cheshire basin
encompass the major salt strata in the UK,
with other important deposits such as in
Staffordshire and Dorset.

•

These areas are rich in salt because they lie
on the Triassic and Permian salt fields.

•

The long mining history of the UK has also
left a number of manmade underground
voids throughout the UK.

•

Across these locations there is significant
variation in depth, with some caverns as
deep as 2000 metres, with storage
pressures in excess of 270 bar.

•

This means that the restrictions of geology
limit the potential application of salt
caverns for hydrogen storage: in order to
link storage centres with points of supply,
extensive pipework may be required.

Source: British Geological Survey: Mineral planning factsheet –
Underground Storage
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UK capabilities

There are several latent UK players which could take an active role in
developing hydrogen storage in salt caverns
UK companies active in the sector
•

Sabic Petrochemicals stores hydrogen for chemical application in Teesside (salt cavern with 3 × 70,000
m3 storage capacity).

•

The ETI (in collaboration with Amec Foster Wheeler) has recently produced a study assessing the role of
hydrogen in salt caverns to support pre-combustion CCS technologies in the UK.

UK latent potential
•

All major gas and oil companies, industrial gas companies and utilities in UK could take an active role in
commissioning or operating salt caverns for hydrogen storage applications.

•

This is a tailor-made market (low volume, site-specific) so local UK companies are best placed to take
advantage should some caverns be converted to hydrogen (e.g. development of specialty equipment for
hydrogen storage and handling).

UK research potential

•

Engineering activities will require the UK’s research base in geology, hydrogen safety and the engineering of
cavern structures.
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting this application

UK actions

UK market
Technology
development
progress

Global
activities and
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

2025 onwards

Demonstration of first pre-combustion CCS plants;
Deployment of pre-combustion
CCS technologies; conversion of
selected gas networks to hydrogen
Demonstration / planning of city gas networks conversion to hydrogen
First pre-combustion CCS plants
deployed in the UK

• Define a strategy for using salt
caverns to support CCS and
cities conversions to H2
• Identification of target salt
cavern sites

One or two UK cities converted to
H2
• Engineering studies to prepare
Beginning of works to convert
for the conversions of the
one or more salt caverns to
target salt caverns to hydrogen
hydrogen storage (conditional to
storage
CCS happening in the UK and
conversion of cities to H2)
• Parallel studies including additional bulk
hydrogen storage options, such as large
scale chemical storage, depleted gas fields
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Focus applications

• Grid balancing and energy storage services
• Hydrogen storage in caverns
• Energy storage applications in remote communities

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Introduction

HFC initiatives in remote communities can offer a platform for testing and
developing scalable HFC energy storage applications and business models
• The UK has a number of companies and island communities which
have / are testing HFC technologies for renewable energy storage and
fossil fuel displacement in remote communities (see right hand side).

Recent H2 projects in remote communities
2

• Although this is a relatively small long term market which can deliver
modest national green house gas benefits, it can offer a platform for
testing novel technology solutions and business models for converting
local energy systems to hydrogen (at a reduced scale and thus cost).

1

3

• HFC technologies in remote applications may reach a competitive
market position earlier than elsewhere as: 1) incumbent fossil fuels
may be more expensive (e.g. due to low-volume imports to remote
areas) and 2) the prices per unit of energy produced by local renewable
assets can be far lower than the UK average (e.g. due to severe
curtailments / underutilisation regimes).
Recommendation
Where the right conditions exist, such projects can:

4

•

Become technology incubators ;

1

Orkney Surf 'n' Turf

•

Offer an early market opportunity for specialty products (e.g.
marine HFC applications);

2

PURE Energy Centre

3

H2 SEED

4

EcoIsland Hydrogen Refuelling

•

Become UK centres of excellence for alternative HFC applications.
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Case study

Case study – Orkney’s Surf 'n' Turf hydrogen project

Project synopsis

Partners

• Renewable generators across the Orkney islands are subject
to large curtailment levels which threaten their financial
viability (up to 60% p.a. in outer areas in spite of being
managed under an Active Network Management scheme).

•

Orkney Islands Council

•

Eday Renewable Energy Ltd (ERE)

•

European Marine Energy Centre Ltd (EMEC)

• Orkney’s Surf 'n' Turf is an initiative taking place in the
outlying island of Eday to explore the role of hydrogen in
improving the utilisation of the local renewable generators
and replacing fossil fuel demand for land/marine transport
applications.

•

ITM Power (Research) Ltd

• The project will integrate curtailed electricity supplies from
EMEC’s tidal stream and ERE’s onshore wind generators to
power an electrolyser and store curtailed electricity as
gaseous hydrogen.
• The hydrogen produced will be transported (over land and
sea) from Eday to Kirkwall to power a fuel cell system to 1)
generate power for buildings and berthed ferries and 2)
provide a training environment to lay the foundations for
use of hydrogen on board for auxiliary power and main
propulsion in marine applications (by operating on land
with the same standards as if the FC system was installed in
a vessel).

Project objectives and legacies
•

Optimum strategies for integrating curtailed tide and
wind generation for electrolytic hydrogen production.

•

Develop new gaseous hydrogen transport solutions
for land and sea transport (and fit for use on Pier).

•

Undertake training and develop full UK certification
and approval plan for on-board marine applications.

•

Create a platform for increased local hydrogen use
and further investment in alternative technologies.

•

A Marine and Coastguard Agency (MCA) / Merchant
Navy Training Board (MNTB) backed UK facility for
maritime hydrogen training.
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Economics – case study: on-site
electrolytic H2 production for road
transport applications
Cost considerations:
• Electrolysers powered by constrained wind assets
in remote locations can benefits from very low
electricity prices (e.g. as low as 4p/kWh).
• Hydrogen production costs can substantially be
lower than in mainland areas, where electrolysers
would be subject to market-average electricity
prices (unless better deals are secured with
generators).

• Hydrogen fuel production powered from
dedicated wind assets can be competitive with
diesel and petrol fuel (see right hand side).
Deployment considerations:
• English and Scottish islands account for ~1% of
UK population (ONS, 2011).
• Approximately ~300 x 1MW electrolysers would
be needed across the English and Scottish islands
to fully convert their passenger car fuel demand
to hydrogen (e.g. cater for a fleet of ~200,000 fuel
cell vehicles).

Case study

Electrolyser capex

HRS costs

Electrolyser fixed opex

Diesel equivalent - excluding VAT and duty

Stack replacements

Diesel equivalent - fuel duty

Electricity cost

Example: impact on H2 production costs from PEM electrolysis
p/kWh (Lower heating value) of fuel - Excluding margin on H2,
All assumptions as discussed in the ‘H2 production and
distribution for road transport’ roadmap
19.9
16.1
14.1
16.1

2015

5.9

9.1
2.4

6.4

5.9

2015

2025

14.9

2025

Average UK 2015 price for nondomestic consumers
(~ 10p/kWh)

‘Behind-the-meter’ levelled
electricity price from wind at
4p/kWh (35% load factor for wind
and electrolyser assets)

Comparison versus diesel in 2025 (p/kWh of fuel)
11.8

11.9
6.1

5.9
2.8

PEM on-site
electrolysis
+ HRS costs

5.8
Hydrogen price
for cost parity
with diesel
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Focus applications

• Grid balancing and energy storage services
• Hydrogen storage in caverns
• Energy storage applications in remote communities

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies

• The business case for hydrogen storage in salt caverns is conditional to commercial demand
for very large hydrogen storage volumes (see roadmap on hydrogen pipelines).

Beneficial effects
• An accessible market for energy storage and grid balancing services can generate additional
revenues and thus reduce costs for most HFC applications .

• HFC initiatives in remote communities can offer a platform for testing novel HFC applications
and a niche market for early low-volume deployments.
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Mini-roadmap: Hydrogen production
and distribution for transport

Introduction

Hydrogen fuel production and distribution technologies for road
transport applications can be an attractive market for UK companies
•

The UK is well placed to take a leading position in the
nascent technology market for on-site hydrogen fuel
production, purification, compression, distribution and
retailing for transport applications

•

A number of UK companies can in principle secure a
competitive market position as early as by 2020. These
companies can be supported today and require low volume
deployments to develop next generation technologies

•

Rollout programmes within the UK can secure sufficient
volume to support these industry players. Tailored
technology development programmes will also be needed
across the 2016-2020 period to catalyse further innovation

•

Next generation, cost-effective production and distribution
technologies can substantially decrease the cost of
hydrogen at the pump and make it cost competitive from
2020 (to support the creation of an international market for
fuel cell vehicles)

•

This sector can offer a tangible opportunity for UK industry
firms specialising in these applications. The combined UK
GVA opportunity available for this sector could reach 100s
of millions of pounds by 2025, leading to significantly more
value between 2025 and 2030

Photo credit: UKH2Mobility (top), Vehicle Projects Inc (bottom)
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Introduction

This roadmap focuses on on-site hydrogen production from water
electrolysis; gaseous hydrogen delivery and hydrogen retailing
We identified three main focus areas for the road-mapping, with the greatest potential to create value for the UK:
1.

On-site water electrolysis - The UK has one of the very few European OEMs commercialising low temperature
water electrolysers for the transport sector (ITM Power) and has a leading global position in their deployment
and grid integration
 Note, an alternative to on-site electrolysis is onsite reformation of methane, not included here due to limited
UK industrial activity and weaker drivers than for electrolysis due to CO2 emissions from on-site reformation
of natural gas

2.

Distribution by tube trailer – which is the incumbent solution for transporting and delivering hydrogen in the
UK. There is scope for the development of new technologies for larger capacity systems for hydrogen
distribution (high pressure, novel lighter materials), as well as improving systems for purifying and then quality
assuring hydrogen fuel (an area where the UK has globally leading expertise through the National Physical
Laboratory).
 Alternatives, such as liquid distribution and the use of novel carriers were not chosen as focus areas as there
is limited activity in the UK in these areas

3.

Hydrogen retailing – There could be a large market potential for hydrogen retailing in the UK if a significant
number of hydrogen fuelled vehicles are deployed
 A number of UK players are developing HRS solutions or components (though are not yet globally leading)
 There is significant latent potential from existing skills in gas handling and several major fuel retailers and
large gas company subsidiaries have considerable operations in the UK
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Applications in focus

• Hydrogen from water electrolysis
• Gaseous hydrogen purity control, compression and distribution
• Hydrogen retailing (refuelling stations)

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Introduction

Introductory note:
There are several water electrolyser
technologies for on-site hydrogen
production, including (but not exclusively):
Alkaline electrolysis, high and lowtemperature Proton-Exchange Membrane
(PEM) electrolysis, Solid-Oxide electrolysis
(SOE), Anion Exchange Membrane (AEM)
electrolysis

This section focuses on the most market
ready solutions, i.e. solutions which can be
deployed for on-site hydrogen mobility
applications by around 2025 or before: lowtemperature PEM and Alkaline electrolysers
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Aims for 2025

On-site water electrolysers for transport fuel applications have an early
market advantage and could experience a substantial market expansion
•

The global market potential for hydrogen fuel production for passenger cars is based on the recent (2015) IEA
roadmap which assumes that around 30 000 FCEVs and 700 HRS will have been cumulatively sold in the United
States, EU (UK, Germany, France ad Italy) and Japan by 20201 , ~2m FCEVs and ~1,500 HRS by 2025

•

Under these assumptions, water electrolysers can reach a global cumulative deployment of 1 GW-e of installed
capacity by 2025 should ~50% of the hydrogen demand be met by water electrolysers (which implies associated
cumulative sales of ~£1 billion globally by the same year on a capex-basis alone). Additional deployments could
be generated to serve alternative road applications (most notably fuel cell buses). The UK can account for roughly
10% of this market. UK companies may also access other international markets

•

The most promising near-term electrolytic technologies (Alkaline and PEM electrolysis) are already available today
but technology breakthroughs and economy of scale are required to reduce costs, improve performance and
thus secure commercial competitiveness by 2025

•

Large scale deployment of on-site electrolysers delivering affordable hydrogen could unlock a series of benefits:

o Support the expansion of the hydrogen mobility market during its early phases (2016-2025) as 1) the hydrogen
produced is highly pure and relatively simple to certify for PEM fuel cell vehicle applications (compared to
other production options) and 2) reduces the need for expensive low-volume, low-pressure logistic solutions
(see next section)
o Generation of low-to-zero carbon hydrogen when powered with renewable electricity thus reducing global
green house gas (GHG) emissions from road transport and supporting the wider energy system (by providing
balancing and network reinforcement services - see the mini roadmap on energy services)
o Generation of a substantial market for UK-based manufacturers (of systems and components) as well as the
creation local skilled jobs related to electrolyser deployment and maintenance
1: International Energy Agency (IEA), Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel
Cells (2015)
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Tasks

PEM water electrolysers are rapidly improving but volume and more
technology development are required to reach maturity
PEM electrolysers – cost and performance trends3, 4

Technology-specific needs – PEM electrolysers

•

•

•

PEM electrolyser developers are working to reduce
capital costs and improve stack lifetime (e.g. by better
managing degradation processes in the catalyst and
membrane). This goal requires a combination of new
low-cost materials, new stack designs (e.g. larger (MWscale) stacks for a better economy of scale) and
application-specific system optimisations (e.g. the
reduction of components and parasitic losses)
PEM electrolysers have already demonstrated very high
efficiencies. However, work is required to maintain high
efficiency for any loading (e.g. above and below optimal
loading) allowing electrolysers to deliver flexible demand
response services without increasing consumption
The performance trends reported on the right hand side
are necessary to achieve a hydrogen fuel production cost
competitive with fossil fuel for fuel cell vehicle
applications. Specific R&D programmes can support the
industry to deliver these improvements in the very near
term (2016-2020), where capital-intensive R&D activities
are unlikely to be financeable via market sales alone

Capital cost1 (£ / kW-e)

1,500

Targets for cost parity (2020) and
a more competitive proposition
than diesel fuel (2025)

1,100

1,000
~550

~800

500
0
2014

2016

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

Stack life2 (Hours)

100,000
50,000

50,000

60,000

70,000

48

48

0
Efficiency2 (kWhe/kgH2)
1- Data based on IEA FCEV & HRS uptake assumptions (Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells
(full load)
2015. Note that data generate is fully consistent with FCH JU Development of Water Electrolysis in the
European Union (2014). Data excludes installation and civil costs. Electrolyser learning rate for capital
costs: 7% for every doubling of installed capacity (FCH JU 2011)
2- Data from FCH JU Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union (2014). Efficiency is at
system level, incl. power supply, system control, gas drying (purity at least 99.4%). Excl. external
compression, purification and storage (where needed)
3 - Targets required to achieve parity/lower costs than diesel from 2020 (fuel
alone, excluding vehicle costs) – see appendix at the end of this section

100
50
0

52

4 - Cost reduction and performance improvements are based on installed capacities of hundreds of MW by 2025,
and thousands of MW by 2030, as in FCH JU: Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union
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Tasks

Alkaline electrolysers are a mature technology but small scale
solutions have not yet been fully optimised
Alkaline electrolysers – cost and performance trends3, 4

Technology-specific needs – Alkaline electrolysers
•

•

•

Alkaline electrolysers are more commercially
developed than PEM electrolysers. Alkaline
electrolysers to date have been mainly used for
large-scale industrial applications. Hence, the
technology is not yet fully optimised for smallerscale on-site production applications
Improvements are needed to optimise small
systems, including: minimisation of stand-by
power and parasitic loads (such as pumps and
inverters) to improve the system efficiency;
improved cell efficiency and system flexibility
(to take advantage of flexible electricity services)
and the development of more optimised
manufacturing processes (to reduce capital costs
and streamline the supply chain)
As for PEM electrolysers, it is unlikely that these
improvements can be driven by market demand
alone between 2016-2020

Capital cost1 (£ / kW-e)

1- Data based on IEA FCEV & HRS uptake assumptions (Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel
Cells 2015). Note that data generate is fully consistent with FCH JU Development of Water
Electrolysis in the European Union (2014). Data excludes installation and civil costs. Electrolyser
learning rate for capital costs: 7% for every doubling of installed capacity (FCH JU 2011)
2- Data from FCH JU Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union (2014). Efficiency is
at system level, incl. power supply, system control, gas drying (purity at least 99.4%). Excl. external
compression, purification and storage (where needed)
3 - Targets required to achieve parity/lower costs than diesel from 2020 (fuel alone,
excluding vehicle costs) – see appendix at the end of this section

800

Targets for cost parity (2020) and
a more competitive proposition
than diesel fuel (2025)

700

600
400

~450
~500

200
0
2014

2016

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

Stack life2 (Hours)

100,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

52

51

50,000
0
Efficiency2 (kWh/kg)
(full load)
100
50
0

53

4 - Cost reduction and performance improvements are based on installed capacities of hundreds of MW by 2025,
and thousands of MW by 2030, as in FCH JU: Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union
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UK capabilities

There are several active and latent UK players who can benefit
from targeted national interventions
UK companies active in the sector

Measures to promote UK strengths

•

•

The UK strength currently is in PEM
technology while ongoing research could
create expertise in solid oxide electrolysis

•

The ultimate success of this application will
rely on whether the hydrogen mobility sector
will take off in the UK and internationally by
2020/2025. However, the technology still has
to reach a cost competitive position and this
can only be achieved via incremental
deployments and technology developments
before 2020

•

Funding programmes aimed at securing
minimum deployment volumes before 2020
in the UK and R&D programmes aimed at
resolving the outstanding technology needs
(especially for PEM electrolysers) can deliver
sizeable benefits to the existing UK
companies - even at modest deployment
levels (10s of unit per annum)

•

This strategy could also attract latent players
and secure continuity in the UK research
environment. Overall, this could make the UK
electrolyser industry competitive on an
international scale from around 2020

•
•

ITM Power develops advanced low-temperature PEM water electrolysers for
transport and power applications. The company has deployed over nine
electrolysers to date in transport and power applications totalling over
1.5MW of installed capacity (units have been deployed in UK, Germany and
USA). ITM is one of the very few European and international OEM developing
this technology and thereby has the potential to become a market leader
Pure Energy Centre have installed an operated electrolysers for a number of
UK and overseas clients
Other UK players are working in the value chain: most notably Johnson
Matthey develops Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEA) for PEM fuel cell
applications. UK companies such as BOC, Logan, and Air Products also have
a role in the electrolyser supply chain

UK latent potential
•
•

TP Group is a leading supplier of PEM electrolysers for submarines but has
not yet engaged with solutions aimed at hydrogen mobility applications
Other local actors (e.g. specialising on compressors and other components)
could become more active across the technology value, although no obvious
major players are currently waiting to enter

UK research potential
•

ITM Power and Johnson Matthey regularly work with UK universities to
improve their technology (in areas such as design and materials). Several UK
universities are conducting basic research on other electrolytic technologies
(e.g. high-temperature PEM and SOE electrolysis, AEM electrolysis)
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Barriers and actions

High electricity costs represent the major
barrier to market competitiveness
•

•

•

Lifetime cost analysis suggests that electricity costs are
the largest cost component for electrolytic hydrogen
production (over 60%)
This implies that reductions in the electrolyser capital
costs and improvements in system life cannot
guarantee market competitiveness alone. The ability
to access low electricity prices is therefore of
paramount importance to the economics of water
electrolysers
The lowest electricity price considered for this analysis
(6p per kWh) is around 4p/kWh cheaper than the
average UK 2015 price for non-domestic consumers (~
10p/kWh), but higher than the average spot price for
electricity generation (4-6p/kWh)
(note: this price level assumes that the electrolyser also
provides balancing services and was considered
achievable but challenging to guarantee on a
systematic basis by energy suppliers in private bilateral
discussions. Ultimately, this price should be accessible if
the electrolyser is sited next to a generator, without
incurring distribution/transmission charges)

•

There currently are no mechanisms to support tariffs
tailored to low-carbon hydrogen fuel production

Capex

Stack replacements

Fixed Opex

Electricity (production only)

PEM - H2 production cost breakdown analysis - £ / kg
Excluding margin on hydrogen,
Electrolyser kit life: 10 years
9.3
6.6
4.6

7.9
5.4

3.5

3.3

3.1

2015

2025

electricity price: ~6
pence/kWh

5.4

5.0

2015

2025

electricity price:
~10 pence/kWh

8.0

7.4

2015

2025

electricity price:
~15 pence/kWh

Alkaline - H2 production cost breakdown analysis - £ / kg
Excluding margin on hydrogen
8.8
8.2
6.1
3.9

5.8

3.6

3.3

3.2

2015

2025

electricity price:
~6 pence/kWh

5.5

5.4

2015

2025

electricity price:
~10 pence/kWh

8.2

7.9

2015

2025

electricity price:
~15 pence/kWh
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The electrolyser lifetime cost analyses are based on the following
assumptions
PEM Electrolyser

Alkaline Electrolyser

Parameter

Electrolyser capex – £ / kW

Source
2015

2025

2015

2025

1,100

514

700

430

System Lifetime - years
Efficiency – kWh / kg

10
52

Time on as percentage of year - %
Stack life – hours

90
50,000

70,000

53

51

See 1

90

90

Assumption

80,000

Stack replacement cost as percentage
of capex - %

60

50

Efficiency penalty for gas
compression and conditioning –
kWh/kg

1.5

1.5

3

3

Fixed opex as % of capex - % / year

Assumption
based on
stack life

10
48

See 1

1: FCH JU: Development of Water Electrolysis in the European Union
2: International Energy Agency: Technology Roadmap Hydrogen and Fuel Cells

See 1 and 2

Assumption
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Barriers and actions

There are several areas of potential intervention within the UK
market framework to support this application
There are no clear mechanisms to price in the benefits of using low carbon hydrogen fuel for road applications:
•

Electrolysers can be powered (partially or totally) with renewable electricity to generate fuel with a very low carbon footprint.
Today, this strategy leads to high hydrogen production costs as green electricity is priced at a premium.

•

The creation of a green hydrogen standard (currently not prioritised by DECC) and mechanisms able to pass the value of delivering
low carbon fuels on to producers could support the business model for water electrolysers in the UK. Whilst this is not needed in
the short term (pre-2020), there is a need to signal that these green mechanisms will be valued over brown production
mechanisms in the medium term (post 2020), to avoid investment being diverted to polluting options for hydrogen generation.
These mechanisms could involve the inclusion of hydrogen from electrolysis in the renewable transport fuels obligation (RTFO),
where it is not currently included, or carbon pricing or other market based mechanisms to support low-carbon hydrogen use.

Mechanisms are required to reduce electricity costs for on-site electrolysis systems
•

A standard electricity tariff includes system charges and levies meant to spread the costs of managing the distribution and
transmission system as well as support the integration of renewable energy systems (RES). Given that electrolysers can modulate
rapidly to stabilise the grid, several industry players have questioned whether these charges should be applied to technologies
actively contributing to improving grid stability and RES integration – similar discussions are underway for battery based storage.

•

Alternatively, on-site electrolysers will need to establish a low net cost of electricity by attracting revenues from providing balancing
services to the electricity grid (e.g. fast frequency response) or by accessing low cost, low carbon generation (e.g. using surplus
renewable capacity).

•

This requires further work to establish the contractual and practical regime where electrolysers can compete for balancing contracts
and/or low cost power in real-time markets. Ideally a collaboration between electrolyser operators and utilities will establish
standard tariffs for low cost electricity on condition of providing a certain level of responsiveness.

•

Finally, as renewable energy system costs decrease, the option of directly coupling on-site electrolysis to renewable electricity
generators becomes increasingly economically viable. Whilst not competitive today, it is worthwhile to maintain a technology watch
to understand how total cost of hydrogen from directly coupled renewable generators can reduce through time and also ensure
technology providers understand the system requirements for renewable coupled electrolyser systems.
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting this application

UK actions

Technology
progress

UK market
development

Global
activities and
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

Low-volume deployment aimed at improving
the technology and reducing costs (~50 MW
p.a.)

Larger scale deployments to reach cost
competitiveness via volume
(150 MW p.a.)

5 to 10 hydrogen stations equipped with
electrolysers p.a. supported by private and
public investments (UK and EU)

> 10 hydrogen stations equipped with
electrolysers per annum

Increasing number of stations to be financed via private
investments

2025 onwards

Large-volume (>>500 MW) market-driven
deployment

PEM electrolysers can produce
hydrogen at a competitive price
(<£4/kg, excluding HRS costs)

Electrolysers rollout financed by genuinely
private investment initiatives

PEM electrolysers:
capex:£800/kW;
Stack life: 60,000h
Efficiency: 48 kWh/kg (system level)

Development of PEM systems with low-cost
materials, new stack designs and longer life

Further cost reductions driven by increasing
deployment volume

PEM electrolysers:
capex:£550/kW;
Stack life: 70,000h or more
Efficiency: 48 kWh/kg (system level)

HRS with on-site PEM electrolytic production units sponsored by
Government initiatives (5 to 10 MW of new capacity per annum)
R&D programmes sponsored by Government to
achieve PEM targets as reported above
Finalisation of the green hydrogen
Trade missions to export UK equipment to US, Japan and other
standard ; hydrogen inclusion in RTFO
countries where a hydrogen mobility market is emerging
Define framework to avoid system charges when
delivering grid / RES support services
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Deployment scenarios

Even modest deployment volumes by 2020 or 2025 could support
substantial technology improvements
•

•

•

•

Cumulative installed capacity
Central
The capital cost trends discussed in the
(MW) – Global figures
previous slide are consistent with a
Potential upside
cumulative deployment totalling ~1 GW of
2,000
FCEV Market not ready before 2025
installed capacity by 2025 (based on the IEA
HRS rollout assumptions, (see HRS section)
Rate of deployment after 2020 will be
and assuming that up to 50% of stations
dictated by success in the commercialisation
produce hydrogen using on-site electrolysis)
of fuel cell vehicles
Alkaline technology cost reductions are likely
to be driven primarily by the level of
Key technical and
~1,000 MW
deployment. Reductions in the cost of PEM
cost improvements
may also depend on the level of technology
1,000
should take place
innovation before 2020 (especially regarding
before 2020 in spite
system life and stack technology)
of low volumes
The most critical phase in the development
of electrolyser technology is before 2020,
~200 / 400 MW
when technology improvements and cost
reductions need to be achieved in spite of
50-100 MW
low deployment volumes. Higher deployment
0
rates post 2020 can accelerate the rate of cost
reductions across all technologies
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
However, as noted, the economics of water
electrolysers are expected to ultimately be
Assumed global market sales share
0.01%
0.2%
dominated by the price of electricity post
for fuel cell vehicles (IEA 2015):
2020
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Deployment scenarios

A number of actions could accelerate the development of electrolysers
for transport fuel production, before and beyond 2020
Scenario

Actions

High

Additional actions
• Commitment to affordable vehicles with attractive
consumer offer from numerous OEMs
• Confirmed very low cost tariffs for electrolysers
providing grid support – widely available
• Trade missions to export HRS to other key markets
(e.g. Japan, USA)

Central

• Sponsorship of electrolytic HRS deployment using UK
derived equipment
• Low cost electricity options secured (via balancing
payments or specific tariffs)
• Some successful vehicle deployments – heavy duty,
high hydrogen consumption preferred
• Support for optimisation of UK products
• Green hydrogen standard and other framework
finalisation

Low

Actions still needed
• Insufficient sponsorship of HRS
• Technology targets missed
• Limited availability of hydrogen vehicles

UK deployment numbers
2015

~2MW
(for
transport)

2020

2025

20MW

100MW+

10MW

50MW

3MW

5MW
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UK benefits

What is the UK benefit from reaching the aim in 2025?

Global addressable market
Global addressable market value
UK share of tradeable global market
Potential value for UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK job creation

Cumulative by 2025

Notes

Likely up to 1,000 MW

UK domestic market could account
for 10% of global market

~£ 0.3 billion2
Up to 25%

Assuming a very high competitive
advantage by 2025

~£ 0.03 billion (of which
~10% from UK market)

Assuming 50% of sales displace
existing economic activity

100s

Note: cumulative market and GVA to 2030 can be up to 10 times bigger.
The IEA (2015) roadmap1 assumes ~15,000 HRS deployed globally by 2030, which implies HRS (and thus on-site
electrolysers) sales between 2025 and 2030 roughly 10 times bigger than between 2015 and 2025
The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the product of:
the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic companies, the share of this
market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to account for displacement of other
economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK market size, the gross margin, the proportion
of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor to account for displacement of other economic activity).
Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in similar sectors, and not on a detailed analysis of the particular
product or the UK companies active in the area.

1 - International Energy Agency (IEA), Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (2015)
2 – All figures discounted at 3.5%
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Focus applications

• Hydrogen from water electrolysis
• Gaseous hydrogen purity control, compression and distribution
• Hydrogen retailing (refuelling stations)

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Introduction

Gaseous hydrogen purity control, compression and distribution
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Aims for 2025

Fuel demand from fuel cell vehicles can create a large market for highvolume compressed hydrogen in the early 2020s
•

Gaseous hydrogen compression and delivery (via tube trailers) is a mature market for industrial applications.
This is a market generally characterised by small quantities (up to 300kg of hydrogen per delivery), low
pressure (up to 200bar) and not too restrictive gas purity standards

•

The existing logistic solutions and purity qualities are however inappropriate for hydrogen mobility
applications. The hydrogen purity requirements for PEM fuel cells (SAE J2719) are far more restrictive than
most of the standards currently used by the gas industry; hydrogen is used at a higher pressure (350bar to
700bar) and the volume required per refuelling station can be substantial (e.g. 100kg to 1,000kg per day per
station for hydrogen stations serving passenger cars and several tonnes per day per station for fuel cell bus
applications)

•

New high pressure logistic solutions designed to deliver larger quantities of hydrogen at a certified purity
could thereby unlock a series of benefits:
o Support of the expansion of the hydrogen mobility market as 1) these solutions can reduce the cost for
delivering pure hydrogen to end users, 2) reduce the carbon footprint of delivered hydrogen (by reducing
the fuel input per kg of hydrogen transported (by around 50% to 70%) and 3) reduce the need for expensive
on-site hydrogen compression and storage equipment at the refuelling stations
o They could generate a substantial market for UK-based industry players (manufacturing of system and
components) as well as spur the creation of local skilled jobs related to asset deployment and maintenance
o The market potential for high pressure logistic solutions could be substantial. For example, 2 million cars
need approximately 1,000,000 kg/day; 50% of this demand requires a fleet of 500 high-pressure tube trailers
(a total stock of £250-£500m) which suggests a potential market size of 10s to 100s of million pounds per
year.
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UK capabilities

There are several active and latent UK players which may stand to
benefit from targeted national interventions
UK companies active in the sector

Measures to promote UK strengths

•

Luxfer Gas Cylinders (based in Salford, UK) is among the world's largest
manufacturer of aluminium and composite gas cylinders, including highpressure hydrogen cylinders for on-board vehicle storage and bulk delivery

•

•

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) is researching and demonstrating
novel technologies for hydrogen quality sampling and analysis

•

ITM Power and BOC (a Linde AG subsidiary) are both developing new gas
distribution concepts and trailer solutions

•

All major gas companies in the UK are international subsidiaries but can carry
out technology development and commercialisation activities within the UK

Funding programmes aimed at resolving
specific technology gaps (related to highpressure hydrogen equipment, hydrogen
gas compression, purification and quality
assurance) could support UK companies
in developing specialty products which
could be marketed internationally and
thus secure a leading market position
(should novel technologies or solutions
be developed before a large penetration
of fuel cell vehicles)

•

This strategy would also attract latent
players and secure continuity in the UK
research environment

•

The international HRS market (discussed
in the following section) can by itself
support the development of this sector
(e.g. via an increasing commercial
demand for pure gas deliveries and
quality assurance) but this is likely to
remain a low volume market in the near
term (2016-2025) so any UK company
will have to face a strong international
competition

UK latent potential

•

Other smaller UK-based companies could also move into the sector (such as
HAYDALE Composite Solutions (formerly EPL))

•

Furthermore, there is substantial scope for other UK manufacturers to
become more active across the technology value chain as the UK has a longstanding experience in handling industrial gases and developing equipment
for gas compression, purification and delivery

UK research potential
•

New intellectual property will likely originate from research on areas search
as novel storage materials which could extend the life of cylinders and novel
gas impurity detection instruments
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High-pressure / high-volume gaseous
hydrogen logistic technologies are
required to cut costs
•

•

•

•

The gas industry is developing novel trailer solutions
characterised by lightweight materials and higher working
pressures (500bar) to achieve a better economy of scale and
thereby substantially reduce distribution costs
Although conventional tube trailers are mature technologies,
they can only deliver up to around 300kg of hydrogen per
journey at 200bar pressure. The new 500bar trailer solutions
can transport up to around 1,000kg per journey. Their
economics versus conventional (200bar) trailer solutions is
illustrated on the right hand site
Even at high capital cost levels, high-pressure high-capacity
trailers can offer better economics as the increased transport
capacity reduces the levelled capital, driving, fuel and
handling costs per kg of hydrogen transported. This also
makes the economics of gaseous delivery more resilient to
changes in the labour and transport costs and offset the higher
costs associated with compressing hydrogen at a higher
pressure (500bar)
Technology improvements in gas compression are also
required to improve efficiency, reliability and avoid gas
contamination risks. New solutions such as ionic compressors
(which use ionic fluids for compression), hydride based
compressors and electrochemical compressors (a PEM based
technology) are being developed.

Barriers and actions
Distribution - trailer Capex

Distribution - Driving costs (Fuel and driver)

Distribution - Personnel costs

Compression costs (CAPEX, OPEX, electricity)

Gaseous hydrogen delivery cost - £ / kg
Estimated costs of hydrogen delivery by tube trailer to HRS
Excluding margin on hydrogen
Global volume supplied via trailer - tonnes / year
<800

<800

~1,200

~2,500

Technology change
Cost reduction dependent
on level of deployment

0.9
0.7
0.6

2015
200 bar trailer –
300 kg capacity
Assumed capex:
£200,000

0.5

2015

2025
2030
500 bar trailer –
1,000 kg capacity
Assumed capex: £1,000,000 (2015); £500,000
(2025), £200,000 (2030)
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The gaseous hydrogen costs reported on the previous slide are
based on the following exogenous assumptions
Year

2015

Pressure - bar

200

Trailer fixed opex - £ / year

2015

2025

2030
500

Source

3% of capex

Assumption

Trips per year per trailer - / year

329

Assumption

Average trailer round-trip distance - km

150

Assumption

Trailer driving costs (including driver salary) - £ /
km

0.9

Based on £30,000 UK average
salary

Compressor lifetime - years

10

See 1

Compressor capex - £

117,000

Compressor annual opex - £ / year

513,600

See 2

3% of capex

Assumption

Compression cost (excluding electricity) - £ / kg

0.15

0.23

Calculation based on
assumptions above

Compression energy requirement – kWh / kg

0.92

1.43

See 3

Electricity cost - £ / kWh

0.10

Asset utilisation - % of maximum volume of H2
delivered per annum over all trips

0.10

0.13
90%

0.15

See 4
Assumption

1: NRL: Hydrogen Station Cost Estimates: Comparing Hydrogen Station Cost Calculator Results with other recent Estimates
2: Sheila Samsatli et. Al: Optimal design and operation of integrated wind hydrogen-electricity networks for decarbonising the
domestic transport sector in Great Britain
3: Analysis undertaken for Carbon Trust Hydrogen for Transport TINA
4: DECC: Energy and emissions projections 2015
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Barriers and actions

Breakthroughs in hydrogen fuel purification, quality preservation
and assurance along the value chain are also required
Other improvements required for a mature hydrogen gas market for PEM transport applications
PEM fuel cells systems for automotive applications are very sensitive to trace
impurities in the hydrogen. For this reason, the global vehicle manufacturers
have adopted an international purity standard (SAE J2719) as the reference fuel
quality guideline to ensures that fuel cells are not degraded by unwanted
impurities beyond their natural degradation processes

•

SAE J2719 or equivalent guidelines are proving demanding to assure along
the conventional hydrogen supply and delivery chain. Hydrogen purification
methods and purity analysis for quality assurance (QA) could substantially
increase the cost of hydrogen to end-users if performed frequently, with nonoptimised technologies and for small hydrogen quantities - a potentially
unacceptable cost which would make the fuel uncompetitive with other options

•

The industry is thereby researching and testing novel solutions for
overcoming this problem, which have not yet been fully developed or
demonstrated to date. Most notably:

There exists a large spread in the hydrogen
purification and quality assurance costs associated
with the SAE J2719 guidelines. Cost are highly
sensitive to the technology used and quantity of
hydrogen assured
Currently as high as ~ few £
per kg from hydrocarbon
based production, with
regular or on-line testing

£ / kg-H2

•

H2 Purification

Costs can be reduced to
~ few pence per kg with
high volume, electrolytic
production and irregular
sampling

H2 Quality
Assurance

o Affordable large-scale purification methods for fossil-fuel derived hydrogen (e.g. methane reformation) dedicated to PEM fuel cell
applications: dedicated pressure-swing adsorption units (PSA) capable to meet the SAE J2719 standards; pressure-driven diffusion
membranes (e.g. palladium membranes); electrochemical compressors (PEM based technology which efficiently purifies and compresses
hydrogen at the same time) and other alternatives
o Purification methods for hydrogen from pipelines - distribution of gas through a widespread gas distribution network causes
contamination of the delivered gas from water, cutting oils, and plastic debris. Hydrogen will also likely be odorised
o Affordable fuel quality assurance solutions suitable to meet the requirements of the automotive industry (new technologies for
sampling and analysing hydrogen; cost-effective sampling protocols along the value chain)
o Compression and hydrogen delivery components which do not contaminate the hydrogen gas (for example, compressors removing the
use of contaminating oils, reducing seals and other bearings which can create filtrations, etc.)
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Barriers and actions

A number of actors are looking to challenge existing norms around
hydrogen purity (for vehicles), pressure and hydrogen storage
•

The hydrogen purity standard (SAE J2719) is often argued to be over onerous, as many stakeholders believe PEM fuel cells
either could or should be able to tolerate higher impurities

•

Furthermore, the standard contains target concentrations which extremely few pieces of equipment are able to detect (note
however that NPL in the UK is a global leader in this field)

•

Many stakeholders see this as a cause of very high cost hydrogen, as it means hydrogen cannot be accessed from existing
sources which have lower purity specifications

•

Some vehicles such as hydrogen combustion vehicles certainly don’t need the high purity required by the standards – this level
of purity would also not be required by most heat-based appliances which would combust the hydrogen.

•

Therefore, there is a movement to question the use of the high purity standards being defined by the SAE

•

However, there are two counter-points to these arguments:
1. These are international standards laid down by international vehicle OEMs, who are looking to develop low cost fuel cells
(with a very low platinum content). These low cost cells will be sensitive to the trace impurities. Therefore, any decision to
move away from the standard would risk the participation of the international OEMs in the UK market unless a
breakthrough impurity tolerant stack is developed.
2. The cost of achieving the high purity standard may well be overstated in the medium term. Electrolysers already produce
hydrogen to this purity level and well designed SMR and PSA systems can as well (they just are not currently measured to
this standard). Therefore once the assurance techniques are developed, the high purity standard should not be expected to
add to the cost of hydrogen production.

•

Recommendation: instead of challenging the purity standards, the UK has more to gain from developing the quality
assurance procedures (and associated equipment) to meet these standards
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Barriers and actions

Summary of the main technology options and actions to support
UK companies in developing competitive solutions (1/2)
Aspect

Gaseous
hydrogen
transport

Status /
technology in
use

Low pressure
(200bar)
trailers
transporting
300kg (net) H2

New technology options

• High-pressure (min 500bar) trailers transporting
>1,000kg (net) H2
• Lightweight high pressure tanks (500bar to
1,000bar) for bulk hydrogen transport
applications

Action to support UK companies

R&D schemes aimed at developing:
• New composite materials for
affordable, lightweight highpressure, high capacity hydrogen
tanks are needed
• Novel storage techniques to
increase capacity e.g. pressurised
hydrides – aimed at bulk transport

Gaseous
hydrogen
compression

Conventional
gas
compressors
(typically
based on
mechanical
pistons and
mineral oils)

• Use of ionic liquids to compress H2 without
contamination and with a lower energy input to
high pressures (up to 1,000bar)

• Electrochemical compression - applying a
voltage across a proton exchange membrane
(PEM) to sustain a pressure differential. This
process purifies hydrogen and efficiently
compresses hydrogen to high pressures (at
double efficiency of conventional compressors)
• Hydride compressors – where metal hydrides are
used as absorbent materials in a thermallydriven compression cycle

R&D schemes aimed at developing:
• Reliable, scalable and affordable
novel compressors – existing
prototypes are small and far from
optimised.
• Optimised systems for both lowvolume on-site compression
duties (e.g. at HRS) as well as
large-volume compression and
purification duties (e.g. at fossil
fuel-based hydrogen production
plants)
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Barriers and actions

Summary of the main technology options and actions to support
UK companies in developing competitive solutions (2/2)
Aspect
Gaseous
hydrogen
purification

Hydrogen fuel
quality
assurance

Status / technology in
use

New technology options

Fossil fuel-based
hydrogen production
plants use conventional
pressure-swing
adsorption units (PSA)
which were not designed
to deliver PEM fuel cell
purities

• New generation of PSA capable of meeting
the SAE J2719 standards

Quality assurance
services today are
performed via:
•
Ad-hoc sampling
methods which can
be labour intensive
and work best for
low pressure
hydrogen
•
Multiple analysis
instruments (each
dedicated to
detecting specific
impurities at the
required accuracy)

• Standardised sampling technologies for
high-pressure hydrogen – for example, work
is in progress to design a standard system
capable of sampling hydrogen at the nozzle
for 350 and 700bar refuelling

• Pressure-driven diffusion membranes (e.g.
based on palladium or other material) where
only hydrogen can pass through a selective
membrane
• Electrochemical compressors (see previous
slide)

Action to support UK companies
R&D schemes aimed at developing:
• Electrochemical compressors
(see previous slide)
• Pressure-driven diffusion
membranes for both on-site and
large-volume applications, as well
as for purifying hydrogen from
future hydrogen pipelines
R&D schemes aimed at developing:
• Next generation of holistic and
on-site hydrogen purity analysers

• Next generation of holistic hydrogen purity
analysers - systems capable of detecting
multiple impurities at the required accuracy
(as per SAE J2719 guidelines) via the same
instrument
• On-site hydrogen purity analysers –
solutions aimed at accurately detecting the
most problematic impurities or canary
species on-site (to avoid transporting
samples to laboratories)
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting hydrogen production and distribution

UK actions

UK market
Technology progress development

Global
activities
and
deployment

2016-2020
•
•

Deployment of first ionic compressors
(few tens p.a.) and 500bar trailers (few
units p.a.)
On-going demonstration projects to
test novel H2 purification technologies
and quality assurance solutions

As per the above (very small number of
500bar trailers introduced in the country
and participation in EU / UK projects to test
novel H2 purification technologies and
quality assurance solutions)

2020-2025
•
•
•

Deployment of first electrochemical
compressors (high tens p.a.)
Commercialisation of novel H2 quality
assurance solutions
Introduction / demonstration of very highpressure hydrogen tanks (or novel
materials)

2025 onwards
Widespread adoption of solutions
developed across the 2016-2025 periods
(driven by a commercial H2 mobility market)
(e.g. hundreds to thousands units per
annum globally)

Small-volume deployment of novel compressors
(few units / low tens per annum)

TARGET – UK technology
commercialised globally

Commercialisation of novel light-weight / high
volumetric density H2 storage solutions and of
novel holistic H2 quality analysers

Development of 500bar trailers
Improvement of ionic gas compressors

TARGET – commercially available high-pressure
Tube trailers; commercially mature ionic compressors

Development of novel high-pressure lightweight composite materials H2 tanks
Development and improvement of electrochemical compressors (for compression & purification)

TARGET – advanced H2 compression &
purification tech (e.g. PEM / catalyst based)

Development advanced PSA technologies

Development next generation H2 purification technologies
TARGET – commercially available next
Development of high-pressure H2 sampling technology
generation
H2 sampling and analysis tech.
and next-generation of holistic analysers
R&D programmes to develop new composite materials for light-weight / high
volumetric density H2 storage
R&D programmes to develop novel compression technologies
R&D programmes to develop next generation of holistic H2 analysis instruments
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UK benefits

Hydrogen distribution and compression could generate millions of
pounds for the UK economy by 2025
Cumulative by 2025
Global addressable market
Global addressable market value
UK share of tradeable global market
Potential value for UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK new job creation

< 1,000 new trailers and < 100
large-volume compressors
~£ 0.1 billion2

Notes
UK domestic market likely less
than 10% of global market

less than 10%

Assuming a low competitive
advantage by 2025

Millions of pounds (of which up
to 30% from UK market)

Assuming 50% of sales displace
existing economic activity

10s

Note: cumulative market and GVA to 2030 can be up to 10 times bigger. The IEA (2015) roadmap1 assumes ~15,000
HRS deployed globally by 2030, which implies HRS (and thus related gaseous equipment ) sales between 2025 and
2030 roughly 10 times bigger than between 2015 and 2025
The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the
product of: the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic
companies, the share of this market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to
account for displacement of other economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK
market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor
to account for displacement of other economic activity). Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in
similar sectors, and not on a detailed analysis of the particular product or the UK companies active in the area.
1 - International Energy Agency (IEA), Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (2015)
2 – All figures discounted at 3.5%
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Focus applications

• Hydrogen from water electrolysis
• Gaseous hydrogen purity control, compression and distribution
• Hydrogen retailing (refuelling stations)

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Introduction

Hydrogen retailing (refuelling stations)
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Aims for 2025

An international market for refuelling stations can take off in the early
2020s following the introduction of more affordable vehicles
•

The market for hydrogen refuelling stations (HRS) could reach a cumulative global deployment of ~1,500 units
by 2025 (with an estimated value of ~£2billion globally by the same year on a capex-basis alone) according to
the International Energy Agency roadmapping exercise for fuel cell technologies. Additional HRS could be
deployed to serve larger road vehicles (such as buses)

•

The UK could account for up to roughly 10% of this market (e.g. ~65 HRS by 2020 and ~150 by 2025) while UK
companies can also access other international markets

•

Although hydrogen refuelling stations include mature equipment (gas valves, pipes, etc.), technologies
dedicated to metering, compressing, cooling and dispensing of high pressure hydrogen fuel (350bar / 700bar)
are not yet fully mature. These technological gaps need to be resolved in advance of a mass-market
commercialisation of fuel cell vehicles in order to guarantee high station reliability standards and affordable fuel.

•

Large scale deployment of hydrogen refuelling stations:
o Is of paramount importance to support the creation of a commercial market for fuel cell vehicles, which
in turn can unlock large GHG and Air Quality benefits (see separate roadmap)
o Could support a market for water electrolysers and high-pressure gaseous logistic solutions (discussed in
the previous sections)
o May generate a substantial market for UK-based industry players (manufacturing of system and
components) as well as create local skilled jobs related to deploying and maintaining assets
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UK capabilities

There are several active and latent UK players which can benefit
from an expanding HRS market
UK companies active in the sector

Measures to promote UK strengths

•

Haskel (a US company with hydrogen and other gas equipment
manufacturing capacity in UK) is developing HRS

•

Logan (a UK company) design, integrate, install, commission, produce and
maintain hydrogen production and refuelling stations solutions

•

PURE Energy Centre (a UK company) supplies and deploys hydrogen fuelling
stations

•

ITM Power also integrates and supply stations (as a part of their water
electrolysis business)

•

All major gas companies in UK are international subsidiaries but can carry
out technology development and commercialisation activities in the UK

• Funding programmes aimed at resolving
specific technology gaps (related to
hydrogen metering, hydrogen compression
and cooling, etc.) could support UK
companies in developing specialty
products which can be marketed
internationally and thus secure a leading
market position (should novel
technologies or solutions be developed
before a large penetration of fuel cell
vehicles)

UK latent potential
•

Other smaller UK-based gas companies could also move into the sector and
there is substantial scope for other UK manufacturers to become more active
across the technology value chain (the UK has a long-standing experience
developing equipment for gas compression, cooling and delivery)

•

Significant UK energy companies could also enter the market (Shell, BP)

•

There are opportunities for UK equipment manufacturers throughout the
supply chain (e.g. SGL and Haldanes are developing materials for lower cost
composite tanks and Tokheim are a major manufacturer of fuel dispensers in
Dundee)

• This strategy would also attract latent
players and secure continuity in the UK
research environment
• The international HRS market can by itself
support the development of this sector
(e.g. via an increasing commercial demand
for new HRS and related equipment) but
this is likely to remain a low volume
market in the near term (2016-2025) so
any UK company will have to face a strong
international competition
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Tasks

There are a number of outstanding technology gaps in fuel retailing
which need to be resolved in parallel with cost reduction
• There are still a number of
technical and economic
needs which should to be
resolved in order to make
hydrogen refuelling marketready by 2020

Main technology-specific areas of improvements (2016-2020):
•

Metering - the accuracy of most existing meters is +/- 5% or worse, which is not
sufficient to allow sale to the general public according to existing weights and
measures legislation across most EU countries. Accuracy greater than +/-2% is
required, which will require advances from meter manufacturers – these designs
have been identified but not yet proven in the field

• Existing HRS solutions are far
from optimised and
standardised (HRS designs
and equipment greatly vary
from project to project as
well as by supplier)

•

HRS reliability – the majority of the current European passenger car stations do not
achieve the >98% availability level expected of equipment used in conventional fuel
retailing (with >99% required for mission critical stations e.g. bus depots). This will
require a) more robust HRS components (notably compressors), b) improved supply
chains and c) strategies to ensure redundancy in the case of component breakdown

•

HRS efficiency and high-capacity dispensation – work is required to demonstrate:
reliability / cost efficacy of high-capacity 350bar (for buses) and 700bar (cars)
refuelling stations (e.g. large high-pressure compressors, gas pre-coolers etc.);
refuelling performance compatible with commercial needs (e.g. 5 vehicles per
dispenser per hour or more, minimum of two back to back fuelling events with no
waiting time between fills); minimisation of inefficiencies (H2 gas leaks, overall
energy consumption per kg of hydrogen dispensed via optimised compressor
management, optimised cold temperature process management, etc.)

•

Integration in existing petrol / fuel stations – work is required to reduce the
footprint of high-capacity HRS and standardise their integration in existing fuel
stations. The industry lacks standard terms of reference (note: the UK BCGA is
developing a Blue Book addendum on this area)

• Technology improvements
are needed to improve the
customer offer / commercial
proposition to a standard
comparable to traditional
liquid fuel (see right hand
side)
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Tasks

Summary of the main technology needs and actions to support UK
companies in developing competitive new solutions
Aspect

Status / technology
in use

Hydrogen
metering

Hydrogen is difficult
to measure (due to
low molecular weight
and low operating
density). Existing
technologies (e.g.
based on differential
pressure,
vortex/turbine flow,
thermal mass) have
low accuracy (e.g. +/5% or worse)

Hydrogen
compression

Hydrogen
cooling

Hydrogen
compression and
cooling at the HRS are
today performed with
technology adapted
from conventional
industrial gas
applications

New technology options

Action to support UK companies
•

R&D programme to develop meters which
can simultaneously meet all the
requirements stated by the international
standards for high-pressure hydrogen
refuelling (e.g. SAE J2601) at high accuracies
(no commercial meter can achieve this
currently). The programme should involve
one or more testing facilities to mimic realworld performance under fuelling conditions
(e.g. high volume, high pressures and low
temperatures) and understand how different
dispenser designs can impact the meter
workings

There is a large scope for optimising on-site
hydrogen compression and cooling, from both an
efficiency and reliability perspective

•

Cooling systems are required to cool hydrogen to 20 / -40 °C to enable fast filling. Although closedcycle refrigeration is a well-established technology,
hydrogen-specific components (e.g. heat transfer
equipment, etc.) are less mature and there is scope
for reducing energy consumption and costs

National HRS rollout programmes can be
designed to support (latent or active) UK
players in developing specialty products for
hydrogen compression and cooling
applications (e.g. in the form of competitive
innovation funding programmes)

•

A ‘breadboard’ hydrogen station allowing
safe trialling of different hydrogen station
technologies could be developed in concert
with a station operator

New solutions are needed with accuracy greater
than +/-2% (for fiscal metering applications):
Leading candidates are H2-specific Coriolis meters:
provide a direct measurement of mass
independently from changes in pressure and
temperature via measuring frequency differentials
in counter-vibrating tubes through which hydrogen
flows

The adoption of new compressors (e.g.
electrochemical compressors, - see section on H2
logistics) is needed to reduce energy consumption,
gas contamination risk and improve HRS reliability
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Tasks

Summary of the main technology needs and actions to support UK
companies in developing competitive new solutions
Aspect

Status / technology in use

New technology options

Action to support UK companies

Compact
and better
integrated
HRS
solutions

Current HRS have a combination of off-the-shelf
H2 equipment (such as low-pressure buffer tanks,
pumps, containers to enclose core components
etc.) and novel H2-specific technologies
(dispensers, new compressors, etc.). The space
required by this equipment limits the locations
where HRS can be deployed and for forecourt
based applications restricts the opportunity to
raise revenue from other activities on the space
taken by the HRS (thereby harming the HRS
business case)

There is a large scope for
developing highly integrated HRS
solutions, offering the following
(non exhaustive):

National HRS rollout programmes
can be designed to support
innovation in HRS design and
components integration.

•

Minimum footprint for highvolume dispensing solutions

•

Underground H2 storage

•

Reduction of H2 leaks

•

Optimised low-temperature /
high pressure equipment

Programmes should favour
advanced streamlined HRS designs.
The ultimate objective is to
develop UK-made fully-integrated
solutions which can reduce
inefficiencies (gas leaks, overall
energy consumption per kg of
hydrogen dispensed) and footprint.

Regulations
for siting
hydrogen
refuelling
stations

Asset
financing

Current regulation (e.g. Control of Major Accident
Hazards) limit the amount of hydrogen which can
be stored on-site

The industry is working to include
hydrogen in the ‘Blue Book’ for
safety acceptance of forecourt
installations

Support dialogue between
regulators, health and safety
officials and industry stakeholders
in order to remove any outstanding
barriers for on-site hydrogen use

HRS today are mainly funded via public grant
schemes (UK or EU) as very low fuel demand and
high technology costs leave stations not
financeable via conventional private investments

New HRS financing models are
emerging to support larger-scale
deployments. These are based on
public-private interventions and
novel demands clustering
approaches (see next slide)

Vehicle rollout schemes designed
to maximise the utilisation of
refuelling assets (clustering of
demand, captive fleet approaches,
etc. – see next slide)
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Tasks

Summary of the main technology needs and actions to support UK
companies in developing competitive new solutions
Aspect

Status / technology in use

Consumer facing
hydrogen billing
systems

Current hydrogen stations have billing
systems which are not compatible with
sale to customers. These often require
special cards or codes to access stations
and don’t always allow e.g. credit card
payment systems

Novel customer
offer for
hydrogen fuel

Hydrogen prices will be high in the
early years. Hydrogen retailers and
vehicle OEMs will need to develop
techniques to avoid these high prices
deterring early customers.
Some of the early stations have been
developed more as demonstrators
(with associated high hydrogen cost,
and challenging user experience) and
less with the customer in mind.

Simplified
commissioning
for HRS

The current commissioning process is
slow (months) because each vehicle
manufacture has to perform their own
tests to validate hydrogen dispensers

New technology options
This is a regulatory and practical issue.
Current weights and measures legislation will
not permit sale of hydrogen at today’s
metering accuracy. Hence either more
accurate meters are needed or a novel
approach to overcome the accuracy issue will
be required.
Practically, systems need to be developed in
companies to allow sale direct to customers –
there are no technical challenges here, simply
the investment in systems etc. will need to be
justified by scale in the demand for hydrogen.

Bundling cost of hydrogen with the vehicle
purchase price
Ensuring the other benefits of hydrogen are
marketed to customers – lower volatility of
hydrogen price, environmental benefits,
smoother, cleaner driving etc

Development of a standardised
commissioning kit that is accepted across
vehicle manufacturers

Action to support UK companies

Active discussions with existing weight
and measures legislators to develop
options which allow sale of product at
the expected metering accuracy
Dialogue across Europe with a view to
harmonise the billing experience across
Europe

Encourage all actors to develop novel
models focussed on creating an
attractive proposition for early
customers
Support efforts by SMMT and the
European projects to harmonise and
improve the customer offer

Support of efforts to develop such a kit
(as is being investigated in California and
Germany), this will require coordination
between multiple OEMs / SMEs from the
start
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The economics of fuelling stations requires
large throughput capacities to cut costs
• From a cost perspective, HRS inherently deliver better
economics for large dispensing throughputs (see below). This
is a consequence of the fact that HRS of different sizes often
have the same equipment (e.g. same dispenser for example).
Also, smaller equipment (e.g. smaller compressors) generally
offers only a marginal capital cost advantage
• Cost reductions may also be driven by higher deployment
volumes – this is however limited in scope as site-specific
one-off costs (such as land preparation, utility connection,
permitting costs, etc.) only marginally decrease with volume

HRS capex,
£/kg/day

Fixed Opex (3% of capex p.a.)
Electricity

Excluding margin on hydrogen
all assets used at 90% utilisation

Cost reduction dependent
on level of deployment

Change of HRS size and
cost reduction to volume

1.2

1.1

0.7

0.6

0.7

0.4
0.2

0.3
0.2

0.2
0.2

~ 2015

~ 2020

~2025

500 kg/day H2 dispensing
capacity

~ 2 tonne/day H2
dispensing capacity

2015 capex breakdown - £ / kg

-69.0%

10,725

Land and permitting

2,145

1
(>2016)
~500kg/day

Illustrative costs1

0.7
0.1

-35.5%
3,325

(2013)
~150kg/dayS

One-off costs (Capex, installation, etc.)

Retailing costs analysis (700 bar HRS costs only) - £ / kg

0.3
Better economy of scale: HRS fixed and H2 equipment costs
penalise small systems as they do not scale well (adapted
from: NREL, Hydrogen Station Cost Estimates, 2013)

Barriers and actions

0.3

(>2016)
~1,500kg/day

Cost of installed units, including an estimate for installation,
commissioning and land preparation costs

Compressor
0.2

0.1

Dispenser, cascade and refigeration
Other capital costs

~2025

1: cost breakdown based on DOE H2A Model
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Barriers and actions

High asset utilisation and, where relevant, access to cheap electricity for
electrolysers, can lead to significant cost reductions for hydrogen fuel
•

•

•

•

The analysis considered in these slides focusses on
technical and market barriers and therefore assumes
high asset utilisation assumptions (90%) for clarity
reasons
However it is important to note that one of the main
problems suffered by the industry today is that low
utilisation of assets leads very high effective
hydrogen costs
This analysis also indicates that in 2015, increased
electricity costs (~15p / kWh) can add nearly £5 / kg
to the cost of hydrogen dispensed at an electrolysis
supplied filling station, compared to those accessing
cheap electricity (~6p / kWh)
At low utilisation rates, cheaper, smaller, 350 bar HRS
(such as those currently being deployed in France)
may prove more cost effective than 700 bar stations.
However, 350 bar refuelling could ultimately limit the
number of vehicles that can refuel at these stations,
and reduced capacity would lead to worse economic
performance than large stations when used at high
capacity.
On-site production (6p / kWh electricity)
Off-site SMR production
Distribution (including compression and purification)

2015 fuel cost analysis1 - £ / kg dispensed at the filling station
Excluding taxes and margin on hydrogen
500kg/day
HRS, all assets used at 10% utilisation
Additional onsite
23.3
22.9
production cost
2.8
for 15p/kWh
2.8
2.2
electricity price
2.3
14.1
9.2
1.4
8.7
Additional onsite
3.8
production cost
for 10p/kWh
5.8
electricity price
3.6
9.1
9.1
9.0
2.2
PEM on-site
electrolysis
and retailing

Alkaline on-site
electrolysis and
retailing

Trucked SMR
hydrogen
and retailing

Hydrogen price
for cost parity
with diesel

2015 fuel cost analysis (700 bar HRS)1 - £ / kg dispensed at the filling station
Additional onsite
production cost
for 15p/kWh
electricity price
Additional onsite
production cost
for 10p/kWh
electricity price

Excluding taxes and margin on hydrogen
500kg/day HRS, all assets used at 90% utilisation
10.4

2.8
2.2
4.1
1.3

10.2

2.8
2.3
3.9
1.3

4.0

1.4
1.5
1.2

5.8

3.6
2.2

Retailing (HRS costs)

Diesel parity – fuel duty component
Diesel parity –excluding VAT and duty

PEM on-site
electrolysis
and retailing

Alkaline on-site
electrolysis and
retailing

Trucked SMR
hydrogen
and retailing

Hydrogen price
for cost parity
with diesel

1: See slide 38 for a list of exogenous assumptions underlying this analysis, note that all hydrogen
prices for cost parity with diesel are calculated on a cost per km driven basis
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The total cost of ownership analyses for HRS are based on the following
assumptions
Parameter
Dispensing capacity – kg / day
HRS capex - £ / kg dispensed per day

2015

2025

Source

500

1,500

Assumption

3,300

1,900

See 1

Fixed opex as percentage of capex - % / year

3

Assumption

System lifetime – years

15

See 1

Station electricity use (off-site production) – kWh / kg
dispensed

1.25

See 1

Station electricity use (on-site production) – kWh / kg
dispensed

3

See 1

Reference diesel efficiency – l / 100 km

4.7

4.0

See 2

H2 fuelled vehicle efficiency – kg / 100 km

0.76

0.57

See 3

Diesel price (including VAT at 20%) – £ / l

1.12

1.43

See 4

Gas price - £ / kWh

0.023

0.023

See 4

Diesel fuel duty - £ / l

0.58

See 5

Note: the electrolyser, distribution and compression assumptions used in this section are the same those reported in
previous sections. See the appendix at the end of this section for the assumptions that determine SMR costs.
1: NRL: Hydrogen Station Cost Estimates: Comparing Hydrogen Station Cost Calculator Results with other recent Estimates
2: Based on Avensis and Element Energy efficiency modelling
3: Based on Toyota Mirai and Element Energy efficiency modelling
4: DECC: Energy and emissions projections 2015
5: See https://www.gov.uk/tax-on-shopping/fuel-duty
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Barriers and actions

Clustering and consolidation of hydrogen demand could help secure the
high asset utilisation required for the delivery of affordable hydrogen
•

As shown previously, asset utilisation is a key barrier to the profitability of HRS. Actions are thereby required to secure
a high and early utilisation of the assets. There are many strategies that could be undertaken to increase utilisation of
HRS:
 Adopting captive fleet approaches, construction of stations in localised clusters serving captive fleets of vehicles
(cars, vans, buses, etc.). This may require close collaboration with public bodies to achieve planning permission for
HRS in strategic areas
 Use of fuel contracts, where hydrogen vehicle users buy annual or multi-annual hydrogen fuel supply contracts.
Such contracts could de-risk investment in HRS by guaranteeing a baseload demand
 Support assets and vehicle deployment together, this requires coordinated decision making from a number of
parties (such as OEMs, local government, private fleets and others) an example of how this could be facilitated is
grant schemes which support a minimum number of vehicles per funded station

 Prioritise large hydrogen users (e.g. buses, HGV, LGVs, taxi fleets, car clubs) over smaller applications (e.g. passenger
cars), since these applications will consume more fuel per vehicle
 Maximise the output of HRS through a diverse customer base, for example, where depot based fleets have a
privately owned HRS, the addition of an over-the-fence HRS could catalyse higher throughputs
 Deployment of HRS for vehicles alongside alternative hydrogen fuel uses, this can improve the throughput of an
HRS, and make the hydrogen more economic. Examples of such locations could be industrial facilities where fuel cell
forklift trucks are deployed alongside a hydrogen fuelled fleet, or remote areas with constrained generation where
hydrogen is deployed as a transportable energy vector for a number of applications
•

Alternatively, in order to improve the prospects of early HRS, support for HRS could be linked to utilisation. One
possible mechanism for this could be a subsidy for fuel, which decreases with station throughput to allow the station to
provide affordable hydrogen, even at low utilisation. This may increase the value proposition of hydrogen vehicles for
early customers.
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Barriers and actions

Hydrogen fuel for road transport applications can be cost competitive by
2025 based on the targets reported in this roadmap
•

•
•

•

This analysis assumes that the hydrogen production and
distribution technologies discussed in this roadmap will
achieve the central deployment figures and resolve
most of the technical barriers discussed in the following
sections

2015 fuel cost analysis - £ / kg dispensed at the filling station
Additional onsite
production cost
for 15p/kWh
electricity price

Excluding taxes and margin on hydrogen
500kg/day HRS, used at 90% utilisation
10.5

10.0
The analysis (shown right) is based on the exogenous
2.7
2.7
Additional onsite
assumptions reported on slide 39
2.0
5.3
2.1
1.4
production cost
4.0
The analysis suggests that fuel production costs can
for 10p/kWh
4.6
4.0
1.5
3.6
approach parity with diesel on a cost per kilometre basis
electricity price
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.7
(based on the efficiency of a fuel cell vehicle and an
PEM on-site Alkaline on-site Trucked SMR Hydrogen price
equivalent class diesel vehicle) in 2025, where hydrogen
electrolysis electrolysis and
hydrogen
for cost parity
is produced off-site via SMR
and retailing
retailing
and retailing
with diesel
For hydrogen produced via electrolysis, the economics is
highly dependent on access to low cost electricity (~6p /
2025 fuel cost analysis - £ / kg dispensed at the filling station
kWh). Where electricity of this price is available, this
Additional onsite
Excluding taxes and margin on hydrogen
analysis indicates that hydrogen from onsite
production cost
~ 1,500kg/day HRS, used at 90% utilisation
electrolysis can be competitive with diesel, but only if
for 15p/kWh
electricity
price
duty is included in diesel prices and not included in
hydrogen prices
9.0
8.6
Additional onsite
2.5
2.6
production cost
On-site production (6p / kWh) electricity price)
5.3
for 10p/kWh
2.0
2.1
1.4
Off-site SMR production
2.9 0.8
electricity price
3.4
3.5
3.6
Distribution (including compression and purification)
0.8
0.8
0.7
1.7
Retailing (HRS costs)
Diesel parity - fuel duty component (57.95 p/l)
Diesel parity – excluding VAT and duty

PEM on-site Alkaline on-site Trucked SMR Hydrogen price
electrolysis electrolysis and
hydrogen
for cost parity
and retailing
retailing
and retailing
with diesel
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Barriers and actions

If hydrogen becomes available from pipelines this could further
reduce the cost of hydrogen for transport
•

If hydrogen becomes widely available in pipelines (not expected until after 2025), then
the cost of hydrogen at filling stations will fall considerably.

•

The use of hydrogen pipelines would have the following benefits:
 Reduced need for hydrogen storage at the filling station, reducing capital costs

 Easier siting as the safety implications are lower with less stored inventory – this is
particularly relevant for large stations which may exceed the COMAH safety
regulation if 2 and 5 tonne limits are exceeded
 Avoided cost of distribution
 Allowing economics of scale in production, by facilitating large production facilities
(which can also access carbon capture and storage systems – if available/required)
 Higher reliability of supply
•

Taken as a whole, the benefits of pipelines could reduce the cost of hydrogen supply at
fuelling stations by £0.50 - 1/kg, depending on the cost of cleaning up hydrogen from
the pipelines (which is currently an unknown and requires further work)

•

The cost of hydrogen pipelines is high (~£1m per km). Therefore until the demand for
hydrogen at filling stations increases significantly, it is unlikely there will be hydrogen
pipelines accessible to filling stations except where either a) the filling station is located
near an existing production facility and so can justify a small pipeline or b) where
pipelines are already being installed to satisfy an alternative end use, such as the heat
sector (e.g. conversion of a town to 100% hydrogen networks)
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Barriers and actions

A number of actions could accelerate the early deployment of HRS
in the UK, and improve their utility
The benefits of hydrogen mobility need to be properly articulated and disseminated, in order to boost uptake of vehicles and support

•

Public and private dissemination activities could be used to make the case that hydrogen fuelled transport has a number of local and
national benefits

•

A holistic analysis of the costs and impact of all ultra low emission vehicles and their infrastructure should be produced, an analysis
of this type could make a clearer case for governmental support:
 By quantifying not only the cost of refuelling stations for hydrogen vehicles, but also quantifying the grid reinforcement costs
incurred by large-scale deployment of battery electric vehicles
 Robust quantification of well to wheel CO2 benefits from the range of energy sources from which hydrogen can be produced
 Such an analysis could be undertaken by government (e.g. energy systems catapult, DECC, DfT) or by public-private partnerships /
initiatives (e.g. ETI or UK H2Mobility)

Currently, equipment faults can be a major inconvenience, exploration and resolution of equipment faults can take days at a time
• HRS operators should aim to reduce overall unavailability of stations as seen by the customer (via redundancy of equipment or backup
systems), as well as increasing their response times and share information on potential faults
• HRS providers should make a provision in the event of an outage at stations to avoid an extremely negative customer experience (e.g. a
pick-up service)
• Increased proliferation of HRS would give customers alternatives when their HRS does have faults
• A web-tool that informs users of equipment faults, and their likely resolution time, so that plans and schedules can be changed with
minimum inconvenience
Support for skills and training could lead to technological and logistical improvements
•

Graduates should be attracted to work in the hydrogen mobility sector, promotional events at universities could attract STEM
graduates to a new and exciting area

•

The establishment of a centre of excellence for UK hydrogen technology, could increase the prospects of UK companies operating in
this area, it could also create a wide R&D and practical skills to support the industry

•

Increased academic funding for relevant areas, could build on existing areas of UK research excellence, such as materials science (e.g.
the development of new materials for tanks, pressure swing adsorption and other emerging applications)
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Roadmap

Overview of the deployment timeline, technology progress and
possible actions for supporting hydrogen retailing

UK
market
Global
developm activities and
ent
deployment

2016-2020

2020-2025

Low-volume deployment aimed at
improving the technology and reducing
costs (~20 HRS p.a.)

R&D and technology optimisation
efforts can be supported via low
deployment volumes (~10 hydrogen
stations p.a.)

2025 onwards

Larger scale deployments to reach cost
competitiveness via volume
(~200/300 HRS p.a.)

Larger deployment volumes (e.g. > 20
HRS p.a.) will be required to cement the
national HRS market and support the
FCEV rollout

Development of accurate fiscal H2 meters

Technology
progress

Large-volume market-driven
deployment

Advanced H2 gas compression and purification technologies for on-site HRS applications
Advanced H2 gas cooling and low-T equipment for on-site HRS applications

TARGET – advanced on-site
technologies for H2 compression,
purification (e.g. PEM / catalyst
based etc.) and cooling

HRS system integration optimisation to reduce leaks, improve
refuelling capacity, reliability and energy efficiency
National level quantification of the relative infrastructure costs, benefits and CO2
emissions of all competing low emissions vehicles, including grid costs etc.

UK actions

Study of HRS synergies with planned hydrogen pipeline network
Remove any outstanding barriers for on-site H2 use; improve utilisation of HRS
by clustering demand and targeting fleet operators / large vehicle users
Continuity in supporting FC vehicle rollouts
HRS rollout support for seeding a national refuelling
network and catalyse UK innovation on HRS components
R&D programme (with testing facility) to
develop SAE J2601-compliant fiscal meters
(compatible with all dispenser designs)

TARGET – UK-made fully-integrated HRS solutions
(high-capacity, small footprint,, etc. ) which can be
competitive in the global market
TARGET – meters which can simultaneously meet
the all requirements stated by the international
standards for high-pressure H2 refuelling
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Deployment scenarios

Most deployment volumes by 2020/2025 can generate sufficient
demand to mature the hydrogen refuelling technology
•

•

•

The main technical improvements required
by 2020 are mainly dependent on
technology innovation rather than absolute
deployment volume
Cost reductions post-2020 are mainly
dependent on the level of deployment and
size of the HRS deployed. The capital cost
trends for hydrogen refuelling stations
discussed in the previous slides are
consistent with the IEA global cumulative
deployment scenarios (up to ~700 HRS units
by 2020 and ~1,300 by 2025)
High deployment rates post 2020 (e.g.
should the hydrogen mobility sector
experience a higher market penetration) can
accelerate the rate of cost reductions across
the HRS sector. Deployment volume is also
needed to consolidate and expand the
supply chain for high-pressure / lowtemperature hydrogen-specific components
(which will in turn reduce costs further)

1 - IEA HRS rollout scenario for United States, Japan and
EU 4 (France, Italy, Germany and the United Kingdom)

Cumulative installed capacity
( # stations) – Global figures1

Central
Potential upside
FCEV market not ready by 2025

2,000

NOTE: global HRS deployment by
2020 assumes that key players like
Germany, Japan and US will rollout a
dense HRS network before any largescale FCEV deployment

~1,300
1,000

~700

200
0

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Assumed global market sales for fuel
cell electric vehicles (IEA 2015):

30,000

Learning rate: 3% for every doubling of installed capacity (FCH JU 2011).
HRS capacity: 700 HRS @ 500kg-H2/day by 2020; 1,000 HRS @ 500kgH2/day and 300 HRS @ ~ 1,800kg-H2/day by 2025

500,000
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Deployment scenarios

There are a number of actions with potential to enhance the deployment
of HRS
Scenario

High

Central

Low

Actions
• Increased financial support for FCEV deployment and HRS
• OEMs commit to affordable vehicles, with attractive end user
play
• Availability of commercially attractive heavy duty vehicles

•
•
•
•
•
•

HRS rollout subsidy from public sector (pre-2020)
Clustering strategy of new HRS
Some OEM vehicles available in the UK
Consistent support for FCEV deployment
R&D/investment to develop meters, billing systems
Resolution to siting challenges, incorporation of hydrogen in
the blue book etc

The low scenario is projected under the following conditions:
• Insufficiently supported and uncoordinated rollout of HRS and
FCEV deployment
• No funding for new stations
• Minimal growth in OEM vehicle deployment

Deployment
numbers

2015

2020

2025

HRS

65

300

All Vehicles

1,000s

>100,000

HRS

3

30

>150

Cars/vans

10s

>500

10,000s

Bus/truck

18

~100

1,000s

HRS

15

20

All vehicles

~100

100s of
niche
vehicles
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UK benefit

What is the UK benefit from reaching the aim in 2025?

Global addressable market
Global addressable market value
UK share of tradeable global market
Potential value for UK economy (GVA)
Potential UK new job creation

Cumulative by 2025

Notes

up to 1,500 new HRS

UK domestic market likely less
than 10% of global market

~£ 2 billion1
Likely up to 15%

Assuming a high competitive
advantage by 2025

~£ 100 million (of which ~10%
from UK market)

Assuming 50% of sales displace
existing economic activity

Several 100s

Note: cumulative market and GVA to 2030 can be up to 10 times bigger. The IEA (2015) roadmap2 assumes ~15,000
HRS deployed globally by 2030, which implies HRS sales between 2025 and 2030 roughly 10 times bigger than
between 2015 and 2025
The GVA shown here represents the total net new economic activity. It includes the value to the UK from exports (the
product of: the market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available to non-domestic
companies, the share of this market likely to be taken by UK companies (usually between 1 and 9%), and a factor to
account for displacement of other economic activity) plus the value to the UK from UK deployment (the product of UK
market size, the gross margin, the proportion of the market that is available only to domestic companies, and a factor
to account for displacement of other economic activity). Job estimates are based on estimated jobs per unit of GVA in
similar sectors, and not on a detailed analysis of the particular product or the UK companies active in the area.

1 - All figures discounted at 3.5%
2 - International Energy Agency (IEA), Technology Roadmap, Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (2015)
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UK benefit

The use of hydrogen in road applications can improve the overall
UK balance of payments for transport fuel
• As hydrogen can be made from a wide variety
of UK endogenous resources (natural gas,
renewable electricity and biomass, for
example) the UK economic activity associated
with a switch to hydrogen fuel will be
significantly greater than that for the same
amount of kilometres driven using fossil fuels
(diesel or petrol).
• The UK H2Mobility project calculated that well
over £0.5 billion of additional economic value
can be generated per annum as a result of the
introduction of 1.6 million fuel cell vehicles in
the UK (at current diesel and electricity
prices)
Illustrative analysis of the value of increased domestic energy
production and reduced imports by replacing fossil with
hydrogen fuel in the passenger car sector.
Source: UK H2Mobility Phase 1 report
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Focus applications

• Hydrogen from water electrolysis
• Gaseous hydrogen purity control, compression and distribution
• Hydrogen retailing (refuelling stations)

• Link to the other roadmaps
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Links to other roadmaps

Links to other roadmaps
Dependencies
• Any market for on-site hydrogen fuel production, purification, compression, distribution and
retailing (HRS) technologies depends on pure hydrogen fuel demand for road transport
applications (see roadmap on road transport applications)
• Demand could also originate from non-road transport applications (ferries, trains, etc.) but to
a substantially lower level
• Development of hydrogen pipelines can slash hydrogen delivery cost to stations and
substantially reduce the hydrogen price at the pump
Beneficial effects
• Technology development on hydrogen fuel retailing (HRS), on-site production, purification,
compression, distribution is necessary to support the rollout of fuel-cell powered road
transport solutions (cars, vans, buses, trucks, etc.)
• Development in these technologies can also benefit other applications:
o On-board hydrogen storage, bulk hydrogen transport, compression, cooling and dispensing
technologies for non-road applications
o Bulk hydrogen transport and on-site storage for FC-CHPs
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Annex 1. SMR cost analysis: assumptions and methodology
The following assumptions were used to calculate the pre-distribution costs of hydrogen produced via SMR:
Parameter

2015

2025

Capital costs - £ / kg

0.06

Operation and maintenance costs - £ / kg

0.14

Purification costs - £ / kg

0.51

0.26

Natural gas price - £ / kWh (based on DECC Energy and emissions
projections 2015)

0.023

0.023

Electricity price - £ / kWh

0.15

0.15

Electrical energy consumption – kWh / kg

0.6

Natural gas energy consumption – kWh (LHV) / kg

46.8

These are based on analysis undertaken for the Carbon Trust’s Hydrogen for Transport TINA
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